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Abstract

This thesis consists of two related sections. Part One is an essay addressing the representation of fact-based violence in *Chronicle of a death foretold* by Gabriel García Márquez and *2666* by Roberto Bolaño. Part Two, the primary section, is the novel-in-stories *The Lucky Ones*. The overall goal of this thesis is to understand how violence can be portrayed through a literary approach.

In the essay, “Tragados por la Tierra: Violence in García Márquez and Bolaño,” I focus on how both authors write about fact-based violence: how their specific approach, craft, and tools, their style and language are used to depict violence through an interplay between visibility and ambiguity.

Set in Colombia between 1993 and 2013—the peak years of violence during the long Colombian conflict—*The Lucky Ones* centers on a group of wealthy girls, the daughters of expats and local elite, and the teachers, housekeepers, warlords, and guerrilla fighters who surround them. *The Lucky Ones* examines and enacts many of the themes discussed in Part One, by focusing on the paradoxical nature of violence that is consistently present yet rarely witnessed.
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Part One

“Tragados por la Tierra”:

Violence in García Márquez and Roberto Bolaño
Introduction: The Part About The Lucky Ones

I. “A special time, not knowing when it might be your turn”

In 2010 I moved back to Colombia, the country where I grew up until moving to the U.S. for college in 2004. I had a job in microfinance, based in the Middle Magdalena region, which is one of Colombia’s strategic heartlands in terms of the oil economy and civil conflict. I visited sweaty oil towns and paramilitary strongholds, villages with unpaved roads and crumbling walls decorated with graffiti from local criminal bands. My main responsibility was to interview clients, many of whom had been displaced from surrounding areas, and post their stories on the website of the American fundraising NGO that I worked for. There was the family who ran a rotisserie chicken shop and had successfully expanded it into three locations. The girl my age who sold beauty products and shyly offered me free samples of anti-wrinkle face creams. The old man who ran the fritanga (fried food stand); the young woman who sold arepas and tamales, wrapped in white cloth and carried around in a wicker picnic for office lunches.

I loved meeting the clients. And not just because doing so made me feel better at my job—more competent than how I felt back at the office, staring bleary-eyed at Excel documents I barely knew how to use and emails I felt too anxious to respond to (“Any updates on the Cost-Benefit analysis? Did you see my last email?”). While interviewing clients, I felt proud of what I was doing. I’d lived in Colombia the first eighteen years of my life, and when I returned in 2010, it felt like I was getting in touch with the “real” Colombia—the one I had been so isolated from in my youth. I was righting a grievous, unacceptable wrong; I was genuinely getting to know the Colombia I had been so
disinterested in as a teenager. While attending university in the U.S., my newfound American friends flounced around the dormitory in Andean wool sweaters and scraggly purses purchased in Ecuadorean marketplaces, talked enthusiastically about how much more “open” Latin American culture was—so much more friendly than the States!—and encouraged me to speak Spanish with them so that they could practice. I’d smile weakly—disconcertingly unfriendly, disappointingly unopen—and finger the clothes I’d excitedly purchased from Ross and Target with the thrill of a tourist venturing into a Top 10 Travel Destination.

In Colombia I had never been Colombian—I lived there on a visa acquired through my parents’ job; when I travel back there now, it’s on a tourist visa—but in the States I didn’t feel American, though I could blend in effortlessly enough thanks to my accent and passport. I’d always stood out in Colombia: now that I lived in the U.S., all I wanted to do was blend in, and yet that didn’t seem to be possible either, or at least not until the inevitable question of where-are-you-from? Where-did-you-grow-up? arose in conversations. Worst of all was when my Spanish-speaking friends expressed shock about how I wasn’t “really” Colombian: raising their eyebrows, widening their eyes, while I shrugged helplessly. What? You’re not really Colombian? I’d nod and shake my head, answer “yes” and “no,” like one of those games for children where you have to pat your head and rub your stomach at the same time. I wasn’t trying to misrepresent myself! Really, I promise! What did it really mean to say you were “from” somewhere, anyway? Did it depend on your passport? Your genetic DNA? Your childhood memories? The things you missed so badly (the mango, the sunshine, the overtly salty soups) it felt like a
constant thrumming ache? Did it all come down to which team you rooted for during the Olympics?

As the daughter of American and British international aid workers, my family was one of the few international expats who stayed in our neighbourhood during the rising violence that arose in the 90’s and 2000’s, in my hometown of Cali. The international friends I had at my American school slowly dwindled, trickling into the single digits as one after the other moved away, until my sister and I were decidedly the most “gringo” students left in our increasingly tinier classrooms. As the result of the violence around us, which manifested itself in a variety of ways—most intensely in the form of kidnappings of fellow classmates, least intensely in the form of whispered rumours during lunch breaks about how our middle school Colombian History teacher had been fired for “dating a communist”—my family withdrew in an attempt to keep us safe. I didn’t ride on a bus until I was 18 years old. I was never allowed to go out alone without saying where I was going. When my sister and I walked the dogs, our chauffeur-slash-bodyguard-slash-gardener-slash-all around handyman strolled at a respectable distance behind us, keeping an eye on “things.” Whatever these things were, I never thought too long or hard about, but it only took ever-frequent incidents (a mass kidnapping at the local church my father attended, hostile phone calls to my mother that resulted in an extra bodyguard) to make a thrumming pit in my stomach open up again, a pit that was so familiar and ever-present that it barely seemed to be there at all, let alone worth commenting on.

It wasn’t until I moved away from Colombia that I became interested in it. While living there, my main concerns were the books I read, the friends I hung out with, and the
overblown, intricate melodramas I invented in my head, as intensely sensitive and introverted teenagers (which I most definitely was) are wont to do. The main reaction I first had in university, when I began reading about Colombia’s history, was the following: *why on earth did my parents stay there for so long?* When I posed this question to them, my mother’s response was the following: *After enough time, you get used to anything.* My father pointed out that when he and my mother were applying for jobs in the 1970’s, the other positions they were offered were in Syria and Indonesia, both of which seemed far more dangerous than Colombia did at the time.

Still, I enjoyed reading about Colombia after moving away: novels, non-fiction, works of history and journalism. I marvelled about the history I didn’t know, the civil wars of the 19th century, the failed attempts at land reform—why hadn’t we been taught about any of this in school? Why hadn’t my classmates and I been more upset or disturbed by the Trujillo and Bojaya massacres, which I learned about in college when reading an anthology of famous human rights violations? Or maybe we *had* heard about them, and I simply hadn’t been paying attention. In 2013, living in England, I winced with recognition while reading Juan Gabriel Vásquez’s *The Sound of Things Falling,* perhaps the book I have read so far that has best captured the feeling that everybody I know grew up with:

“Then came the rest, the other attacks, the other bombs. The DAS one with its hundred dead. That one at the shopping mall with fifteen. Then the other shopping mall with fifteen. A special time, no? Not knowing when it might be your turn. Worrying when someone who was supposed to arrive wasn’t there. Always knowing where the closest pay phone is to let someone know you’re OK…” Living
like that, always with the possibility that people close to us might be killed, always having to reassure our loved ones so they don’t think we are among the dead. Our lives were conducted inside houses, remember. We avoided the public places. Friends’ houses, friends of friends, houses of distant acquaintances, any house was better than a public place.”¹

Even when I enrolled on UEA’s MA in Prose Fiction in 2012, the last thing I wanted to do was write about Colombia. Why on earth would I want to do that? Writing about Colombia would be too easy. Fiction was about inventing, about creating worlds out of thin air, about imagination and flights of fancy. Wasn’t it? Just like the novels of the authors I loved: Philip K. Dick, Jorge Luis Borges. Using reality—my personal experiences, facts I had encountered first-hand or read about in the pages of books—was cheating.

In an interview with BOMB magazine, Colombian novelist Juan Gabriel Vásquez spoke of a similar struggle he experienced when trying to write about Colombia—most specifically, Colombia’s violence and its legacy. “Part of my crisis,” he says, “was this inability to write about Colombia. I didn’t understand my country, its history, or its politics.”² For Vásquez, “Literature is a question of method. Your job as a writer is to find the method that is best suited for the story you want to convey, the characters you want to conjure up.”³

---

¹ Vásquez, Juan Gabriel and Anne McLean. The Sound Of Things Falling. 1st ed. London [etc.]: Bloomsbury, 2014. Print. 263
³ Ibid. Web. 26 August 2017
It is through the writing of *The Lucky Ones* that I have slowly come to terms with my method as a writer: it is factual experiences—events that actually happened, either to me or other people—that form a basis for my work. *The Lucky Ones* is my attempt to pay attention to the violence that I grew up with. The violence that seemed everywhere and nowhere at once, normal and unexceptional, not worth commenting on. The violence that I missed.

II. *The Lucky Ones*

*The Lucky Ones* is composed of eleven short stories, connected through setting and character. Ten stories are set in Colombia and one is set in New York. The stories take place over a period of twenty-five years, from the fall of Pablo Escobar in 1993, to the early days of government-guerrilla peace talks in 2013. As a novel-in-stories, *The Lucky Ones* examines ideas of violence, loyalty, trauma, and forgiveness in face of the decades-long Colombian civil war. Along with the works discussed in the critical essay, other books I drew inspiration from include Keith Ridgway’s *Hawthorn & Child*, David Mitchell’s *Ghostwritten*, and Álvaro Enrigue’s *Hypothermia*. I was mainly influenced by how these books function both as story collections and as fragmented, polyphonic novels, in which individual sections benefit from being read as part of a greater whole. This tension between fragmentation and wholeness is one I was interested in exploring in *The Lucky Ones*, through both subject matter and form.

Non-fiction also played an important role in writing the stories. “Lemon Pie” has its roots in memoirs written by hostages kidnapped by FARC (Ingrid Bentacourt, Thomas Hargrove). “Juliana-Melissa” was inspired by Hector Abad’s *El olvido que seremos*. In “Honey Bunny,” the candy tossed out of the window to the children below had its genesis.
in a scene from Silvana Paternostro’s *My Colombian War: A Journey Through the Country I Left Behind* (in a New York Times review of the collection, Paternostro remarked upon the disarming experience of reading about her own childhood game in the pages of my book, which in turn was decidedly disarming for me). I’ve used non-fiction and memoirs as part of the research for writing *The Lucky Ones*, since the question of how to make fiction out of real-life violence is a personal one for me. In one of the early reviews of *The Lucky Ones*, associate editor of *The Atlantic* Amy Weiss quotes Juan Gabriel Vásquez, in his assessment that Colombian adults and children alike “have grown up in the midst of fear, of anxiety, of the noise of war.” “How then,” Weiss asks, “to make meaning of this noise?”

Writing *The Lucky Ones* was my attempt at making meaning of the noise of violence from my childhood—a noise that seemed to be everywhere at once, yet unable to be seen. Most of my encounters with the conflict were second-hand: from whispered conversations on the playground, to hearing over dinner about a classmate’s kidnapping or the seizure of hostages at the local church, to watching the stone walls of our neighbor’s house across the street and hearing their epic, all-night parties, which I only ever glimpsed while walking the dogs and the automatic gate slid open to let yet another car with darkened windows inside. I didn’t want to write a novel that was gory; instead, I wanted the violence to happen off-screen, and to try to build an atmosphere of menace and tension.

---

III. Violence as dark matter / The Easiest Way.

What do I mean by violence? As Michael Taussig has observed, violence is slippery by nature and escapes easy definitions. The most generic definitions of violence link it with physical force, the use of power. The definition most intriguing to me is the one used by Zizek in his book *Violence: six sideways reflections*. In this work, Zizek defines three types of violence: the first is subjective (carried out by agents), the second is symbolic (carried out by language) and the third is systemic (carried out by economic and political systems). It is this third type of violence that is the most dangerous, as it tends to be invisible when compared to the more physical, perceptible type of violence carried out by the first kind. For Zizek, subjective violence (such as terrorist attacks, suicide bombings or hate crimes) blinds us to the systemic violence that we are already immersed in, violence in which we ourselves are perpetrators rather than mere bystanders. In face of subjective violence, or so-called “inexplicable” acts that disrupt the peace of our everyday lives, we tend to consistently ignore or fail to notice systemic or objective violence, as it is inherent to our socio-economic order. Zizek compares systemic violence to the “dark matter” of the universe: something that is both everywhere yet invisible, and essential to the way the universe operates. The physical or subjective violence we are used to seeing on the news is in fact a kind of decoy, a misrecognition, of the more deadly kind of violence we are immersed in and endorse in our everyday lives.

This dynamic between what is consistently present yet never witnessed—the tension between what is seen and what is not—is familiar to me as the type of violence I

---


grew up with. The idea that something can be simultaneously present yet invisible is also an important theme in Michael Taussig’s *Law in a Lawless Land*, a 2001 nonfiction account of two weeks spent by Taussig in the Cauca valley, in a small Colombian town taken over by paramilitaries and adolescent gang members. Throughout his book, Taussig makes much of the underlying culture of violence in people’s everyday lives in Colomia, and how their everyday experiences have made them numb and complacent to the horrors around them. It is this uncertainty and ambiguity around where the violence is actually coming from that consistently interests Taussig, specifically in terms of how violence seems to originate from the law itself. “The *limpieza,*” Taussig writes, (*limpieza* literally means “cleansing,” and in this case is referring to the assassination of perceived *delincuentes* or left-wing criminals by state-supported paramilitary forces),

“is a legal, even natural, state of affairs; a mater, if you like, of routine government policy, much the same as waste disposal, street cleaning, or education. I exaggerate, but not by much. Indeed, this blurring of law with crime in the popular imagination is a diffuse phenomenon I find intensely strange and significant.”

This blurring of violence with law and order is fundamental to Taussig’s understanding of how violence becomes normalized or invisible in Colombia. As Taussig writes, “The crucial thing is that justice in the form of clandestine assassination has become the norm.” In the town that Taussig observes, paramilitaries arrive on motorbikes in the town brandishing weapons, laptops containing lists of names and fliers

---

with announcements like ‘The town needs to get 300 coffins ready. Heads Up! The priest better be ready to work overtime’—all with the complicit support of local police and military forces. The way the violence of the law thus blurs (in fact, consumes and overcomes) with the violence of the criminal is similar to Zizek’s distinction between systemic and objective violence. It is also similar to Walter Benjamin’s discussion of violence in his essay Critique of violence, in which he examines the relationship between violence, justice and law. For Benjamin, there is something fundamentally “rotten in the law,” in the sense that violence is inherently present in law-making and law-preserving forces.11 In other words, violence is not an anomaly or external to the ordering forces of the state. It is not an irrational, outside force that needs to be suppressed or controlled. Instead, violence is inherent and fundamental to the ordering forces of state.

What is the result of this incorporation of violence into the state? Taussig sees a normalization take place: “It is so hard to believe the violence here. It looks so normal most of the time.”12 Stephen Dudley makes a similar analysis of Colombian political culture, referring to what he calls a “politics of anaesthesia”:

“Colombia’s politics has been called ‘the politics of anesthesia.’ There is so much death that people simply turn it off; they stop feeling. You see it in politicians that disregard death threats. You see it in wealthy city dwellers who ignore the increasing poverty and murder in the countryside. You see it in the newspapers who bury the constant reports of massacres, bombings, and combat. The anesthesia only wears off when they’re directly affected by the war or when

12 Taussig, 100-101
someone prods them with a stick. I would get berated by Colombians who thought international journalists were “only showing the bad side.” What other side was there? I would ask. But then, after a while, I understood why they had gotten angry with me. What choice do they have? This is their country, and the easiest way to deal with the everyday violence is to ignore it.”¹³ [emphasis mine]

This is the kind of violence I tried to write about in The Lucky Ones—the everyday violence that is ignored. The violence that shouldn’t be considered “everyday” in the first place.

And so, it is with curiosity and respect that I now turn towards the other authors provided me with a model, in terms of how they represent violence in their fiction. I am speaking, of course, of the authors that I’ll be looking at in the critical portion of this essay: Gabriel García Márquez and Roberto Bolaño. How do these authors represent violence in their fiction? What can fiction tell us about violence that other discourses cannot? Through what methods do these writers take real-life incidents of violence and reshape them into fictional writing? How can subjective narratives confront the objective reality of violence? In his introduction to his collection of fiction and non-fiction, Truman Capote wrote that his turn towards journalism “altered my entire comprehension of writing, my attitude toward art and life and the balance between the two, and my understanding of the difference between what is true and what is really true.”¹⁴ My fascination with this struggle—between what is true and what is really true, with facts that become transmuted into art—is the primary driving force for this project.

Chapter One – “Se Los Tragó La Tierra”: The Part About García Márquez

I. Héctor Abad Gómez & Santiago Nasar

“On Monday 24 August 1987, very early, around six-thirty in the morning, a radio station telephoned my father to tell him that his name was on a list of people who were being threatened in Medellín, people who, it said, would be killed.”¹⁵

“On the day they were going to kill him, Santiago Nasar got up at five-thirty in the morning to wait for the boat the bishop was coming on.”¹⁶

Two deaths. Both foretold. One factual. One fiction. In Hector Abad’s memoir Oblivion (El olvido que seremos, 2006), Abad narrates the murder of his father, a doctor and public health activist, who was murdered in the streets of Medellín by rightwing paramilitaries. The death of Abad’s father was a foretold affair, in the sense that Abad’s father campaigned for years against political violence, chaired committees for the defense of human rights, and named death squad members in letters to government officials. In terms of narrating the moment of his father’s murder, Abad was forced to reconstruct it “from what various witnesses told me, or from what I read in File number 319 of the Criminal Court of First Instance, for the crime of homicide and personal injury, opened

26 August 1987, and archived a few years later, without any arrests or suspects, without any clarification, without any result whatsoever.”17 While narrating his father’s death, Abad tries to imagine himself in his father’s place: “for almost twenty years I have tried to be him there, facing death at that moment. I imagine myself at sixty-five years of age, dressed in a suit and tie…”18 When writing the murder, Abad focuses on sensory experiences of sight, sound, and sensation:

“My father looks down at the ground… he doesn’t see a trace of anything, but he hears quick footsteps coming towards him, and a hurried breathing that seems to pant down his neck. He looks up and sees the malevolent face of the assassin, sees the flashes coming out of the barrel of the pistol, hears at the same time the shots and feels the blow to his chest that knocks him down. He falls on his back, his glasses fly off and break, and on the ground, while he thinks for the last time, I’m sure, of all those he loves, his side racked with pain, he catches a confused glimpse of the mouth of the revolver that spits fires again and finishes him off with several shots to the head, the neck, and the chest again.”19

Looks, sees, hears, flashes, shots, a blow, a fall, a breaking of glasses, a pain in the sides. This accumulation of specific sensory verbs helps us to “feel” ourselves to be Abad’s father: Abad puts us in his father’s place; we experience what Abad imagines him to have experienced; we see what he might have seen, feel what he might have felt. And Abad’s qualifier of “I’m sure” – emphasizing the certainty of his knowledge about the moment of his father’s death – is especially interesting when considering how much about this death

17 Abad, H. and Mclean, A. 228
18 Abad, H. and Mclean, A. 229
19 Abad, H. and Mclean, A. 229
isn’t sure, isn’t known. Abad emphasizes certainty and uses concrete, sensory language when describing his father’s death, because so much of the circumstances surrounding that moment – the follow-up investigation, the identity of the perpetrators, the question of who hired them – remains muddled and ambiguous.

I bring up Abad’s father’s death as a parallel to Santiago Nasar’s, and not just because the narrators of both murders (Abad in his memoir; García Márquez’s investigator in his novella) rely on witness reports to tell their story. García Márquez’s novella presents us with an intriguing contrast to Abad’s, in terms of seeing what fiction can do when writing about real-life violence in comparison to non-fiction. Ronald Weber provides a useful insight in terms of the difference between fiction and non-fiction writing: “The writer of literary non-fiction, like the writer of fiction, can take us deeply inside people and events and construct works that move beyond story to plot. But in neither case can he do this to the same extent that the fiction writer can. He is finally restrained by his commitment to the facts.”

Unlike Abad, García Márquez can go above and beyond his “commitment to the facts” in terms of writing about a real-life murder. So what does Santiago Nasar’s death in *Crónica de una muerte anunciada* tell us about writing fact-based violence into fiction?

II. “Los muertos o los vivos” / “The living or the dead”

Before looking at *Crónica*, it will first be helpful to examine comments García Márquez has made about the potential risks of writing fiction about real-life violence.

García Márquez discussed this topic in a 1959 article entitled “Dos o tres cosas sobre la novela de la Violencia” (“Two or three things about la Violencia novel”). La Violencia

---

refers to a period in Colombian history whose exact start and end dates are much debated, but is generally agreed as having begun with the 1948 assassination of popular Liberal party presidential candidate Jorge Eliécer Gaitán. The following riots and civil war ended with a rough estimate of over 2000,000 people dead (primarily in the rural countryside) and over two million displaced between 1946 and 1966.21 It is important (if profoundly spiritually depressing) to know that a defining aspect of la Violencia was the brutal, primitive nature of its crimes, which included dismemberment, crucifixions, rape, massacres, cannibalism, attacks against babies and fetuses, and elaborate forms of cutting such as “el corte de corbata,” in which a cut is made with a machete under the jawline, through which the tongue is pulled out. As Héctor Hoyos puts it, “The fear associated with la Violencia is not solely the fear of being killed or wounded, it is the fear of being torn apart.”22

With this in mind, García Márquez’s article analyzes the difficulty of representing this kind of extreme violence in fiction. He makes the following comments about novelists who attempted to write about the political violence from this period:

Apabullados por el material de que disponían, se los tragó la tierra en la descripción de la masacre, sin permitirse una pausa que les habría servido para preguntarse si lo más importante, humana y por tanto literariamente, eran los muertos o los vivos. El exhaustivo inventario de los decapitados, los castrados, las mujeres violadas, los sexos esparcidos y las tripas sacadas, y la descripción


[22] Ibid, pg. 8
minuciosa de la crueldad con que se cometieron esos crímenes, no era
probablemente el camino que llevaba a la novela.23

(“Overwhelmed by the material available, they were consumed by descriptions of
the massacres, without permitting themselves a pause that would have helped
them to ask what was more important, both for people and for literature, the dead
or the living. The exhaustive inventory of the beheaded, the castrated, the raped
women, the mutilated genitals and the disembowelments, and the detailed
description of the cruelty with which these crimes were committed, were probably
not the path that led to the novel.”) (emphasis mine)

García Márquez declares here that this group of novels about la Violencia are
unnecessarily gory to a fault, which leads to the books not even really being novels at all.
García Márquez calls them “malos” (“bad”) because they deal with the dead as opposed
to the living, and are examples of a misguided and ultimately immature documentary
impulse, which results in the reader becoming insensible to what they are being shown.
Instead, he argues, it is more important to create an atmosphere of violence, rather than
describe atrocities in a realistic way. For García Márquez, an inventory of crimes is not a
work of art.24

In a 1970 interview, García Márquez talks further about his response as a writer to
writing about the Violencia period:

Web. 28 July 2016.
24 Wexler, Joyce. Violence Without God: The Rhetorical Despair Of Twentieth-Century Writers. London:
Bloomsbury Academic, 2017. Print. 142
“I didn’t exactly write what you could call a novel of the violencia, for two reasons: one, because I hadn’t experienced the violencia directly, I lived in the cities, and two, because I considered that the important thing, in terms of literature, was not the inventory of deaths and the description of the methods of violence – which was what the other writers were doing – but what mattered to me, which was the root of that violence, the motives… and, above all, the consequences of that violence for the survivors.”

Here, García Márquez lays out what is important to him when writing about violence: not the outward forms or acts of violence, or the grotesquely detailed inventories or descriptions of atrocities straight out of a human rights or forensic crime report. Instead, he is interested in “the root of that violence” – in violence’s origins, motives, and consequences – in its effects on society and the people who have to live with it – in the living, not the dead.

So how does García Márquez reflect this interest in his fiction, specifically in Crónica de una muerte anunciada?

III. something so awful / a perfect blend / poetically transmuted

Many years later, as he faced the interviewers, García Márquez was to remember the distant afternoon in which he learned of a childhood friend’s murder for deflowering a bride. In an interview with an Argentine newspaper, García Márquez stated that Santiago Nasar in the novella is based on Cayetano Gentile Chimento, a childhood friend

---

murdered in Sucre in 1951. Like Santiago Nasar, Cayetano was trained in the arts of falconry, and was stabbed in the street by two of the bride’s brothers, locked out of the house by his own mother, who believed her son was already upstairs. García Márquez recalls his attempts to fictionalize the incident within the pages of his 2002 autobiography, *Vivir para contarla* (*Living To Tell the Tale*, 2003):

“...My immediate reaction was to sit down to write the report of the crime but I found all kinds of impediments. What interested me was no longer the crime itself but the literary theme of collective responsibility... The story, with the title *Chronicle of a death foretold*, was published two years later. My mother did not read it for a reason that I keep as another of her gems in my personal museum: ‘Something that turned out so awful in life can’t turn out well in a book.’”

García Márquez’s initial instinct upon hearing the story was to write it down as a reporter – he even traveled to Sucre and took statements from witnesses, including Cayetano’s mother. He would eventually declare that he regarded *Crónica* as the novella that best achieved what he wanted to do (“logré con ella exactamanete lo que quería. Nunca me había ocurrido antes”) (“I achieved exactly what I wanted. That had never happened to me before”) and that with *Crónica*, “por primera vez conseguí una confluencia perfecta...”

---


* Ibid, 383
entre el periodismo y la literatura.” (“for the first time I achieved a perfect merger of journalism and literatura.”)²⁹

Like Bolano’s 2666, Crónica is a work of fiction that is famously based on facts.³⁰ The influence that journalism had on his fiction writing is well-documented,³¹ with García Márquez declaring once that for him, “journalism and literature were almost joined. I have never been able to completely separate them.”³² García Márquez also stated at one point (in terms of journalism vs. literature) “I don’t think there is any difference. The sources are the same, the material is the same, the resources and the language are the same. In journalism just one fact that is false prejudices the entre work. That’s the only difference and it lies in the commitment of the writer. A novelist can do anything he wants so long as he makes people believe in it.”³³ Gregory Rabassa, Crónica’s translator, said the following about the novella: “here fiction is treated like fact is treated like fiction… it would be impossible to ascertain how much of the tale is based on fact.” ³⁴ For Rabassa, García Márquez’s mingling of the real with the fictional (such as

---


³⁰ For a detailed examination on the parallels between the real-life murder and the novella, see the following: Sims, Robert Lewis. "From Fictional to Factual Narrative: Contemporary Critical Heteroglossia, Gabriel García Márquez's Journalism and Bigeneric Writing. Atlanta, GA: Studies in the Literary Imagination, vs. 25, no. 1, (Spring, 1992), pp. 21-60


the use of his wife’s name, and the specific details of the murder) is more similar to the
tradition of Cervantes and Borges, than that of Norman Mailer and Truman Capote.

Translator Edith Grossman also discussed the factual origins of *Crónica* in detail. For Grossman, the question of whether or not García Márquez “has engaged in a futile
confusion of genres” was less interesting than the manner in which García Márquez has
“reshaped the reality of historical events and people.”  

I agree with Grossman and Rabassa, in the sense that it does not interest me as much to trace what exactly is factual
and what is not in the novella. Rather, what intrigues me as a writer are the specific
techniques employed by García Márquez to (re)shape the factual material into fiction. In
terms of the parallels between the novel and the real-life murder, García Márquez said
that the event had been “poetically transmuted” into the novella: “The starting point is the
same but the development is different. I’m pretentious enough to believe that the ‘drama’
in my book is better, that is’ more controlled, more structured.”

What, then, are the techniques used by García Márquez to “poetically transmute” this real-life murder, and
how do they affect the novella’s representation of violence?

**IV. “¡Mierda, primo, ni te imaginas!” / “Shit, cousin, you can’t imagine!”**

First, a key technique used by García Márquez in *Crónica* is its journalistic style,
which is arguably the key focus of the majority of critical works written about the

---


novella. Style is a difficult word to define, and quite frankly I don’t want to get into it too much, but for the sake of this essay I’m happy to define it as the distinctive techniques or methods used by a writer, used to create their unique, particular voice. Zamora describes the style of Crónica as “sparse, reportorial realism,” which “emphasizes the journalistic impulse behind the novel.” For Zamora, L. Williams, and Sims, the unnamed narrator acts as an impartial reporter by doing the following: meticulously citing his sources (“he said,” “she said,” “he said that she said,” etc.), using personal interviews and archived documents for research, rarely stating a personal opinion, and carefully naming precise times and dates (as in the opening sentence, which could serve as the lead sentence for a news article, with its reliance on when, where, and what). Overall, Crónica relies on stylistic features (the interview, citing sources, specific dates and times) that are usually associated with the style of journalism.

---


"The basic concept of style... is that of a certain kind of linguistic feature.” Lang, Berel. (1987). The concept of style. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press. Print. 206. Using our common sense, we can define journalistic style as consisting of linguistic features that emphasizes giving information, citing sources, reporting facts, and clarity. “Style” comes from the Latin term “stilus,” a stake with which to write upon wax tablets – and thus style is inherently connected with the way in which something is said– the tools used to enable its creation. In the case of journalism, its main stylistics feature is of clear, straightforward language that is meant to inform.


The murder of Santiago Nasar is a key example of García Márquez’s journalistic style, in terms of its meticulous observation of details, and its use of witnesses’ statements:

“The knife went through the palm of his right hand and then sank into his side up to the hilt. Everyone heard his cry of pain.

—¡Ay mi madre!

Pedro Vicario volvió a retirar el cuchillo con su pulso fiero de matarife, y le asestó un segundo golpe casi en el mismo lugar […] Pedro Vicario, que estaba a su izquierda con el cuchillo curro, le asestó entonces la única cuchillada en el lomo, y un chorro de sangre a alta presión le empapó la camisa […] No oyeron los gritos del pueblo entero espantado de su propio crimen […] Tratando de acabar para siempre, Pedro Vicario le buscó el corazón, pero se lo buscó casi en la axila, donde lo tienen los cerdos. En realidad Santiago Nasar no caía porque ellos mismos lo estaban sosteniendo a cuchilladas contra la puerta. Desesperado, Pablo Vicario le dio un tajo horizontal en el vientre, y los intestinos afloraron con una explosión.”

(“The knife went through the palm of his right hand and then sank into his side up to the hilt. Everyone heard his cry of pain.

‘Oh, mother of mine!’

Pedro Vicario pulled out his knife with his slaughterhouser’s iron wrist and dealt him a second thrust almost in the same place […] Pedro Vicario, who was on his left, then gave him the only stab in the back and a spurt of blood under high

---

pressure soaked his shirt [...] They didn’t hear the shouts of the whole town, frightened by its own crime [...] Trying to finish it once and for all, Pedro Vicario sought his heart, but he looked for it almost in the armpit, where pigs have it. Actually, Santiago Nasar wasn’t falling because they themselves were holding him up with stabs against the door. Desperate, Pedro Vicario gave him a horizontal slash on the stomach, and all his intestines exploded out.”) 

García Márquez avoids becoming “tragado por la tierra,” or consumed by the gory descriptive details (a characteristic he names as a fault of the obsessively detailed novels of la violencia) by focusing on the reactions and effects of the violence on the individuals involved. For the sake of brevity in the excerpt above, I have left out the interjections and commentary shared by Pedro Vicario in this scene: speaking with the investigator, Pedro Vicario is quoted as declaring the knife keeps coming out clean, Santiago seems to be laughing while dying, he smells like they do, and this final observation: “¡Mierda, primo, ni te imaginas lo difícil que es matar a un hombre!” (133) (“Shit, cousin, you can’t imagine how hard it is to kill a man!”) (118) Even amidst the coolly observational detail—the location of each stabbing, the type of each cut—García Márquez’s priority in this scene is highlighting the sources, motives, and consequences of violence: quoting Santiago’s killers, and describing the reaction of the witnessing town, who all hear Santiago’s cry and cry out in return, “espantado de su propio crimen” (“frightened by its own crime”). García Márquez avoids becoming “tragado por la tierra,” or consumed by the gory descriptive details in this scene (a characteristic he

---


b 132-133, 118

c Ibid, 118
names as a fault of the obsessively detailed novels of *la violencia*) by focusing on the reactions and effects of the violence on the individuals involved.

The autopsy of Nasar’s body is another crucial scene to analyze in terms of García Márquez’s journalistic style, especially in comparison with Bolaño. The autopsy takes place halfway through the book, even though we don’t see the actual moment of Nasar’s murder until the end. Due to the lack of a functioning human-sized freezer, Nasar’s corpse is “expuesto a la contemplación publica en el centro de la sala.” (84) (“exposed to public view in the center of the living room”) (73) The autopsy itself is described as “un massacre” (86) (“a massacre”) (74) (a term that emphasizes the public nature of the death, the murder as a spectacle that implicitly involves the whole community) and “inclemente.” (83) (“unforgiving”) (72) The language of the autopsy report saved by the narrator is forensically precise, focusing on numbers and locations:

“Siete de las numerosas heridas era mortales. El hígado estaba casi seccionado por dos perforaciones profundas en la cara anterior. Tenía cuatro incisiones en el estómago, y una de ellas tan profunda que lo atravesó por completo y le destruyó el páncreas. Tenía otras seis perforaciones menores en el colon trasverso, y múltiples heridas en el intestino delgado. La única que tenía en el dorso, a la altura de la tercera vértebra lumbar, le había perforado el riñón derecho… Tenía además seis heridas menores en los brazos y las manos, y dos tajos horizontales: uno en el muslo derecho y otro en los músculos del abdomen. Tenía una punzada profunda en la palma de la mano derech.” (86-87) (“Seven of the many wounds were fatal. The liver was almost sliced in pieces by two deep cuts on the anterior side. He had four incisions in the stomach, one of
them so deep that it went completely through, and destroyed, the pancreas. He had six other, lesser perforations in the transverse colon and multiple wounds in the small intestine. The only one he had in the back, at the level of the third lumbar vertebra, had perforated the right kidney… He also had six minor wounds on his arms and hands, and two horizontal cuts: one on the right thigh and the other in the abdominal muscles. He had a deep stab in the right hand.”) (76)

Here, we can see traces of the style García Márquez observed in the violencia novels, in terms of an inventory of wounds, dutifully noting the location and number of cuts. What, then, prevents García Márquez from becoming “tragado por la tierra” or overwhelmed by this exhaustive list?

Again, the answer lies in his subsequent focus on the reactions and effects of the violence on the individuals involved. The onlookers at the window wander away, the autopsy helper faints, and Colonel Lazaro Aponte, declared by the narrator to be both a witness to and causer of massacres, becomes a vegetarian and spiritualist. (88, 76) The ineptitude of the priest overseeing the autopsy is also highlighted: uncertain as to what to do with Nasar’s sliced-up intestines, he gives them an angry blessing and throws them in the trash, as if anxious to be rid of them as quickly as possible. (88, 76) The incompetence of the priest in face of Nasar’s corpse highlights the uselessness of the authority figures (namely the church and government) in the community, in terms of providing justice and accountability for Nasar’s murder. Via its focus on individual reactions, Crónica becomes an examination and condemnation of violence’s effects on people and the lack of accountability in a violent society. “Durante años,” (“For years,”) the narrator says in regards to the murder, “no pudimos hablar de otra cosa,” (109) (“we
couldn’t talk about anything else”) (96) and the town becomes “un pueblo en carne viva” (111) (“an open wound.”) (98) In a list-style inventory, the narrator names individuals and their response to the murder, and the smell of Nasar’s death hangs over everything for days following the autopsy, like an embodied metaphor of the town’s collective guilt.\(^{(47)}\) Emphasizing violence’s effect on the living reinforces the literary theme of collective responsibility, and makes the novel about something more than a documentary account of outward acts of violence, in contrast to the the novels of la violencia criticized by García Márquez. There is no punishment, no mourning, no follow-up of justice following Nasar’s death. Life carries on.

And yet, there is one person we never hear from—Santiago Nasar himself. Unlike Abad, who chooses to inhabit his father’s perspective and see, feel, hear the murder, García Márquez does no such thing. “I’m sure,” Abad declares, in reference his father’s thoughts, yet the narrator of Crónica never attemtps to do the same for Nasar, in terms of fully inhabiting his perspective. Despite García Márquez’s freedom from a commitment to facts, and a novelist’s ability to (in Weber’s words) “take us deeply inside people,” he chooses not to do so in the case of Nasar. Why is this the case? It’s true that Nasar’s lack of knowledge about his fate provides a certain amount of suspension for the novella, in terms of his doomed fate—everyone else knows what’s going to happen, except him. But perhaps there’s more to it than that: maybe García Márquez felt that there are certain moments, certain states of minds where a fiction writer daren’t (shouldn’t) go. Poor

\(^{(46)}\) Hortensia Baute runs naked into the street in a hallucinatory crisis, Flora Miguel (Nasar’s fiancée) runs away with a lieutenant and becomes a prostitute for rubber workers, Aura Villeros the midwife suffers a bladder spasm upon hearing the news and is obliged to use a catheter until her death, Don Rogelio de la Flor dies of shock upon witnessing Nasar getting hacked to death on the locked door of his own house. (109-110, 97)

\(^{(47)}\) At the novella’s end, Poncho Lanao tells the narrator “What I’ll never forget was the terrible smell of shit.” (120) The Vicario twins are similarly unable to get rid of the smell of Nasar from their hands.
Santiago Nasar – what could he have been thinking, holding his own guts in his hands?
Perhaps for García Márquez, there are certain questions (What does it feel like at the moment of death, what are you thinking, how can we ever imagine?) that are better left unanswered. Shit, cousin, it may be hard to imagine how hard it is to kill a man, but imagining the dead seems to be even harder. Ultimately, García Márquez’s focus remains on the living, not the dead.

IV. “Vueltas al revés y al derecho, deslumbrado” / “Backwards and forwards, baffled”

So far I have discussed how García Márquez journalistic style, and his focus on the survivors rather than the victims, is one way in which he “poetically transmuted” a real-life murder into fiction. What’s also crucial to note is that the journalistic style of the murder and autopsy scene—observational, noting, reportorial—is contrasted with another style in the novel, one that is more muddled, confused, and ambiguous. We shall see a variation of this same effect in Bolaño as well. The contrast of these two different styles creates a sense of ambiguity and confusion in the novel, in terms of why Santiago Nasar was murdered, what actually happened on the day of the murder, and why. In other words, despite written in a style evocative of reporting and revelation, the dominant effect Crónica is of concealment and confusion.

The key way in which this effect is created in Crónica is through the novella’s treatment of time. The title is particularly relevant when considering this: “crónica” comes from the Latin term chronícus, which in turn comes from the Greek term chroniká biblia: books that follow a chronological order. A “crónica” is a historical record of

facts or events arranged chronologically, a primitive method of recording events and people for historical purposes49 (it is also interesting to note that selected works of García Márquez’s journalism were anthologized under the title Crónicas y reportajes).50 But in contrast to the historical chronicle, which focuses on ordering facts chronologically, in Crónica, time is disordered: we are informed of the murder in its opening sentence, and provided with the autopsy scene before Santiago is killed. These repeated re-tellings of the murder (particularly the autopsy, which is described by the priest “como si hubiéramos vuelto a matarlo,” (83) (“as if we killed him all over again”) (72) make the actual moment of the murder on the novella’s final pages somewhat anticlimactic, as we retrace the wounds we have already seen before (hand, back, armpit, guts). Via the novella’s treatment of time, a dead man is made to live again, killed over and over.

This type of repetition—in which the murder is foreshadowed—is frequent throughout the novel. Santiago Nasar is “salpicado de cagada de pájaros” (7) (“spattered with bird shit”) (3) in his dream during the novel’s opening pages, which foreshadows “el terrible olor a mierda” (134) (“the terrible smell of shit”) (120) that emanates from his sliced-open guts at the end. The cook Victoria Guzmán slices open a rabbit and throws “el tripajo humeante” (14) (“the steaming guts”) (9) to the dogs, anticipating the dogs’ obsession with Santiago’s corpse during the autopsy scene, and Padre Amador’s disposal of Santiago’s guts into a garbage pail. While preparing for the murder, Pablo Vicario tells his brother “Esto no tiene remedio… es como si ya nos hubiera sucedido.” (“There’s no

---


way out of this… It’s as if it had already happened.”) (61) The effect of this repetition—these reoccurring images and scenes—is that Nasar’s death is made to seem “foretold”: inevitable, unstoppable. But just because something seems foretold—an inevitable event in the community—does that make it acceptable?

As an effect of this repetition, and the resulting sense of inevitability, Nasar’s death makes him invisible. In the margins of the notes to the case, the investigating magistrate writes, “La fatalidad nos hace invisibles.” (127) (“Fatality makes us invisible.”) (113) Throughout the novella Santiago’s death is set up as something visible and clear to all in the community, something that was “foretold” and predicted, an event that clearly could have been avoided. Chronicle is thus playing with themes of visibility vs. invisibility, highlighting how Nasar is simultaneously “seen” yet unnoticed by members of the community. How can violence (even just the threat of it) be everywhere at once and yet never noticed? Crónica doesn’t so much answer this question, as create its effect and reveal its consequences. Before he is murdered, “de todos lados empezaron a gritarle, y Santiago Nasar dio varias vueltas al revés y al derecho, deslumbrado por tantas voces a la vez.” (129) (“they began to shout at him from every side, and Santiago Nasar went backward and forward several times, baffled by hearing so many voices at the same time.”) (115) This “backward and forward” motion is like the movement of the novella’s itself, stitched together with different voices and testimonies of the town, repeating moments again and again, until the ultimate effect is bafflement in face of key questions: How could this happen? Why?

V. A broken mirror, an empty shell
Another way in which this muddled, confused style is created in *Crónica* is through its narrative ambiguities. As Alonso puts it, “the novel constantly thwarts all expectations of revelation through what seems a perpetual game of deferrals, extremely detailed but inconsequential information and contradictory affirmations.”\(^{51}\) As the narrator collects different testimonies about Santiago Nasar’s death, contradictions frequently arise, most notably when no two characters can agree on what the weather was like on the day of the murder. Was it a “mañana radiante con una brisa del mar” (“a radiant morning with a sea breeze”) or “un tiempo fúnebre, con un cielo turbio y bajo”? (8) (“the weather was funeral, with a cloudy, low sky”) (4) No one can agree. For Minta, these contradictions throughout the novella “constantly remind us of the difficulties involved in trying to understand the meaning of events as they are experienced, and, at the same time, it reflects on the illusory, almost random, quality of all retrospective attempts to organize those same events to form a pattern in mind. This confusion is reflected in almost all areas of the book.”\(^{52}\)

This confusion is a contrast to the other style in the book: that of journalistic investigation. Ultimately, as Christie writes, despite the narrator’s attempts to investigate, organize, and clarify what happened, *Crónica* “tends to conceal rather than reveal”\(^{53}\) its secrets, the biggest being whether or not Nasar really slept with the bride, and if not, why did she name Nasar as the culprit. The narrator of *Crónica* describes his attempt to piece the town’s testimonies together as “tratando de recomponer con tantas astillas dispersas el

---


espejo roto de la memoria.” (10-11) (“trying to put the broken mirror of memory back together from so many shattered shards.”) (6) Instead of a story like a mirror—one that accurately reflects and reveals the truth of what happened—what we have instead are shards. In one telling description, Nasar’s corpse post-autopsy is described as “el cascarón vacío, embutido de tragos y cal viva, y cosido a la machota con bramante basto y agujas de enfardelar” (88) (“an empty shell, stuffed with rags and quick-lime and sewed up crudely with coarse twine and baling needles” – basically “a punto de desbaratarse” (88) (“on the point of falling apart.”) (77) Like the corpse, the novella is “cosido a la machota” (“sewed up crudely”) with contradictory accounts and ambiguities, rather than definitive answers. Or as Alonso puts it, “at the most general level, Chronicle is constituted by an orchestrated collage of quotations, paraphrases, and summaries.”

At one point, the narrator remarks that the unfortunate groom “tenía una manera de hablar que más bien le servía para ocultar que para decir” (32) (“had a way of speaking that served to conceal rather than to reveal”), (12) a description that serves as an appropriate metaphor for the novella overall. Despite “speaking” in a journalistic style (i.e. meticulous observation) that implies straightforwardness and reliability, the overall effect of the novel is that of concealment and confusion. At another point, the narrator observes that “mi madre suele hacer esa clase de precisiones superfluas cuando quiere llegar al fondo de las cosas” (33) (“my mother is accustomed to noting that kind of superfluous detail when she wants to get to the heart of the matter”) (27) This notion—that of attending to the seemingly superfluous in order to arrive at the essential—points


36
towards something that fiction is capable of doing more so than non-fiction: the art of *misdirection* rather than *revelation*. This might be one of the best answers we have, in terms of considering what fiction can do that non-fiction can’t: free from its reliance on the facts, it can conceal, digress, muddle, confuse, mislead, misdirect, and reveal the essential via the inessential.

Digressiveness, misdirection, and concealment are key components of Roberto Bolaño’s style in *2666*, particularly when writing about violence. His work will be the focus of the next section.
Chapter Two – “The Dinosaurs Never Showed”: The Part

About Bolaño

“As if you were watching Jurassic Park, say, except the dinosaurs never showed, no, I mean as if it was Jurassic Park and no one even mentioned the fucking reptiles, but their presence was inescapable and unbearably oppressive.”

I. “That combination between fiction and reality” / “A different type of pattern”

Back to 2010, and my microfinance job in Colombia: as a refresher, my main responsibility was to interview clients. This mainly consisted of transcribing one monologue after another of people who were forced to pay obligatory vacunas (bribes) to local criminal groups. Most families had displaced from their farms by various armed groups (paramilitaries, left-wing guerrillas, drug trafficking militias—it varied). After hearing a few interviews, I realized I had encountered their stories before, within the pages of a novel that I’d first read in high school:

“He began plowing his patio and had continued straight for the adjoining lands, knocking down fences and destroying ranches with his cattle, until he forcefully took possession of the best pieces of the area’s land. As for the farmers who were not stripped of their lands because their lands were of no interest to him, every Saturday he demanded that they pay him an amount and went accompanied by bulldogs and a double-barreled shotgun.”

This passage from Gabriel García Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude—which describes private lands being forcibly seized by one of Buendía sons—soon became an

---


all-too familiar anecdote that I heard in one interview after another. It was a moment in which the line between fiction and reality, life and literature, felt uneasily blurred.

I had a similar experience when reading Don Winslow’s crime thriller *The Cartel* (2016). Winslow used true-life crime stories to inform his fiction, and spent years researching the U.S.-Mexico border-region drug trade, cumulating in a timeline that was over 157 pages long, single-spaced. Some of the stories appearing in *The Cartel* drawn from news headlines include the following: a flayed face sewn onto a soccer ball, decapitated bodies hanging from bridges, mutilated journalists with tongues torn out and fingers stuffed into their mouths, and a mass grave of executed migrants from Southern Mexico and Central America, buried with no heads, hands, or legs.

I had read them before. From 2010 to 2015, my twin sister worked for a website called InsightCrime, compiling and analyzing news stories about crime and violence in Latin America. It was not just surprise I experienced when I saw InsightCrime listed in the acknowledgements of *The Cartel*, as one of its news sources—it was also an eerie sense of displacement. I had been following the headlines of my sister’s stories for years, and in *The Cartel* I had just re-read them, but re-translated into fiction: as a crime-thriller about the Mexican narco wars. Fact had been “poetically transmuted” into fiction by Winslow, and news stories had been artfully arranged into a tale of DEA agents, drug kingpins, luxury prison cells, beauty queen drug mules, and 11-year-old *sicario* killers. Winslow had artfully arranged what I had once read as a series of disconnected news headlines into an organized narrative. Read in isolation, the news headlines were a series

---

of never-ending carnage, but via the lens of Winslow’s crime-thriller fiction, they were re-organized into a story of justice, revenge, and redemption, linked by characters and their private motivations, with the story culminating in a climax and resolution in which the main threads of the conflict were resolved.

In one interview, Winslow reflects on his use of facts to drive his fiction:

I’m a historian by training and inclination, and so I usually like to keep my stories pretty, pretty close to the bone. But I think that in a way, novelists can do things that journalists aren’t allowed to… We’re allowed to imagine the inner lives of characters, we’re allowed to make up dialogue that perhaps brings out some of these events in a maybe more visceral way to readers who might not, you know, pick up a piece of journalism on this subject… I like that combination between fiction and reality.58

Winslow echoes Weber here, in his assessment that the writer of fiction benefits from his ability to go “deeply inside people” and inhabit perspectives that go beyond the commitment to facts. Winslow also observes that in novels as opposed to journalism, “we get to take real events but put them in dramatic structures. I thought I’d have more impact on the reader if I did it as a novel.”59 With these comments, Winslow identifies some of the abilities a novelist possesses when writing about real-life events, as opposed to journalists: the capacity to reveal a character’s interiority, and the ability of fiction to order and organize events, via dramatic structures.

In her writings about Borges’ work, Beatriz Sarlo reflects on this ability of writers to “reorder” reality into fiction. “Fiction,” Sarlo writes, “has the power to construct an order or a meaning in the face of a disorderly world, not only by interpreting reality in terms of deciphering hidden clues... but by challenging its causal, spatial and temporal


logic with a different type of pattern.” (emphasis mine) For Sarlo, “Although reality and fiction obey different logics, at some point they intersect.” Sarlo’s words will provide the framework for looking at Bolaño’s *2666*: What is the “different type of pattern” that Bolaño provides in *2666*, in terms of writing about real-life violence? How do reality and fiction intersect in *2666*, and what are the implications of the moments in which they meet? What can fiction *add* to reality—specifically when writing about real-life violence?

**II. La violencia verdadera, inescapable / Real violence, unavoidable**

“Lo que son las cosas, Mauricio Silva, llamado el Ojo, siempre intentó escapar de la violencia aun a riesgo de ser considerado un cobarde, pero de la violencia, de la verdadera violencia, no se puede escapar, al menos no nosotros, los nacidos en Latinoamérica en la década del cincuenta, los que rondábamos los veinte años cuando murió Salvador Allende.”

“Mauricio Silva, also known as “The Eye,” always tried to avoid violence, even at the risk of being considered a coward, but violence, real violence, is unavoidable, at least for those of us who were born in Latin America during the fifties and were about twenty years old at the time of Salvador Allende’s death. That’s just the way it goes.”

Bolaño was no stranger to violence in his life, but in terms of looking at violence in his writing, it’s important to make a distinction between *acts* of violence and *products*

---


of violence. While in Bolaño violent acts do and often occur, for the most part Bolaño’s fiction does not dwell on acts of violence. Physical violence in Bolaño is indeed frequent, but the “real” violence his writing focuses on – the unavoidable violence cited in the short story “El Ojo Silva” – is the risk of violence, rather than the act. Or what the narrator of “El Ojo Silva” calls “la violencia de la que no podemos escapar. El destino de los latinoamericanos nacidos en la década de los cincuenta.”63 (“the violence from which there is no escape. The lot of Latin Americans born in the fifties.”) 64

In his book-length study of Bolaño’s oeuvre, translator Chris Andrews discusses how it is the ever-present risk of violence in Bolaño drives his fiction—what he calls “the unspecified menace” or “dreamlike unease”65—as opposed to physical acts. Rather than in-the-moment, hyper-kinetic acts of violence that appear in films like Sicario, TV shows like Netflix’s Narcos, or novels such as Fernando Vallejo’s La virgen de los sicarios (Our Lady of the Assassins), in 2666 the focus is more on the unavoidable, pervasive threat of violence, and its effects – its products.

The chapter in which the products of violence is most memorably depicted is in what is arguably the most discussed section of 2666: Part IV, “The Part About the Crimes.” What would García Márquez have made of the infamous “catalogue of corpses” in this section? What does Bolaño do differently from what García Márquez describes in his article criticizing la violencia writers, in terms of “el exhaustivo inventario” and “la descripción minuciosa de la crueldad con que se cometieron esos crímenes”? Despite
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64 Bolaño, Roberto. Last Evenings On Earth. New York: New Directions, 2006. 117
García Márquez’s statement that these techniques “were probably not the path that led to the novel,” how does Bolaño avoid becoming “tragado por la tierra,” or overwhelmed by the material he is narrating? How does Bolaño narrate real-life brutality and produce a work of art, as opposed to a misguided attempt at documentation?

III. Exhaustive, Forensic, Repetitive

“La muerta apareción en un pequeño descampado en la colonia Las Flores. Vestía camiseta blanca de manga larga y falda de color Amarillo hasta las rodillas, de una talla superior… Esperanza Gómez Saldaña había muerto estrangulada. Presentaba hematomas en el mentón y en el ojo izquierdo. Fuertes hematomas en las piernas y en las costillas. Había sido violada vaginal y analtamente, probablemente más de una vez, pues ambos conductos presentaban desgarros y escoriaciones por los que había sangrado profusamente.” (443-444)

“The girl’s body turned up in a vacant lot in Colonia Las Flores. She was dressed in a white long-sleeved T-shirt and a yellow knee-length skirt, a size too big... Esperanza Gómez Saldaña had been strangled to death. There was bruising on her chin and around her left eye. Severe bruising on her legs and rib cage. She had been vaginally and anally raped, probably more than once, since both orifices exhibited tears and abrasions, from which she had bled profusely.” (353-354)

This is the first victim that appears in Part IV, which Bolaño based on reporting about the ongoing serial homicides of hundreds of women in the Mexican border town of Juárez. Her name is Esperanza Gómez Saldaña and she is thirteen years old. Over the next 280 pages (the largest section in the book), we learn about 108 more women, found over the course of four years (1993-1997). While not all are identified, all are women and similarly described in the stripped-down, just-the-facts style of an autopsy report:

“Cinco días después, antes de que acabara el mes de enero, fue estrangulada Luisa Celina Vázquez. Tenía dieciséis años, de compleción robusta, piel blanca, y estaba embarazada de cinco meses.” (445)

“Five days later, before the end of January, Luisa Celina Vazquez was strangled.
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She was sixteen years old, sturdily built, fair-skinned, and five months pregnant.” (354)

“A mediados de febrero, en un callejón del centro de Santa Teresa, unos basureros encontraron a otra mujer muerta. Tenía alrededor de treinta años y vestía una falda negra y una blusa blanca, escotada. Había sido asesinada a cuchilladas, aunque en el rostro y el abdomen se apreciaron las contusiones de numerosos golpes.” (446)

“Midway through February, in an alley in the center of the city, some garbagemen found another dead women. She was about thirty and dressed in a black skirt and low-cut white blouse. She had been stabbed to death, although contusions from multiple blows were visible about her face and abdomen.” (355)

And on and on: the narrative continues in this manner. Bodies are identified either by name or as anonymous, ages are listed, articles of clothing are described, and the specific details of the geographic location are always cited. Anonymous, unnamed victims are narrated alongside victims of domestic violence and a murdered female reporter. Certain phrases begin to accumulate: *She didn’t have any identification on her. No one claimed the body. The case was soon closed.* Some victims begin to show a trademark, such as bites and tears on the vulva and thighs, as if gnawed at by a street dog. (461) Several forensic statements are repeated frequently, such as “uno de los pechos estaba casi completamente cercenado y en el otro faltaba el pezón, que había sido arrancado a mordidas,” (580) (“one of her breasts was almost completely severed and the other was missing the nipple, which had been bitten off,”) (464) and “la muerte se debió a estrangulamiento, con rotura del hueso hiodes” (682) (“the cause of death was strangulation, with fracture of the hypoid bone.”) (545) The bodies are found in dumps where the slum dwellers and garbage pickers live, in empty lots near the maquiladoras (or free trade zone factories), by desert highways and schoolgrounds. They are prostitutes, students, factory workers, migrants. The causes of death are stabbing, strangulation,
shooting, hypovolemic shock, cerebral trauma, undetermined due to the body’s state of putrefaction. One unidentified victim has so many stab wounds, the policeman assigned to count them gets bored and stops at thirty-five. (580) Eleven-year-old Penélope Méndez Becerra, “violada anal y vaginalmente, presentando numerosas desgarraduras en ambos orificios, y luego estrangulada,” (“anally and vaginally raped, with considerable tearing of both orifices, and then strangled,”) is declared having died of a heart attack, “mientras era sometida a los abusos antes expuestos.” (506) (“while being subjected to the abuses described above.”) (404)

Peter Boxall discusses “the extraordinary effect produced by the repeated, repeated, repeated descriptions of violated female bodies that run through this long section, the uncontrolled accumulation of passages.” (195) For Boxall,

“This exhaustive repetition contributes to the extraordinary objectification of the female body that the novel witnesses, this sense that the women in Santa Teresa are reduced to a kind of bare life, to the condition of biological material. But it also produces and reiterates a structural relationship between the experience of embodiment and the socio-economic forces that position the body in space.” (195)

This is an example of a popular critical reading of this section, a reading that discusses how the corpses function as evidence for socio-economic forces, for the deadly perils of the neoliberal order,67 or as “coded markers of global connectedness.”68 These analyses of the female corpses as proof of brutal socio-economic forces currently at large in the world today is a valuable one and not one I wish to dispute. However, a potential result from this kind of analysis—one that focuses on the female corpses as a coded sign for larger economic or global forces—is that it reinforces two ideas. Firstly, that there are

67 See Boxall, Deckard, Farred ("It is Bolaño’s ability to make us deal directly, dialectically, with death in its intimate relation to neoliberalism, that lends his work its critical salience") (692) and Franco for examples of this approach.
some forms of violence (such as economic) that are worse than others, and thus more worthy of discussion (as opposed to domestic violence, or everyday crime). Secondly, that the women’s corpses function as a sort of ‘code’ for the novel that can be read and translated into an ascribed meaning, such as “signos [de] inseguridad, de injusticia, de violencia”\(^6\) or as “a brutal, inexplicable, fact of the neoliberal postcolonial state.”\(^7\) This is not a reading I am interested in pursuing—as a writer, I am more interested in examining the specific stylistic features of Bolaño’s writing—or as Vásquez put it, the method used to create literature.

What, then, are the stylistic features of this section? The first most notable stylistic feature of this section is its style, which has frequently been described as “medical,”\(^8\) or “forensic.”\(^9\) Carlos Walker describes as “un tono desafectado que pareciera dedicar todos sus esfuerzos a registrar mecánicamente las circunstancias en que se hallan las fallecidas.”\(^10\) Walker goes on it calls it “una voz neutral que registra cada detalle, como si ante el horror no quedara otra salida que el registro mesurado de su paso,”\(^11\) and “una voz que pasea silenciosamente detallando las características de uno y otro cuerpo.”\(^12\) Mechanical, neutral, registering, noting: these are the crucial elements to note. There are clear parallels to the autopsy scene in Crónica here in terms of style, but

\(^11\) Ibid. 102
\(^12\) Ibid. 103
on a much larger scale – an autopsy scene repeated over and over, in terms of an inventory of wounds, dully detailing the characteristics of each body.

The second most notable stylistic features of this section is its use of repetition. As Herlinghaus puts it, “The fictive world of Santa Teresa emerges from paratactical insistence and iteration, leading readers to come across, again and again, in one to three page sections, another murdered woman, strangled in most cases, raped vaginally and anally, her body covered by dozens of stab wounds, with shattered bones, at times with one breast cut off and the nipple of the other torn off.”76 “Paratactical insistence and iteration” is the key term, as this is primarily how violence is represented in 2666: not through a single graphic act that has resounding effect on the community, as in Crónica, but through systematic repetition; serialization. Donoso Macaya discusses how the use of repetition in 2666 “imita la terminologia y el modo de enunciacion de la medicina forense,” comparing its effect to the use of photographs of the disappeared during the Chilean repression during Pinochet: “insiste, exhiben, repiten.”77 As Donoso Macaya puts it, “La repetición se presenta como un modo de articular lo visible, o mejor dicho lo invisible, la invisibilidad de una serie de cuerpos.”78

What is key about these two stylistic features – its medical, forensic tone and paratactical repetition – is that they create a sense of order in the text. Bolaño is re-ordering reality - real-life crimes, real-life murders, real-life women with families, dreams, intentions, goals, desires, into fiction. Before discussing the implications of his
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78 Ibid, 135.
re-ordering, we first must look at his primary source for writing about these cases of real-life violence: a journalist from Mexico City.

**IV. An Imperfect Photograph: Sergio González Rodríguez**

“A few years ago, my friends in Mexico got tired of me asking for information – more and more detailed information too – about the killings of women in Ciudad Juárez, and they decided, by common accord, to hand the job over to Sergio González Rodríguez, who is a novelist, essayist, reporter, and probably all kinds of other things besides, and who, according to my friends, was the person who knew most about this case, a unique case in the annals of Latin American crime: more than three hundred women raped and killed in an extremely short period of time, between 1993 and 2002, in a city on the U.S. border with a population of just under one million.”

And such is Bolaño’s account of his introduction to Sergio González Rodríguez, the author of *Huesos en el desierto* (2002), a non-fiction account of the Juárez murders that Bolaño called more than “just an imperfect snapshot of wrongdoing and corruption, as of course it must be, *Huesos en el desierto* becomes a metaphor for Mexico and the Mexican past and the uncertain future of all of Latin America.” Of González Rodríguez’s influence on *2666*, Bolaño said “His technical help – if I can call it that – in the writing of my novel, which I have yet to finish and don’t know whether I’ll ever finish, has been substantial.”
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* Ibid. 231
Journalist Marcela Valdés provides another account of the developing relationship between these two writers, during the early research stages of both their works:

“Searching for information about Juárez, Bolaño emailed his friends in Mexico, asking more and more questions about the murders. Finally, tired of these gruesome inquiries, his friends put him in touch with González Rodríguez, who, they said, knew more about the crimes than anyone in Mexico. Bolaño first e-mailed him around the time that Gonzalez Rodriguez decided to write a nonfiction book about his investigation.”

González Rodríguez has spoken in several interviews about his specific goals for Huesos en el desierto, emphasizing in an interview with journalist Alice Driver that “era muy importante tener esta constancia de hechos, este memorial de agravios de lo que aconteció en Ciudad Juárez porque ya en el futuro nadie podrá decir, ‘Esto nunca sucedió.’” (“It was very important to have this record of facts, this memorial of grievances of what happened in Ciudad Juárez, because now in the future no one can say, ‘This never happened.’”) González Rodríguez goes on to comment,

Yo pude haber escrito una novela, pude haber hecho experimentos ensayísticos, pude haber escrito de muchas formas, pero para mí era más imperativa la información, la memoria, el relato de hechos, la convergencia de las voces de testimonios y datos.

(I could have written a novel, I could have done experimental non-fiction, I could have written in many ways, but for me what was most important was the information, memory, the story of facts, the convergence of voices from testimonies and data.) [emphasis mine]

Here González Rodríguez reiterates the role that facts and transparency play in terms of achieving a larger project: Huesos en el desierto was intended to function as a vehicle of memory, in which facts, figures, and testimonies attempt to transmit the otherwise hidden
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stories of the victim, stories that the Mexican state explicitly tried to hide. In other words, one of the intended goals of the book (as stated by the author) was to give shape to information and report data. In the same interview, González Rodríguez discusses how the format of the book—its emphasis on records and information—was a deliberate refutation in front of the state’s muddling, distortion, or outright denial of facts. Says González Rodríguez, “El formato del libro buscaba sobre todo dejar constancia de lo que tendió a olvidarse—documentos, voces, datos, informaciones y expedientes. Actualmente las autoridades de Chihuahua dicen que eso nunca existió. Para eso fue mi libro. Era muy importante dejar en claro que estos hechos acontecieron, que hay una huella, una escritura y que queda una memoria de esa presencia.” ("The format of the book sought above all to record what tended to be forgotten—documents, voice, data, information, and records. Currently Chihuahua authorities say that this never existed. That's what my book was for. It was very important to make clear that these events took place, that there is a trace, there is writing, and that a memory of this presence remains.”) [emphasis mine]

The final chapter of Huesos en el desierto, “La vida inconclusa,” closely mirrors Part IV of 2666. From the opening passage:

“23/09/02. Erika Pérez, entre 25 y 30 años, cabello color castaño, blusa estampada con flores, pantalón y pantaletas abajo de las rodillas, correa del bolso alrededor del cuello, camino de terracería a partir del crucero de las calles Paseo del Río y Camino San Lorenzo. 23/09/02, no identificada, osamenta de once meses de antigüedad, a un lado una pantaleta, camisa obscura, pantalonera color naranja, calcetas blancas, once broches para el cabello, atrás de la maquiladora BRK, cerca de las vías férreas y el Eje Juan Gabriel. 28/08/02, Dora Alicia Martínez
Mendoza, 34 años de edad, 35 heridas punzocortantes en todo el cuerpo, domicilio, n. 6100 de la calle Pitaya y Cebada, Colonia el Granjero.”

Here González Rodríguez’s style verges on what García Márquez called an inventory of crimes—“not the path that led to the novel.” The appendix in Chris Andrews’ book provides details about the relationship between the ‘real’ crimes and the fictive crimes, and show how closely dependent Bolaño was on González Rodríguez’s reporting. Through its dependency on the forensic reports and evidence provided by González Rodríguez, 2666 employs a similar representational strategy to Huesos en el desierto, yet achieves a decidedly different effect. The question then becomes what does Bolaño’s fictionalization of the crimes add to the reporting of them. Or, in other words, what does fiction add to reality? Piglia talks about “that undetermined zone where fiction and truth” cross paths”—when does this occur in 2666, what does it look like, and what does it demonstrate about what fiction can do that non-fiction cannot, especially when writing about violence?

V. Strategic Opacity: Keeping A Secret Secret

Chris Andrews describes what he sees as the key difference between fictional responses to violence and the work of journalists and political activists:

Journalism and activism strive in principal for complete transparency in the hope that justice may be done. While fiction is by no means politically or morally inert, and may in some cases bring to light formerly hidden aspects of a hidden situation, the deployment of what Stephen Greenblatt, in a reading of Hamlet, has

called “strategic opacity” is also one of its most powerful and characteristic 
resources… A story needs to know how to construct and keep a secret secret. Andrews’ comments about the ability of a story employing “strategic opacity” and knowing “how to construct and keep a secret secret” are a direct reference to Ricardo Piglia’s comments about the short story, in his essay “Theses on the Short Story.” As Piglia puts it, “A story story [cuento] always tells two stories [historias]”: a visible one and a secret one. Piglia uses an anecdote recorded in one of Chekhov’s notebooks as an example to make his main points: a man in Monte Carlo travels to a casino, wins a million dollar, returns home, and then promptly commits suicide. For Piglia, the classic form of the short story is best exhibited by this anecdote of Chekhov’s, as well as in works by Poe: the structure is closed, and it attempts to produce a surprise (in Chekhov’s case, the suicide) by letting the half-suggested, the elliptical, and invisible surface only at the end. In contrast to the classic short story, Piglia argues that the modern short story focuses less on the surprise ending and more on the tension that arises between the visible and secret story. For Chris Andrews, Piglia's comments on the short story highlight how Bolaño's fiction can both generate narrative tension, while remaining puzzling and inconclusive at the end. Therefore, in response to the question of “what does fiction tell us about real-life violence that non-fiction doesn’t,” one answer we could give is that
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87 "The modern version of the short story... abandons the surprise ending and the closed structure; it works the tension between the two stories without ever resolving it. The secret story is told in ever more elusive fashion. The Classic short story à la Poe told a story while announcing there was another; the modern short story tells two stories as if they were none." Piglia, Ricardo. "Theses On The Short Story". N.p., 2011. Web. 6 Nov. 2016.
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fiction can *hide* rather than *clarify*, and it is this ability to keep a secret secret, rather than to bring it out into the open, that is key to fiction’s power.

How, then, does Bolaño create strategic opacity? How does he keep a secret secret? Bolaño achieves this in three ways: first, he creates a sense of *obscurity* and *confusion* in the novel by focusing on many differently storylines. Secondly, he uses an *interrupted* and *digressive* structure, in terms of the narrative (i.e. the way events are ordered in the story). Thirdly, he creates a *subtext* of tension and menace via the use dramatic similes.

**VI. The disorder of the incongruous**

The first point to focus on is the number of different storylines that accumulate in Part IV. There’s Juan de Dios Martínez, a police detective who falls in love with the director of an insane asylum while attempting to track down the Penitent, an unidentified man who becomes famous for entering churches, publically urinating and then breaking sacred relics. There’s Lalo Cura (whose name translated into English literally means “the madness”; *cura* is also the Spanish word for priest), a young man initially recruited from the countryside to work as a bodyguard for a narco family; he later joins the police force. Harry Magaña, an entrepreneurial American sheriff, heads south of the border after a female American tourist vanishes. Sergio González, an arts and culture reporter from Mexico City, travels to Santa Teresa to cover the cases (based on the reporter of the same name).\[^{89}\] Klaus Haas, a German immigrant, is arrested, tried and found guilty. Additionally, along with the non-solved cases we are also provided with narratives about
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cases with solutions: women killed by husbands, boyfriends and pimps (some are caught and held accountable; most are not).

What is the effect of the accumulation of these characters’ stories, narrated alongside the accumulation of the bodies based on real-life events? It creates a sense of obscurity in the novel—it becomes difficult to know what is meaningful when we are provided with so many storylines that are treated with an equal sense of importance. These layers of digressions, side stories and anecdotes create a sense of meandering and drifting within the narrative—characters appear, plots accumulate, but none of it ever truly builds to anything or concludes. When discussing Borges’ work, Foucault observed that “there is a worse kind of disorder than that of the incongruous, the linking together of things that are inappropriate… in such a state, things are ‘laid’, ‘placed’, ‘arranged’ in sites so very different from one another that it is impossible to find a place of residence for them, to define a common locus beneath them all.”

We see a similar effect in 2666, in which the seemingly random is juxtaposed alongside the horrific, and forensic language that emphasizes the transparent and the understandable results in exactly the opposite, as we never understand the reason for the women’s murders.

Why would Bolaño to choose to narrate the crimes in this way, couched within so many other stories? One possible answer is that this accumulation of stories becomes representative of the way in which people can ignore violence, even though it surrounds them. One of the most prominent ways this occurs in “Crimes” is via the attention granted to the Penitent, the church desecrator whose attacks “tuvo mayor eco en la prensa local que las mujeres asesinadas en los meses precendentes.” (459) (“got more attention
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in the local press than the women killed in the preceding months.”) (366) At one point, the narrator describes Juan De Dios Martínez’s arrival at the police station after examining a scene desecrated by the Penitent: cops stand around drinking coffee, talking and laughing, while a man pushes a stretcher down the hallway. “Sobre la Camilla, completamente cubierta por una funda de plastic gris, iba el cadaver de Emilia Mena Mena. Nadie se fijó en él.” (466) (“On the stretcher, covered in a gray plastic sheet, lay the body of Emilia Mena Mena. Nobody noticed.”) (372) The narrator is pointedly indicating how the constant presence of violence, the never-ending list of crimes, can cause people to forget the extent of brutality that surrounds them, or get distracted to the point of forgetting. Or as Stephen Dudley put in (in reference to Colombia), a “politics of anesthesia” is created, simply to get through the everyday.

Bolaño touches upon this idea of anesthetized violence through the epigraph of the novel, which is a quote from Charles Baudelaire’s *The Flowers of Evil*: “un oasis de horror en medio de un desierto de aburrimiento” (“an oasis of horror in a desert of boredom”). Bolaño spoke further on the role that horror can play in relation to boredom in his essay “Literatura + enfermedad = enfermedad,”: “Para salir del aburrimiento, para escapar del punto muerto, lo único que tenemos a mano, y no tan a mano, también en esto hay que esforzarse, es el horror, es decir el mal.” (151) These “politics of anesthesia” or normalization of violence in *2666*—the horrific surrounded and even engulfed by boredom—results in a culture in which the horrific is accepted, and even ignored. News headlines and lists are easy to skim, easily ignored. Is the act of looking away harder, when it comes to reading fiction?
At one point in the novel, when discussing the writing style of Archimboldi (the famed German writer), a character observes that “el estilo era extraño, la escritura era clara y en ocasiones transparente pero la manera en que sucedían las historias no llevaba a ninguna parte.” (1111) (“the style was strange. The writing was clear and sometimes even transparent, but the way the stories followed one after another didn’t lead anywhere.”) (887) This assessment of Archimboldi’s non-sequitur, somewhat random style also serves as an accurate description of Bolaño’s own writing in 2666. At another point, a character defines good writing as arising “not from an exercise of style or will… but as the result of an exercise of concealment.” (786) 2666 can also be understood as an exercise in concealment via its treatment of the women’s corpses. The sheer volume of murders and evidence we are presented with (as well as the juxtaposition of crimes with solutions alongside crimes that have none) dissolves into a giant blockade of white noise, making the women’s bodies blur into each other despite being described in an explicitly objective style.

**VII. Poetics of Inconclusiveness**

Another key tool that 2666 has at its disposal, as a work of fiction as opposed to non-fiction, is its wandering, digressive, interrupted structure. A key example of this is the finale of Part 3, in which Fate and Amalfitano’s daughter accompany Guadalupe Roncal (a local reporter) to interview Klaus Haas, one of the leading suspects in the murders (Klaus also happens to be the nephew of Archimboldi, the elusive German author). The section ends with Klaus walking into the room and telling Rosa, “Pregúnten lo que quieran” (“Ask whatever you want”), to which Guadalupe responds by raising her hand to her mouth, “como si estuviera inhalando un gas tóxico, y no supo qué preguntar.”
(440) (“as if she were inhaling a toxic gas, and she couldn’t think what to ask.”) (349)

With that, the section about Fate ends. The narrative thus concludes in an interrupted moment, not allowing readers to see the scene that follows. Chris Andrews puts it, “endings of Bolaño’s dilute or deflate rather than simply be left open.” (92)

Ignacio Echeverria described this style as a “poetics of inconclusiveness,” in his introduction to Bolaño’s *The Secret of Evil*:

“All of [Bolaño’s] narratives, not just *The Secret of Evil*, seem to be governed by a poetics of inconclusiveness. The eruption of horror seems to determine the interruption of the storytelling; or perhaps it is the other way around: the interruption of the telling suggests the imminence of horror.”91

This inconclusive, interrupted style is one of the ways in which fiction can differ from non-fiction (specially non-fiction that deals with the transmission of facts). A key scene in *2666* that shows this “poetics of inconclusiveness” occurs during a scene in which police officer Epifanio Galindo travels to the Internet café to interrogate suspect Klaus Haas, who ends up being arrested for the murders. After much build-up, as Epifanio waits for the store to empty, he finally introduces himself to Haas by passing him a photograph of the murdered Estrella Ruiz Sandoval. However, instead of showing the interrogation scene, Bolaño shifts to the perspective of Haas’ young co-worker: he drives home on his motorcycle, plays with a baby (either his son or younger brother, it is never clear) and watches television, constantly changing channels.

This unexpected shift in perspective—from Haas to to Haas’ young co-worker—interrupts a key scene in the novel: the first interrogation of the primary suspect. One can imagine that Don Winslow, as a commercial crime fiction writer, would handle the scene very differently. In contrast to providing a straightforward storyline or a satisfactory
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conclusion, Bolaño’s writing style is similar to the channel changing of Haas’ young co-worker, flickering from one scene to the next. In Bolaño, digression, wandering, and interruption are key to his style, and comment on the difficulty of knowing where and how to pay attention. Similarly to Crónica, despite using a style associated with information, clarity, and straightforwardness, the overall effect of 2666 is that of inconclusiveness and confusion.

VIII. “Una Flor Carnívora”

So far we have looked at two specific techniques in 2666 used by Bolaño to narrate real-life violence: his juxtaposition of seemingly random stories and his interrupted, digressive structure. Another key tool Bolaño has at his disposal is his use of dramatic similes, which help evoke a sense in the novel that there is something being kept secret, a buried, hidden world that no one has access to. This use of similes is important in Bolaño because it sets up a contrast in two styles used in the novel: one that emphasizes the unreal, and the other that emphasizes a discerning, observant, forensic gaze. This contrast sets up a critique of empirical, objective representation that fails to take into account what is buried; what is hidden in plain sight but unseen. This contrast is important because it opens up a space in the novel in which the horrific and fantastical are allowed to co-exist alongside a view that purports to be calm, discerning and objective. In contrast to magical realism, in which the strange is allowed to exist alongside the everyday in a matter-of-fact manner, in 2666 realism is repeatedly juxtaposed and mixed with the irreal in a jarring fashion meant to call attention to itself.

There are also many instances in which the objective, realist that dominates “Crimes” and most of 2666 is contrasted with dramatic, unreal similes. As the critics
explore Santa Teresa, the city landscape is not only described in terms of its landmarks and neighborhoods, but in similes that are arguably over-the-top and menacing. The poorer neighborhoods on the edge of the city are described as “cojos o mancos o ciegos” (171) (“lame or mutilated or blind,”) while a sunset looks like “una flor carnivora” (172) (“a carnivorous flower.”) (129) During their last evening together, Pelletier and Espinoza watch a tennis match near a sauna that is compared to “un búnker con un muerto en su interior,” (207) (“a bunker holding a corpse,”) (158) a simile eerily reminiscent of the World War II-era passages in Part 5. Other similes hint at the murders to come in Part 4. Amalfitano stands under a sky “morado como la piel de una india muerta a palos” (269) (“purple like the skin of an Indian woman beaten to death”) (210), while Oscar Fate’s speaks with Guadalupe Roncal, a reporter who describes the Santa Teresa prison as “una mujer destazada, pero todavía viva. Y dentro de esa mujer viven los presos.” (379) (“a woman who’s been hacked to pieces but is still alive. And the prisoners are living inside this woman.”) (299)

     Apart from dramatic similes, Bolaño uses references to classic horror movie tropes to create a sense of the irreal in what is otherwise a realistic novel. References to vampires, ghosts, zombies, mummies, murder, and horror movies in general are prolific throughout the novel. Examples include Norton referring to her unseen ex-husband as “a horribly violent monster but one who never materialized, a monster all evocation and no action,” (40) a conversation about the ghost of an art gallery owner’s grandmother, (98) the smoke at a barbecue drifting like “the fog that drifts before a murder” (130), and Pelleteir and Espinoza give lectures at the Santa Teresa university that are “more like massacres.” (136) Oscar Fate sits behind passengers on a bus discussing ghosts, (240)
Detective Juan de Dios Martinez sleeps with a woman who tells him her fantasy of getting plastic surgery and walking around everywhere wrapped in bandages like a Mexican mummy, (535) an Argentinan reporter visiting Santa Teresa thinks for a moment while drinking beer that “todos los camareros eran zombis. Le pareció normal.” (676) (“all the waiters were zombies. It didn’t surprise him.”) (541). In prison, suspected murderer Klaus Haas befriends a cast of characters with “corpselike pallor,” one of them nicknamed El Tutanramon after the mummy, another “hardly more substantial than a pair of ghosts.” References to zombies, cannibalism, vampirism, abysses, and the spectral are particularly frequent in Part 5, as Archimboldi experiences the aftermath of World War II, observing at one point that the veterans of the eastern front looked like “muertos vivientes, zombis, habitants de cementerios.” (997) (“the living dead, zombies, cemetery dwellers.”) (797)

References to underlying, barely detected noises and smells also help create a sense of menace in the novel. During her first night in Mexico City, Norton thinks she hears “un zumbido lejano, como si a muchos kilómetros de allí, en un zona extrarradio de la ciudad, estuvieran evacuando a la gente.” (145-146) (“a distant buzzing, as if many miles away, in a neighborhood on the outskirts of the city, people were being evacuated.”) (108) In his mother’s apartment, Oscar Fate notices that “algo allí olía a rancio” (300) (“something there smelled bad.”) (236) but despite his efforts cannot find the source of the rot. This perception of underlying noise or scent parallels the menace underlying the main events of the novel, the sense that there is this other reality taking place that we cannot quite access or perceive, a reality that is always there yet hidden. This smell that Fate can’t quite detect is evoked during a scene in which Juan de Dios
Martínez arrives at a potential crime scene, a house that smells like semen and alcohol. In reference to the smell, Martínez says, “te acostumbras. No es como el olor de la carne en descomposición, que no te acostumbras nunca y que se te mete dentro de la cabeza, hasta en los pensamientos, y por más que te duches y te cambies de ropa tres veces al día segues oliéndolo durante muchos días, a veces semanas, a veces meses enteros.” (663-664) (“you get used to it. It isn’t like the smell of decomposing flesh, which you never get used to and which worms its way into your head, even into your thoughts, and no matter whether you shower and change your clothes three times a day you keep smelling it for days, sometimes weeks, sometimes whole months.”) (531) While some characters have the privilege of ignoring the underlying smells—the rot at the heart of society—other characters are more involved and cannot escape from it.

These dramatic similes, as well as the references to horror movie tropes and inescapable smells of rot, create what Charles Baxter calls a “subtext” in the novel. Baxter calls subtext “the implied, the half-visible, and the unspoken,” or what exists beyond the plot of the story, in “subterranean realms.”92 According to Baxter, subtext is paradoxically conveyed by the concrete, specific details that are present in the story: in other words, what is present in the narrative draws attention to what is not present; what is shown or mentioned leads to a multiplicity of implications. It is as though the solidity of the described objects, the relentlessness of mentioning them, is what reveals the hidden shadows. Thus in order to make the presence of the unseen and the unspoken be strongly present in a story, the more grounding and orienting details are required. Bolaño achieves this in 2666 through the inclusion of uncanny, unsettling details which create an almost

---

supernatural resonance of horror—a horror that is consistently present yet rarely witnessed or acknowledged.

What is the purpose of the subtext created by these simile, references to horror movies, and so forth? What is also important to note about these extreme similes and other techniques is that for the most part the novel as a whole follows a realistic, straightforward plotline (the voice heard by Amalfitano in his head is one possible exception, but even so it is discussed more in the context of madness rather than magic). There are no out-of-the-ordinary plot elements like levitating women or narrating corpses; Bolaño does not take advantage of his position as an author to narrate from the perspective of any of the women, or during the moment of one of their murders. This choice goes against what Don Winslow described as one of fiction writer’s greatest skills: that of inhabiting people’s perspectives. In contrast to well-known magical realist novels, in which the fantastic is narrated in a naturalist, everyday style, 2666 makes use of similes that emphasize the extreme, the fantastic, and the horrific in order to narrate what is in the end a fundamentally realist story. In doing so, it sets up a contrast that implies the following: what many of us may assume to be the everyday—such as international companies making use of Third World female populations for cheap labor—is actually deeply horrific and strange. It calls attention to a reality, a state of life, that is ever-present and fundamentally horrifying, yet always obscured.

**IX. Seen and Not Seen**

At one point in Part III, the American sports journalist Oscar Fate thinks, “Nadie presta atención a estos asesinatos, pero en ellos se esconde el secreto del mundo.” (439) “No one pays attention to these killings, but the secret of the world is hidden in them.”
Even though the women’s corpses are described in a type of language that promises clarity and access—a straightforward form of understanding—they instead become a “secret” that promises at something that ultimately no one can access. At another point, Fate asks, “¿Y cómo las matan?” (“And how are they killed?”) about the victims, a question which receives the following reply: “Eso no está nada claro. Desaparecen. Se evaporan en el aire, visto y no visto. Y al cabo de un tiempo aparecen sus cuerpos en el desierto.” (363) [emphasis mine] ”Nobody's sure. They disappear. They vanish into thin air, here one minute, gone the next. And after a while their bodies turn up in the desert.”

Although translated into “here one minute, gone the next,” a more literal translation of the original Spanish would be “seen and not seen.” Both present and invisible, the victims are simultaneously described in a forensic, medical register which is then contrasted to passages such as this one which emphasizes their invisibility.

However, it is through this absence of information that the women become a presence in the novel. Toni Morrison discusses this ability of the invisible to become visible, of the absence becoming presence:

Invisible things are not necessarily ‘not-there’; that a void may be empty but not be a vacuum. In addition, certain absences are so stressed, so ornate, so planned, they call attention to themselves; arrest us with intentionality and purpose, like neighborhoods that are defined by the population held away from them.\(^9^3\)

In this way, appearance and disappearance are at work simultaneously in “Crimes”, thus blurring the difference between something that is visible and something that cannot be seen. The result of this depiction is that Bolaño is ultimately questioning the adequacy of the cognitive tools that we have for comprehending the omnipresent,

pervasive violence of the world today. As the stories of other characters accumulate, the women themselves remain blank outlines. Ultimately, the reason for their deaths remains a mystery. Were the women murdered by a single killer? Several? Was it for organ harvesting? A narco-endorsed sport? A satanic sex ritual? Who are they and what happened to them? Rather than undergoing a journey or following the investigative course of the traditional detective or crime fiction novel, one that results in a satisfying sense of resolution, we are instead stuck in a perpetual beginning, in which the questions arising from the initial crime scene is repeated over and over again like a broken record, frequently interrupted and never conclusive.

Although reality and fiction obey different logics, at certain points they intersect, and it is precisely this intersection that is interesting to examine in Bolaño. Fiction and nonfiction are traditionally differentiated via the category of truth, in the sense that nonfiction is a supposed reflection or representation of reality. But the inclusion of nonfictional techniques in a work of fiction like 2666 suggests that the relationship between the two registers is more complex. The fact that the nonfiction aspects of 2666—the murders against the women in Juárez—are fictionalized/included alongside/immersed alongside fictional elements by Bolaño suggest that reality itself is partially fictional. According to Piglia, reality is “tejida de ficciones” [woven of fictions] Paradoxically, then, fiction also becomes a reflection of reality, and becomes just as capable of conveying truth as nonfiction.

Overall, both 2666 and Crónica are written about (and from) a perspective that emphasizes what is not seen, what is not known, what is not clear, what is not possessed, what does not appear. The techniques used by both texts enable them to focus on the
crisis of representing (politically and aesthetically) the reality produced by violence. It is a crisis that cannot be averted, but can be coped with through a certain kind of literature and a certain kind of reader—someone who is willing to accept a lack of certainty and assume qualities such as courage: the ability to keep looking. Not turning away.
Looking Back, and Ahead

I.

It was a black spider monkey that followed us. It had a long hooked tail, dark matted fur, and tiny fingers eerily similar to a baby’s. It stalked me and my sister along the high stone wall that surrounded our neighbor’s property, as we walked our pet dog down the street. For the most part, the spider monkey kept a respectable distance. During my parents’ parties, though, it was known to assault the guests as they walked from their cars to the front door – nipping at their feet, tugging at their skirts, much to the guests’ (and my parents’) horror.

I don’t know anything specific about who my neighbors were, what they did for a living, or why exactly they kept so many exotic pets. The peacock was by far the worst – me and my sister would toss and turn in bed, trying not to think of algebra tests scheduled for the next morning, while the bird’s haunted cries filled our bedroom. Or maybe I did know about my neighbors, and why they had such a huge automatic gate, and armed security guards, and an enormous European-style mansion. Maybe I knew why they sent my parents a giant lobster packed in ice every Christmas. Maybe the fact that we were living in Cali, Colombia in the early 90’s was enough to answer all of these questions. But my family never talked about it – not explicitly. Even though it was right there in front of us. Even though it was in plain sight.

I live in England now. I don’t have to look over my shoulder anymore to see if something – black, blurry, just out of view – is still following me around. But nevertheless, I still occasionally find myself glancing around. Like there’s something still
hanging around me that I still haven’t taken the time to notice. Something that I’ve missed.

II.

In an introduction that was written but never published for the 1933 edition of *The Sound and the Fury*, Faulkner writes, “I wrote this book and learned how to read.” This claim reflects the original goal I had in commencing the PhD in Creative-Critical writing, in the fall of 2013: I wanted to finish a creative project, and by doing so I wanted to learn how to better read the authors that have provided me a model, in terms of how to write. Bolaño often spoke on the priority that reading had over writing for him, declaring in an interview that “Reading is more important than writing,” as well the following in *2666*:

"How much better the poor man would be if he devoted himself to reading. Reading is pleasure and happiness to be alive or sadness to be alive and above all it's knowledge and questions. Writing, meanwhile, is almost always empty."

Even as a fictional character, in this Spanish novel *Soldados de salamis* by Javier Cercas, Bolaño expresses a similar obsession with voracious, never-ending reading, telling Cercas’ narrator “I read everything, even bits of paper I find blowing down the street.” It is this openness and fearlessness in Bolaño as a reader that appeals to me most as a writer, as I frequently encounter the same qualities in his fiction, in terms of his themes and style.

It is also this fearlessness in tackling the subject of violence in *2666* that interest me as a writer, particularly in his depiction of the paradoxical blurredness of omnipresent violence. At one point in the novel, Amalfitano reflects on how his rambling thoughts can turn “un ulular incoherente sin principio ni fin, en una historia bien estructurada…"
Convertía el caos en orden, aunque fuera al precio de lo que comúnmente se conoce como cordura.” (244) (“a brutal story of injustice and abuse, an incoherent howl with no beginning or end, into a neatly structured story… They turned chaos into order, even if it was at the cost of what is commonly known as sanity.” (189) These reflections by Amalfitano could easily be considered as a meditation on 2666’s overall intention as a project: to use the form of fiction to turn the brutality of violence into something that the reader can encounter, again and again, as opposed to run away from. Bolaño fills his novel with images of the unspeakable and unimaginable, placing the reader in scenes where they are forced to look and be affected, as opposed to merely turning away, as one might do in face of a gory image in a photograph, or yet another news headline. As opposed to merely denouncing the crimes, explaining violence as a phenomenon, or taking sides in a political dispute, Bolaño’s writing instead concentrates on giving voice to the ineffable fear, frustration, and confusion that arises from living in a society where violence is everywhere yet frequently overlooked. Rather than denouncing and explaining, Bolaño’s writing focuses more on evoking.

The overall goals of this study were to ask how we can write about the unspeakable, to explore how subjective narratives confront the objective reality of violence in the world, and to discuss how violence is both revealed and concealed. I admire and am influenced by how Bolaño’s writing is never direct, but rather focuses on inconclusiveness and interrupted moments, leading readers on searches like detectives for the meaning of a story. In the epigraph to his collection “Evaristo Carriego,” Borges quotes from De Quincey, as he refers to “a mode of truth, not of truth coherent and central, but angular and splintered.” This description accurately describes the form of
truth favored by Bolaño, as evidenced by the indirect and oblique approaches in his writing. It is an ineffable and ambiguous form of truth, something that cannot quite be put into words, one that empathizes mystery and the unknowable as opposed to self-evident, easily communicable wisdom. Like any good detective, in order to be a good reader one must know how to associate and be active in constructing the fractured, splintered truths of a text. Through learning how to be better readers, we work on becoming better writers as well, and ultimately these two goals are what I wanted to achieve through the completion of this project.
Part Two

The Lucky Ones
‘Here,’ he said, not really joking. ‘The bullet we didn’t shoot you with.’

Gabriel García Márquez, *News of a Kidnapping*

Inside a single moment, you can live many lives.

Francisco Goldman, *The Art of Political Murder*
Her parents and brother are spending the holiday weekend up in the mountains; they’re going to a party at the Montoyas’ country house. Before getting in the car her mother asks her one last time: is she sure she doesn’t want to come? Isn’t she going to be bored all weekend, with only the maid around to keep her company? And she says, of course not, don’t be silly, and in any case the impossibly long drive on that endlessly winding road always makes her carsick (she shakes her head, sticks out her tongue, and makes a face like she can already feel the nausea). She’s been there several times anyway, remembers what it’s like: she’s seen the automatic shampoo dispensers in the bathroom that fill her hands with grapefruit-scented foam, the shiny mountain bikes that have never been ridden propped up on the porch, the indoor fish pond and the seashell-patterned ashtrays. Her brother will run around the yard screaming with the other kids, weaving and ducking around the water fountains and angel statues, begging the gardeners to let them feed the peacocks, hold the monkey, cuddle the rabbits. She always gets so bored, sitting in a white plastic chair and batting away flies while the adults drink beer out of green glass bottles and talk, talk, talk for hours about things she either doesn’t care about or doesn’t understand. When she hears the word *guerrilla* she’ll picture a group of men dressed up in gorilla suits, roaming the jungle while carrying rifles, wearing black rubber boots with yellow bottoms, and she’ll have to choke back laughter to prevent Coca-Cola from snorting out of her nose. The sinewy meat and burnt black corn from the grill
always get stuck in her teeth and hang down from her upper molars like vines for Tarzan, and she’ll inevitably end up prodding them with her tongue for the rest of the weekend. Mariela Montoya will be there too, of course: most likely wearing an oversized T-shirt, glowering in the corner, sucking on the tip of her long black braid, and they’ll turn away from each other gracefully without even a kiss on the cheek, let alone a greeting. Hi Mariela, Stephanie will never say. It’s been so long. How have you been?

So no, she tells her mother again, but thank you very much, and she brushes strands of hair away from her eyes, smiling sweetly.

‘Fine then,’ her mother says, a little sharply. ‘You’re lucky Angelina was willing to cancel her weekend off and stay here instead. Was that church thing of hers tomorrow or next week?’ She says this last part to her husband, who shrugs without looking up, still fiddling with the car-radio knobs. One of the announcers is saying in a highly amused voice, Communist rebels? Those words don’t even mean anything anymore. You might as well call them cheese sandwich rebels. Her brother makes a face at her through the car window and she makes a face right back.

‘Well,’ her mother says. ‘Since you’re going to be here all weekend—just keep something in mind.’ She glances over her shoulder at the hedge, leaves barely rustling in the wind. The sweat stains in the armpits of her pale green blouse look like tiny islands.

‘If the phone rings,’ she says, ‘or the doorbell sounds—let Angelina deal with it. And make sure she tells any men who ask that we’re not in the country anymore. Could you do that for me?’
'What kind of men?’ she asks.

Her mother tucks a strand of hair behind her ears—brown like hers, but gray at the roots.

‘You know what kind I mean,’ she says in her soft accent.

_So they want their revolution?_ the radio asks. _Listen, I’ll tell you what I’d do to them!_ Her mother’s head flicks sharply towards her husband, and he quickly switches it off.

After they drive away she finds her mother’s cigarettes almost immediately, hidden at the bottom of one of the woven baskets Angelina brought back from her village marketplace. She smokes one under the trees by the pool, taking quick little puffs, watching carefully for Angelina at the window. What she didn’t tell her mother is that she has plans to meet up with Katrina in the city-center mall on Monday. Katrina’s chauffeur will take them there and drop them off at the entrance, where they’ll hover just long enough to make sure he’s gone. Then they’ll cross the highway together, ducking fast across the busy intersection, laughing and running past the wooden sticks of chicken sweating on grills and giant metal barrels of spinning brown peanuts, the clown-faced garbage cans and men in zebra costumes directing traffic. The plan is to head to the other mall across the street, the one with the upper floors still closed off with yellow electrical tape from when the last bomb went off. On the first floor is the food court that serves Cuban sandwiches and beer in lava-lamp containers. That’s where the members of the football team will be, dark hair slicked back and glistening. She and Katrina are going to sit at the wooden picnic tables and yank their jeans down as far as they can go, tug at their tank tops to reveal the bra straps underneath, peach and pink and black. She has this way of crossing her legs at the ankles, tilting her head to the side, and smiling as though whatever is being
said is the most interesting thing in the world and there’s nowhere else she’d rather be. She’ll accept their smiles, their eyes scanning her up and down, their low murmurs of approval, even the high-pitched whistles of *hey beautiful,* with the same icy sense of destiny that she accepts everything else in her life.

Later that night, instead of going through catalogs for college applications in the U.S., she sits on the couch re-reading one of the Arthurian fantasy novels from her childhood. It’s the kind filled with knights kneeling before queens and saying things like *My lady, perchance you have misunderstood me.* Re-reading kids’ books is one of her sneaky, most secret treats, saved for holiday weekends or summer vacations, something that someone like Katrina has no need to ever know about. As she reads she never needs to raise her eyes to know where Angelina is or what she’s doing—the sound of her black plastic sandals slapping against the floor tiles is like a noise made by the house itself. Without looking she knows when Angelina’s opening the silverware drawer, lighting the candles to chase away flies, setting the last of the dishes on the table. The radio in the kitchen crackles loudly with static, which drowns out the newscasters’ gruff voices.

She’s turning pages rapidly, eager to arrive at the climax (the knight finally encounters the magician who blessed him with shape-shifting skills—or did he curse him?), when she feels a stubby finger gently tracing her scalp. ‘We really need to fix your hair, *mija,*’ Angelina says, in that same shrill, high-pitched voice she’s been listening to her whole life. ‘It’s bad to have it in your eyes all the time like that.’

‘That won’t be necessary,’ she says, not looking up from the page.
When Angelina’s hands linger close to her face, she uses the book to push them away, ducking irritably from their overwhelming smell of onions and stale powdered milk. She turns a page as the sandals slap slowly back to the kitchen.

During dinner she drips a giant spoonful of curry sauce onto her plate and swirls around the lettuce leaves and onion slices to make it look like she’s eaten something. When she pushes the chair back from the table, Angelina is already there, reaching for her plate with one hand and squeezing the flesh on her lower arm with the other. ‘My God, but you’re skinny!’ Angelina says, the same high-pitched shrill. ‘Eat more! How are you going to fight off men?’

‘Could you please not touch me?’ she says, jerking her arm away, but the tiny nugget of pleasure that’s formed inside her just from hearing the word skinny is already giving off warmth.

Angelina says something else, speaking in a low voice this time, but her words are muffled beneath the trumpets of the national anthem blasting from the kitchen radio, in its usual slot just before the news.

‘What?’ she says, but Angelina’s already abruptly turned away, her white apron swirling through the air like a cape.

‘Don’t worry about it, mija,’ Angelina says, not looking back. ‘It’s nothing.’

She doesn’t wake up till mid-morning. Because Katrina won’t be coming by until Monday, she doesn’t shave her legs and wears a baggy pair of yellow basketball shorts
instead of jeans. The day is already uncomfortably hot. She heads outside to the pool and
smokes a cigarette under the grapefruit tree, careful to stand in the shade to protect her
skin. It never feels like a holiday weekend to her until she’s smoked, until she gets that
jumpy feeling in her stomach that makes her want to stand very still.

Back in the kitchen, she opens the refrigerator and drinks directly from the pitcher of
lemonade, careful not to bang her teeth against the ceramic. As she puts the pitcher on the
counter there’s a loud blast of the doorbell. It echoes through the house, followed by six
blunt buzzes, as though it’s a signal she should recognize.

‘Angelina!’ she calls out. She waits but there’s no sound of sandals slapping against the
floor tiles, heading to the front door.

The buzzing is long and sustained this time. ‘Christ,’ she says. ‘Angelina!’ When she was
very young she would just stand in the middle of a room and scream Angelina’s name
over and over again, not stopping until Angelina came running, apron flying out behind
her, but that’s not the kind of silly, immature thing she would do now.

She takes another long swig of lemonade to hide her cigarette breath, just in case it’s one
of her mother’s friends. It would be just like her mother to send someone to check up on
her. As she walks down the hallway it’s hard to decide what feels worse, the damp cloth
of the T-shirt sticking to her armpits or the sweaty bare skin of her collarbones. At the
front door she runs her fingers through her hair, tucking it carefully behind her ears.
Sometimes when she’s standing in the sunlight, if she tilts her head just right, she can
almost pass for blond.
The first door is made of heavy dark wood, covered in stickers Angelina gave her years ago, with a yellow bolt that slides open easily. She stands behind the second door, the one made of white crisscrossing bars, forming diamond-shaped gaps that reveal the front yard and crackly bushes, the dried-out banana trees and dry brown hedge surrounding the property. Behind the hedge is the gravel road winding down to the main highway, past the neighbors’ houses with bulletproof windows and security-guard towers, and beyond that are the fields of sugar cane and palm trees, the eucalyptus forests and the mountains.

Standing a few steps away, in the front yard, is a man. He’s grinning in a way that makes him look slightly embarrassed, rocking on his heels, arms behind his back. There’s a lumpy, purplish-red scar running down his face, from the bottom of his eye to the top of his lip.

‘Well, here I am,’ he says. ‘Let’s go.’

He’s wearing a shapeless brown poncho, which hangs off him as if empty. His feet are bare and caked in red clay, his legs thin and hairless.

‘Sorry I’m late,’ he says. He brings an arm forward, a dirty plastic bag hanging from his wrist. ‘It took me a lot longer to get here than I thought. I came as fast as I could.’

She stares at the plastic bag, which sways back and forth, hitting the front of his thigh. ‘Lord, am I thirsty,’ he says. ‘Does that ever happen to you, when you have to walk a long way?’ He licks his lips. ‘Never mind, don’t worry about answering now. We’ll have time to talk later.’

‘Can I help you?’ she says, taking a step back.
The man’s face suddenly becomes a mass of deeply ingrained lines. ‘She didn’t tell you I was coming?’ His voice comes out high-pitched and sad in a way that sounds deeply familiar to her, like something she’s been listening to her whole life, though she cannot say why or how.

‘Daddy!’ she calls out over her shoulder, her voice echoing down the hallway. ‘There’s somebody here to see you!’

‘Princess,’ he says, the lines in his face growing even deeper. ‘Come on. Don’t do that. You know that I know they’re not here.’

She stares at the scar on his face. It’s shaped like a fat river leech and shiny, as if covered in glue. Looking at it makes her suck in her breath. She takes another step back, tucking her body behind the door so that only her head is poking out. Without taking his eyes off her, he kneels and starts ripping grass out of the ground. It’s a habit she recognizes in herself, sitting on the edge of the football field at school, tilting her head back so that her hair falls down her back like a waterfall. The material of his poncho is rough and scratchy-looking.

‘I just don’t understand why she didn’t tell you about me,’ he says. ‘It doesn’t make any sense.’ His voice gets more high-pitched the longer he talks.

‘Look, I don’t even know you,’ she says. It creates a sudden fluttering in her chest to use a loud voice like that, to be rude without caring. It reminds her of the time she saw her father slap the hands of the street children reaching for her leftover ice-cream on the park picnic table.
'Don’t know me?’ He rubs a hole into the ground, sticks his index finger in it, and wiggles it around before covering it up again. ‘Don’t know me,’ he repeats. ‘How about that.’ His mouth turns downwards: an exaggerated sad smile like a clown’s. ‘Well. At least it’s a beautiful day for us to run.’

His head snaps up and he looks directly at her, narrowing his eyes in a way that makes her stomach leap and hit the back of her throat.

‘Are you ready,’ he says, ‘to run?’

‘Sorry,’ she says. ‘I’m sorry I can’t help you.’ Her mouth tastes the same as when she’s carsick. She’s closed the door to the point that she’s looking at him through the thinnest crack possible, her torso leaning forward in an L-shape.

‘Hey,’ he says, rising quickly to his feet, blades of grass drifting down from his robe.

‘Mija. Seriously. How lost are you? I’m here to help you—’

‘I’m sorry,’ she says again, right before closing the door completely, not finishing her sentence: I don’t have the key. She’s staring at the Bert & Ernie sticker now, plastered there by Angelina years ago, their smiles bright and beaming as they drive their fire truck. The jumpy feeling in her stomach is still there.

Angelina’s room is at the back of the house, next to the washing machine and the stacks of cardboard boxes filled with champagne. She forces herself to walk there as calmly and slowly as possible, the doorbell blasting and buzzing. The pale green door is covered with a giant Baby Jesus sticker, dimpled elbows raised smilingly heavenwards. On the floor lined neatly against the wall is a pair of black plastic sandals. She places her hand on the
center of Baby Jesus’ face, but doesn’t knock. ‘Angelina?’ she says, softly at first, then louder. ‘Are you there?’

She checks the rest of the rooms in the house, just to be sure. She checks her parents’ bedroom, her brother’s, her own. She makes sure the back doors are locked and tugs experimentally at the bars over the windows.

With Angelina gone, she has no choice but to prepare lunch herself. She props the fridge door open with her torso, scooping the rice and lentils out of the Tupperware containers with her hands curved like claws. The doorbell is still going, one long sustained note. By now the annoyance is bubbling inside her like the sudsy bubbles fizzling at the top of a shaken Coca-Cola bottle. She’s already rehearsing the words in her head, picturing herself standing furiously in front of Angelina, arms akimbo, head tilted just like her mother’s that time she addressed the electricity repairman, the one she suspected of stealing from them. How could you do that, she’ll say. Unacceptable. You know that I’ve never been left home alone before—completely un-fucking-acceptable. Good luck finding another job; I hope your bags are packed and ready. Are they ready?

It’s only that evening—when Angelina still isn’t back, when she cannot get through to her parents, when their cell phones ring and ring—that she starts to get the feeling that something is happening.

The first thing she does is phone Katrina. She’ll know what to do—she’ll send her chauffeur along with the bodyguard; they’ll come and take her away. But the telephone is silent when she presses it against her ears, the plastic heavy in her hands. She flicks the
light switch back and forth a dozen times, pushes her thumb down on the TV power button as hard as possible, but the screen stays black and silent. She turns on Angelina’s radio, the ridged wheel imprinting her fingertip as she rapidly surfs through the hisses and crackles. She finally finds a program that seems to consist (as far as she can understand) of a fuzzy voice ranting endlessly about the need to drive out all the rebels, smoke them out of the mountains, exterminate them all, punctuated by short blasts of the national anthem. It creates a tight feeling in her chest. She switches the radio off, pries out the tiny yellow batteries with a kitchen knife, and puts them away in the drawer with the silver bell Angelina used to ring to announce dinner. She spends the rest of the day in her bedroom, curtains shut tight, watching Disney movies on her laptop. The battery dies seconds before the Beast’s magical transformation into a handsome prince, and after that she just lies there without moving, knees tucked near her chin, ears tensed for the sound of car wheels on the road, keys rattling, the doorknob turning.

The next day is Monday, the holiday—Katrina’s chauffeur never arrives. By mid-afternoon she heads outside to check the generator, more in hope than expectation. It’s located in the garage, behind a barred door that prevents stray dogs and street people from sneaking in and sleeping. She wraps her fingers around the bars, studying the thick braids of red and green wires, the forest of rust-encrusted switches. The gardener is the only person who knows how it works, when the power goes out due to bomb attacks in the city center. He’d head to the back of the house, wiping his hands off on his denim shorts, and two minutes later, as if by magic, the lights would fly on again. (What is his name again? Wilson? Wilmer?) Her brother would whoop, bolting to the computer room, her parents smiling in relief as the soothing tones of BBC broadcasters returned, and she
would blow out the candles and pick the wax off her algebra homework with her nails. Now, as she stands there by herself, she takes a last long, slow look at the impenetrable cluster of wires and switches before trudging slowly back to the house.

The computers in the office seem like medieval relics. The screens stare at her, blank and impassive as children asking for coins at traffic lights. In the end, she closes the office door, shutting it tight with her hip. It’s not like there’s anything else in there that’s useful anyway; most of the room is used to store cardboard boxes full of junk: her parents’ skis from Yale, faded blue and pink tapestries covered in dead moth wings, the wooden toucans and leopards she played with as a child, their eyes colored in with washable markers, Christmas presents from Angelina that she opened politely before stuffing them away, brightly patterned shirts and alpaca shawls she’d never dream of wearing, not even alone in her bedroom.

If necessary, they’ll come for her. She’s certain of it. Some kind of international peacekeeping army. Professional rescuers, speaking Norwegian, light green berets and cars with blue diplomatic license plates. Pale smiling faces pressing against the white bars of the door, extending their arms as she runs to the kitchen to get the keys out of the wicker basket on top of the fridge. They’ll take her away in a shiny black car with squeaky plastic seats. Embassy members, the international community.

She won’t just be left here. She won’t be forgotten.

Mostly she wanders through the house, drifting from one room to another. The days blend lifelessly together, thick fuzz growing over each one like the dust accumulating on the unspun fan blades. She spends hours reading her fantasy novels, lying stomach down
on the bed. She reads childhood favorites, like a novelization of *Star Wars: A New Hope* with half the pages missing, ending shortly after the scene where Luke bursts into Leia’s cell: *My name is Luke Skywalker, and I’m here to rescue you.* She stares at the page for hours, the words blurring until they could be saying *cheese sandwich, cheese sandwich* over and over again.

She never puts anything away. She starts eating the canned food her parents reserved for parties, strange things like silvery fish floating in red sauce and olives in slimy black liquid, and leaves jars of sticky jam and cans of condensed milk licked clean and shiny on the kitchen counters. She rummages through old school papers from long-ago classes, the syllabus for Ms. Márquez’s seventh-grade World History class, Mr. B’s eighth-grade English reading list (she never got around to reading *A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court*, barely made it through the first few chapters of *The Scarlet Letter*). She finds ancient notes Angelina wrote to excuse her from P.E. swimming class, every misspelled word painfully scrawled out in shaky capital letters. She rips open pink and purple envelopes she never gave to her father to mail to America, pen-pal letters covered in Lisa Frank stickers for friends who moved away, people who left years and years ago (during third grade? Fifth?), names that haven’t crossed her mind in years: *Hi Flaca! Hi Betsy! How’s New York? How’s Washington D.C.? Miss you lots and lots, forever and ever.* She lets them fall to the floor slowly. *Time to get ready,* a voice whispers in her head: a vague memory of someone speaking to her, somebody walking away on a playground (who? When?). The moment is just there, barely fluttering on the edges of her mind, and it’s easy as anything to chase away, like when she swats at mosquitos buzzing at her face.
While walking through her parents’ bedroom she keeps her eyes strictly averted from her mother’s clothes in the open chest drawers, the stacks of books on her father’s bedside table (it’s best not to worry about where they are, what happened: don’t wonder, don’t go there, just don’t). She heads straight to the bathroom instead, opening her mother’s makeup drawer, spilling peach-colored powder all over the sink, smearing herself with eyeshadow, ignoring Angelina’s high-pitched cries in her head: *Mija, what a mess! What do you think you’re doing?* In her brother’s bedroom she lingers by the *Transformers* poster on the door, but avoids the framed photograph on the wall of the entire family: her parents, her brother, herself, and Angelina (don’t think about it, don’t, don’t, don’t). She pulls dusty games out of the hallway closet, Monopoly and Clue and Candy Land. She finds a puzzle from third-grade geography with Ms. Simón, each piece a different department, the capitals represented with tiny red stars. She picks out the familiar names first: Valle del Cauca, Cauca, Antioquia. And then the more exotic ones: Guaviare, Putumayo, Meta.

Once the pieces are sorted, though, she never tries to fit them together. Instead she scatters them on the floor—she has to take an enormous step over them every time she heads down the hallway, like a giant who can cross an entire country with a single stride.

Every once in a while a frothy panic will start to rise in her stomach, making her hands shake, and when that happens, she can’t control herself; she dashes to her room and peeks out through the window, holding the curtain close to her face like a veil. He’s always there, still in the scratchy poncho, sitting on the grass by the bristly hedge. Leaning against the banana tree. Pacing back and forth, mouth moving as if talking to himself, arms swinging exaggeratedly, as if mocking army marches. Standing still before the tiny
crosses on the far left side of the front yard, where she and her brother and Angelina had buried generations of dead pets, cats and dogs, ducks and chickens, killed by possums and tropical diseases. If she squints her eyes, he multiples into blurry doubles, triples, quadruples. There’s dozens of him, an army. Pressing their scarred faces against the door, wrapping their sticky brown fingers around the bars, calling out again and again in a voice muffled by the glass against her ear. *Hey. Beautiful. Let me in.*

One night she feels both brave and desperate enough to go outside by the pool. It’s so quiet she can hear the water move, gently lapping against the concrete walls. She hugs the grapefruit tree and strains her eyes as she looks towards the mountains, almost convincing herself that she can see the fires, as small as the orange dots burning at the end of her cigarettes. She wills herself to smell smoke and gunpowder, hear the explosions and gunshots of incoming American forces, foreign backup support. Closing her eyes and pressing her face against the scratchy tree trunk, she can almost hear the helicopters, the clang of the metal doors as they slide open, the thud of the knotted rope ladder as it hits the ground by her feet. *Stephanie Lansky, we’re here to rescue you!* But when she opens her eyes there’s only the scratchy gray fungus draped over the tree like a fisherman’s net.

Later, she stands outside of Angelina’s room, hand resting on Baby Jesus’ face. She looks down at the sandals, waits for the picture to form in her mind. Angelina dressed in her white apron (what else could she be wearing?), carefully unlocking the front door, heading outside. Dawn is breaking, the earliest morning birds are singing. Or maybe it’s still dark, the sky speckled with stars. Angelina’s humming, hands in her pockets; Angelina’s frowning, face wrinkled in her classic sour scowl. No matter what she
imagines, the picture always abruptly ends the moment Angelina rounds the hedge corner, apron swirling through the air. Walking busily, purposefully, on her way to—what? Towards whom?

Sometimes, she thinks she hears the slapping sound of black plastic sandals hitting floor tiles, and turns her head sharply. But there’s never anything there.

One morning she awakens abruptly to the sound of someone banging on the door, the same insistent sound ringing out again and again. It takes her a second to realize that she’s lying down instead of standing, fantasy book resting heavily on her chest. She struggles out of bed, dragging the bed sheets on the floor, dressed in her mother’s fancy silk nightgown and saggy pink underpants (she ran out of clean pairs of her own panties long ago). Pale dust motes float through the air, following her down the hallway as she stumbles forward, still dazedly clutching the book to her torso like a shield.

Once again she just barely opens the door, so that only her face can be seen. He’s holding a walking stick, beating the bars like a monk ringing church bells in one of her Arthurian novels.

‘Oh,’ he says, his face framed in the diamond-shaped gap, ‘you came!’ His eyes widen in what is unmistakably delight. The whites of his eyeballs are lined with yellow; the scar on his face looks redder and puffier than ever. There’s a low-pitched rumbling in the distance she hasn’t noticed until now, the sound of a low-flying plane or helicopter. He’s dressed in the same poncho, but the plastic bag is gone, his feet are no longer bare; instead he’s now wearing a pair of shiny black rubber boots with yellow bottoms. The
sight of those boots makes goose bumps break out on her neck; sour liquid leaks from her tonsils.

‘Be a good girl,’ he says. ‘Open the door.’

‘It’s locked,’ she says. She’s turning away when he presses his face against the bars and reaches out, fingers fluttering urgently towards her.

‘Miija,’ he says. ‘Time to go.’

‘Could you please not touch me?’ She uses the book to roughly push his hands away. The buzzing of the aircraft returns for a bit, circling overhead, is replaced by a single engine. He says something else, speaking in a low voice, but his words are muffled beneath the sound of shots rattling out. She flinches.

‘Don’t worry about it, miija,’ he says. ‘It’s nothing.’

This time, she looks directly at him. But he’s already abruptly turned away, the hem of his poncho swirling through the air like a cape.

The tiles feel cool and steady under her feet as she backs away. The book clatters loudly against the floor as it falls. She watches herself, dragging the bed sheets along the floor, heading towards the back of the house, to the washing machine and boxes of champagne. She’s standing in front of the Baby Jesus sticker, spreading her fingers on his face, pushing down hard. The door opens easily. It only takes a few seconds to take everything in: the bed with thin sheets, the window with faded curtains, everywhere the strong smell of soap. She opens the closet but there are only rows of white dresses hanging headless
and limbless from hangers, a pile of neatly folded aprons, no shoes to be seen. There are thick gobs of candle wax on the windowsill by the altar. On the floor by the bed, propped up against the wall, is a framed photograph of them: her and Angelina. It’s an old photo: she must be around six or seven years old. They’re standing behind a birthday cake on a table, her arm around Angelina’s waist; her hair is hanging in her eyes and she’s smiling sweetly. Angelina is looking straight into the camera, mouth flat, expressionless. What Angelina is thinking or feeling at that moment, she couldn’t even begin to say.

She sits down on the bed, letting the sheets she’s dragged from her room drift to the floor. The sharp smell of mothballs make her sinuses itch.

She thinks, *I have got to figure this out.*

She thinks, *If only I had more time.*

She doesn’t know it yet, but there’s something waiting for her. It could be a future or it could be something else. It could be the plastic accelerator of a car pressing stickily against her knee, a man’s wet fingers on her legs trembling as he helps her pull her saggy underpants back up from her ankles, mumbling over and over again, *I’m sorry, so sorry, I didn’t mean to hurt you.* Or maybe she’s in an enormous orange tent next to the raging, overflowing river on the border, one orange tent among many, where she wakes up at the same time every morning to stare at the silhouette of a lizard crawling across the fabric and think about how she needs to head to the Red Cross tent to get into the line early. Maybe she’s running through a field, grass stinging against her legs and an aluminum taste in her mouth, the thudding footsteps and clink of machetes against belt buckles behind her getting louder.
Or maybe it’ll be something else. It could still happen. She could be lucky. She could be sitting in a wood-paneled classroom in Europe or Australia, her pen moving slowly across a notebook, her eyes never leaving the professor as he speaks at the opposite end of the table.

It’s still possible. But for now, all she has is her slow rise from the bed. She has this walk towards the refrigerator, the reach for the wicker basket hidden on top, the round ball of the keychain in her hand and the rattling metal. As she watches the keys dangle from her fingers, she thinks about how there’s not a single key among the many that she recognizes, not a single one she can pick out and say with confidence, this key opens that door, that key opens this one. This home was never really hers, and nothing in it was ever really hers, and the tightly clenched muscle squeezing out blood in her chest has never really been hers either. For now there’s only the cool metal in her hand that rattles loudly as she lifts it towards the dirty silver lock.

‘Oh!’ he says. The door makes a loud scraping sound against the ground as it swings open. ‘You clever girl.’ He lets out a deep sigh that could also be a groan of pain. Behind him the hedge rustles and she turns her head sharply. It could be the flash of a white apron or the metallic shine of a machete. It feels like noticing the shadow of her own half-closed eyelid, something that has always been there and should have been seen at least a thousand times before.
Something is going to happen today. He just knows it. Call it a hunch, a gut sense he got from how roughly Pollo rapped the metal spoon against his plate this morning, trying to get the gray lump of oatmeal to fall off. Or maybe it was the way Julisa’s shoulders hunched up as he marched brusquely past her toward the latrines with the shit-encrusted shovel, or the random, loud giggle César let out before abruptly falling silent, as he sat on the overturned bucket, blackening his rifle with a tube of printer’s ink.

But he can’t think about it. Not right now, not with class about to begin, students lined up neatly before him on the forest floor. Sitting calmly, expectantly, the same way they do every morning: dark tapestries of ants marching steadily over them, salamanders scampering through the surrounding fern leaves and scattering tiny drops of water. Waiting patiently in place, the same way they’ve waited every morning for the past five years, eight months, two weeks, and five days (today counts, even though it’s still unfolding, even though it technically hasn’t happened yet. Today always counts). They are waiting for him to begin, same time (9 a.m. on the dot, an hour and a half after breakfast), same place (sandy beach on the riverside, within sight of the armed guard on duty—today it’s César, currently struggling with the solar panels to recharge his clunky cellular phone). Five days a week. Here they are.
‘And good morning to you too,’ he says to the vine-covered ceiba tree, raising his voice to be heard over the screeching chorus of crickets and birds. ‘Late again?’ he says to the flattened-out leaves on the ground, green and brown and yellow, chosen deliberately for maximum diversity in terms of their size, shape, and texture. ‘How embarrassing. Ah,’ he says to the row of sticks and branches, covered in scratchy gray lichens and powdery green moss. ‘Wonderful to see you; I’m so glad you’re feeling better. That flu has really been making the rounds, hasn’t it? Everybody, make sure you grab some hand sanitizer before we break for lunch, okay?’

Everybody nods. Attentive, focused, the same way they always are. Hanging on to his every word.

He begins the same way he does every morning: peace fingers pressed against his lower lip, chest out, back straight, standing steadily as a general. The students wait with bated breath. The fern rustles slightly in the wind; a row of smooth river stones keep the leaves pressed against the ground.

‘Hamlet,’ he says. ‘Here we go.’

Their homework was to read Act I, up to the part where Horatio informs Hamlet of his father’s nightly patrols. ‘My father,’ he says, trudging back and forth on the sand, rubber boots leaving deep imprints. ‘Methinks I see my father.’ He wiggles his naked toes, the front of the rubber boot cut away so his USA Size-10 foot can fit. ‘What’s interesting about Hamlet saying this?’
One of the stones volunteers that it’s ironic that Hamlet says this (*in my mind’s eye, Horatio*) without realizing that Horatio really *has* seen his father. ‘Good, good.’ The yellow leaf thinks that *Do not mock me, I think it was to see my mother’s wedding* was pretty funny. ‘Yes—what an image! The funeral meats on the table barely grown cold! That Hamlet, such a snarky little dude!’ The twigs giggle at his use of the word *dude*, but he lets them get away with it, even offers them the flicker of a grin. They all enjoy it; he knows they do: his undeniable *gringo-*ness, his casual teaching lingo, his speck of Southern California lighting up this corner of the Amazon jungle like a tiny golden flashlight in an ocean of green.

‘A big theme we’re going to see in the next couple of weeks,’ he says, scratching the bites on his arm, ‘is the theme of Hamlet’s madness. His *antic disposition*, as he calls it.’ He twists his head so that he can cast a quick glance at the child-size notebook on the ground behind him, double-checking his notes. ‘That’s what makes the fact that Horatio sees the ghost particularly interesting. Can you genuinely be crazy if someone’s having the same hallucination as you?’

This is by far the biggest pleasure of teaching *Hamlet*—how easy it is to remember direct quotes. At night, locked up in the shed, he tries to remember as many as he can, writing them down in his notebook in whatever order they come to him, so that Hamlet’s mournful oration for Ophelia (*cat will mew, and dog will have his day*) is written alongside the pipe speech (*you cannot play me*), which is scrawled beneath the near entirety of *To be or not to be* (he has it almost perfectly memorized; it’s only after *what dreams may come* that it gets a little fuzzy). So many memorable lines! The joy of using words straight from the source material! He learned his lesson from *The Scarlet*
*Letter* (his first class a year and a half ago, when he was just starting out and didn’t know any better)—he gave up after the opening chapter, which was all he could remember (‘Hester Prynne represents purity—that’s basically all you need to know’). *As I Lay Dying* wasn’t too bad, not with those occasional gorgeous gems—*My mother is a fish. My father used to tell me that the reason for living is getting ready to stay dead for a long time. Mrs. Dalloway*, that definitely had its moments too—*life, London, this moment in June*. But *Hamlet*! This is what he’s been waiting for all fall semester, writing out as many quotes as he can remember by candlelight at night, in the teensiest tiniest handwriting possible, as César’s flashlight shines through the cracked shed door during hourly checks. This is what they’ve been building up to. This moment.

‘So,’ he says to the fern the size of an armchair. ‘*A little more than kin, and less than kind.*’ He’s backtracking a bit, quoting an earlier scene, but they don’t mind, they can roll with it; they always do. Behind him he hears Julisa’s voice, shouting something. When he turns to look, though, it’s César who’s staring straight at him, locking him in a brief second of direct eye contact. Then César jitters the safety of his gun a couple of times, and as he turns to the class he can still hear the faint click-click-clicking drifting through the air towards him, like an audible dust mote.

The tree is making a remark about *I am too much in the sun*. ‘Sun—son! Excellent. Keep paying attention to that kind of wordplay.’ Somewhere in the branches above a bird screams the high-pitched shrill of a gym-class whistle.
In an hour and a half they’ll break for lunch, and they’ll all say goodbye in a chorus of voices (See you tomorrow, Mr. B! Hasta luego!). He’ll walk away with a huge smile on his face and a light tickling sensation in his chest—the faintest feeling of warmth.

After lunch (rice and lentils, with the unexpected surprise of a fish head on the side), there’s a variety of different options he can choose from. There’s Spider Web Inspection or Boot Cleaning, Toucan Watching or Facial and Vocal Exercises (these are especially important during the weeks of randomly enforced silence, when his cheek muscles start to droop and his voice transforms into an old man’s creak from lack of use). Aerobics and Strength-Training he saves for mid-afternoon, to prevent stomach cramps (his current Fitness Goal is to hold the plank pose long enough for two verses and a chorus of ‘Eleanor Rigby,’ sung silently in his head). Sometimes there’s even Magazine Reading, depending on whether or not he can bear to pick up the 2005 copy of Semana he’s had since day one, week zero, month zero (‘Here you go, profe,’ Pollo had said, dumping it in his lap), or the rotting 1990s’ computer manual stained with rat droppings.

For the time being, he settles for watching a session of Parasite Squishing, since César has already gone ahead and gotten started on Pollo. César takes a perverse personal pride in being the best Parasite Squisher in the camp, and even now it’s hard not to admire his commitment as he hunches intensely over the red-rimmed holes in Pollo’s arm. He watches from a respectful distance as César pinches Pollo’s skin as hard as he can, eyes tearing up with the effort, forehead sweating, gasping for air. Pollo just sits motionless, eyes closed. After enough squeezing and massaging, a stream of watery liquid bursts
from the hole in Pollo’s arm, followed by a hardened black marble, which emerges with a thick slurp that is both delicious and horrifying.

‘You should do that for a living,’ he says, as César wipes the hole in Pollo’s arm with a ragged scrap of cloth. Pollo’s eyes are still closed, lips curled inwards.

‘We’re not done yet,’ César says, eyes wide and bright. ‘We have to get the mother.’

A minute later she follows, enormous and slug-like, in an eruption of blood and pus.

Pollo heads immediately to the hammock—it’s always a good idea to lie down for a bit after an intense session of Parasite Squishing. César’s eyes are still bright, flickering slyly around the camp. ‘You next, profe?’ he says with a grin.

He turns away as César laughs, the high-pitched giggle following him through the camp like an irritating fly.

It feels like a good time to transition into Thinking and Picturing—it always works to kill an hour or two, provided he’s strict with himself about not opening his eyes and checking his watch. Usually he does it sitting cross-legged on the ground, but today he sits on a bench at the rickety wooden table. Behind him he can hear César tearing open a packet of Frutino juice powder with his teeth, his tongue lapping greedily against the aluminum surface. Raspberry flavor, most likely.

Yesterday he was working on his apartment bedroom, so today he backtracks and focuses on the entrance. He starts with the door, scanning it up and down, his mind’s eye a camera, a superbly efficient piece of bomb-detecting anti-terrorist technology. The
rickety silver doorknob. The faint scratches on the reddish wood. The gold-bordered peephole he never used. He takes his time, moving slowly, reconstructing the details as fully as possible (it’s amazing how well you can reconstruct something you haven’t seen in five years, eight months, two weeks, and five days if you really try). The multicolored rug he bought in Taganga, constantly speckled with dirt and dead leaves. The cream-colored tiles, delicious to walk on with bare feet during the summer, holding a glass of ice-clinking passionfruit juice. The faint yellow walls, tiny cracks in the paint branching out like miniature trees, surrounded by black mold confetti. There are his posters: Return of the Jedi and Blade Runner, wrinkled from the long-ago journey in his suitcase from California, and a vintage black-and-white poster in Spanish of The Martian Chronicles purchased at the local Unicentro mall. And there on the table: a hardback copy of A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court. His next assigned reading for eighth-grade English.

Was that really it? There wasn’t anything else? Stained coffee mugs? Scribbled syllabus notes for class, attendance lists, flyers for parent–teacher conferences? Empty plastic water bottles with the sides caved in, crumpled Éxito receipts, torn tickets from salsa concerts?

He takes a deep breath but it’s happening. The camera is getting frantic, darting rapidly around the apartment from item to item, scene to scene, his vision jittering. He shuts his eyes, tries to slow down, return to examining everything one piece at a time. But it’s too late. Everything is blurred, and before he can help himself he’s there.
In bed. Blinking fuzzy eyes open, stomach sour from last night’s aguardiente drinking session and Marlboro chain smoking with Ms. Márquez (seventh grade, World History: his most reliable hook-up ever since Ms. Simón from third grade moved away in ’99, a weepily dramatic scene he doesn’t care to dwell on, not now, not ever). He’s in the shower, standing under a low-pressure trickle of blessedly hot water. (Whenever he washes himself now, peeling off his clothes for a session of River Bathing, it’s impossible to tell if the yellow color of his skin is jaundice or dirt.) He moves through the apartment faster and faster, reliving the first moments of the last morning, a manic sped-up cartoon. The way he skipped breakfast, didn’t even have coffee because he knew he could buy it from the lady with the thermos at that one traffic light, chug it like a tequila shot in its disposable plastic cup. The way he opened the cupboard door, lingered briefly over the bananas and tangerines, opened the fridge next and took a quick swig of orange juice. Didn’t even glance at the Styrofoam box of leftover lemon pie from the French café, the glass bottles of ají sauce and Poker beer (ají sauce! Imagine what he could do with ají sauce now! His mouth waters and he swallows hard, shifting his position on the bench, doing his best to ignore the sounds of César behind him, sucking his teeth).

What does the apartment look like now? Bananas rotted, tangerines shriveled into nothingness? A Connecticut Yankee covered in mold, pages curling? Would they have sent somebody by to pack everything up, put it all away in boxes and into storage? Somebody from the school or police or international embassy? Who would have done it? Who would have cared?

He keeps going. He’s using up about three weeks’ worth of Thinking and Picturing at this rate, but his cartoon-character legs keep carrying him out the door, down the apartment
steps, a whirring Road Runner blur. Smiling. Greeting Freddy the doorman, \textit{que más}?

\textit{Nada mal, un poco de guayabo, jaja!} Gray early morning light, red-brick apartment buildings. Into the car, the Volvo he bought from Mr. Rover, the eighth-grade English teacher he replaced in the fall of ’93, the year he arrived.

\textit{You’re going to love Colombia}, Mr. Rover had said as they walked across the parking lot. \textit{It’s a very . . . special place.}

\textit{Special how?}

\textit{Oh, you know.} Mr. Rover had paused by the Volvo, their untucked shirts flapping in the breeze (one of the benefits of working at the American international private school, as opposed to the British or German or French one, was the casual dress code—it even got mentioned in the recruiting brochure). \textit{Special like a girlfriend you know you shouldn’t be with. At a certain point you get a bit crazy from the constant paranoia—always on the lookout. Always worried you’re going to ‘dar papaya.’}

‘Dar papaya?’ The car keys jingled as Mr. Rover dropped them into his hand.

\textit{You haven’t heard that expression?} He must have frowned or made a face at this, because Mr. Rover immediately said, \textit{It means, don’t put yourself in a position where others can take advantage of you. Easier said than done down here.} And then Mr. Rover had laughed in a way that was maybe happy or maybe sad or maybe even a little bit angry.

Enough of that, then: back to the original memory (it’s important not to get too sidetracked during Thinking and Picturing, not to go spinning off into the stratosphere of endless, dangerously random thoughts). Now he’s turning the ignition key, on his way to
work. Down the street. Walls with jagged teeth of broken bottles on top, automatic gates.

He likes living on the edge of Cali, away from the hustle and bustle of the center, the legless bums and toothless women selling chewing gum, the children juggling and tumbling at traffic lights. It’s a true pleasure, driving past the fields of cows and horses, men on white bicycles holding onto the backs of buses, the two-lane highways that are constantly turned into three when a car tries to overtake a milk truck.

At the intersection he has to decide which of the two main routes to take to school: the first, his usual route, a nerve-racking drive through the heavy suburban traffic, the second route longer but often quicker, a more isolated road through rural countryside. Despite the indifferent green numbers on his dashboard flicking closer to 9 a.m., he chooses the second, turning right off the Pan-American Highway, hitting the gas pedal.

He doesn’t think about it, doesn’t let phrases like if only and I should have and of all days creep into the scene. Instead he likes to linger, right on this moment, on Rod Stewart singing ‘Maggie May’ on the CD player, that epic acoustic guitar solo. On his tongue, fuzzy and sour in his mouth, the anticipation of aspirin in his desk drawer. The split feeling in his stomach, one half shivery from the knowledge that he’ll arrive for first period ten minutes late, the other half hazily calm with the knowledge that today will be easy, a breeze, he’s taught Connecticut Yankee so many times he could do it in his sleep, let alone hungover. The green numbers of the dashboard say 8:37.

It’s hard to know at what point it became What Happened.

Maybe it was when he saw the soldiers standing on the side of the road, their tiger-striped fatigues and M16s slowly coming into view as he approached.
Or maybe it was when he obeyed their waving arms and pulled over, saw their knotted bandanas, noticed the way one soldier’s hair fell to his shoulders in black greasy locks.

Or when the soldier leaned in close to the window, motioning with his rifle for him to pull up behind their truck, and he saw the word EJÉRCITO stenciled in clumsy black letters (worse than a child’s handwriting) above the soldier’s shirt pocket.

The black rubber boots. The Fidel Castro hats. The way they passed his school ID card back and forth among each other, chattering so rapidly that he only caught one word: *gringo*. His slow realization that no, actually, these were not soldiers from the Colombian army. That they were something else.

And now he’s opening his eyes, blinking in the dim sunlight, the greenness of the moss and leaves and ferns closing in around him with the density of a fog, and because he’s fucked it up this much, he might as well fuck it up even more. He lets his eyes drift down to the black plastic watch on his wrist.

Not even ten minutes.

Dinner is rice, lentils, and soggy fried potatoes. Julisa doesn’t bring him any chocolate or coffee to drink, and when he asks her if he can have some, she just says, ‘No.’

‘Did we run out?’

‘No.’

‘Then why . . .’
He loses energy mid-sentence, lets his voice die an abrupt death, as if by sniper fire. Somewhere in the air is the faint scent of fried fish, and if only Julisa were to take a step forward, stand closer to the flickering candle, he bets he would see it: smears of grease around her mouth, thin slivers of bone stuck between her front teeth, the dark stain of coffee dregs on her tongue.

‘Because I said so, profe,’ Julisa says, reaching for his plate. Her glittery hairband sparkles in the candlelight as she walks away.

He turns towards Pollo. ‘Any news today?’ he asks.

‘No.’ Pollo is eating while standing, holding the plate close to his lips, rapidly shoveling in the food. ‘Tomorrow, profe.’

‘Yesterday you said today.’

‘Tomorrow. We’ll have news tomorrow.’

‘Why the change?’

‘Who knows?’ Pollo’s jaws make a twisted motion, as though swallowing an enormous piece of gum. A random memory swims across his eyes, a slow-motion cinematic flashback sequence: that one girl slyly looking at him, sticking a huge wad of bright-pink gum under her desk. First row, third desk. Head tilted back, hair streaming down her back like a waterfall, brown turning to blond if the sunlight hit it the right way. What was her name again? Something Lansky? What happened to her; where did she go?
‘Do you think orders will come soon?’ he says, speaking loud enough to chase the image away. ‘From el comandante?’

‘Who knows?’ Pollo slurps up the last of his lentils. ‘It’ll be better in summer next year anyway, profe. The roads and trails will be clear. It’ll be easier to release you then.’

Summer 2009. In two days, it’ll be Halloween 2008. Halloween will be five years, eight months, three weeks exactly.

Julisa reappears, carrying the padlock. Her acne looks puffier than ever, angry and swollen beneath her skin.

‘What?’ he says. ‘So early?’

‘Orders.’

‘What orders?’

‘Just orders.’

‘From who? You?’

‘I already said,’ she says, voice still flat. ‘They’re orders.’

He scratches the bites on his wrist. ‘Well, I have to go to the latrine first.’

‘No.’

‘Why? Because I said so?’ He mimics her voice, as high-pitched and mean-sounding as he can make it, as nasty as a group of girls gossiping in a bathroom stall. Julisa doesn’t
say anything, just keeps standing there, holding the padlock. Clenching his fists is a good way to stop his hands from trembling.

Inside the hut, as he listens to the clinking sounds outside of Julisa looping the steel chain around the door handle. It hits him like a sharp intake of breath. It’s finally happened.

Today—five years, eight months, two weeks, and five days—is officially over.

Tomorrow, just like yesterday—and the day before that—and the day before that—won’t begin yet for hours. And hours. And hours.

‘Seems madam?’ he says. ‘Nay, it is. I know not seems.’ The students listen respectfully, while in the distance César lets out a loud phlegmy cough. Getting locked up early last night meant he had even more time to scrawl down quotes in his notebook. Discussion today was originally supposed to focus on the ghost (‘Real or imaginary? From Heaven or Hell? Go!’), but it’s fine, they’ll get to it soon enough. They’ve got time.

‘These all indeed seem,’ he says. He rubs his sienna-colored beard, making a dull rasping sound, ‘for they are actions that a man might play. But I have that within which passeth show, these but the trappings and the suits of woe.’

The students applaud, and he gives a modest half-bow.

’Soo,’ he says. ‘What do we think about Hamlet’s relationship with Claudius?’

The yellow leaf tentatively says it’s interesting how it’s Gertrude that Hamlet listens to, not Claudius, when he finally concedes to staying in Denmark instead of going away
to college. (Where was Hamlet going again? He quickly twists his head around, consulting the notebook on the grass behind him: Wittenberg.) ‘Good point,’ he says. ‘Notice Hamlet’s concern with appearances versus reality. This says a lot about his relationship with Claudius. ‘Oh that one may smile, and smile, and be a villain!’ He scratches his hand, feels something wet. One of the bites is leaking clear liquid from the center—it’s gotten bigger, now the size of a 50-peso coin. Was that the same size as a nickel? How big were nickels again? He lets his hand fall, flopping towards his leg.

‘O that this too solid flesh would melt, thaw and resolve itself into a hazy dew,’ he says to the wide-eyed fern, who’s been trying to hold back laughter all morning and will likely giggle later with the twigs during lunch break. He keeps going, voice steady: ‘How weary, stale, flat and unprofitable seems to me the world! Fie, oh fie on it. ’Tis an unweeded garden that’s gone to seed.’ He makes a mental note to rearrange the desks: the fern and twigs are getting too cliquey anyway, sitting next to each other all the time like that. It’ll be good to shake things up a bit, make them interact with different social groups. Keep them on their toes.

‘Pay attention,’ he says sharply to the river stones, who are getting distracted by a shiny black beetle crawling across the sand, ‘to the motifs of rank and grossness. This kind of language will keep popping up again and again. Things rotting, not being right. There’s something rotten in the heart of Denmark. Some of you might even want to consider it as a potential essay topic. Yes, there will be essays,’ he says, voice rising over the chorus of moans from the leaves, who are inevitably the most inclined to complain. ‘We’ll get to those next class. Any other questions?’
He stands there. Waiting. But nobody has anything to say this time. Even the branches overhead are silent, barely rustling in the faintest of breezes.

At times like this, it’s hard not to let the camera zoom out, see what it really looks like. A row of sticks and stones on the ground. Twigs, leaves, painstakingly arranged to look neat and ordered. An emaciated man, white spots on his nails, brittle teeth, sunken cheekbones like thumbprints in clay. Pacing back and forth by the river, waving his arms around, ranting and rambling to thin air.

A person might think that there was something wrong, seeing somebody behave like that. A person might even be worried.

‘All right then,’ he says loudly, and this time it’s hard to keep his voice from trembling. ‘Have a great lunch.’

Lunch is rice and lentils with a surprise: a long, stringy piece of fried tripe. As he raises the fork towards his mouth, Pollo abruptly says, ‘We’ll be leaving soon.’

He looks down at the backs of his hands. The insect bites are in patterns like Pangaea, slowly splitting apart into separate continents. One has a tiny sliver of raw, exposed skin in the bull’s-eye center, bright red and shiny.

Pollo’s still talking. ‘It’s true. To the main camp in Meta. Orders from el comandante himself.’

Despite himself he looks up at Pollo, who’s chewing on the inside of his cheek like a cow. He’s never seen el comandante in person, but of course he knows who he is—they
all do. There’s a photograph of him somewhere in the Semana magazine from 2005: a troop surrounded by dense rainforest, somewhere in the department of Meta or Vichada or maybe even here in Guaviare. Green-brown fatigues, Castro-style hats. El comandante in the center: the youngest, the blondest, and the only one grinning from ear to ear. His face is vaguely familiar in a way that can’t be placed, like trying to remember a scene from a film watched long ago in his childhood. Blond hair under black beret, the dirty, scorched yellow of el comandante a striking contrast to the shiny rows of sweaty black skulls surrounding him.

He swallows hard and puts his hand in his lap. ‘I don’t believe you,’ he says.

Pollo’s eyebrows shoot up in exaggerated surprise. ‘Julisa!’ he shouts. ‘El profe thinks we’re lying!’

‘Of course he does,’ she says, crouching over a bucket of sudsy water. Her hair tie today is a sparkly pink, a disturbingly bright color amid the mud of the camp. The acne bumps by her jawline also look pink today, rather than their usual flaming red. She shoves the pan she’s been washing in the bucket and straightens up. ‘He loves us too much to leave.’

‘No.’ Too good to be true—what’s the translation? Don’t get my hopes up—how does the correct grammar go? How could he have lived here for fifteen years and still not know the correct way to say things? He settles for gently touching his bites one at a time, his fingers tap-dancing across his wrists. It’s hard to tell if his skin is wet or cold.

‘We’re not lying, profe,’ Pollo says. ‘Why would we lie? We’re trying to help you. We’re telling you things you ought to know.’
Julisa wipes her hands on the back of her sweatpants. As she passes by the table, she says, ‘You’ll like the new camp, profe. There’ll be lots of sticks.’

He looks sharply at her. Her mouth is twisting in a strange way—a smile? She keeps walking towards the tents without looking back at him, not once.

Actually, the insect bites aren’t like a split-up Pangaea. More like buttons on a highly futuristic computer board. He touches the reddest and blotchiest one, near his thumb knuckle. This one—for blowing up the world. That one—for deploying defenses. For calling for reinforcements, for playing warnings over the loudspeaker. Women and children first.

Dinner is rice and potato slices. Pollo gives him an extra-big serving, ‘to make you fat and strong!’

‘Why, am I going somewhere?’ In the background César lets out one of his high-pitched giggles.

‘Yes,’ Pollo says, the edges of his lips quivering. A smile? Is he actually smiling? ‘For a long, hard walk.’

The potatoes are cooked well, too: soft and white and crumbly, instead of hard in the middle like usual. He cleans the plate with his index finger, which he then licks like a little kid eating an ice-cream cone.

*The ransom—maybe the school finally paid it.*

(If he’s not strict with himself, these kinds of thoughts will sneak in.)
International pressure. Scandalized parents. Fundraising among the students. Media circus.

(Careful. Careful.)

Or maybe he has a great-uncle somewhere. Someone he’s never heard of before, living in Utah or Nevada, with an enormous trust fund. Someone who’d fall into the category of loving, dedicated relative as opposed to estranged, fucked-up alcoholic. Somehow they’ve managed to get in touch with the Red Cross, the CIA, FBI, some other random international agency. His head whirs with the possibilities, each forming a distinct picture in his mind. Maybe—maybe—maybe—

When Julisa takes him to the shed, he brazenly asks what day they’ll be leaving. ‘Soon,’ she says, keys rattling as she removes them from her pocket. ‘Everything’s arranged.’

‘Because you said so?’ he says, and to his surprise Julisa actually laughs, an abrupt sound that she quickly covers up with her mouth, like she’s an embarrassed schoolchild caught in the act.

That night, he only comes up with a few notes for Act II. He lies down on the bare plank bed and waits for César’s flashlight to shine through the cracks of his shed during the hourly check. Instead of scratching his bites, he clenches and unclenches his fists, as though he’s cupping a live creature—a broken baby bird, a fluttering insect—letting it take quick gasps of air.
For Halloween he treats them to a screening of the first *Alien* movie. Of course it’s the tree who has to snidely ask, *But what about Hamlet, Mr. B?* as he struggles to set up the DVD player (i.e., place the notebook on a dry patch of ground within everyone’s field of vision). *We’re still on Act I—aren’t we going to fall behind? When do we get to start Act II?*

‘Glad you asked,’ he says coldly, flipping open to a blank notebook page that will represent the flickering blue screen. ‘If you guys prefer, I can take this right back to Ms. Márquez’s room. That way, World History class can watch *The Mummy*, and we can talk about examples of iambic pentameter instead. How does that sound?’

He smiles as the rocks and leaves hiss.

He gives a brief lecture before pressing play, surprising himself by how talkative he is, speaking without notes, the words bursting out of him as he bounces up and down on his heels, furiously scratching his hands.

‘Pay attention,’ he says, stalking past the river stones, ‘to the visual motif of bodily fluids. To the theme of maternity. The body versus the mechanical. Please notice,’ he says to the tree, who’s still looking a little sullen, ‘how vital elements of the plot are left unexplained. What is the giant spaceship? Where did it come from; why are the aliens there? Who is the famous Space Jockey, frozen in his piloting seat for all time? Is it a flaw,’ he says, spinning around to face the respectfully silent sticks, ‘that the film leaves essential questions unanswered? Can we, as the audience, accept certain elements of mystery, or is it unforgivably frustrating?’
The film is a big hit. A yellow leaf comments during the wrap-up discussion that the director is really into wetness. ‘Great observation—the dripping acid blood, the water on the ship.’ The leaf with freckle-like dark spots says it’s interesting how the ship’s computer is called Mother. You bitch, it quotes, and everyone else giggles nervously, the swear word hanging in the air. The sticks are excited by the role of the Company, and its attempts to acquire the alien as a biological weapon. ‘Yes—the glories of unrestrained capitalism. You’ll learn all about that in college, assuming the Marxists here don’t get you first.’ He can’t help but laugh hysterically, and the students look at each other, frowning. Keep it together, Mr. B. Don’t get all weird on us now.

He guzzles lunch down as fast as he can, rice and potato chunks (hard in the middle this time, but that’s okay), scrapes his plate clean. The bite on his hand is now surrounded by dozens of tiny red dots, like a photograph of new galaxies forming. He tentatively touches them, jerks away from the deep stinging pain. He can feel Julisa staring after him as he rises and heads back towards the river, but he doesn’t care at this point. Let her stare! To hell with scheduling! He needs to rest up for his long, hard walk, after all. Movie marathon all afternoon!

They’re all thrilled to see him again. Mr. B, you’re back! Yay! You’re the best! You’re our favoritest teacher in eighth grade! ‘You mean “favorite,”’ he says, loading the sequel. ‘Happy Halloween, everyone.’

Everybody cheers when Aliens’s title screen comes up, and they keep cheering throughout: for the Marines, for the epic scenes of aliens getting dramatically shot to bits, for Ripley kicking the alien mother’s butt in her mechanical body armor. Aliens 3 he
almost doesn’t bother playing, but fuck it—Ripley’s role as the only woman in a male penal colony will provide potentially interesting fodder for a discussion on gender. *Aliens Resurrection* he doesn’t dare mention; it’s best if they remain unaware of its existence. He lets them sit on the floor, the couples with their heads in each other’s laps, allows them to use their bunched-up sweaters and backpacks for pillows. He graciously gives them permission to eat popcorn, mango popsicles, chicken-flavored potato chips, scattering crumbs all over the tiled floors for the janitors to sweep up later. The girls braid each other’s hair; the boys jiggle their legs as much as they want. On the edge of the classroom, a boy with dirty blond hair sits with his legs sticking straight out in front of him. A girl with a long black braid bends over his shoe, writing something on it with a Liquid Paper pen. He stares at them both, brow furrowing, as though he’s witnessing something important, a key moment he ought to remember (what were their names again? Who were they, exactly?), but then he’s distracted by the surrounding cries, the high-pitched whoops of his other students as they touch his arm, tug at his shirt: *Mr. B, this is the best Halloween ever!*

Later, eating vanilla cake and ice-cream he’s brought in specially from the famous French bakery in Unicentro, they all agree that *Alien 3* is irrelevant, undone by its horrible third-act chase scene (*it reminded me of a Marilyn Manson video*, Katrina says, tugging at her earrings like the typical goody two-shoes she is, and everyone nods with wide eyes, as though the Devil Himself was mentioned). Stephanie Lansky comments that the first *Alien* film is more like a classic horror film, as opposed to an action flick. ‘Excellent observation, Stephanie,’ he says, and she flips her long hair over her shoulders, letting it
fall down her back. *Aliens* is the clear favorite among the three, Sebastian excitedly praising the scene where the marines *shoot the shit out of those sons of bitches*.

‘Watch your language,’ he says, but overall he’s pleased. He glances again at the blond boy again; the girl with the black braid is still hunched over his shoe, pressing down the Liquid Paper pen. What year did he teach them? Why can’t he remember? Something deep inside his hand is throbbing, like the core of a volcano, hidden under layers of muscle and tissue, causing goose bumps to prickle all over his arms and neck.

‘But perhaps,’ he says loudly, ‘where the films fall short is in their contemplation of the aliens themselves—what are we to make of them?’ He smiles at the sight of their furiously scribbling pencils, their rapidly flipping pages. Their intense, attentive expressions, which are nothing like Pollo’s vacant stare, Julisa’s gaudy hairbands and puffy acne, César’s crazed smile. ‘What exactly is their ultimate motivation? Is their goal to just colonize as many worlds as possible, to keep spreading and reproducing through all corners of the earth, the universe, the galaxy?’ A quick glimpse is all it takes to see it: the tiny sliver of raw, exposed skin in the bite’s center has spread, expanding towards his wrist, peeling upwards like lichen on a tree trunk. ‘What are they trying to do? What in the end do they even *want*?’ With their fatigues. Their berets. With their long, slow jungle marches, slipping and sliding through the mud. ‘To just take, take, take as much as they can, as fast as they can? Too bad for anybody innocent who gets in their way? Too bad for people who only came to this godforsaken, goddamn country in the first place out of some misguided idea to *help and make a difference*, and because the salary on the brochure at the Careers Fair looked good, and God knows I’m now going to regret that decision for the rest of my life?’
The blond boy isn’t paying attention; he’s blowing on the Liquid Paper message on his shoe so that it dries quicker, and the black-haired girl is brushing the tip of her braid against her lips. ‘Excuse me,’ he says, turning to address them (when did they graduate? Why didn’t he keep in touch with more of his students after they moved on to ninth grade? What happened to them; where did they go?). ‘Do you think,’ he says, ‘that you could be respectful, even just for a moment? I live here fifteen years, learn the language, the dances, remember to always carry small change with me, and this is what I get? What the hell do they want from me? What exactly are they trying to achieve? You are *not,*’ he says to the blond boy, grabbing him by the shoulders and yanking him roughly away from the black-haired girl, ‘following instructions right now!’

The voice comes from behind, speaking loud and clear: ‘What are you doing?’

He doesn’t have enough self-control to turn around slowly. Instead he spins with the frenzied energy of the guilty, of somebody caught red-handed. Julisa stares at him, eyes blinking, rubbery mouth slack. He lets his clenched fists open, and the crumpled leaves and snapped twigs fall to the ground. Nothing more than jungle trash.

Julisa takes a step forward. She reaches down and picks up a twig, holding it in her palms like she’s cradling it. If he didn’t know any better, he’d think she was about to start rocking it back and forth, lullaby-style. ‘Oh!’ she says, in a worried tone he’s never heard her use before. ‘You hurt this one.’

He stares at her. Still looking at the stick, her open hands slowly close into a fist.
‘You need,’ she says, and this time the steeliness in her voice has returned, ‘to come back to camp.’

Even from a distance he can see César with both hands behind his back, holding something. ‘Go inside,’ Julisa says, pointing to the shed. She and César follow, and once he’s sitting on the plank bed, César lets the object drop.

It’s a chain. César bends over and starts wrapping it around his ankle.

‘What is this?’ he says, as César jerks at the links, tightening it.

‘We’re chaining you.’

‘Why?’

‘Orders.’

Even Pollo has shown up by now, lingering outside the doorway. He’s never realized until now how smooth Pollo’s skin is, practically baby-faced, like a brand new brick of *panela* sugar before it gets scarred with knife cuts. Julisa, meanwhile, looks chipped, her cheeks pockmarked by acne scars, red bumps dotting her jawline. She’s wearing a purple hairband today, which glitters with fake gemstones. The kind of thing an eight-year-old girl would wear; something not even a high-schooler would be caught dead in. Middle school, even.

‘What,’ he says in English, ‘the fuck.’
‘Only Spanish here!’ César shouts, working the padlock through chain links. It’s the same kind you’d use to chain a big dog, with a clip at the end to attach to a collar.

‘What did I do?’ he says when César finally stands up. His ankle is wrapped up tight.

‘Why the punishment?’ Penitencia—did he use the right word? It’s the one the students always chant during Trivia Wars, when the opposite team finally loses: penitencia, penitencia! A sing-songy term, a word for children.

‘Don’t be mad, profe,’ César says, languidly stretching his arms overhead, as though the effort of chaining him up has made his muscles sore.

But Julisa seems to understand. ‘It’s not a punishment,’ she says, just before shutting the door. ‘And it’s only for tonight.’

The next morning, though, when the door is unlocked, instead of Pollo it’s Julisa standing there, holding a mug of coffee. ‘You’re staying in for the day,’ she says, passing it to him. ‘I’m locking the door.’

‘Why?’ At the same time that she’s opening her mouth, lips automatically forming the word orders, he says, ‘Can I go to the latrine?’

‘No.’

‘Why not?’

She leaves him a bucket in the corner.
Lunch is rice with a spoonful of green beans. When he asks Julisa for more, she says, ‘No.’

Dinner is gruel of corn and potatoes.

‘Why am I being treated like this? Listen, I’m sorry. I’m sorry I stayed by the river too long. It was a mistake; I lost track of the time. It won’t happen again. I won’t go there anymore, I promise. I promise.’

Breakfast comes late. A single arepa and a cup of hot chocolate filled with dregs of unmelted powder, which he slurps up greedily. ‘Have you gotten orders yet? For when to release me?’

‘We’re waiting.’

Pollo is back for lunch. ‘Is he here?’ he says as Pollo hands over the shallow dish of potato pasta soup, his voice coming out in a strange sounding rasp. ‘El comandante?’

A line appears in Pollo’s forehead. ‘What’s wrong with your hand?’

He crosses his arms behind him. A strange feeling is rising in his hand, a desperate heat.

‘You know, Pollo,’ he says, in the meanest-sounding voice he can muster, the voice of cafeteria-line whispering, of back-of-the-classroom bullying. ‘About el comandante . . . he’s very blond, isn’t he?’

Pollo stares back with his cow-like expression. All he needs are some green flies sucking at the corners of his eyes and the transformation would be complete.
‘Very blond,’ he repeats, as Pollo bends over to pick up the half-full dish off the ground. ‘Very strange. He looks very different from you, no? From Julisa? What do you think that means?’ His voice is high-pitched now, he’s almost shrieking. Something deep within his hand is throbbing, threatening to erupt to the surface and splatter everywhere. What is it that he’s trying to get at? What is he trying to figure out? What is it about el comandante that’s both familiar and strange? ‘Where did he come from, Pollo? Why does he get to make all the decisions while you and Julisa do all the work?’ Mr. B, don’t get all weird on us now.

‘I don’t know anything about that.’ Pollo begins backing away. ‘It has nothing to do with me.’

‘Pollo,’ he says, ‘how old are you?’ But just like that, it’s too late; the door clicks shut and Pollo’s blank eyes are transformed into an equally expressionless wooden slab.

Dinner is cold rice with a teaspoon of canned sardine. He asks Julisa for water, and she lugs in another bucket before locking the door and leaving. When he takes a drink, his mouth fills with the soapy taste of dishwashing liquid.

At breakfast, when Pollo brings him coffee he can’t hold it back any longer: ‘Why does Julisa hate me so much?’ He waits for the exaggerated widening of the eyes, the high-pitched voice of protest. Hate you? She doesn’t hate you, profe! We all take good care of you here! Why would you think that?

But Pollo answers immediately, passing the mug to him: ‘Oh, she’s just bored. She doesn’t like it out here. But we have to stay because, well, you know.’
Pollo’s fingers twiddle in his direction.

‘Sorry,’ he says. He holds the mug close to his chest. Presses it against his heart, trying to create warmth. Careful not to let the throbbing hand brush against his shirt. ‘I’m sorry that Julisa is so . . . bored.’

‘Profe,’ Pollo says, and there’s a sharpness to his voice that he hasn’t heard before, a kind of edginess that makes him want to stand very still. ‘She’s been out here since she was thirteen. Why wouldn’t she be bored?’

He doesn’t say anything. Pollo stands there a second longer, then quickly turns away, shutting the door tight behind him.


They come for him out of the sky. Their spaceship slowly descends through the jungle canopy, glowing yellow, like the most beautifully cut slice of lemon pie there ever was. A perfect wedge. He waves them in, signaling like an expert air-traffic controller. *Come in, just like that, there you go.* Orange-skinned, with red sores blooming all over his body, but smiling: the last survivor of a worldwide apocalypse, a desert-island castaway.

They cast their bluish-white searchlights over the campsite, slowly illuminating one item at a time: the wooden picnic table, the hammocks, the tin cups, the black rubber boots with yellow bottoms, the packets of Frutino and Royale strawberry juice powder, the
Saltine cracker wrappers, the enormous blocks of unrefined *panela* sugar in plastic bags. They examine the rechargeable solar phone and the battered black laptop with an incredulous sense of wonder. *Who were these creatures?* they ask, mandibles clicking, *and what were they doing with such an extensive collection of Sylvester Stallone DVDs?*

He gives them a tour of the shed. Four steps this way, five-and-a-half steps that way. He shows off his possessions: the blanket, the two candles, the black-ink pen (he doesn’t mention the notebook, tries not to think of the riverbank). *Oh, how resourceful of you,* they say when he shows them the discarded rag he uses to store bits of potato for latenight snacks. *How very clever.* They express great interest in the 1990s’ computer manual, fishy eyes widening, waving their slimy tentacles around. *Oh my. How fascinating indeed.*

They try to share their own knowledge with him: their intricate experience of time travel, their ability to explore the depths of parallel universes and mirroring worlds. They show him a world where the green numbers on his dashboard flick to 8:38 and he drives right on by the road block, ignoring the waving arms of the soldiers instead of pulling over. They show him a world where he wakes up on time, not hungover, and makes it to school via his usual route. A world where he took a job in Bogotá instead of Cali; where he never went to Colombia at all, chose Indonesia instead. He stayed in California; he never left. Instead of studying literature he majored in Business & Accounting. His parents didn’t drink; he never had anything to do with the foster-care system.

*Stop,* he has to eventually say. *Please.* He covers his eyes. He sings the first line of the Fleetwood Mac song over and over again, *I don’t want to know,* as obstinate and stubborn
as a little kid on a playground, until they’re touching him urgently with their tentacles, begging him: *It’s okay. We’re sorry, we didn’t realize, we shouldn’t have. Please continue to show us your world instead. Tell us: what’s this?*

So he explains in great detail how everything works, making sure they understand. *This is the chain, and this is the lock. This is the way the lock clicks shut, and this is how the collar attaches around your neck. There are several things you can do with the links. You can drape them over your shoulder like a scarf, or wrap them around your neck like a turtleneck—be sure to leave yourself enough breathing room if you choose this option!* *The different places you can be chained to include the concrete block outside and . . . that’s it. The concrete block is the only place.*

Yes, yes, the aliens say, sticky mouths falling open, furiously scanning everything they can with their photographic telepathic eyeballs, downloading the images of the shed and its contents into their computer-sized brains. *Amazing, incredible.*

*I know. It gets better. See this here? This wet patch of wood on these boards? I’ve tested it. With enough force it ought to crumble to bits. A couple of good hard kicks, and that’ll do it.*

*Oh my,* the aliens say, blinking furiously. *But then you’ll have a hole in your little house.*

*Exactly. Except it’s not a house, it’s a shed. Make sure you get that right. Anyway, that’s the point: I can kick open a hole, and then you know what I can do? I’ll scramble up that mountainside in the dark. I’ll get unchained somehow; I don’t know. I’ll run away and hide until the coast is clear, until it’s safe. And then . . . then . . .*
His voice falters, the picture barely forming. Him panting in the darkness, flashlights swirling behind him as he charges through the underbrush. Marching busily, purposefully, on his way to—what? Towards where?

_Then what are you waiting for?_ the aliens say, and now all of a sudden they don’t seem so alien-like anymore. Frowning, crossing their arms, tapping their feet against the ground. Julisa yawning in boredom, Pollo glancing impatiently over his shoulder. Him standing helplessly before the classroom, students staring at him incredulously. _Why not go now? Smash them over their heads; punch them in the stomach. Do it; take action!_

_Because,_ he says. _Because, because, because._ His hand throbs, but he forces himself not to look. There’s no need to see—no need to know. And just like that, the shed is silent and empty. Nobody here but him. Not even the light of César’s flashlight shining through the cracks. No racing pictures, no spinning camera. His mind is empty, uncluttered. A perfect wedge of blankness.

He wakes early to the sound of far-off buzzing. Helicopters? Planes?

It’s César at the door this time. Slurping on a cherry-flavored lollipop, he unlocks the door, pulling the chains off in one brisk, efficient motion. ‘Get ready,’ César says, slinging the links over his arms like a waiter’s napkin. ‘We’re going.’

‘Going where?’ The voice saying the words sounds ragged, like a fairy-tale monster speaking for the very first time.

César’s head jerks slightly, the side of his skull nodding west. Towards the mountains.
‘We’re marching?’

‘Yes.’

‘Why?’ The voice is still ragged but the words are coming through clearer now, less raw. ‘Where’s Julisa?’

César traces the outline of his mouth with the lollipop, as though dreamily applying lipstick.

‘Is the army—arriving?’ Is that the right word? How long did you have to live somewhere before you learned the language?

César puckers up his lips, now the saucy bright red of a sixteen-year-old girl, and points them towards the mountains. ‘Pack up, profe.’

It takes him less than five minutes. Clothes, blanket, food rag, candles. He leaves the Semana magazine and 1990s’ computer catalog. He is careful not to catch a glimpse of his hand, the skin now swollen and hardened into a shape like a mushroom cap. He doesn’t look at the bite. The bite has no need to be looked at.

The table is gone, so he sits on top of his backpack. The sunlight makes everything look hyper-pigmented, an oversaturated piece of film. He can’t stop blinking. César marches briskly back and forth between the tents, carrying out wrinkled stacks of clothing and crumpled plastic bags, dumping them on the ground. The faint sound of a helicopter buzzes overhead again and gradually fades.
'Julisa,’ he says again in that scratchy croak, when César emerges once again from a tent, his arms stacked with Sylvester Stallone films. ‘Where is she?’

‘Don’t worry about it, profe,’ César says. He lets the DVDs fall all at once with a giant clatter, the case lids breaking off and bouncing near his foot. He seems pleased by how much noise it makes, clapping his hands like a toddler. ‘Don’t worry,’ César says again, taking another lollipop out of his pocket. ‘These things don’t concern you.’

He’s not listening. He’s rising to his feet, swaying unsteadily. Staring at the pile of clothes, at something familiar. Something that’s his.

He walks over to the pile (why are his legs so shaky? Why does his torso feel like water?). He bends over and picks up his notebook. The cover is smeared with mud, but the pages are uncreased, as though someone spent ages going through it, smoothing out the wrinkles, carefully making it look nice again. He lets the notebook fall open. Someone has tucked a single brown stick between the pages. His notes are faded but still easy as anything to read:

*Act II—emphasize Hamlet–Laertes connection!! FOILS.*

*Rosencratz + Guildenstern ➔ parallel universe of Stoppard’s play*

‘A king of infinite space, were it not that I have bad dreams’

He stares at the stick, placed there with such care (tenderness, almost)—as though someone was trying to keep it safe. He looks down at the stack of clothes by his feet: the dirty green shirt could be anyone’s, but the glittery hair ties are unmistakable.
He looks at César. ‘Julisa,’ he says. ‘Where did she go?’

César just blinks at him, an expression both familiar and strange. It takes him a second to recognize it: *Mr. Beeeeeeee, I don’t understand! It’s too difficult!* Faces stricken with confused concern, waving around their copies of *A Connecticut Yankee, Hamlet, Mrs. Dalloway*, small fingers curled over the wrinkled paperback covers, pleadingly asking him for a direct answer, a clear path to lead them out of the muddled confusion: *Explain it to me, Mr. B. Explain everything so that it makes sense.*

*I can’t tell you,* he should have told them. He looks at the stick one last time before closing the notebook, shutting it tight. *I can’t tell you a single thing.*

‘César,’ he says, still with that fairy-tale monster voice he doesn’t recognize but must be his. ‘Why was I locked up?’

César is scratching his neck. ‘Orders,’ he says. ‘There was another prisoner at another camp. He escaped.’ He pauses from scratching to study his fingers. ‘Ran away into the jungle. *El comandante* sent Julisa and Pollo to join the scouting party—if they find him he’ll be shot.’ He scraps his nails clean with his bottom teeth. ‘And you want to know something? He was also a *profe.*’ César grins. ‘Just like you.’

His throat closes up. It’s hard to get the words out, but somehow he manages: ‘Just like me.’

César pulls a crumpled packet of Frutino juice powder out of his bag and begins licking the aluminum in his usual style. ‘In just a minute,’ he says, lips dotted with pink grains, nodding in the direction of the hand, ‘I’ll take care of that for you.’
His hand throbs as if in response. César smirks toothily one last time, still licking the packet clean as he walks away.

The pictures come to him slowly this time: he doesn’t even need to close his eyes. The other profè, whoever he is: scrambling up the mountainside in the dark. Panting in the darkness, flashlights swirling behind him as he charges through the underbrush.
Swimming downriver, struggling to not get tangled in vines, to avoid the caimans’ teeth. Sleeping while standing, leaning against trees, jogging in place when it rains to avoid hypothermia. The other profè, the one who is him and not him.

He’s not alone either. Here they come, more and more of them, creeping in, slowly at first, then faster. Crowding his mind. Senators, engineers. Mayors of small towns, union leaders. Marching on muddy paths. Slipping, sliding. Minuscule figures seen from above, chains draped around necks, mud-stained rubber boots with yellow bottoms, tiny specks weaving through an ocean of green. Passing each other like Ray Bradbury astronauts drifting through space, just out of reach. If they could walk around with their spacesuit cords tied around their waists, at what point would the cords intersect? How long would it take for knots to form, tangles? How often did their paths cross and connect, without them ever even knowing?

He stands up slowly. The notebook is still warm in his hands. He heads purposefully toward the riverbank with long strides, as if summoned by the recess bell. César is sitting on the bucket, shoveling the last of the juice powder into his mouth. He can feel César’s eyes following him but that’s okay, he’s welcome to come along if he wants to. All are welcome. All can join.
He sets the notebook carefully aside; he can do without Syllabus Notes for today. He leaves Julisa’s stick in the spot that she chose for it, tucked between the pages. It’s easy as anything to collect more twigs, lay them out in a straight line. He pulls leaves off the nearest branches, flattens them out on the ground. The tree sits there, immobile; the fern crouches, expressionless.

It’s just like last time and the time before that, and all the times that came before these past few years, months, weeks, days. With one small difference. This time, he and his students aren’t alone. The empty seed pods—the janitors—have come to visit, poking their heads into the classroom just for today. The clumps of dirt he tears from the ground, those are the security guards who always waved at him as he drove through the security gates. The computer science and geometry teachers, lunch-break cigarettes poking out of their mouths. The cafeteria cooks with white cloth aprons; Ms. Márquez with her tight jeans and Friday-night salsa-dancing shirt, Ms. Simón clasping her hands with pleasure at seeing him again. The parents are arriving, crowding in, eager. The classroom has become an assembly, a carnivalesque party, the entire school congregating, everybody invited.

Julisa and Pollo—they’ve managed to make it too. There they are, sitting cross-legged on the ground, eyes lit up with a curiosity he’s never seen in them before: calmly, expectantly, hanging on to his every word. Even el comandante himself is here, sitting with his back to the tree and arms crossed behind his head. Waiting patiently for him to begin.
It’s going to be a good session today. Call it a gut sense, call it a dream. This class, out of all of them—it’s going to be his masterpiece.
—You knew what they were going to do and you didn’t tell me. Why?

I know. I’m sorry.

—You didn’t say anything. You knew what was going to happen.

Listen, now’s not really the best time—

You didn’t even try. What the freaking heck?

I zip up my pants and stagger to my feet. Everyone else in camp is still asleep in the makeshift tents, plastic tarps hung over branches. From where I’ve been squatting over the latrine trench I can see how we’re scattered over the hillside, hidden from the sight of any military aircraft in the tangled overgrowth of coffee beans and papaya trees. The sun hasn’t come up yet, the sky is still water-colored, so for now there are no bugs buzzing against my face, and everyone’s boots lined up outside their tents are shiny from last night’s rain.

—You could have told me somehow, you know.

Fuck off!

—You could have found a way.
I do a quick supply check while listening to the radio. Lanterns. Blankets. Plastic tarp. Ants the size of beetles crawl over my hand as I count the ammunition. Battered silver packets of antibiotics. Moldy rope. A knife. We’ll bury equipment today to make marching faster; in two days’ time the daily rations will be reduced to cans of sardines and blocks of *panela* sugar. Machete. Black garbage bag. A single silver spoon. It’s not raining, but it’s still cold enough to make me shiver: the kind of dank, sticky jungle morning cold that I can never get used to, even after five years out here. Sweatpants. Spare shoelaces. And last of all the beret, which I pull over my head as tight as I can.

I sling the pack on and stand up. Not bad. Could be heavier, could be worse. The radio announcer is saying there was one dead, one wounded on the army’s side in Saturday’s clash. Casualties on our side are still being estimated but range between six and nine.

—Hey. Did you know, with that pack on, you look like a turtle?

I shrug the pack off immediately; it lands with a squelch in the porridge-like mud. I sit down on it and shuffle off my boots, peeling off my socks to examine the white spongy growths on my feet. They burn when I poke them, and smell faintly of salt. Slowly flexing my toes back and forth, I carefully go over the steps of our overall strategy. Listing them calmly, mechanically, just like an alien would, or a robot. An alien robot.

Top priorities: get our strength back. Contact local peasants to guarantee us food for five to six days. Send some weapons ahead in a peasant’s truck to lighten the load, if possible. Keep our presence a secret. Identify the scout from Putumayo who claims to be an herbalist; have him make poultices for the wounded. Clean the wounds that are infected.
Those who died during the night—bury them in a well-hidden place by the river so that neither the soldiers nor animals can find them.

—Jesus, you stink. Gross. What’s that nickname that everyone calls you behind your back—‘Comandante Piggy’? Or are they still calling you ‘Blondie’?

Reinforce sentries. Punish anyone who fell asleep during last night’s guard duty. Double-check rations. Our most urgent tasks remain unchanged, for two months and counting: Re-establish contact. Recruit combatants. Above all else: stay strong.

—So you’re just going to ignore me? Seriously? You think you can cut me out that easily? Like Stephanie and Betsy and La Flaca and all the rest?

I yank my socks up my ankles as brusquely as I can, jam my feet back into my boots.

—You could have told me if you wanted to. But you didn’t.

Go away. Please.

—They were laughing at me, all of them, and you didn’t do a thing.

Could you leave me alone for once? For today? For five minutes?

—Do you ever think about it? What about on your very first day—when they handed you a pair of black rubber boots with yellow bottoms? Like you were a common peasant, wading around in the mud, instead of a future hot-shit commander?

God. Five years ago now. First day in the jungle, first day of training camp—
Your first day at school. It was eighth grade and I was chewing on the tip of my braid when you came in. You were led through the door of Mr. B’s classroom by Sebastian, your assigned buddy for the day, and one of the volleyball team girls immediately covered her mouth with her hands and started giggling, exchanging glances with her friends as though already thrilled by the idea of having a new boy in the classroom. It was Katrina, or maybe Stephanie—the one whose fruit-colored thong always peeked out the top of her blue jeans, mango or raspberry or lime. You pulled the last empty chair back and its high-pitched screech against the floor gave me goose bumps, while Mr. B went on talking about Laertes’ swordfight with Hamlet like it was no big deal, whatever, we had new kids on scholarships come join us all the time.

We knew you were on a scholarship right away. We knew because your skin was the same coffee-candy color of our maids and chauffeurs and gardeners—not like ours, peach-pale-tan, the shade of makeup always on display in the front rack at the mall. But your hair was blond. Not brunette-blond like Katrina in the front row, intensely raising her hand to Mr. B’s every question, focused on getting the best grades possible for the academic transcript she’d mail to the prestigious boarding school in Switzerland. Not even a white blond like Mr. B, who was scribbling the chalk furiously across the blackboard. You were a dirty blond, the color of the scorched grass in August after being burnt for months by the sun. It always confused me: how could you be so blond and still be on a scholarship? It wasn’t even until the end of class that Mr. B finally turned to you, stroking that epic beard of his, and said, Good morning, now why don’t you go ahead and tell us your name?
‘Good morning, comandante,’ the cook says. I’m sitting on a flat rock next to the fire, watching as he makes coffee. He holds the wooden spoon in a tight clamp with his only hand, the left one: his right shirtsleeve is empty, safety-pinned up high on his shoulder. I know for a fact that he’s barely in his early twenties—almost the same age as me—but his face (like all our faces) is that of a tiny old man, shriveled by sunshine, bitter river water, tinned food twice a day.

The two lieutenants are also up and about by now: moustaches carefully groomed, owl-eye spectacles clean from splashes of water. They’re standing downhill by the river, fiddling with the skinny antennas of their walkie-talkies. Their skin is the same color as mine, but their hair is dark and thick, as if someone scribbled on the top of their skulls with a pen, not leaving a single white spot.

‘Here,’ the cook says, handing over a tin cup filled with just enough coffee to cover the bottom. ‘Just like home. Better than anything you’d get in Cali.’ He smiles broadly.

‘I’m not from Cali,’ I say, in a voice that sounds too loud, even to me.

The cook blinks. His empty shirt sleeve flaps in the breeze.

‘Is that what people say?’ I say. ‘That I’m from Cali? That’s funny. Why on earth would I be from there? Ha ha ha.’

He looks away.

‘I’m from right here,’ I say, gesturing around me, towards the tents, the river, the trees dotting the mountains like iguana scales.
He stares intently into the pot. He’s from around Pasto himself, his village wiped out by paramilitaries for electing a former insurgent as mayor. Or maybe it was the army that did it. Or the police. I can’t remember.

The lieutenants have adjusted the antennas by now and are walking uphill towards us. They’re coming to ask me about our plan, our goals and objectives for the day. The second they get here, I’ll say, ‘Let’s do this,’ before they even have a chance to open their mouths.

I’m always the one that gets asked. I’m the one who knows what he’s doing.

—You knew what you were doing. I could tell, that time in World History when you took the lighter from the football team boys. They were passing it among themselves, giggling and trying to keep it hidden from Ms. Márquez, testing to see who could hold their finger in the flame the longest before shouting puta madre! and yanking their hand back. I didn’t move when they tapped the lighter on my shoulder, bringing the flame close to my arm, and somebody, maybe Álvaro, said, What do you think fat smells like when it’s burning? And somebody else, maybe Katrina, said, No, no, you’ll get in trouble. I was trying not to watch, but somehow I knew when to raise my eyes and see when they placed the lighter in your hands. You held it in your palm for a second, as though testing to see how heavy it was. But when you flicked it on, it wasn’t your finger hovering above the flame. We all stared. I pulled my braid out of my mouth. In the back of the room somebody (maybe Stephanie) sucked in her breath and said, Ave Maria! Under my breath I said, What the freaking heck. You were sticking your tongue out, pink and steady, the orange flame licking underneath. A second went by, then another one, and
another. You slammed the lighter against the table with a sound as loud and definitive as a geography textbook getting banged shut and Ms. Márquez looked up from her desk and said, Yes, Martin? Can I help you? You shook your head back and forth, and even though your eyes were watery we could all see how wide you were grinning. I’m good, Miss, you said. I couldn’t help myself. I tried to cover my mouth with my hand but I wasn’t fast enough; the laughter streamed out. Ms. Márquez said, Mariela, that’s enough. That’s when you looked at me, and I looked right back. A few minutes later, she asked if everyone had a partner for the Interview a Historical Figure project, and when you raised your hand and said, I need one, you were looking right at me.

I’m looking right at it: the abandoned farmhouse sitting on the hill’s highest point. Creeping vines heavy with yellow flowers grow out of the collapsed wall, and when the next batch of coffee is ready that’s where we’ll head. A few people will drink while standing, leaning against the wall and staring at the surrounding mountains, but most will sit cross-legged on the dirt with their heads bowed, prodding at the parasite scars on their arms. On the lower side of the wall somebody has painstakingly written one of my most famous quotes, spray-painted in streaky black letters: _Friends, are you ready to pulverize the enemies of us, the people?_ We’ll share cigarettes and maybe a bit of powdered milk if someone has a crumpled packet jammed deep inside a pocket somewhere. As the sun continues to rise, there’ll be government observation planes droning overhead, but none of us will move: as long as we stay inside the farmhouse or under the thick overgrowth, we can’t be seen. There’ll be no meat today, but depending on how morale seems over the next couple of hours, I’ll tell the cook to redesign my original rationing schedule. We’ll assign groups of six—no, eight—a can of sardines.
We were assigned William Wallace and Eleanor of Aquitaine. I have an idea, you said, do you have a video camera? I snuck it out of my father’s bedroom and stuffed it into my backpack as fast as possible, so that the maid wouldn’t catch me, my heart pounding hard. You said we could work at your house, because you had a lot of younger cousins and we could get them to play the role of the Second Crusade and Scottish army. We took a city bus to get there, one of the blue and red ones that roar down the streets spewing thick clouds of black exhaust. I’d never been on a bus before and I didn’t want to tell you that, didn’t want you to guess how nervous I was, but maybe you knew anyway when I had to ask you, How much does it cost, and you said, Thirteen-year-olds go for free before five. I pushed the rusty turnstile with my hands and you pushed it with your hips, same as the other passengers. As we rattled along the road, you talked calmly about your last school, in the village with the famous marketplace: how the football field was just a strip of yellow dust and sometimes it’d get so cloudy you couldn’t even tell where the ball was, how instead of textbooks you had stapled packets of blurry photocopies, and I kept nodding my head, making noises I hoped sounded unsurprised. As we walked up the steep hill, passing under the lines of white laundry flapping between the windows, we passed a little girl hitting another girl over the head with an empty soda bottle and you said, Linda, stop that or I’ll tell your mother. You stopped in front of a house made out of orange-red brick with a tin roof, and took a pair of jangly silver keys out of your backpack. You live here? I almost said, but was able to stop myself in time. The inside of your house was cool and dark and there wasn’t any furniture in the hallway. You said, I have to feed Lassie, and I watched you shake out a bag of porkskin potato chips onto a plate and put it on the floor in front of a scabby Dalmatian. You said, That’s his favorite.
We sat down on a wooden bench in a stuffy room with only one fan that rattled violently. You said. So who would you rather be, William or Eleanor, and I said, Either is fine. There was a framed photograph next to the Virgin Mary candle on the table: a short, dark-haired woman stood behind a birthday cake on a table, wearing an apron. A brown-haired girl with light skin had her arms wrapped around the woman’s waist. Even though the candles were all lit up and glowing, the woman’s eyes were serious, mouth flat, expressionless. I asked, Who’s that lady? You said, That’s my mother. I kept looking at the brown-haired girl, then at the woman. I said, Is your mother here right now? You didn’t say anything, and then you said, If we go into my cousin’s room, we can put on costumes. The room was strewn with clothes and smelled like sour milk, and you dropped your backpack on top of a mattress on the floor in the corner. You picked a stiff white dress off the floor, the kind a girl would wear to First Communion, and I tensed up, already dreading the struggle to get my arms through the tight sleeves, but instead you pressed it against your chest and said, Perfect. At first I thought you were kidding, but the way your eyes darted quickly over to me told me that you weren’t. Then you let the dress drop slowly to the floor. You reached for a stick that was propped up against the wall, a broom with no bristles. What do you need that for? I said. You looked at me and smiled. This isn’t a broomstick, you said. It’s a sword.

We spent all afternoon filming our project. As William Wallace you were perfect, leading the Scottish army into battle, charging furiously across the living room, sword raised high. As Eleanor of Aquitaine I was prim but effective, shaking hands with you in order to seal our unbreakable alliance against the English. We invented our own history, something that had nothing to do with timelines and facts and geography. I mostly held
As the director, you especially liked the way I zoomed in and out like crazy during the battle sequences, just like that part in Saving Private Ryan. *You said*, Nice job. *You said*, If you have any money, we can order pizza. I ate six slices and you had four. *When I went into the kitchen to get cups, I saw a giant metal bowl sitting in the sink encrusted with fish scales and rimmed with milk. It smelled terrible, as though it’d been sitting there for days.* *When the chauffeur came to pick me up, the sun had almost set but you were still the only one home. You said*, We are going to get the best grade.

After Morning Drills and Weapon Cleaning is Lecture time. The recruits sit on the ground while I lean against the ceiba tree, arms crossed behind my head, listening to the lieutenant with the owl glasses. I have to turn my right ear towards him, the left one half deaf from a long-ago grenade. The lieutenant is saying words that sound like his but I know are really mine; they’ve been said so many different times, in so many different press releases and official statements, that now they sound like they could be anybody’s.

‘We are revolutionaries,’ he says. He paces back and forth, boots sinking into the mud. ‘Fighting for socialism. The paramilitary assassins of the so-called government try to paint us as nothing more than drug traffickers, but of course we can expect nothing better from them.’ The recruits are sitting up straight, hands clasped neatly in laps. They are hanging on to his every word—my words. ‘We know that we are fighting for justice,’ he continues. ‘To overthrow the oligarchy, just as our Liberator Simón Bolívar did. Ours is a legitimate struggle against oppression.’

I rip a strand of grass out of the ground and twirl it by my face, brushing my lips.
He says, ‘The other important thing to remember is that we’re like priests. Celibate, but not because we want to be.’ (This statement always gets a snigger, especially among the new recruits.) ‘Poor, but not because of vows. And obedient, but not because of God.’ His eyes are getting wider behind his spectacles, like a teacher getting swept away by his own lecture. ‘We must be priestlike—because of the war and the massacres. Because of what the oligarchy has done and continues to do to our mothers and our families.’

He doesn’t say the next part, because I’ve never spoken it out loud to anyone: Once a priest, always a priest. But a priest can leave the church and not be killed. Even the paramilitaries can go back to being ordinary citizens. But us? It’ll never happen. They’ll never forgive us, so we’ll never forgive them. What’s the point?

He keeps going, my words sounding both familiar and strange as they leave his mouth. He says things like, ‘The best food is hunger.’ He says, ‘If you don’t work, you don’t eat,’ and ‘You have to fuck them first before they fuck you.’ He says, ‘After the revolution,’ in the same flat tone of voice I used earlier when somebody asked me, ‘What time is it?’ and I said, ‘It’s almost ten o’clock.’ He says, ‘The task of Simón Bolívar has yet to be completed,’ like it’s a homework assignment. Every once in a while one of the new recruits fidgets, but for the most part everybody is silent, listening. The best classroom behavior ever.

I bite down on the blade of grass and let the other half flutter to the ground. He doesn’t say, At least we pay better than the paramilitaries, right? He doesn’t say, So many acronyms to choose from: FARC, ELN, EPL, even the paramilitaries (AUC) and the army
(FFAA) got in on the action, so you might as well choose us. And he definitely doesn’t say, In any case, desertion will result in automatic execution. Without exception.

I lean my head back against the trunk and close my eyes.

—We started sitting next to each other at the wooden picnic tables during lunch and watching the volleyball team girls, the football player boys. You said, Do you think those girls eat anything besides mango popsicles and tiny bags of salt? and I crumpled the bag of Doritos I was holding into a tight ball in my fist so that no one would see it was my second and said, Who cares, they’re all idiots anyway. You sat next to me in art class when we were making figures with wire and pliers and asked me what I was making, and I said, A virus. You? A cow. I sat next to you in English class when we had to interview someone about My Hero from History. I said, Kafka, and you said, Mary Magdalene. In Biology class we had to list the different steps of blood circulation through the heart, and you said, Forget lists, they’re dumb, let’s write an epic poem instead. You even made it rhyme. In World History when you went to the bathroom, Stephanie waved a torn-out magazine photo of a famous chubby soap-opera star in front of my face and said, Look Fatty, it’s your boyfriend! But when you came back into the room she whipped it away as fast as anything, like it had never happened. After eating lunch we’d sit on the grass by the football field, or in the hallways leaning against the eighth-graders’ lockers. You’d sit with your legs sticking straight out in front of you and arms crossed behind your head, and I’d write your name on your shoe with a Liquid Paper pen, coloring it in carefully with different colored markers. In third grade I was famous for having the best bubble handwriting out of anybody, and everybody would pass me their notebooks and ask me to write the title of their assignments, saying, Do me next, do me! After finishing your name
on your shoe I did mine, our initials the same letter. Wow, you said when I finished, I’ve been labeled. I burned you a CD of my favorite songs, PJ Harvey and Nine Inch Nails and the Clash, and you said, I liked how the songs didn’t have any choruses, and also how they sounded like Satan. We argued about Titanic (you loved it, I didn’t). I said it was sentimental, commercial Hollywood crap, historically inaccurate rubbish. You said, Well, sometimes all that really matters is a good ending. And I’ll take details over facts any day. You had this way of laughing where it sounded like you were just saying the words aloud, Ha, ha, ha.

After Lecture time the recruits are taken up the hill for Training and Exercise. Explosives has been canceled because we don’t have any new materials, not out here, and I can’t seem to find the energy to organize a raiding party. Lots of things seem to require too much energy lately. Two scouts drowned in a river last week, searching for the escaped professor: the girl with her ridiculous hairbands, the boy with his smooth pudgy cheeks. Baby-faced, the pair of them. When the lieutenant informed me, though, the only thing I could think was what a waste we didn’t grab their weapons in time.

The same lieutenant is here with me right now: shuffling his feet, clutching a notebook to his chest, ready to take notes as needed.

‘The escaped prisoner,’ I say. ‘The professor.’

He swallows hard as he informs me that there’s been no trace of him—they think he might have gone downriver. There’s a chance that the sentries posted at the narco-processing lab might be able to interrogate local Indians, find out if they’ve seen any trace of him.
'And the other prisoner?' I say. ‘The American.’

The lieutenant swallows three times in a row before he speaks: the guard who was left watching him is now officially listed as a deserter; the camp was completely abandoned. And as for the American . . . there’s no sign of him yet, but the rumor among the scouts is that he walked away into the jungle, talking to the trees, the sticks, the leaves. Some patrol members are even saying that they began to talk back . . .

‘Okay,’ I say. ‘That’s enough.’ Details are unnecessary; facts are enough. ‘Radio Martínez in town and get him to check the whorehouses. If he finds the guard, shoot him. When we get reinforcements we’ll double the search parties. Make sure you write that down.’

His hands are shaking as he takes out his pen.

‘Evening orders: wood needs to be gathered, more latrines need to be dug.’

The glasses ride up his face from how hard he’s concentrating, moving the pen painstakingly over the paper.

I never write anything down.

I say, ‘We could use more cave deposits too. And send someone out with a machete to cut down some of the thick branches, build some benches. There’s no reason we should be sitting in the dirt all the time like animals.’

He nods quickly, writing it down as fast as he can in an indecipherable scrawl, while I wiggle my finger through the hole in my sleeve and stroke the bumpy scars on my elbow.
—You started coming over to my house after school. I showed you my complete collection of Asterix and Tintin comic books and you said, Cool, I like books with pictures. We drank malt soda, cold from the fridge. (My family never drank malt; the few bottles we kept in the house were for the maids, a fact I never told you.) You knew how to take the bottle cap off with your teeth, a trick I’d always dramatically applaud. Once you slashed your lip open and my hands froze in mid-air, never meeting, but you just laughed as though it didn’t even hurt you, as though nothing could hurt you, and kept laughing as you walked in circles around the kitchen, the red drops dripping on the white floor tiles and smearing beneath your bare feet, like you were ice skating on your own blood. You have the highest pain tolerance of anyone I know, I said. Are you an alien? A robot? An alien robot? You smiled as though I’d given you the most extraordinary of compliments, as though I’d identified a secret superpower of yours that no one else had ever noticed. We’d eat packet after packet of plantain and yucca chips and get crumbs all over our school uniforms, eat vanilla cake from the Unicentro mall with our bare hands (I’d see the frosting stains on your shirt the next day). Sometimes we’d fall asleep on the squeaky brown leather couch on top of the empty packets, like we were street orphans sleeping in nests we’d built ourselves out of garbage. We snipped off locks of our hair, blond and black, which you then braided into a little voodoo person, just like you said they used to do at your village. We left it between the pages of Stephanie’s biology textbook. You really don’t like her, do you? you said when I immediately suggested her name, and I just pressed my lips together, not even bothering to nod. When she opened the textbook to the page about photosynthesis and saw the little figure, she let out a high-pitched shriek that made the biology teacher almost drop his calculator, but we didn’t make eye contact or
even sneak grins at each other from across the classroom, because we were that good at being undercover, that sneaky and wise.

One Saturday the chauffeur took us out to my father’s country ranch in the mountains, a two-hour-long drive along endlessly winding roads with sharp curves that made our ribcages touch. Your eyes lingered on the collection of mountain bikes, the indoor fish pond with fat lazy goldfish, but it wasn’t until I pointed out the landing field for the helicopter that you said, Wow. You wanted to hang around and watch the keeper feed Carlitos, the ancient pet lion in his disgusting, meat-stinking cage, but instead I took you to my room, where we sat on my Lion King bed sheets and I showed you my complete collection of Transformer and Thunder Cat action figures. You said, Damn. I introduced you to my pet rabbits, wiggling their noses frantically behind their chicken-wire cage, and you wiggled your nose back and said, Cute, what are their names? You showed me weeds in the garden we could feed them, and explained that when they pounded their little rabbit feet against the floor of the cage, it was a warning; when they rubbed their little chins against your finger, it’s like they were saying, ‘You’re mine.’ You loved the swimming pool, dipping your toes into the clear blue water, gradually getting wet all the way up to the knee. When can we go swimming? you asked, and I said, just a little too quickly, Oh, I don’t have a bathing suit, maybe another time. Instead I snuck you into my father’s office to show you his collection of assault rifles and handguns and even a sword from the War of Independence. Your eyes got bigger and bigger as you stood in front of the glass case, your mouth twisting like it got hooked on something, and as you turned your body quickly away I said, What is it? and you said, Nothing. You rarely spoke to my father, kept your eyes lowered whenever he walked briskly through the living room,
talking on his cell phone. What happened to his hand? you asked me once, and I said,
Some kind of accident, I think. *We climbed the mango tree in the garden so that we could
design obstacle courses using the imported Italian angel statues and water fountains,
using Xes to mark the spots where we’d bury treasure for future survivors of the
apocalypse. You furrowed your forehead in intense concentration as you wrote it all
down in my notebook. You asked, What does your father do for a living, exactly? I said,
Business stuff.

‘Comandante,’ the lieutenant says. ‘Just a few more things.’ He coughs. ‘There’s rumors,
ah, that one of the new recruits has a Bible hidden in his mess kit . . .’

‘Burn it,’ I say, ‘and eighty trips to get wood.’ He nods, the pen dangling from his hand
like an extra long black finger.

‘And before I forget,’ he says, his mouth twitching, ‘what do you want to do about the
deserters? They’ve been chained up for three days now.’

I look at him without speaking. His eyes get big and the mouth under his moustache gets
very thin.

He says, ‘No trial?’

I say, ‘Make sure you assign execution duties to one of their friends.’

—*On Sundays one of my family’s chauffeurs would take us to the mall. I’d use my credit
card to buy us iced coffees with whipped-cream towers tall enough to smudge our
eyebrows white, and we’d drink them by the racks of flowers on display from holiday
parades. The crowds of shoppers and the long food-court lines would make me hot and sticky, and the sweat stains in my armpits would spread towards my chest, but I knew that with you it didn’t matter, you wouldn’t pinch your nose like Stephanie and Katrina and say, Gross, Fatty, don’t your parents ever buy you deodorant? How much hair do you have there anyway? Excited and jittery from caffeine, we’d head into the music store and flip through the CD racks, the cases thwacking against other, and listen to albums on the store’s giant headphones that made us feel like air-traffic controllers. I’d listen to the Smashing Pumpkins and the Ramones and Oasis, while you chose compilations of local hits, vallenatos and cumbias wailing beneath strings and trumpets and accordions, the kind of music played on the radio stations I never listened to but my bodyguard did. One time you placed the heavy headphones around my ears and said, Listen to this, I just love the violin solo. It took me a second but when I finally recognized it I started laughing hysterically. You idiot, I said, you know that’s originally an American song, right? I found you the Rod Stewart Greatest Hits CD and played you the original version, ‘Maggie May’ in English, and said, See, this is the one that’s right; the one that you like is just a shitty Spanish cover. But you frowned and shook your head, as though you refused to accept what you were hearing, as if it wasn’t possible for a single song to exist in two different languages at the same time.

Then we’d head to the bathing-suit section and you’d try on bikinis. Once the sales lady walked in on you in the changing room—how her mouth dropped open, round like a grape, and you said, At least I wasn’t trying on a sexy corset. At the end of the day the red straws of our coffee were so chewed up that the last sips we took sounded like phlegmatic wheezes. Then the chauffeur would pick us up, and back at my house we’d
watch VHS tapes, Jurassic Park and Mary Poppins and Pixar films, most of which I could quote pretty much perfectly. To infinity and beyond! I’d shout, and this one time you asked, What would that be like? I said it’d just be black holes and stuff, but you said you wanted there to be infinite worlds, Narnia worlds, places like this one but not quite, almost the same but different. Different how, I said, and you said you didn’t need anything complicated; you’d be happy with something simple, something small, like a never-ending birthday cake that grew back a piece for every one you ate. Martin, I said, so beyond infinity, past the current borders of human understanding and within the depths of unknown parallel worlds, you want there to be cake? Still grinning, you said. Yes, Mariela, that’s exactly right, and even when I said, That’s the dumbest thing I’ve ever heard, I couldn’t help but grin back. To the cake and beyond! you said. We were sitting next to each other on the floor, your arm so close to mine it was like I could feel secret signals being sent to me through your hair. You put the book down and rubbed your chin against me, just like the rabbits would, before leaning your head against mine—if only I could have seen it from a distance, blond against black.

Dinner is oatmeal and cookies. ‘Man,’ somebody says, someone who’s been out here almost as long as I have, ‘remember how up north we’d throw whatever we found into the oatmeal? Monkeys, macaws, palm hearts, hawks . . .’

‘Yum,’ somebody else says, and then there’s laughter. From the trees comes the sound of three gunshots fired in rapid succession; a couple of people look up, but not that many. I take my boots off and examine the fungus on my toes again, scratch my head to see how much dandruff falls off. I prod the rotting molar at the back of my mouth, think about the one time when all we had to eat was papaya bark, torn in strips from the abandoned
farms. Those were the days we’d find fallen plantains in the mud and I wouldn’t allow anybody to eat them, wouldn’t budge from the rule I’d made about not eating food found on unknown lands, due to rumors of the army inserting explosive mines or poison into scattered pieces of fruit. A shard of bark is still stuck in my gums that I can’t get out, no matter how much I poke my finger around.

There’s a scraping sound behind me and I turn my head: somebody is walking slowly back from the trees, back from where the deserters were being kept. He drags the shovel against the ground with one hand and carries the execution rifle with the other. I keep my face turned away; I don’t meet his eyes. I don’t know his name—I try not to know anyone’s name anymore.

Someone says, ‘I felt sick until I vomited, and then I felt better.’

Somebody else says, ‘I never really got over how much a monkey arm looks like a baby’s.’

—*We were at my house, turning the pages of a Star Wars comic book, when you said,*

Oh, by the way, happy birthday. *I said,* It’s not my birthday, dummy, *and you opened your mouth into a smile so wide I could see the yellow stains on your teeth, the same kind I’d see in the mouths of men selling peanuts at traffic lights.* Well, *you said,* I got you a present anyway, *and I watched you pull something out of your backpack, with the same quick flick of your wrist as the street magician we once saw through the tinted car window, pulling scarves out of a hat.*

I didn’t get any cake, *you said,* but I think you’ll still like it.
I stared at the flowery bikini dangling from your hand.

I picked it out myself, you said. Now we can go swimming!

Your arms reached toward me, the straps hanging from your hand. The fabric pattern was yellow flowers against a black background. I didn’t touch it.

I don’t think so, I said. Thanks but no thanks.

Come on, Mariela, you said. What’s the big deal?

I said no thank you. I touched the tip of my braid to my lips.

I got size XL. You said it like it was the most natural thing in the world, as though it didn’t bother you one bit. I looked at you and your face looked nothing like Stephanie’s or the rest of them, but the words I said next still came out angry, like I couldn’t help it.

Great, I said. Thanks, Martin. Why don’t you just write ‘Fatty’ on the tag and get it over with?

Mariela, you said. Why would I do that?

Somewhere at the back of the house the maid coughed repetitively, like a machine gun going off.

And besides, I said, you’re the one who wears the girly stuff, not me.

Your mouth stayed open in that same wide smile, but your eyes turned into small slits. The house suddenly sounded very quiet, as though we were the only ones home. I kept
talking, as though now I’d let the anger out it was going to fly around everywhere, smashing things, like a bat trapped in the house.

Well, I said. At least it’s a change from me always paying for everything.

You lowered your arm. The bikini fell to the floor.

I’m tired, I said. The chauffeurs are on break today. Did you bring money for the bus? Or do you not have enough for that either?

You didn’t answer.

Don’t worry, I said, you can pay me back someday. Maybe when I’m in college in the U.S. Maybe your mother can send me the money.

You looked at me very quickly, head snapping towards me like the rabbits when they became alarmed, and for a second there I felt frightened. I kept talking, like my words would be enough to make the feeling go away.

Or maybe I can get you a job at my father’s business, I said. Maybe that way you can earn enough.

Your father, you said suddenly, is a crook.

Excuse me?

You just looked at me. Your mouth didn’t move, but your eyes said it all. The way they flickered, narrowed. Even if the newspapers don’t say it, you said. Even if nobody says it at school. But everybody knows it. Don’t you?
That’s what did it. The words kept coming out of me, thick and fast. I don’t know from where, as though I’d been saving them up for a long time and now they were leaking out, like Coca-Cola spilling over the couch cushions. You still didn’t speak, not even when I said, Well, you probably just shoplifted it anyway, or It’s a good thing the world always needs window-washers, or God, do you have to keep sitting with that stupid common peasant expression. I stayed there on the couch, not moving, as you wandered through the house, looking for the maid so you could ask her to unlock the front door for you. If I’d gone upstairs to my room and looked out the window, I could have watched you when you left, walking slowly down the gravel driveway, turning onto the street, your shadow long beneath the lights that flickered from the moths banging against the bulbs. I could have waited to see if you dug your hand deep into your pockets, searching for small brown coins, or if you just kept walking, one slow step at a time, the first step of many for the long walk that awaited you, all the way to the other side of the city, past the condominiums and parks, up the steep hills to your aunt’s house with the tin roof and brick steps. But I didn’t see, because I never looked.

It’s getting dark now. The sky is the color of gunmetal, and in the distance is the rumble of thunderclaps. Somebody says, ‘All it needs is shrapnel and we’ll feel right at home.’ I find a lighter in my pocket and flick it on and off slowly, almost pass my hand through the flame but at the last second shove it quickly away. Soon the bats will be flying in wide circles overhead.

The thunder stops but the rumbling continues. One person stops talking, then another, and suddenly we’re all silent, staring at the sky. In the distance is a thin plume of smoke rising, the same color as the lichens growing on the ceiba trees. For a moment it’s quiet,
and then the sound comes again: the low continuous burst of heavy-caliber machine guns.

The sound of approaching army helicopters.

‘They’re using smoke bombs,’ one of the lieutenants says. ‘Like in the canyon assault. I can tell from the color.’

The smoke keeps rising. For now the air still smells like dirt, the cicadas are buzzing, and the air is warm against our faces, but without needing to say it aloud we all know it won’t last. Suddenly everybody is looking at me. Everyone’s skin looks gray and pinched, the expression of a twenty-day march, of gathering everything up and leaving at a minute’s notice, of burying important documents and medicine in plastic bags. Crossing rivers, walking all day without stopping, stepping in the footprints of the person ahead so that you don’t leave too many tracks, the rear-guard squad erasing prints with branches. It’s like I can feel it already, the weight of the pack and the days on my back and shoulders.

The shooting in the distance grows louder. Nobody says it, but I hear it anyway: What do you want us to do? They’re waiting, but I don’t speak. I don’t say anything.

—You didn’t say anything. You knew what they were going to do, and you didn’t tell me.

You knew what was going to happen.

I didn’t.

—You did. I saw you when I came into the classroom, when everybody else was laughing. You were grinning too, tilting your chair back against the wall, arms crossed behind your head. Sitting with Stephanie and Katrina and Sebastian and all the rest. I was turning in your direction when they threw a bra over my head, and my eyes got covered by one of
the D-cups and I heard Stephanie say, Hey Fatty, you left something here. I pulled it off as I sat down, and that’s when I felt it, something wet and squishy on my butt. I reached underneath me as the laughter grew louder, Stephanie and Katrina and you and everyone else shouting, Eew, gross! Sat there looking at the bloody tampon in my hands, toilet paper from the garbage can still clinging to it, the stained note with ‘Fatty’ written across it in your handwriting. That’s when I looked at you, sitting with the rest of them. You kept your face turned away, eyes not meeting mine, but your mouth was open and you were laughing. That was it. That’s when it happened. Everything ended.

It didn’t. A lot of things happened after that—

—Nothing did. That was it. But you know what? Who knows. Maybe it’s still too early to tell, but maybe it’ll be years in the future and I’ll be touching your face on the jacket of a hardcover book, displayed on a front table covered in bestsellers. Maybe your face will be on football match scarves sold in marketplaces, or stenciled on walls covered in bullet holes that by then will be ancient. At that point nobody will know what your real name is anymore. But I know what it is. I remember, because I wrote it down—

You wrote it down—

—in the back of my notebooks, on the very last pages. I wrote it on the sweaty palm of my hand and on the sole of my shoes. I used Liquid Paper, the thick bristles of the brush stuck stiffly together, or permanent markers I stole out of plastic cups sitting on teachers’ desks. I wrote down your full name and I wrote down mine. Then I wrote down our initials. And then I wrote down the very first letter of both our names, the one that we
share, because I liked the way they looked sitting next to each other, with only a plus sign to separate them.

Listen. When this—all of this—is over (whatever ‘this’ means, whatever ‘over’ means), I’ll tell you what I’ll do. I’ll come strolling down the mountainside. Maybe I’ll bring the gun and radio transmitter with me, but probably I won’t. I’ll go past the ancient indigenous temples hidden deep beneath the jungle canopy, the abandoned villages with adobe walls covered in bullet and shrapnel scars. Maybe my legs will grow long and elastic like the Rubber Man in that one comic book we read together, and I’ll take giant steps over everything, since that’s a good way to cover more ground and get there faster. I’ll take a giant step over the fields of sweet-smelling leaves and processing plants filled with burning chemicals and black garbage bags. I’ll cross over frothy churning rivers and fields of bored cows, the massacre sites and unmarked graves. I’ll be getting close then. A couple more steps and I’ll be there. At the school. When I cross the football field I’ll step over the patches of grass that never grew back properly from all the time we spent sitting there and tearing blades out of the ground. The lockers in the hallway will have dents from the hours we spent leaning against them; the bathroom walls are still covered in the song lyrics you wrote down in Liquid Paper and permanent marker. And who knows, but maybe that’s where I’ll find you. You’ll have survived. You were smart, you got away, you weren’t there at the party at your country ranch when they came for your father, with their guns and their rifles and their business stuff. No, you escaped, you got away, you’ve been hiding out this whole time, hunting and scavenging, living off your wits, being resourceful. You were wise and tricky and sly, and that’s why you’ll be waiting for me in the classroom with the ceiling fan. That’s where I handed them the bra,
watched them pull the box of tampons out of the backpack, put your homework on top of
the fan blades so that you couldn’t find it, pulled the chair out from under you so you sat
on the floor. But when I open the door and see you there, I know what I’m going to do.
I’m going to take another step, my very last one, reach out, and pull you towards me.
You’ll feel soft and not at all like a weapon. I’ll pull you close and I’ll pull you hard. If I
try to speak I won’t be able to because my mouth and face and skull will be covered with
your hair, black mixing with blond. I’ll hold you—

—you’ll hold me—

—and we won’t speak. We’ll be silent, and even if you start opening your mouth and
moving your lips, I won’t listen, I won’t hear you when you say,

—Why. Why didn’t you tell me?
The first day back from Thanksgiving break, Ms. Simón says we’re going to spend the morning making cards for Penelope’s family. She writes a few sentences on the board for us to copy, in case we can’t think of anything to say: *I am so sorry for your loss. Your daughter was a wonderful person. With much affection, [NAME], Class 3-B.* On the front of his card, Sebastian draws a picture of an Avianca plane on fire, flaming pieces disintegrating in the air. Tiny stick figures dangle from red parachutes or fall headfirst into the water below, arms outstretched. When Sebastian holds it up to show everybody, Mariela says, ‘They weren’t flying over the ocean, dummy, they got blown up over the mountains.’

Ms. Simón tells Sebastian to please make a different card.

Penelope usually sits next to Stephanie and in front of La Flaca and Betsy, but today her desk is gone. Instead of what’s on the board, we copy what Mariela has written in enormous bubble handwriting, two seats away: *God bless you and your family and may the Virgin Mary keep your daughter safe with all of the angels forever and ever.* She’s drawing an enormous flower, scribbling it in carelessly with her red marker until the ink is streaky and pale. While Ms. Simón wipes the board clean, we take our stencils out of
our zip cases: hearts and triangles, circles and stars. We carefully color in our cards with our razor-sharp colored pencils until not a single white spot remains.

Us Siberian tigers are suddenly orphans. Even though our mother is gone, never to return, we still must fend for ourselves. It won’t be easy: life on the tundra is hard, the winters long and ruthless. But we don’t have a choice. One way or another, we must find a way to survive.

During recess, Katrina stands by the ficus tree and tells stories about the survivors to a group of fifth-grade girls. They’re members of the basketball team: tall girls, older girls, with ponytails tied near the crown of their heads and long legs like those of the herons that lay eggs in the grass and attack people who get too close. There were just three of them, Katrina says: a crippled man, a seven-year-old girl, and a Labrador dog stored away with the luggage in steerage. When the bomb went off they fell through the air for thousands of meters, still strapped in their seats, and were buried beneath a pile of debris for hours—tree branches, scraps of metal, suitcases filled with presents for family members in Miami. When the search party finally came, walking right past them in the dark forest, the little girl did the only thing she could think of. She squeezed her brand new American doll as hard as she could, the one she’d been holding tight in her arms during the entire flight, and its high-pitched cries of Mama! Mama! led the search party directly to them.

‘God help her,’ one of the fifth-grade girls says, almost sighing, and her friend reaches out and rubs her on the back.
(Penelope’s sister lived in Miami—she was a business major in college. Penelope visited her during Thanksgiving every year.)

‘Why didn’t they just call out?’ Mariela asks. ‘For help, I mean.’ She’s hanging from one of the nearby branches, her flip-flops dangling precariously from her big toes. We’re standing near but not exactly next to her, tearing leaves off the tree and shredding them into tiny pieces.

Katrina says they were definitely dehydrated; they hadn’t had any water to drink for hours, let alone food to eat, so their throats were too sore to cry out. At least that’s what it said on the news. ‘Does that make sense?’ Katrina asks, her voice rising like Ms. Simón’s when she’s trying to get Álvaro and Sebastian to stop arm wrestling. ‘Do you have any other questions?’

‘Not right now, no,’ Mariela says. ‘But thank you for clarifying.’

One of the fifth-graders is staring at us, like they always do. We keep our eyes fixed carefully on Katrina, but the fifth-grader reaches out and waves her hand in front of our faces to get our attention.

‘I’m so sorry,’ she says. ‘Have you heard from her family? Is there going to be a church service?’

We look at each other, but none of us speaks. All her friends are staring at us now too, turning in our direction. Now that no one is looking at her, Katrina is scowling.

‘Did you hear what I said?’ the fifth-grader says. ‘Hello?’
We shuffle our feet, placing one shoe on top of the other. We pick at our nails and the frayed edges of our T-shirts. We look up at the sky and down at the ground.

Her smile has disappeared by now. ‘My God,’ she says. ‘It’s like they’re retarded.’ She curves her hand like a claw, swiping it through the air by our faces. ‘Meow!’ she says.

We keep staring at our feet as everyone laughs, including Katrina.

‘They’re always playing that stupid game with each other,’ Katrina says, raising her voice to make sure they’ve heard her.

Then the bell rings and it’s time to line up at the brick wall. The boys run over from the soccer field like a scattered flock of birds, Fernando hugging the ball close like an enormous white egg. As Katrina walks away, Mariela shouts out, ‘What about the dog?’ but Katrina keeps going like she didn’t hear a thing, touching her earrings like she wants to make sure they’re still there, walking as close to the fifth-grade girls as she dares. They’re marching in perfect rhythm with each other, arms draped over shoulders or wrapped around waists. One of them is still laughing with her head thrown back, ponytail hanging down.

We’re straightening up, brushing off our arms and collarbones when Mariela reaches out and plucks a leaf from the branch. ‘Forget them,’ she says. ‘Siberian tigers never meow.’ She pinches the stem until the white bubble forms and gazes at it in fascination. ‘Anyone who’s not a total idiot knows that.’

She places the leaf carefully between her front teeth. While standing in line she twirls it like a jaunty cigarette, until Recess Monitor Adriana tells her to spit it out.
In London we’re orphans. Our faces are permanently smudged with coal dust, our knees rubbed red and raw from clambering up the side of brick buildings. We tap-dance down alleyways, sing the choruses from VHS copies of *Oliver!* and *Mary Poppins,* and leave our chimneysweeps behind in the library cubbyholes, crammed in with our backpacks and water bottles.

In the library Ms. Simón tells us (in a voice that is somehow both loud and a whisper at the same time) that we have thirty minutes to choose a book, and to please remember that our words and actions and behavior overall will be representative of Class 3-B. The cubbyhole Penelope usually uses is empty, until Álvaro shoves his rain jacket in it at the last second.

We find Mariela reading downstairs in the middle school section. She’s sitting on the floor, leaning against a bookcase, even though it’s an official rule that we have to sit at the tables. She sucks the tip of her long black braid, then brushes it thoughtfully against her lips like a paintbrush as she turns a page. We stand there for a while, shuffling our feet and nudging each other, until finally La Flaca is pushed forward.

‘What are you reading?’ she asks, raising her chin defiantly.

Mariela doesn’t look up. Instead she just raises the book so that her face is completely covered. We stare at the title: *Jurassic Park,* spelled out in shiny red letters, a black T-Rex skeleton in the background.

‘What’s it about?’ says Stephanie.
‘It looks good,’ Betsy whispers, looking at her feet.

This time Mariela lowers the book into her lap. The braid is back in her mouth, and she pulls it out, along with a thin strand of saliva, delicate like a spider’s thread. ‘It has swear words in it,’ she says. ‘Wanna see?’

She points them out to us one at a time, jabbing her finger on the page. *Jesus Christ, hell, shit.* Is *Jesus Christ* a bad word?

‘Of course it is,’ Mariela says. ‘You know what that means?’ She leans in close, speaking in a dramatically hushed whisper. ‘It means . . . the Bible *swears.*’

La Flaca looks worried, but Stephanie laughs. Betsy manages a smile, eyes darting up quickly from the ground. Mariela tilts her head as if studying us one by one.

Later, we stand in line and wait for Mrs. Thompson to stamp our books. We hold *Mary Poppins* close to our chests, novelizations of *Star Wars* tucked snug in our armpits, the spines of Arthurian tales sticky in our hands. As usual, Katrina’s at the front of the line getting Babar, while Sebastian has the exact same picture book he always gets about the World Cup. Ms. Simón returns Penelope’s books quickly, sliding them across the table when she thinks no one’s looking. Even though the covers are face down, the titles hidden, we know exactly what they are: an enormous animal atlas, *The Endless Steppe, A Day in the Life of the Siberian Tiger.* Books whose entire sentences we’ve memorized, whose lines we can recite by heart.
Mariela is still carrying *Jurassic Park*. ‘Hey,’ she says, drumming her fingers against Betsy’s copy of *The Diary of Anne Frank*. Betsy looks away, blinking quickly as if trying not to cry. ‘That’s one of my favorites,’ Mariela says.

Mrs. Thompson doesn’t let her check out *Jurassic Park* and says that maybe she would like *Ralph the Motorcycle Mouse* instead. That would be far more suitable for her age, wouldn’t it? ‘Suitable for what?’ Mariela says, but Ms. Simón sends her back to the shelves. Betsy gets sent back too and comes back with a Narnia book instead. ‘Another good choice,’ Mariela says, nodding in her direction, and Betsy smiles bigger than she has in days.

During Journal Time, it’s impossible not to notice that Mariela’s writing furiously, pen scurrying across the paper, flipping her notebook page with a dramatically loud crackle.

‘Hey!’ Stephanie says. Mariela doesn’t stop though, doesn’t even look up, so Stephanie has to lean over and tap on her desk. ‘What are you writing?’

Mariela pauses. She puts her pencil down, then stands up slowly: holding her notebook with one arm, she picks up her chair with the other. Carries it casually to the spot left vacant by Penelope’s desk, the enormous empty space. And just like that, before any of us can say *wait*, or *what are you doing*, or wave our arms around in a frantic air-traffic controller gesture to stop her—she puts her chair down and sits in it.

And just like that, it’s as though she’s been there all along.
'Look,' she whispers, and we can’t help but lean in close, stare at the words scrawled across the paper, the bubble handwriting title. ‘I wrote it myself—it’s a love poem.’ She smiles, her mouth stretching like rubber across her face. ‘For Mr. B.’

‘Oh my God!’ La Flaca says. Betsy covers her eyes. Stephanie studies the page. ‘Wow,’ she says. ‘You made the whole thing rhyme.’

We all know Mr. B. He’s one of the new teachers from America. We’ve glimpsed him during the school-wide assembly: kindergarten babies sitting up front, twelfth-grade seniors at the back, us in the middle with the other third-graders. We had to crane our necks back to see the middle school section, but there he was, standing by the other American teachers. Top buttons of his plaid shirt undone, sleeves rolled up (what was he thinking wearing a long-sleeved shirt in this weather?). Sunlight hitting his hair so that his head lit up the dim auditorium like a flashlight. Scratching his beard and smiling like he was listening to a joke that only he could understand. Everyone in the class thinks he and Ms. Simón are dating (Katrina swore that she spotted them together at the mall; Sebastian claimed they climb into the same car at the end of every school day), though so far nobody has provided any concrete proof.

‘That’s right. And you know what?’ Mariela taps the bottom of the page. ‘I can copy Ms. Simón’s signature, pretty much perfectly. Remember that letter she gave us, about donating food for landslide victims? I’ve been practicing.’ She flips to the back of her notebook, and there it is, just like she said: rows and rows of Ms. Simón’s loopy cursive signature. Even the capital S, one of the trickiest cursive letters ever, is done correctly.
‘How are you going to give it to him?’ Stephanie asks, at the same time that Betsy starts to giggle nervously, as if Mariela has already started creeping down the corridor towards Mr. B’s classroom on her belly, army-style, a crown of leaves on her head and black camouflage ink smeared across her face.

‘I have a couple of ideas.’ Mariela drums her fingers against Betsy’s desk. ‘There’s this special potion that my father brought me, all the way from England—you know, where Merlin’s from?’ She fiddles with her braid. ‘If you know how to use it correctly, it can make you invisible.’

None of us says anything. Her fingers suddenly stop and hover over the paper, and she intently studies our faces. ‘Why—do you guys have any suggestions?’

We don’t. Not right then. Not with Ms. Simón looking up sharply, getting ready to open her mouth and say, Mariela, could you please move your chair back to your seat? Not with Katrina peeking up from her notebook, glaring as she watches Mariela smile at Stephanie, arms sprawled over Betsy’s desk, head tipped towards La Flaca. Not the right time or place.

However, there are certain things we need to show her first.

First is the time machine. Mariela examines the gleaming engine parts approvingly, the black-leather control sticks, the giant dial where you can set the day, month, and year. ‘Ancient Egypt,’ she says, running a fingertip across the steel doorway, wrinkling her nose at the dust. ‘I’d like to see some velociraptors—are they really as smart as they say?’
On the run from the Nazis, we show her the attic hiding room. Our flour sacks are full of family photo albums and rolled-up wads of cash. She listens intently, holding the candlestick up high. ‘Quick,’ she hisses, ‘this way!’ She hurriedly guides us through the secret passageway, pulling the bookcase away from the wall with great heaving gasps.

The fifth-grade girls snicker as we run past them by the swing set, staring at us with exaggeratedly open mouths. ‘God, what are they doing today?’ one of them says.

(Following Mariela, listening to her instructions, we can ignore them more easily than ever. More easily than with Penelope, even.)

In Siberia, we try to show her the giant tundra, the icy river where we scoop fish out of the water with our enormous paws, the endless steppe where we go antelope hunting (antelope are, as everybody knows, Siberian tigers’ favorite food). But she shakes her head: ‘I have a better idea.’

She herds us into giant pens, where we stand shoulder to shoulder. She swings the enormous gate shut, locking us in. Pacing back and forth, keys jangling at her waist, she explains: here, we’ll be the main attraction of a brand new park. It’s open to visitors of all ages and nationalities—that is, until things suddenly go terribly wrong. As she flips the switch that deactivates the electric fence, she instructs us how to flee from the gamekeeper’s bullets, how to terrorize naïve park guests and stalk stray goats.

‘That’s not how Penelope would do it,’ Stephanie says in a low voice, but it’s at the same time that the recess bells rings, so if Mariela does hear her, she gives no sign.
‘Hurry up now,’ she says, tapping her foot as we scramble to put away our pencils, re-tie our sweaters tightly over our bellybuttons. ‘This way please.’ We clamber to the top of the monkey bars and listen as she explains how her newly redesigned time machine works. In order to activate it, we now have to jump off the center of the monkey bars, holding hands. If we skin our knees on the ground, or split open the palms of our hands, or scream loud enough to cause Recess Monitor Adriana to come running over and get us all in trouble, well, that’s not exactly Mariela’s fault, is it?

(Penelope never used the monkey bars—she liked the swing set, where fewer people tended to congregate. There was less of a risk that way. No chance of the fifth-grade girls wandering up to us, mouths twisting in amusement. Saying things like Wow, wait. Aren’t you guys a little too old for Let’s Pretend?)

‘Is it too much to ask for your attention now, please?’ Mariela asks, in a voice that sounds just like Ms. Simón’s, when we start flicking sticky yellow butterfly eggs off the bars or pinning dried cicada shells onto our shirts.

‘What do you think Mr. B stands for?’ she says as we read over her epic poem, flipping through the pages of her latest draft. ‘Mr. Blowjob? Mr. Boobs?’

‘That’s rude,’ La Flaca says, looking up sharply.

‘No it’s not,’ Mariela says. ‘It’s sex. It’s natural. Is a natural part of life rude?’

‘When you say it like that it is,’ La Flaca says.
Mariela just smiles and wiggles her index finger deep into La Flaca’s ribs.

She stands next to us in line, arm draped over our shoulders or wrapped around our waists, while we look around nervously, making sure the fifth-grade girls aren’t staring: the worst possible thing ever would be to have the word lesbian whispered in our direction. Mariela keeps reaching for our hands to hold in line though, like she doesn’t ever hear them, like she wouldn’t even care. Mariela says we should come to her house for a sleepover. She says we just have to. We absolutely must. Will our parents let us? Can you ask permission? When can you do it; when will we know? We can sleep in her living room on the couch cushions. Her father won’t check on us, not once. We can read her American comic books, make prank phone calls, and tell the maids to order all the pizza and cake we can eat. Did she tell us about the time that she answered the phone before the maid got to it, and as a joke she told the voice on the other end that her father had gone on vacation with the paramilitaries? ‘What’s a paramilitary?’ La Flaca says, but Mariela just crumples up her empty packet of Doritos and says that the voice on the other end of the phone did not find that very funny, no indeed. And if her father’s not home, she can sneak us into his study and show us where he hides one of his guns, in a cardboard box under some VHS tapes. She once found photos of naked women in there too. ‘Breasts and vagina,’ she says, pinching Stephanie’s arm until she winces. ‘I swear to God!’

‘What are you guys talking about?’
It’s someone else’s voice this time: someone who’s not us. We look around in alarm, gripping onto the monkey bars so that we don’t slide off. It’s Katrina, staring up from the ground. ‘Can I come up too?’ she says, curling her fingers over the ladder.

‘Sure,’ Stephanie says, still rubbing her arm. But Mariela swings a leg back and forth so that Katrina has to back away to avoid getting hit in the face by her flip-flop.

‘Sorry,’ Mariela says. ‘Siberian tigers only.’

(It sounds scary when she says it out loud like that: like it’s a secret she’s not afraid of sharing. Something special that’s ours and no one else’s.)

Katrina flips her hair over her shoulders, the same way as the fifth-grade girls. ‘Who cares,’ she says. ‘You’re a bunch of kindergarten babies anyway.’

As she walks away, Mariela shouts after her: ‘If you don’t start minding your own business, Katrina, I’m going to give your name to the FARC!’

Later, filling her tray with French fries, Mariela says that she doesn’t care that Katrina’s father was killed by the Americans. No, she isn’t sorry one bit. Men like him deserve it. Wait, you didn’t know about him? Oh, everybody knew. Are you saying you didn’t know? He got gunned down by the CIA, just like Escobar, running for his life on the rooftop. Where have you been living these past few weeks—on Mars? Don’t you know anything about what’s going on in this country; can’t you see for yourself what it’s really like? Picking at her tiny cup of Alpinito yogurt, Stephanie asks, ‘What’s the FARC?’ but Mariela just frowns and doesn’t answer.
You know what we should do, Mariela says. We should come to her father’s ranch in the countryside. Come on the weekend; come this weekend! Remember her birthday parties in kindergarten? The way she invited every single person in the class? Everybody came; don’t you remember? She scans our faces, touches our elbows, voice rising. Remember the swimming pool? Remember Carlitos? Baloo? Candy Bird?

We shake our heads and back away. Dig holes in the ground with our shoes. We don’t remember. We can’t get permission. We can’t come; this weekend we’re busy. She quickly looks away, pulling her fingers into a fist, mouth twisting like she’s just bitten into an extra sour piece of mango.

That afternoon she can’t stop rushing us along. She pulls us past the open cage doors, points out the failed electric fence. ‘Look out,’ she whispers, ‘here they come!’ There’s the slaughtered security guards, the smashed-up army Jeep, the trembling pond water. We’re going to have to run for our lives. We’re going to have to be extremely sly and sneaky if we want to have any chance of surviving at all. And as her eyes dart everywhere, we turn in circles, trying our best to see the same thing that she can—the danger all around us. As she ducks and crawls, throwing her arms fearfully over her head, we can’t help but nervously glance over our shoulders. We search the sky, scan the football field, strain our eyes. We look everywhere, as though there’s truly something out there that we need to watch out for, and if we just stare long and hard enough we’ll be able to see it—but of course we never do.

And then there’s the morning that we come into the classroom and Mariela’s desk has been moved. She’s now next to Stephanie and in front of Betsy and La Flaca—
Penelope’s old spot. It’s like looking into a mirror that shows an old reflection, except the person who’s supposed to be there isn’t. Mariela sits there calmly, hands folded on the wooden surface.

‘Ms. Simón said it was fine,’ she says. ‘She gave me permission.’

We stand there until Ms. Simón tells us it’s time to take our seats now, please. We slide off our backpacks. Fiddle with our sweatpant strings, twist the scrunchies on our wrists.

It’s time for News Sharing. Álvaro’s brought a news article about how the oldest tree in the Cali city center is getting cut down, because the politicians want to build a parking lot, or maybe a new office building. Sebastian has a story about the most recent football game, as usual. And then La Flaca surprises us by raising her hand.

‘I’m moving to New York,’ she says. ‘In January.’ Her eyes are fixed on Ms. Simón’s face as she speaks. ‘My grandma wants me to go to boarding school there.’

Stephanie starts coughing, like she’s swallowed too much water. Ms. Simón says that even though that’s not official news, it’s still good of her to share—we’ll certainly all miss her.

As La Flaca lowers her arm, Stephanie leans over. ‘Since when did you know?’ she whispers, and when La Flaca doesn’t answer she waves her hand frantically around her desk, as though swirling the air will be enough to get an answer from her. ‘Since when, Flaca?’

La Flaca folds her fingers into fists and stares straight ahead.
It’s Katrina’s turn now: last Saturday she went to the christening party for the mayor’s new baby—he rented out the entire Club Campestre and she and her family were personally invited. She’s talking about tasting her mother’s champagne when Mariela leans towards us.

‘I have news to share too,’ she whispers. She takes a newspaper clipping out of her notebook and smoothens it out across her desk.

Now that she’s sitting so close, it’s as easy as anything for us to see it. It’s a photo from the nightclub section, a dark room filled with people. Mr. B. is dancing on a tabletop, his face bright red, his blond hair a shocking flash in the darkness. He’s surrounded by women in skimpy dresses, bare shoulders, and exposed backs, pale as ghosts. None are facing the camera, but we can all tell without saying it out loud: Ms. Simón is not one of them.

‘See what I mean?’ Mariela says. ‘Somebody has to tell her.’

We just stare.

‘It’s the truth,’ Mariela says. ‘It’s important that she sees it.’

‘Anyone else?’ Ms. Simón says, and Mariela immediately raises her hand.

It’s Stephanie who does it. She leans over and yanks the newspaper clipping off Mariela’s desk. Crumples it in her hand before passing it to Betsy, who stares at it for a second in her fist before quickly shoving it deep inside her pencil case. Mariela doesn’t say anything, just stares at us, eyes growing wide.
‘Mariela?’ Ms. Simón says, frowning, but Mariela still doesn’t speak, doesn’t even shake her head, just stays in her seat as if frozen. Katrina raises her hand and says she still has photos to show from the party, if no one else brought anything else to share.

‘That’s fine,’ Ms. Simón says, still frowning. She can show them tomorrow—it’s time for Geography now. ‘Everybody, please take out your puzzles; spread the pieces out across your desk.’

Boxes rattle as they’re pulled out of backpacks—Sebastian spills half of his pieces on the floor, Katrina’s already picking out her edges. But Stephanie and Mariela still don’t move; they remain frozen in their chairs, looking down at their laps.

During recess we play Hindenburg. Standing by the monkey bars, Mariela gives the directions: adjusting an arm here, a leg there, referring to her library copy of DISASTER! The Hindenburg Story when needed. La Flaca the stewardess is pushing the drink cart. Betsy is a passenger by the window. Stephanie is the famous acrobat who breaks his ankle rolling to safety but whose dog burns alive in the wreckage. There are no other survivors.

When it’s time to move into position, though, Stephanie crosses her arms over her chest.

‘No,’ she says.

‘Sorry,’ Mariela says, not even glancing over. ‘The dog dies. Stick your arms out,’ she says, tapping La Flaca’s wrists.

‘I’m not leaving without my dog.’
In one swift motion, Mariela turns and picks the library book off the ground, flipping towards the glossary in the back.

‘Ulla the Alsatian,’ she says. ‘Brought all the way from Germany as a gift for your children. Killed in the crash.’ She places the book back down and wipes her hands off on the back of her shorts, as though they’ve suddenly become sticky.

Stephanie looks up at the sky.

‘Maybe,’ Betsy says, so quietly that it’s hard to hear, ‘the dog is in the luggage.’ She pauses, saying the next part as fast as possible: ‘Maybe that’s how she survives.’

Mariela’s shaking her head. ‘No.’ She’s moved on to Betsy now, directing her into the passenger seat, where she’ll sit and wait to be burned alive. ‘That’s not how it happens. We have to do what’s true. Don’t forget your doll,’ she says to Betsy.

Do you die right away when a plane crashes? At what point do you understand what’s happening? Is it the rattling of the overhead bins, the roar of the engines, the screams of the other passengers? What does it feel like, what are you thinking, how can we ever imagine?

Stephanie says, ‘It’s just a stick.’

Mariela pauses, her hand still resting on Betsy’s arm. Betsy takes a step to the side so that they’re no longer touching.

‘You’re pretending,’ Stephanie says. ‘It doesn’t mean anything. It’s a stupid game for babies.’
She’s still craning her head back, looking at the sky. Betsy lets the stick fall to the ground. Mariela tugs her braid over her shoulder and brushes it against her lips.

This time it’s La Flaca who speaks. ‘You know,’ she says, ‘it’s gross when you do that.’

‘Do what?’ Mariela says, but her hand freezes.

‘That,’ La Flaca says. Stephanie starts swinging her leg back and forth, kicking the side of the monkey bar ladder, the metal ringing out like a bell. ‘It’s really gross,’ La Flaca repeats, ‘when you do that.’

Mariela looks at Betsy, but she’s staring at the stick on the ground, as though there’s nothing else in the world she’d rather look at. Mariela traces her braid slowly against her teeth. ‘Well,’ she says. ‘So what?’

‘It’s true,’ Stephanie says. ‘You’re always chewing your hair.’

‘Yeah,’ La Flaca says, her voice rising. ‘It’s disgusting.’

Betsy still doesn’t say anything, and Mariela just stands there.

‘And you know what else?’ La Flaca says. ‘You better watch it with those Doritos. If you’re not careful, we’re going to have to start calling you Fatty.’

‘Fatty!’ Stephanie cries out, as if delighted. Even Betsy smiles.

Mariela still hasn’t spoken. Recess Monitor Adriana hovers by the brick wall in the distance, hands shading her eyes as she scans the playground. Everything must seem safe.

The boys score a goal on the football field, cheers erupting like explosions. The fifth-
grade girls sit on the grass, tilting their heads back so that their hair tumbles down like a waterfall.

Except this time it’s not them who are staring. It’s us: Stephanie, La Flaca, Betsy, all of us here together. Standing here and watching, until Mariela finally pulls the braid away from her mouth and lets it drop.

‘Time to get ready,’ she says as she walks away, leaving us alone to deal with it, all of it, for the rest of our lives.
Honey Bunny

(2008)

New York, NY

He comes up to her on the dance floor. ‘Nice purse,’ he says almost immediately.

‘Nice Charlie Brown sweater,’ she says. She actually means it, too. She glimpsed him at the bar earlier, talking to his friends, and the black zigzag stripe running around his torso had made her smile, despite herself, into her cosmopolitan.

His name is Tony. He’s a law student at NYU, originally from Maine, now living in Williamsburg. ‘So where are you from?’ he asks as he passes the bartender his credit card.

She says it as the bass drops and the crowd of dancers lets out a cheer.

‘You mean, like, Columbia University?’ he shouts.

‘Sure,’ she says. Her purse tonight is made of striped Andean cloth, yellow and red, with blue tassels. It’s big and bulky. People keep brushing up against it as they crowd towards the bar.

‘What was your name again?’ he asks.

She looks down at her nails, the perfectly curved white tips of her French manicure. He keeps smiling, as if waiting for her to go on. Instead she leans in close and whispers into
his ear, using as much hot breath as possible: ‘I’ve got some goodies, if you’re interested?’

They stumble outside four hours later, blinking in the watery light like woodland creatures emerging from hibernation. Eventually, he runs his fingers through his hair and says, ‘You taking the A train?’

As the subway car pulls out of the station with a groan, he turns to her. ‘You have something on your nose,’ he says. He reaches out, fingers fluttering by her nostrils like a blurry peach moth, and she ducks.

‘There’s no need for that,’ she says, taking out a folded square of toilet paper. The baggie is in the ladies room at the club, licked clean and crumpled, crammed in the disposal can for sanitary pads.

‘Sorry,’ he says, not sounding that upset. He crosses his legs and wraps his fingers around his kneecap, as if cuddling it. The wrist poking out of his jacket is still a New York winter pale.

She dabs the toilet paper against her nostrils, sniffing loudly. Sitting across from them is a group of three girls. They’re wearing flower-patterned dresses, glittery American Apparel leggings, long dangly earrings, brown oxfords. One girl is leaning forward with her head bowed, cradling a giant green backpack in her lap like a baby. Without staring at the girls too directly, she can tell that their eyeliner isn’t smudged, their hair is smooth and straightened, their concealer still effectively hiding any blemishes on their upper
jawlines. She swallows and rubs the toilet paper against her nose even harder, letting out a cough for good measure.

‘So what are your plans for today?’ Tony says, reaching for an untied shoelace. Hours earlier, she’d mistaken it for a long black worm drowning in a puddle as they stood smoking outside the club entrance.

She almost says, *Watch porn and masturbate*, but instead answers, ‘Just chilling, I guess.’ Was it a thick clump, clinging to her nostril hairs? A delicate crust around the rims? Did she look like the Dormouse, abruptly waking up after falling asleep in the sugar bowl at the Mad Hatter’s tea party?

‘I might cook some steak, if I go to the store.’ His eyes are bloodshot, but his pale skin is clear.

‘Cool,’ she says, furiously digging in her nose as deep as she can. One of the girls, the one with perfectly straight bangs, is staring at her, or maybe she’s just looking vacantly at the subway map behind her head.

‘Maybe some *chili con carne*. Chili with flesh.’ He laughs.

_Carne_ means ‘meat,’ but she doesn’t correct him. She’s about to tell him that sounds good when something thin peels away from her nostril wall. It makes a faint crackling sound beneath her fingernail. She tries to stay calm as she yanks it out, ripping some nose hairs, cupping it in her palms as her eyes water. She can hear the girls’ voices in her head, sees their mouths forming O’s and eyes bulging as they stare and nudge each other: *OMG, look at her, she’s totally Michael Jacksoning!*
It’s a dry leaf. Disintegrating in her hand, crumbling into thin brown flakes. She can suddenly feel the stem, shoved high up her nasal cavity, scratchy and tickling. She smashes her nose against her cardigan sleeve and blows hard.

‘Whoa!’ Tony says. The girl with the green backpack looks up, and one of her friends makes a noise that could either be a cough or a choked laugh.

She squeezes the leaf bits tightly in her fist and drops them onto the floor, wiping her hand off on her bare leg. For a second, she thinks she hears giggling, but when she looks up, the girls haven’t moved. She makes eye contact with the backpack girl, who raises her eyebrows and pulls her lips inward, the classic American expression of feigning indifference.

As the subway car slowly whines to a stop she says, ‘This is me,’ at the same moment that Tony says, ‘So, I’ll see you around?’

She’s calling Paco the second she steps into her apartment. When his voicemail beeps, she’s already speaking, her recording starting in mid-sentence: ‘—some nerve. I don’t know what you’re doing, but that’s some serious bullshit, man. That shit is not okay. And I know that you know what I’m talking about, so please don’t bother to pretend otherwise.’ She likes the way her voice sounds as she moves around the kitchen, picking up and putting down dirty glasses, streaked with the grainy smears of ancient smoothies. She can hear New York in her voice, the years of arguing with Brooklyn dealers, the smirking college boys at Upper West Side house parties. Her head suddenly fills with an image of her grandmother, the way she’d lean against the kitchen doorframe back home,
brow furrowed as she reprimanded Nellie with kind, expansive hand gestures: *I just don’t understand, you see. What is so hard about following the menu that I specifically wrote up for you? Do you think you could maybe explain that to me?*

She hangs up and tosses her cell phone onto a puppy-shaped pillow on the floor. Paco is Guatemalan, so every once in a while when speaking to him she’ll slyly throw in the odd Spanish word or two, a curse word or even a *dicho*, just to show that yeah, okay, she’s lived in New York for what, fifteen years now, but she still knows how to conjugate verbs, knows which nouns are feminine versus masculine. She’s not like those Bogotanos she keeps meeting at warehouse raves, those Barraquillan trust-fund babies or Caleña sugarcane-plantation heirs, who spent their whole lives in Houston or Miami and now try to pretend they’re bicultural-bilingual when she knows the truth, that they’re no better than any common gringo. (Something that she herself most definitely is not. No way. Not a chance. *Gringo* is a word she’s always hated, fat and puffy and pastry-shaped in her mouth.) ‘I’m not the cow that shits the most,’ she’ll say to Paco on the phone, keeping her voice as casual as possible, hands shaking with excitement, or ‘I’m not the kind of girl who gives away papaya, if you know what I mean.’ This one time, against her better judgment, she even told him her childhood nickname, dropping it in casually as though it was nothing, meaningless. ‘You can call me “Flakis,” if you want,’ she said to him in Spanish, laughing too hard, almost hysterically. ‘“La Flaca” is a bit of a mouthful, I know!’

Paco still calls her by her full name, though—the one she’s used since moving to New York. And he never responds to her in Spanish, only English. It makes her feel strange.
Once while on the phone, she abruptly hung up on him, and when he called back she pretended she’d lost the signal.

She lets herself flop forward onto the bed. Her fashion history class isn’t until 2 p.m. At this point, she usually takes a Clonazapam and puts on a YouTube video of a girl showing off what’s in her bag or applying concealer to hide her acne. Either that or power through—keep the party going, as Tony said earlier, eyes fixed on her purse as she rapidly zipped it open—take an Adderall and finish her reading, maybe even sketch out some dress designs, post on her blog. Instead, she just lies there with her eyes closed, fingers tugging gently through her hair.

Paco. Most likely he’d have been in his overcrowded apartment in Queens, a dying potted plant in the middle of the table. There must have been a dead insect somewhere, too, dangling from a dry leaf or something. Paco busy in front of his scales—pouring out, weighing, sorting, maybe even sniffing from time to time, his son crying in the bedroom. He must have knocked the plant with his elbow. Or maybe his kid snuck in while Paco was in the bathroom and started messing around, shaking the plant until its leaves fell off, giggling maniacally. Did that make sense? Is that how it could have happened? Did Paco have to measure it into baggies, or did they arrive as is, neatly lined up in suitcases? Did they come in bulky FedEx packages, bundled in brown packing tape and bubble wrap? In beat-up cardboard boxes? In secret compartments of carry-on athletic bags?

She rolls over and opens the desk drawer. There they are. Snuggling in the yellow envelope he’d handed to her in the Whole Foods parking lot. What once were five now are three. Lined up like stuffed animals, waiting for their turn to be picked up and held.
She can’t help smiling as she remembers the stuffed-animal sleeping schedule she made when she was little. It took up at least two pages in her purple Barbie diary, three weeks’ worth of plush creatures, a different one every night so that they could all get a turn. Her favorites were Perrito, his Labrador tail sticking out of his candy-cane pants, hand sewn by Leticia; Chinchilla, with the purple silk ribbon tied tightly around his neck; and Honey Bunny, gray-eared and floppy, smelling faintly of mothballs.

She reaches into the envelope, pulls out a baggie, and automatically starts rubbing it back and forth between her thumb and middle finger, breaking up the chunks inside. Just like she learned to do in boarding school upstate. She opens the baggie slowly, but of course there’s nothing there that’s out of the ordinary. Of course.

From where she’s lying, if she slides her eyeballs as far to the left as possible, she can see it: the orange suitcase, sitting placidly on top of her armoire, under the extra sheets and towels she never uses.

The smell hits her hard: the steam of chicken broth bubbling on the stove, warm and salty.

She abruptly shoves the baggie back into the envelope and slams the desk drawer shut. Lies down on the bed, eyes closed and palms pressing against her temples. The back of her throat is still dripping.

She’s in the elevator going up to her friend’s apartment. The doors close behind her as she unzips her purse with one hand, reaching the other deep inside, her fingers nimbly detecting the sparkly unicorn key chain. The keys rattle slightly as she pulls them out.
Her purse today is covered in yawning jaguars, purple and orange and pink, their stitched bodies stretching and leaping across the black cloth background.

As her hand plunges back inside for the baggie, she imagines raging-hot infrared vision blasting from her fingertips, zooming in on the required materials with the expertise of Luke Skywalker’s computer detecting the Death Star. All forces ready! Mission accomplished! There it is, hidden in the tiny side pocket, next to her lipstick and lighter. Wrapped in a thin square of toilet paper. She loves keeping it tucked away like that, curled up in the darkness like an animal in a cave, taking it with her everywhere she goes, without anybody having any idea that it’s there. As she pulls it out, the fluttering in her chest moves down to her stomach.

She’s already poking the key inside the baggie when she sees it. Half buried in the powder, but unmistakable.

An insect wing. Brown and translucent. Oval-shaped. Faint veins like the underside of a decayed leaf. Like the wings that dangled from the orange fly swatters wielded by the maids back home. What were their names again? Nellie and Rosa. Pastora and Leticia. They’d shake the dead insects into the tanks of tropical fish while she watched, pressing her nose against the glass. The fish would rush toward the surface, mouths plopping open and shut. It got to be so that whenever anybody picked up a fly swatter the fish would go crazy, eyes bulging as they clustered at the surface, frothing the water from their desperate hunger.

The elevator dings and her hand shoots forward, pressing hard on the ‘close door’ button. She pulls out the wing and throws it on the floor, jamming the baggie and keys back into
her purse. Before taking her finger off the button, she looks down at the shiny elevator floor. All she sees is a blurry reflection of her high heels, the ones she likes to think of as her Beyoncé shoes. It looks as if she is swimming on the opposite side of a mirror, upside down, shoes barely skimming the surface, on the verge of breaking through to the air above.

At the party, whenever she introduces herself, she makes sure to pronounce her name with an American accent (her full name, of course—not her childhood nickname. She would never refer to herself as anything so silly as that). Two girls from the New School admire her purse, touching the jaguars’ stripes. ‘It’s so cute,’ the one with braided pigtails says. ‘Where did you get it?’

‘I’m not sure,’ she says. ‘It was a gift.’

She excuses herself to go to the bathroom.

She doesn’t mention it to Paco. Not the wrinkled flower petal at the bottom of the third baggie, found as she was crouching behind a tree in Central Park, poking her spit-dampened pinkie finger in for the very last crumbs. Not the Communion wafer in the fourth, sticking out like a sundae decoration. (She remembers the visiting Jesuit priests, bringing tiny plastic bags filled with these bland white disks as gifts, how she would steal them to eat in her room with orange marmalade and feed them unblessed to her dolls, until her grandmother caught her and, with a shaming frown, put an end to the sacrament.) The fifth one she poured out onto a dinner plate so that she could use her eyebrow tweezers to pick out the crumbling fragments of moss and bark.
She doesn’t bring it up—not a word as she sits in Paco’s Volvo, her back ramrod straight, squeezing the jaguar purse between her knees, resisting the urge to look for split ends that she can break off with her teeth. Paco’s wife is driving them around the Whole Foods parking garage while he digs into his bag in the front seat. His son is sitting next to her, backpack tucked between his legs. His Spider Man shirt has a white stain on the front that might be toothpaste, and his eyes are fixed on his Game Boy, birds and pigs flying across the fingerprint-smudged screen.

‘So,’ she says to Paco’s son (did he go by Paco too? Or was it Junior?), ‘where do you want to go to college? Like, when you grow up?’

‘What’s that?’ he says, eyes still on the Game Boy.

She doesn’t ask him any more questions.

‘Here you go, mija,’ Paco says, turning around and passing her the yellow envelope. She leans forward and shoves the fistful of bills into his hands. She had it all counted out fifteen minutes before they were supposed to meet, her H&M heels clicking against the concrete floor as she paced.

‘I have some Adderall, too, if you’re out,’ he says. ‘OxyContin. Molly.’ He lists the names like World Cup team members.

‘That’s okay.’ Now that she has the envelope, all she wants is to get out of the car as soon as possible. He hasn’t brought up her voicemail yet, but if he does she has a plan: she’ll just say, ‘Oh, ha ha, the stuff just wasn’t as strong as last time. No big deal, it happens.’ If only she could force the door open with her shoulder and roll across the parking-garage
floor like an action hero, chin tucked into her chest and arms wrapped around her torso, hugging the envelope close. She has to take a deep breath to stop herself from breaking into a wide grin at the thought. Beside her, Paco’s son lets out a lusty yawn.

‘It was good to hear from you,’ Paco says as his wife pulls into a parking spot that says ‘Customers Only.’ ‘It’d been a while—I was worried!’ He laughs as his wife twists around, unlocking the back door.

She opens her mouth to answer him in Spanish, but the words don’t come, her tongue thick and helpless, hesitating against her teeth. So she has to say it in English instead, slowly: ‘You don’t ever have to worry about me.’

When she gets out she doesn’t shut the car door hard enough, so Paco’s wife has to rap on the window and signal for her to do it again. She waits until they’ve turned the corner before ducking behind a concrete pillar. Her fingernails are too shredded, so she rips the envelope open with her teeth.

Checking one bag is enough. This time there’s a tiny gray drumstick bone, smothered in powder, as if ready to be dropped into spitting-hot frying oil.

It’s easy to identify the feeling as she seals the baggie and shoves it back into the envelope. It’s an unmistakable sense of relief.

She crawls into bed that night with numb lips, her body shivering, dressed in her lime-green miniskirt and ballerina flats. The apartment has smelled like a smoky wood fire for two days now, with the faint undertone of stale powdered milk. She’d let number six
flutter away on the subway tracks (the blast of air from the incoming train made it dance around like a transparent butterfly); number seven, half full, hibernates for now in her purse, jaguars again.

‘You got it from where?’ one of her classmates had said at the restaurant. ‘Wait, did you go there on vacation? You’re so brave!’

‘I went to Cartagena last year,’ another one said as the waiter brought a second bottle of wine to the table. ‘Everyone there was so friendly.’

She reaches for her laptop, pulls it across the mattress until it bumps against her chin. Instead of watching a makeup tutorial, though, she starts surfing Google Earth. She can’t remember the name of the street she grew up on, but she manages to find the international private school she attended from kindergarten to third grade. There are hardly any blue dots on the screen, linking to street-view photographs, so the tiny orange Google man keeps refusing to be dragged onto the map, rushing stubbornly back to the compass again and again. She clicks on the school website link and scrolls through pages of photos of three-walled classrooms, the kiosks with palm-thatched roofs, gymnasium murals of floating peace signs and multicolored citizens holding hands. It makes her dizzy. It’s the same feeling she gets when she passes Mexican families on the street, speaking rapid slang-filled Spanish, or when Puerto Rican construction workers catcall her with words she doesn’t recognize, as if they are speaking to her from a parallel universe, one she should understand but just doesn’t. The feeling gets stronger with every photograph she clicks through, the parallel reality brushing up against her, sleazily pressing its weight against her torso, breathing wetly into her ear.
She drags the cursor across the screen, clicking on whatever pitiful scattering of dots she can find. It makes her feel as though she is surveying an apocalyptic wasteland, searching for the tiniest signs of life. She finds the traffic light where the black man from the coast sold mango popsicles and tiny bags of salt out of a Styrofoam plastic cooler; and when the school bus stopped, the kids would lean out the windows to hand him 500-peso coins. She finds the metal gate of the Jewish country club, where her grandmother would take her on weekends for tennis games on red clay courts, swimming lessons, lunches of grilled cheese sandwiches brought by a scraggily-haired waitress she secretly called Mafalda, after the comic book character. She finds the nature park filled with lagoons and herons and cicada-covered trees, where she would walk her grandmother’s poodle in circles, the bodyguard and chauffeur sweating under the acacia and ceiba trees at the entrance, eyes never leaving her.

And then she finds a photo of a gray stone wall with shards of glass jutting along the top and an enormous automatic gate. The country house of one of her classmates. A giant ranch on the city’s edge. She zooms in. She went there in kindergarten once for a birthday party—she and her classmates gathered at the airport to take the short helicopter ride. They stayed all day: swimming in an enormous blue-tiled pool, breaking open piñatas hanging from mango trees, chasing each other around angel statues and marble fountains. There were colorful balloons tied to a swing set, and charred-black hot dogs grilled on a barbecue pit. And then there were the animals: a wooden birdhouse full of macaws and peacocks, a parrot that could recite the names of all the players on the national football team, a spider monkey that could kick a football, and a lion that slept in its iron cage all afternoon, no matter how loudly they rattled the bars and shouted. And
the rabbits, snuggling in their metal hutch with their nests of knotted white fur, noses nervously quivering. She and her friends pushed blades of grass in between the bars for them to nibble on, calling out, ‘Hey, little guy, sweet little thing,’ wiggling their fingers at the blinking pink eyes.

At one point, the birthday girl (Melissa? María?) had come up to her. ‘If we stand under the drainpipe together,’ she whispered, ‘and sing a song to Candy Bird, he’ll come visit us.’ So they stood by the jacaranda bushes, arms linked and faces turned upward, singing the same verse over and over: ‘Candy Bird, Candy Bird, come see me.’ And then, as if by magic, candy started raining down from the sky. It hit them on the forehead and cheekbones: coffee-flavored caramels and Milo malt balls, Jet chocolate bars and Bon Bon Bum lollipops, purple packets of Sparkies and dark green Bombón Supercocos. At the sight of the candy everyone started screaming and ran over, scrambling and diving in the grass, clods of dirt flying. It was like a piñata but better—you couldn’t see where it was coming from. She hadn’t hesitated to join in, elbowing others out of the way and scooping up, with grim-faced determination, as much candy as she could carry.

She knows now, of course, that it must have been one of the maids, or maybe the gardeners or chauffeurs, ordered to hide behind a curtain upstairs and throw candy out the window for the guests’ amusement. How long had they waited? Standing there and watching the children scream and fight for sweets.

She reaches for her computer cord on the floor, the battery icon now a thin red line. By keeping her eyes fixed on the screen, she avoids the possibility of glimpsing the orange suitcase, still resting on top of the armoire.
No matter how many times she zooms in on Google Earth, though, the house remains a blur. All she can see is the fuzzy smears of the mango trees on the other side of the wall and the light glinting off the jagged glass.

She’s been waiting for twenty minutes when Paco finally arrives. He’s on foot this time, wearing a ragged orange shirt with a triangular sweat stain on his chest, the faint shadow of a mustache on his upper lip. They’ve never stood this close to each other before. Under the fluorescent parking-lot lights, she sees for the first time how pockmarked his skin is, a mess of lines and cracks, as though someone had cut up his face with a pair of blunt scissors and glued it messily back together. She keeps her eyes lowered as she hands over the money.

‘Actually,’ she says after he passes her the envelope, ‘just wondering. Any chance that you—’

As soon as he nods, she excuses herself to run to the A.T.M. again. *Would you like to view your current account balance before proceeding?* the machine asks, and she jams her thumb against the ‘no’ button again and again until she gets to the withdrawal screen.

‘Sorry I was late,’ he says, handing over a second envelope. ‘I had a football game.’

‘Don’t you mean soccer?’ Her voice echoes off the concrete parking-lot ceiling. He raises his eyebrows as she sticks both envelopes in her purse.

‘Have a good night, *mija.*’
She’s still struggling to get the zipper shut as he walks away. When she finally looks up, she catches a glimpse of herself in a nearby car window, mouth twisting as if tasting something bitter.

For number eleven, she uses a sieve to separate out the dry white cracker crumbs. Number twelve requires the tweezers again, to pick out the thin blades of grass.

Somewhere in the apartment, her cell phone buzzes with an incoming text message, but she doesn’t look up. Her two front teeth keep scraping nervously across her lower lip, peeling off the dead skin.

‘Damn Communists,’ she says in her grandmother’s voice, knocking her forehead against the laptop screen as she leans in too close: yet another story about the peace negotiations, men in camouflage pants and black berets standing alongside senators in white shirts.

‘Why forgive? Why forget?’ Google’s image search shows rows of eucalyptus trees, fields of sugarcane, stretching like the sea (that rotten-egg smell from the fertilizer!). Message boards describe visits tourists can take to coca laboratories hidden in the jungle; Wikipedia lists the departments where most of the cultivation takes place: Putumayo and Caquetá, Meta and Guaviare. YouTube has a documentary about how to set up your own lab. Key ingredients are gasoline and hydrochloric acid; helpful materials include yellow plastic gloves, metal buckets, and black garbage bags full of coca leaves, dark and light green like limes, not a single one brown or withered.

Hours later, she finally checks the phone: ‘How’s it going? XO.’ The number isn’t saved in her contacts. It takes her a second to remember the Charlie Brown sweater, yellow
with a thick jagged black line wrapping around a stomach. She lets the phone fall with a loud clatter, and the protective pink case bounces along the floor.

Charred kernels of grilled corn, burned black and stiff. Squishy papaya seeds, moist and fresh. The time she told her grandmother, ‘The fish are all assassinated,’ assuming it was synonymous with dead, thanks to the newspapers and TV. The cracked sidewalks. The men puckering their lips and making wet kissing sounds. The accordion music blasting from the maids’ rooms at the back of the house. ‘Hurry up,’ she says to the servants setting the tables, bringing out the boiled eggs spread over toast for breakfast. ‘What’s a paramilitary?’ she asks on the playground, arms aching as she hangs from the swing set. ‘Don’t say “war,”’ she lectures the orange suitcase, which eyes her nervously. ‘Say “situation.” Say “insecurity.” Don’t say “kidnapped”—say “forcibly detained.”’

She keeps Googling, clicking, one news article after another. The statistics for forced disappearances is estimated at over 50,000—no, 60,000—some articles say over 70,000. The articles have titles like ‘A Nightmare with No End’; ‘Colombia’s Unknown Tragedies’; ‘In Search of Justice.’ Environmental activists, labor unionists, indigenous leaders, young men. Even teenage girls, straight out of their own homes. It makes her think of fables the maids used to tell her: the paisa farmer who went to heaven, la patasola and la llorona. Ghosts who would come knocking on your door, ringing on your bell, long dead souls with scarred faces, wandering the country with no name and no past. If you unlocked the door for them, they would wrap their hands around your wrist and lead you away, make you vanish into thin air, disappear without a trace. If you were unlucky, no one would even remember your name: your real one, the one that everyone called you.
The seventeenth one she shoves into Tony’s hand on the dance floor, not even bothering with the tiny square of toilet paper. She leans against the wall as she waits for him to come back, pulling strands of hair into her mouth as the DJ starts playing an English version of Shakira’s World Cup song. She fingers the clumps of rabbit fur in her purse, tugged out of the baggie in white wisps, thick and knotted as if they’ve been tangled in cage wire for days. She sucks on the tip of her ponytail, brushing the strands against her lips, a strangely familiar gesture—familiar of what? What does this remind her of; what is she trying to remember?

Just then a hand reaches out and yanks the hair out of her mouth. Saliva streaks across her cheek as though dabbed there by a sloppy paintbrush. Before she can cry out or even protest, Tony speaks close to her ear. ‘Don’t do that,’ he says. ‘It’s gross.’

Her face freezes into what she hopes is a smile. ‘What?’

He places a hand on the small of her back. ‘It’s really gross,’ he repeats, ‘when you do that.’

She can’t move, can’t turn her head, the spit on her face growing cold. Tony has to guide her into the dancing crowd, pulling her by the wrist. Under the flashing strobe lights, his cheeks glow blue, as smooth as a skating rink.

‘So,’ he shouts, loud enough to be sure she can hear him over the booming music, ‘did your family, like, know Pablo Escobar?’
She stuffs the last yellow envelope in the trash, cramming it down as deep as it will go, the paper crinkling like an accordion. Cradling the last few baggies in her arms, she heads to the bathroom. Leaning over the toilet bowl, she hesitates. Presses her forehead against the ceramic lid.

She heads back to her bedroom instead, where she grabs her purses off the floor. Her eyes flick to the top of the armoire.

She yanks the orange suitcase down with a clatter. Its plastic surface is dotted with holes made by a customs agent’s drill at JFK, fifteen years ago. She’d been too young for the strip search, but old enough to be taken aside into the interrogation room. (‘So, do your parents like to party?’ the agents had asked. ‘Ever help them out?’) The first latch is a little creaky, but the second flips open with no problem. She knows that the can of ChocoListo cocoa powder won’t be there (they poured it out on the table, combing through it with their rubber gloves), nor the pair of Nike soccer cleats (they cut off the rubber tops, searching for hidden compartments).

Everything else, though—it’s still there. The wallet made out of a milk carton, a gift from her bodyguard, thrust into her hands before she climbed into the car to be driven away to the airport, clutching her grandmother’s purses in her lap. The wooden toucan that used to sit in the middle of the dining-room table, covered in long white scratches. She pulls out the pink striped alpaca poncho, the folder of papers the lawyers gave her, full of instructions on how to access her trust fund. American books, foreign books, stories about anywhere else: Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl, A Day in the Life of the Siberian Tiger. Pink and purple envelopes, pen-pal letters covered in glittery Lisa Frank
Dear Flaca: I miss you already! How’s the big city? Did you know Betsy is moving to Washington, D.C.? When are you coming back to visit?

When there’s only one item left, she pauses. There’s no sign of them—no candy-cane pants, no purple silk ribbon, no droopy ears smelling of mothballs. Her hand trembling, she reaches for the battered brown square cardboard box sitting in the middle of the suitcase’s gaping orange mouth. Third-grade Geography class. When she holds it close to her ear and shakes it, she can hear the pieces rattling around inside.

She pours them out on the floor and gets to work. They are so flattened that there’s no satisfying ‘click’ when they connect. The wrinkled cardboard reminds her of her grandmother’s hands, the way they squeezed her shoulders before gently pushing her towards the departure gate. She builds the central mountain ranges first, then the bordering coast, the northern desert, the southern jungle, the eastern plains. Slowly but surely, the shape becomes clear. The snout of Guajira, sniffing the Caribbean; the square tail of Amazonas, poking into Brazil. Cities make up the organs: the Bogotá heart, the lungs of Medellín and Bucaramanga, the kidneys of Cali and Popayán. Andean mountains ripple like fur, rivers and highways run like veins.

In the end, though, one of the biggest pieces is missing—the department of Meta. The creature is left with a hole at the center of its body, an open wound exposing the floor tiles beneath. She settles back on her heels and looks down.

She’d completely forgotten that more than half of Colombia was jungle.

‘Come here, you,’ she says. ‘Sweet little things. I won’t hurt you--I promise!’
They nuzzle close, warm and soft in her hands as she brings them towards her face. The plastic crinkles when she squeezes them too tightly, so instead she holds them carefully, delicately. She lies down, cradling them against her cheek, smelling their sweet familiar scent, as recognizable and comforting as mothballs. Never mind how much her eyes burn, or her noses itches, or the back of her throat goes numb. She curls up into a fetal position, the wooden toucan poking into her thigh, the puzzle pieces pressing against her arm, the purses softly bunched up under her head. The unfinished country is underneath her as she pulls them close, holding them tenderly, whispering sweet nothings. She starts with English—sweetie pie, candy bird, honey bunny—before moving on to half-remembered Spanish: corazón, querida, mija.

She closes her eyes.

It’s not the world’s most comfortable nest.

But it’s a start.
Who’s coming to the Montoyas’ party? A lot of people, it’s going to be a big success: the Mendozas and the Vasquezes, the Lorenzos and the Smiths. The maids drag the white plastic chairs into the yard, forming half-circles beneath the mango tree and around the barbecue pit. The gardeners carry out the big wooden table, a security guard following closely behind with a ruler to scrape off the white globs of dried candlewax, accumulated in thick layers from weeks of blackouts. The dogs yip excitedly, nipping at people’s ankles, and behind the safety of their chicken-wire cage the rabbits shuffle anxiously, scandalized by the noise. Inside the kitchen, staring out the window, one of the cooks says, ‘We really need to lock them up. Can you imagine Lola rolling in her poo and then licking Mrs. Smith’s hand?’

The caterers have arrived; they’re setting up. They’re carrying wide metal trays filled with white fish soaked in lemon juice, red peppers for the grill, raw bloody steaks and chicken breasts stabbed with fork marks. Nothing is extravagant, nothing is over the top, except for maybe the lobster claws on ice, the tins of caviar, and the oysters that the cooks are busily prying open with their special metal knives. Extravagance is not his style.
Here he comes. Folding the cuff of his black shirt above his wrists so that a strip of pale skin shows, like a patch of exposed land on a jungle hillside. The skin on his face is smooth, not a trace of the plastic surgeon’s knife. People rarely notice, but the three middle fingers of his right hand are little more than pink stumps, neatly aligned with the humble pinkie. ‘Looking good,’ he says to the blinking white Christmas lights hanging from the branches of the grapefruit tree. ‘Excellent,’ he says while strolling past the arts and crafts supplies set out for the children by the pool: crayons and candles and paper plates. ‘Go along now,’ he says to one of the many cats sitting on the drainpipe above the jacaranda bush, a distasteful expression behind its droopy whiskers. Who knows how many pets they have at this point? Just the other week he saw a turtle lumbering under the sofa in the living room, but when he got down on his knees to check there was nothing there, not even dust balls or coffee-flavored-candy wrappers.

He wanders inside the house through the swinging patio door, scratching the back of his neck. The maids have done a good job. The bookshelves have been dusted, the broken electric piano cleared away (a lizard got electrocuted deep inside its mechanical guts years ago and ever since it’s refused to make a sound, not even when the cats frantically chase each other across the black and white keys). Considering that they only come out to this country ranch every few months, for Easter or holiday weekends, the house still feels fairly lived in: the living room fresh-smelling with the sharp scent of laundry powder, the lampshades shiny without a single dead moth smear, no cobwebs around the chandelier or shelves of VHS tapes.

‘How’s it going?’ he says, knocking on the door to his daughter’s room at the same time that he pushes it open. The room is deserted—the only sign of her presence is a stack of
CD cases spilled all over the bed, next to some shredded packets of plantain chips. It’s hard to restrain himself, this rare opportunity to intrude into her bedroom—normally the door is firmly locked, American bands screaming their angst-filled rage from her stereo on the other side. So he now finds his eyes flickering greedily, taking in one new poster after another hanging on the walls. The one of a mournful-eyed American singer with shaggy blond hair holding an acoustic guitar, that’s definitely new; Snoopy dancing with a balloon, that’s been up since she was in kindergarten and received it as a present at one of the epic birthday parties she hosted here for all her classmates. The closet doors are half open; he can glimpse the shelves lined with stuffed animals that couldn’t fit into the storage trunk in the hallway, Care Bears and shabby dogs and other beasts that were never loved enough to be guaranteed a spot at their main house in Cali. There are rows of plastic toys based on countless American cartoon shows, Transformers and Thunder Cats and Ghostbusters, stiff plastic bodies randomly positioned in a messy parade, silently poised with their daggers and ray guns, ready to leap into battle with invisible enemies at a moment’s notice. Everything slowly gathering dust.

From where he’s standing he can clearly see that the empty packets of plantain chips have been licked clean. Shaking his head, he picks them up between two fingers and drops them from the bed onto the floor where it’ll be easier for a maid to sweep them up. That’s when he sees it—the small Ziplock baggie lying on a pillow, half filled with bright red Jello powder—the kind of treat you can purchase from street children at traffic lights. He picks it up and shakes it up and down, the powder accumulating at the bottom, except for the wet clumps clinging near the baggie’s thin lips. He can already picture the garish stains across her front teeth and mouth, the demon red color of her tongue flashing at the
guests as she utters a sullen hello, the sticky-finger smears on her shirt, running up and down the fabric as though a tiny animal with miniature bloody paws had danced all over her body. Ave Maria, the maids will say when they see her, closing their eyes in supplication. Mariela, what were you thinking? What will your father say when you show up looking like that for his party?

The automatic gate rumbles at the same time that he hears car wheels crunching on the gravel driveway. He puts the Jello baggie in his back pocket, tucked neatly beside his cell phone. After closing the door behind him, he pulls his right shirtsleeve down as far as it’ll go, almost completely covering the wispy white scars snaking over the backs of his hands.

Here they come. Black and blue high heels clicking, jackets draped over arms, strands of thinning hair combed neatly back. The chauffeurs park the mud-splattered jeeps with Bogotá license plates under the fig trees; the bodyguards climb out and immediately cross their arms, already hovering in the background. He waits under the mango tree in the backyard. Smoke rises from the barbecue pit. The chefs grimly rotate sausages slashed with deep knife cuts over the fire, red peppers and onions impaled and sweating on wooden sticks.

‘Hello, hello,’ he says in greeting. His right hand is hidden behind his back in a clenched fist, his left hand extended and welcoming, fingers spread wide.

Everyone arrives safely, happily. Nobody’s been chased by the crazed spider monkey, the one the maids have nicknamed ‘Baloo’ for the size of his black testicles, so impressively heavy that the housecleaners whisper among each other: now that’s a real man, Linda,
**just what you need, someone to keep you satisfied**, before exploding into giggles. At the last big party (two years ago? Three? Was it celebrating the successful Congress run, or hosting the visiting HSBC managers?), Baloo had run back and forth over the stone wall for hours, staring hungrily at the food, the tables, and the guests most of all (this was before the shards of glass were installed, before Uribe’s successful presidential campaign based on vows to ‘restore national peace and security,’ before he’d started hearing the clicking sounds of recording instruments every time he lifted the phone). At one point, Baloo had jumped down and stuck his head up Mrs. Smith’s skirt, and her banshee screams had caused the maids in the kitchen to raise their eyebrows at each other.

Thankfully there’s been no sign of Baloo for months now—the fact that the security guard has been tossing his slimy orange and banana peels inside the forest, well away from the main house, has possibly helped. As a result, the party is going well, the conversation gliding along smoothly. The oil company executives and the mining company investors mingle easily with the ex-pats from Belgium and members of the school board. No bottles of *aguardiente* or rum yet, it’s still early, the sun casting hazy yellow light over the freshly mowed grass, the mosquitoes blessedly absent. Instead it’s green glass bottles of chilled beer for the gentlemen, tall slender glasses of champagne for the ladies. The hired waiting staff stalk silently back and forth across the patio, black and white uniforms still free from wine splatters and crumbs. Everything is under control; everything is fine.

He doesn’t see us, but we’re watching.
We’ve been doing so for a while now. We didn’t get any greetings, no gentle air kiss near the cheek, no firm pumping handshake, but that’s okay, we don’t take it personally, we don’t mind. Instead, we take our time, take things slow: there’s no reason to rush, no reason to make things happen before they need to. We walk in slow circles around the barbecue pit, deeply inhaling the smell of the charcoal fire and the crackling chicken skin. We reach our hands tentatively into the glass bowls of peanuts; what a nice rattling sound they make when we stir our fingers. We take turns gently touching the beer bottles, admiring the streams of condensation running down their smooth glass bodies. No one makes eye contact; nobody pats us on the back or slings an arm around our shoulders. But we’re not bothered. For now, we’re happy, watching the hummingbirds dart nervously among the orange flowerpots. Everything is so tasteful, nothing over the top—no helicopters landing in the football field, no spray-tanned models greased up and wrestling each other while the guests cheer them on. No one’s slinging their arms around each other, singing classic Mexican corridos at the top of their lungs; no one’s pulled a gun from their holster and started shooting wildly at the darkening sky. Nothing like that. The food is delicious, and everyone is having a wonderful time.

He loves it when parties are at this stage—the post-beginning and pre-middle, when no one has gotten too drunk or noticed who’s been pointedly ignoring them. It means he can sneak away to the bathroom in his private bedroom, lock himself inside for up to fifteen minutes at a time, sometimes twenty. He sits on the bowl, chin resting in his hands, trousers sagging around his ankles. It’s moments like these when it’s impossible to ignore: how all over his body there are patches of skin now drooping where they used to be firm and taut. There are brown and purple spots all over his arms that definitely
weren’t there twenty years ago, and red moles on his upper shoulders he keeps mistaking for insect bites. This year, too, he suddenly found himself mentally adding secret descriptions to his friends’ names: prostate-cancer Andrés; emphysema-cough Pablo; beet-juice-diet Mauricio. More and more lately, it seems as though everyone he knows is talking to doctors instead of priests, men with stethoscopes around their necks instead of crucifixes. He can’t pinpoint the exact moment when it changed, but there’s a new fear now lurking beneath everyone’s low-volume conversations. It’s not just extradition to Miami prisons or undercover DEA agents or stash house security guards secretly wearing wires beneath their collared shirts. It’s also cancer-cell counts, will-drafting, uneasy conversations with mistresses, even more uneasy conversations with wives. He’s started biting his nails again too—they haven’t been this short since he was seventeen, doing deliveries in the hillside neighborhoods for local bosses. His first job. He would sit in the front seat for hours, waiting for his partner’s signal, and tear off every last possible shred of nail, until the cuticles were non-existent. (The fingers of his right hand were long back then too.)

But now’s not the time to dwell on it. Not tonight. He pulls his trousers up briskly and rebuckles his belt. As usual, he flushes but doesn’t wash his hands. He wanders past the bookshelves, back out to the porch. Under the drainpipe Mauricio is telling the Mendozas about his recent senatorial trip to Uruguay, how uncomfortable it made him to see all the small children at his official reception, the way they honored his presence by saluting and marching across the basketball court, military dictatorship style.

‘At least we’ve never had that issue here,’ he says, beer bottle coming dangerously close to clinking against his coffee-stained teeth. ‘Long live democracy.’
‘Down with communism,’ Mr. Mendoza says, sounding like he’s joking, but Mrs. Mendoza raises her champagne glass in a toast. ‘Thank God for the paramilitaries,’ she says, clinking her glass against Mauricio’s beer bottle. ‘At least they’re actually doing something.’

By the mango tree Ravassa’s wife is already drunk; he can tell by how closely she leans towards Alonso as he speaks, summarizing a TV series about medieval knights in Spain that he’s just finished watching. Alonso is half-Mexican, which may explain why he uses so many hand gestures while talking: the way he darts forward, parries, blocks, defends, you’d swear you could see a sword glowing a luminescent silver in his hand. Ravassa’s wife keeps laughing and reaching out, trying to brush her maroon-colored nails against his chest.

The Rossi brothers are sitting in the white plastic chairs by the barbecue pit, smoking red-boxed Marlboros. When they make eye contact with him they both raise their hands at the same time like choreographed puppets, crooking their fingers in a come-here gesture. He shakes his head; he’s not in the mood to discuss business. Not at the party; not here.

He turns around and nearly collides head on with Mrs. Lansky, who immediately begins apologizing for the lack of Stephanie’s presence, drumming her nails against the champagne glass—you know how daughters are at this age, unpredictable, claiming out of nowhere that she now gets carsick, would rather stay at home all weekend with the maid, imagine that. ‘Yes, yes,’ he says, taking a step back from her pale green blouse. ‘Of course. No worries, no offense taken.’ He keeps walking backward until her face looms at a respectable distance, the space between them too awkward to now breach with
conversation, and he merges with relief into the group of sullen-faced teenagers huddled by the swimming pool. They fall awkwardly silent as he stands among them, the girls playing with their earrings and shiny silver bracelets, the boys’ hair slick with gel.

It only takes a quick scan to see that his own daughter’s not among them: no long black braid hanging down her back, no baggy blue T-shirt with holes in the collar from her anxious chewing. His fingers brush briefly against the slight bulge in his back pocket from the Jello baggie. The younger children are all busy, hunched with intense focus over the paper plates. They’re dripping crayon wax into the center of the plates, creating a base that will harden and keep their candles propped up. The plates are then cast adrift into the swimming pool, transformed into tiny, fragile boats, the orange flames casting faint reflections in the dark water below.

‘Oh!’ he shouts when one candle topples over and extinguishes with a mournful hiss. Some of the kids jump, startled by his cry; most simply turn slowly and stare. He tries to smile, even though he knows this never looks comforting: the scar splits his upper lip so that his tooth pokes out, and forms a pink hairless arch over his left eyebrow.

‘It’s fine,’ one of the older girls says to a little boy she’s been helping, whose eyes are getting bigger and more watery-looking by the second. ‘Just make another one. What color crayon do you want?’ She shoves some crayons into his fist.

He turns away, shoes crunching on the gritty patio tiles. He does this all the time: he’ll bang his knee against the dining room table, or drop a tangerine onto the floor immediately after peeling it, or accidentally fumble a fork, and then let out an explosive bellow of *OH!* It makes the maids come running, the bodyguards look up sharply.
Everyone keeps thinking you’re having a heart attack, his daughter once told him, but then it turns out you just spilled some milk.

By now he’s wandered over to the mango tree, where Alonso is still breathlessly summarizing his beloved TV series to a growing circle of people. Alonso has the unfortunate skin type that turns as pink as strawberry juice, no matter the humidity level or how slowly he’s been drinking.

‘So they bring in the red-beard guy, begging and screaming,’ Alonso is saying. ‘But when the blade comes down, he doesn’t cry out for his mother or wife or daughters. Instead he starts sobbing for his country, his army. I did you wrong, I did you wrong, he’s shouting, and the crowd starts cheering.’

‘Like the Romans,’ says Ravassa’s wife, lightly touching a small mark by her lower lip that she hopes nobody else has noticed—a pimple? A mole? ‘The Christians and the lions.’

At the border of the group, Mrs. Smith has just finished her story about Baloo, how he chased her around the yard, tugging on her skirt and smacking his thick black lips. ‘Thank God they got rid of him,’ she says, gesturing towards her feet. ‘There’s no way I could run in these heels.’ Tom Harris and Robert Smith nod in unison, even though they’re in separate departments at the fruit company (agronomy and marketing respectively) and don’t really know each other that well. They’re both secretly glad that Mrs. Smith’s incessant chatter is filling in the silence between them. When she finally heads back to the patio to refill her drink, Tom asks Robert if he has a lighter. Smoking together, looking at the pool and the squat orange flowerpots, the Christmas lights
dangling like fireflies stuck in the mango tree, Robert will tell Tom that Amanda Fernandez’s husband has just joined a strange new American religion that doesn’t allow you to cut your hair.

‘What will he do once it’s summer?’ Tom asks, who’s only been here for six months and still sleeps with the fan next to his bed, blowing air in his face, even when it rains.

‘He’ll be hot,’ says Robert, taking another drag.

He blows the smoke right into our faces, but we don’t blink, we don’t move an inch. We’ve been listening carefully, behaving ourselves, lingering on the edges. Sometimes we lean in close, inhale the faint scents of cologne and perfume, study the sweat on the men’s upper lips, the base of women’s collarbones. An enormous black cicada buzzes past and hits the drainpipe with a clatter.

We’re still watching him, too—the way he’s rocking back and forth on his heels, rubbing his shirtsleeves as though chilled. ‘Excuse me,’ he says abruptly to one of the passing servers, a young woman holding a bowl scraped clean of lavender-flavored goat’s cheese. She immediately freezes in her tracks. ‘My daughter—have you seen her?’ He pauses, trying to find the right words for a description: the tip of her black braid, permanently wet from her nervous sucking. The damp patches in her armpits, regardless of the temperature. The scowling, baby-fat cheeks, the sour curdling of her mouth that one time he hesitantly said, You know, you could invite people over to spend the weekend—have a party, if you’d like. The iciness oozing from her shoulder blades as she contemptuously turned away from him.
But the young woman is nodding her head, backing away, holding the bowl close to her chest like a shield. Right before she turns around, she says in a fast voice, ‘By the palm tree, sir—Ramón was bringing her shrimp.’ And just like that she flees across the patio, almost bumping into a flowerpot. As she disappears through the door, he thinks, Ramón? He struggles to come up with a face for the name: faint moustache? Stubble-covered chin?

He turns and starts walking deeper into the garden. He swings his arms purposefully, wrinkles his forehead in the expression of a man on a mission, so that anyone contemplating stopping him with a ‘Why, so nice to see you, it’s been ages!’ will think again. He pauses by the palm tree, rests his hand on the scars hacked into the trunk. They’re ancient relics from his daughter’s kindergarten birthday parties, epic affairs in which the garden filled with screaming children waving plastic Thunder Cat swords, their lips smeared with bright blue frosting, the swimming pool transformed into a froth from their kicking legs and cannonball dives.

*But wait,* he’d said as she turned away. Struggling to find the right words, to speak to her as a seventeen-year-old as opposed to a child: *It doesn’t have to be a party. How about that friend of yours? You used to invite him over here all the time. I don’t think I’ve seen him in years. You know, the blond one?*

*Dad,* she’d said. *Why don’t you shut the fuck up?*

On the ground is a solitary flip-flop, the pale ghost of her foot imprinted on the thin rubber. Nearby is a wooden stick smeared black from the grill, gnawed with teeth marks from where she scraped off every last piece of shrimp. He looks around, but the only eyes
he meets are those of the rabbits, their trembling noses pushed up against the chicken wire, expressions the same as that of the young waitress moments before.

He walks ahead, leaving the flip-flop behind. He moves past the papaya trees, which have been afflicted by a mysterious disease for weeks now, the fruit stinking of rotten fish and the trunks covered in oozing sores. He passes the compost heap, filled with dry branches slashed from trees by the gardeners’ sharp machetes, and kitchen scraps that the maids routinely carry out in orange plastic buckets. He walks by the abandoned birdhouse, vines hanging down the rotting wood, the lion cage with its rusty bars and leaf-covered roof. Carlitos the lion has been gone for half a decade, the peacock a few years less than that. Carlitos died convulsing, mouth filled with a thick yellow foam that the keeper nonchalantly said had come from eating ‘something bad,’ while the peacock—what happened to the peacock? Its throat ripped open by a possum? An unexplained disappearance into thin air, leaving only glimmering blue-green feathers behind? Even five years ago he felt too exhausted to replace them, and it feels even less worth it now—it’s just not the time and place for those sorts of extravagances anymore, for that kind of exhibitionism. The days of hidden bombs on Miami-bound Avianca airplanes are long gone, an appropriate gesture ten years ago but not now. Not anymore. He walks on, the house getting smaller in the distance, the sounds of the party becoming fainter. He ignores the dampness seeping into the hems of his trousers, the midge-bites forming on his arms. If he keeps going, soon enough he’ll reach the garage.

We follow him as best we can. We tread carefully over the squashed mangoes and dark green chicken turds curled up like undiscovered Easter candy in the grass. We follow him past the fenced field, the one with the steer who always looks so sad and never bothers to
flick the flies away from its thick eyelashes. We pass the outhouse with the backup electricity generator, the acacia tree where the buzzards roost. The ranch is over a thousand hectares long but he won’t be going much farther.

We’re just about to begin, when it happens. At first there’s hardly any sound, the canopy barely rustling, trees shaking. We freeze in our tracks as he turns around sharply, staring deep into the darkness around him. ‘Sweetie?’ he says. ‘Is that you?’

The sound grows louder, leaves and twigs crashing down.

‘Who’s there?’ His hand moves to his hip, towards the hidden holster. Fingers tensed and ready.

The monkey takes its last swing out of the tree, landing heavily on the ground. It straightens up, wet black eyes blinking. His fingers relax around the holster but don’t move away.

‘Well,’ he says. ‘Hello there, old friend.’

Baloo doesn’t even give him a glance. Instead, he stares right at us.

We stare back.

‘Sorry, I don’t have anything for you,’ he says. ‘Any, ah, goodies.’ He’s touching his waist and back pockets, instinctively feeling for something, wishing he’d brought the flip-flop, or even the gnawed stick. His fingers suddenly detect the plastic baggie of Jello powder, which he immediately pulls out and throws in Baloo’s direction. It flutters weakly through the air, drifting down by the monkey’s foot. Baloo doesn’t even flinch,
his eyes still fixed unblinkingly on us. We shift around uncomfortably, glancing at each other, nervously crossing and uncrossing our arms. Some of us tentatively touch our cheeks and foreheads, tracing the skin with our fingertips, from the bottom of our eyes to the top of our lips.

It’s almost like he’s saying: *What happened to your faces?*

Or even: *What did they do to you?*

‘Good monkey,’ he says, backing away, one slow but steady footstep at a time. ‘Nice little Baloo.’ In response Baloo releases a long lazy yawn, flashing a row of solid yellow teeth. His breath is warm and stinks of overripe fruit.

The cell phone rings, its high-pitched trill breaking the silence, and we can’t help but jump as Baloo swiftly turns and flees into the undergrowth, bushes rattling like chattering teeth. He fumbles with the cell phone as he pulls it out, fingers clumsy, answers just before it goes to voicemail. At first he thinks it’s Nicolás from the processing laboratory, speaking rapidly in muffled tones, but finally he recognizes prostate-cancer Andrés—he’s agitated, calling long-distance from Medellín, asking repeatedly if it’s safe to speak right now. He listens calmly to the update, strolling back towards the house. He interrupts with a stifled snort of laughter, after Andrés says, *My advice would be for you to take a trip abroad for a while—with your daughter especially. Why risk it? Go to Europe; take her someplace nice. Just until things blow over with these guys. Until the situation is safe again.*
‘We’re not going anywhere,’ he says, cutting Andrés off. ‘I don’t care what you have to do. Just take care of it.’

The walk back to the house feels strangely short. Right as he passes the flip-flop he pauses, as if about to bend over and scoop it up, but at the last second he turns quickly away, leaving it behind in the grass. The party’s now reached the point where it’s either going to turn into anarchy or collapse into exhausted decay. Somebody’s thrown up on the grass, leaving a sour orange puddle. The dancers and drinkers on the patio are still mingling, eyes glassy, cheeks stiff from smiling. Somebody’s turned the music up so loud that the bass hurts his eardrums.

He’s heading towards the patio door when he’s spotted. Hey, there you are! Where have you been hiding? He’s reluctantly tugged away, pulled into the crowd. His shoulders are slapped, his arms are squeezed, he receives winks and smiles, shouts and whoops. A shot of aguardiente, miraculously still cold, is pushed into his hand, followed by delicate kisses on his cheek. Terrific party! Amazing! Best time I’ve had since Carnival!

Everybody’s happy to see him; they’re thrilled that he’s here. He briefly scans the crowd one last time, but there are no children to be seen at this point, not even the teenagers—no small bowed heads, no hands stained with hardened candle wax, no hair slicked back with gel, no wet chewed braid. The phone sits in his back pocket, still warm from the call.

From the quietest corner of the patio, under the grapefruit tree by the swimming pool, he checks his messages one more time. There are no new voicemails. Not even a text.
He’s walking past the swimming pool when he sees it: the last paper plate, bobbing up and down, half sunken. Its candle is long gone, sunk to the bottom. The pool is now completely dark. He stops and stares at the pool.

There are more packages of paper plates deep inside the pantry somewhere—that might encourage the children to come back. He could go ask a maid to bring more out. Or even better, he could get them himself. Select a key from the chain, unlock the door, head inside. If he wanted to, he could spend some time slumped on the floor, leaning against the wall, eyes closed, hands resting calmly in his lap. It’s the kind of place where he could stay forever. Stay secret. Stay safe. A place where he could lock himself away and never, ever be found.

We’ll be watching, though. We don’t mind. We’re not in a hurry.

We’re not going anywhere.
Junkie Rabbit

(2008)

It comes out of nowhere, a low voice spoken in the dark: you guys feeling it yet?

Everyone immediately straightens up, ears jerking, blinking and twitching in the voice’s direction, but I don’t bother. It’s one of the younger rabbits, I guarantee it, some kid with hardly any scabs or gunk in his ears, shiny white fur still clean and unknotted, bright pink eyes nervously scanning everyone’s faces. I’m not feeling anything yet. Do you think I ate enough? Do you think I need to eat more? Maybe I should eat more. Should I eat more?

Are there any leaves left? Do you think we’re going to run out? Maybe someone should go get some more. Do you think someone should go get some more, in case we run out?

That’s when everybody looks at me. As if I somehow know. Like I have a clue. For what it’s worth, I don’t mind stepping up. What can I say—it’s just the kind of rabbit I am, the kind I’ve always been. Take one for the team and all that. What else am I supposed to do? Like right now, when they’re all looking at me with wet, worried eyes and quivering noses.

Don’t worry, I say. I’ve got this. And then, even though no one stirs or says anything, it’s suddenly like the air in the burrow just got ten times lighter.

I’ve got this, I repeat. I’ll go take care of it. I’ll be right back. Can you guys just hang here for a while? Is that okay? Does that work for everybody?
All through the burrow there’s a line of nodding heads, ears bobbing up and down. I shove another tight wad of leaves into my cheek and take off.

A good supply of leaves will last a single rabbit for seven days, ten if it’s a big pile. When we start running low—when there’s nothing in the burrow but dirt and squashed insects, with no leaves within reach, no matter how far we stretch out our tongues or flop our heads around—that’s when it has to happen. Someone has to go see the Pastor. And when it has to be done, I’m usually the rabbit to do it. I guess that’s just how it works: you’re born a certain way, grow up to play a certain role, and that’s it, you’re you, unchangeable. It’s like what my father used to say, those times when I didn’t feel like helping out with digging, and he’d cuff me across the head before turning away with an irritated frown: You grow up to do the things you were born to do. What else would you expect from life?

The long run I’m heading down branches off into dozens of passageways, some leading to old leaf storerooms, others to long-forgotten shafts and drops. I’ve chewed long enough now for the spit to dribble down my chest and stain my fur. My heart’s not beating that rapidly yet, but I’m definitely getting the lip-tingling feeling, tongue going numb. That familiar jaunty sensation: here it comes. When I pass a tunnel that leads above ground, it’s nice to pause for a second to enjoy the cool air, blowing down from above. If I wanted to, I could pretend to still hear the snuffling of someone plowing through a leaf pile, jaws clicking and grinding as they chew away, burrowing frantically forward as they rustle through the bags in search of one last leaf, just one more.

But I know I’m imagining it. These storerooms have been empty for a long time.
The run slopes downward as I crawl into the Great Hall. As usual, it’s filled with everyone who’s not chewing, a sea of furry white bodies sleeping, scratching, staring vacantly into space, mechanically cleaning themselves. It’s a relief to raise my ears as high as I want, no need to worry about them rubbing against the cement ceiling. As I crawl forward I have to grit my teeth to prevent myself from crying out in disgust as I’m stepped on, crawled over, poked at, and kicked, like I’m swimming in a river of writhing white bodies. I push my way forward violently, coming through, out of my way, watch it, jostling rabbits who turn angrily and glare at me. At one point I can’t push my way between two heavy males, so instead I have to crawl over a giant pile of shit left behind by rabbits who can’t even be bothered to go outside anymore. I close my eyes and plunge ahead, holding my breath, but it’s not so bad; most of it’s dry and crumbly from sitting here for so long. No fresh warm smears—those are the worst.

As I move forward, there’s no avoiding it. At first I keep my eyes lowered, fixed on the sandy earth, but eventually I raise my head, as if to say that’s right, bring it on, do your worst. There it is. The Platform. The raised shelf of dirt where my father used to sit, eyes closed and head drooping so far forward his whiskers nearly touched the ground.

Whenever he spoke, though, his voice sounded loud and clear. My father. The General.

It used to happen here. When I was young, we’d gather together, all of us, to hear his stories—females, children, old folks, everyone, bodies pressed against each other, breathing in sync as we listened. He told us everything: about the metal hutch where he and the Pastor and the others lived, back when the Men used to be here. He talked about the Daughter, her long black hair hanging down her back like a skinny tail, who’d bring them vegetable peelings in an orange plastic bucket (my father’s favorite were the potato
skins). There were the Children, who would stick their fat pink hands into the hutch and say things like, ‘come here, little bunnies, little darlings, little sweet things,’ waving around blades of grass and wiggling their fingers at us. I loved hearing about the Man the most, who’d come and squash his face against the wire, black hair bristling out of his nostril holes, and my father and the others would huddle against the hutch wall as far away from him as possible (during this part we’d always huddle closer together too, shivering from something that was either delight or fear, I was never sure).

My father’s stories always mentioned the Party: the day that the Other Men came, carrying long black sticks. There were fires and explosions, and holes appeared in the walls, and the water in the swimming pool turned red from blood (we bowed our heads and trembled during this part, our ears hurting from the explosions, our eyes burning from the smoke). The Daughter never came back after that to push her fingers through the wire. And then came the ending, everybody’s favorite part, in which my father, the General, led the way and got everyone out. He figured a way to break out of the hutch and escape, bringing us here to found the warren under the swimming pool. And here’s where we’ve been ever since.

My father would usually stop at that point, but not always. Sometimes he would go on to talk about how it had been his idea to get us the leaves out of the garage. The garage was a long walk away from the main house, where the Men would drag the black plastic bags and shake the leaves out on tarps spread out over the earth, mashing them with their feet into a thick brown paste. It was my father who figured out that the leaves would make us each bigger and stronger than any rabbit had ever been, capable of digging longer and harder than any rabbit had ever dug. As soon as he said this, though, he would fall silent,
staring wordlessly at the ground. When the silence went on long enough we’d pull apart from each other, shuffling away uneasily.

Nobody has spoken on the Platform in a long time.

I’m just about to head down the Pastor’s tunnel when this really fucked-up-looking rabbit pops up out of nowhere, shoving his face against mine. *Watch it,* I say, pushing him away, wincing at his musty smell. *Get a grip, friend.* His face is a mess of pus-encrusted cuts, so thick his eyes are thin little slits, and his chest is covered in sticky foam, a mixture of spit and blood. He whirls his head around in half-circles, staring blindly at nothing, before finally flopping over sideways.

*The children,* he says in a garbled voice, slimy green liquid spilling from his mouth. *The children!*

When I get to the Pastor, he’s busy, as usual. I keep my distance, hovering at the burrow entrance, picking the crusted leaf juice and spit off my chest fur. He’s speaking to a young female, the kind who’ve been born lately with their ears drooping low over their faces. I almost never see females these days, what with them keeping to themselves all the time, clustered in the deepest, most tucked-away burrows. I can’t help but sneak glances at this one. Instead of eyes all I see is a thick yellow crust, and suddenly there’s nothing I want to do more than reach out and scrape it away.

By turning my head sideways it’s easier to make out the Pastor’s words. *It’s very hard, you know,* he’s saying right now, *for life to turn out the way you want it to. That’s just the*
nature of things, especially around here lately. But there are different ways for you to deal with it. There are always different choices you can make.

At this point my skin feels tight, it’s like there are two different pairs of teeth sinking into me, pulling the skin in opposite directions. So I go ahead and saunter in, give the Pastor my very best grin, the same storyteller smile my father used to flash when he’d finish a real crowd pleaser.

Pastor, I say. Long time no see.

He looks me up and down, blinking slowly with those wet black eyes that always remind me of the moldy leaves rotting under the mango trees (trees I haven’t seen for myself in years—when was the last time I went above ground? When did it last seem worthwhile?). Eyes that linger on my ears, staring long and hard, before looking away.

How are you, the Pastor says flatly. General Junior. Scratching yourself again, I see?

Don’t call me that.

From the way his eyes move up and down I can tell that he’s looking at the crumbs of shit on my chest, the clumps of half-chewed leaves. But I don’t even care at this point. Why should I? It’s all I can do to keep myself from wiggling in anxious anticipation, almost bouncing with the knowledge that every word with the Pastor is taking me one step closer to the leaves, like I’m skipping on a trail of stones laid out over a river.
Well, I say, keeping my eyes politely averted from the female, who’s hunched over by the Pastor, shivering and wordless. You know what I’ve come here for. Old buddy. Old pal.

Amigo, compadre, partner in arms, a friend in need . . .

Yeah yeah yeah. He scratches a spot by his ear.

You know, he says, there are too many damn rabbits in this burrow. It’s really starting to drive me crazy. Nobody’s mating anymore—did you know that? Nobody’s fucking, and by nobody I don’t just mean my ugly ass. It’s all falling apart—a real mess. Have you noticed that? Never mind, that’s a stupid question. You and that little crew of yours don’t notice anything.

Hey, I say, I notice plenty. I saw this one rabbit on the way over here. His face was all cut up.

Really. Bite marks?

I can’t help but laugh. What are you saying?

He sits up and begins cleaning his face. Did it look like somebody had a good chew on him?

I start shaking my head. Come on, Pastor. Rabbits don’t eat other rabbits. That’s not something we do.

No, the Pastor says, his eyes flickering briefly to the female, as if only just remembering that she’s there. That’s right. It’s not.

He takes a deep wet breath.
Well, you’re going to be disappointed. The warren’s all out.

I don’t say anything.

That’s right. You heard me. You remember the black garbage bags? Of course you do. Even if you didn’t drag them here yourself you must remember seeing us when you were just a kid, the way we dragged them across the yard, pulling them with our teeth. We don’t usually carry things, you know—some would murmur that it wasn’t normal, that it was unnatural. But your father said we would learn, and that it would be useful to have a store. And you know what, he was right.

He coughs and a thick clear liquid drips down his chin.

But it’s gone now. The storerooms are empty. Search all the runs and burrows if you like—it’d take you months, if not a year, but believe me, I know what I’m talking about.

I still haven’t spoken. There’s a fluttering in my chest, as though I’ve swallowed a winged insect that’s beating weakly at first against my ribcage, then harder and harder, and it’s making me feel like if I don’t find something to shove into my mouth to start chewing, then I’m going to sink my claws into myself and tear the layers of fur off, scratching as deep as I can.

I don’t even realize that I’ve been backing out until the walls of the burrow exit scrape against my shoulders and the Pastor calls out, Wait—mijo. The human word for ‘son.’ I stop in my tracks.
If you really wanted to, he says, you could get more. He hesitates for a second, lip trembling.

There’s a way. But you’re going to have to go to the garage.

He’s breathing heavily, those huge nostrils of his flaring like the flapping wings of a beetle. The female stirs, moving her mouth as if she’s trying to speak, something thick and pink slowly poking out between her lips.

Nobody’s done it, the Pastor says. Not in your lifetime. And why would they? What would be the point? His voice sounds angry, as though the thought of it is a terrible insult.

Well, okay then, I say. That’s fine. That’s great. That’s wonderful. I don’t even know why you’re making it sound like a problem. Why would going over to the garage be a problem? I don’t see why it would be a problem. You’re making it sound like there’s going to be some kind of problem when there is no problem.

Junior, the Pastor says, his eyes still big wet pools. You have no idea. You talk too damn much. You’re just like your father—

Yeah, except he actually had something to say, right?

The female jumps at how loud my voice is, crouches down and closes her eyes, digging her claws into the dirt. The Pastor doesn’t move. He just sits there blinking, until I finally start backing out of the tunnel, as fast as my shaking legs will allow.

That’s right, he says, turning away so that I glimpse the burns on the other side of his body. You better get going. Before it’s too late.
Too late for what?

He doesn’t answer. My eyes slide over to the female one last time. Her tongue is sticking out, so big and pink and thick that for a second I’m confused: how could a rabbit have a tongue that thick and big? As it keeps sliding out of her mouth, I can see the tiny whiskers, the perfectly formed front feet, the miniature ears, and that’s when I realize the dark hole is really one of the baby rabbit’s eyes. Everything that comes out of her mouth after that is so bloody and chewed up and mangled that I start backing out through the tunnel as fast as I can, my forehead pulsing so hard I can feel my ears jerking up like an insect’s antennae. I can hear my jaw clicking, grinding away, searching for leaf pieces that aren’t there anymore but it’s okay, it doesn’t matter, because inside me there’s this tiny glowing light, a faraway exit glimpsed at the end of a long tunnel, and the beating heart in my chest echoes like a voice in my head, and what it’s saying in rhythm to the throbbing blood is more, more, more, soon, soon, soon.

One last long uphill tunnel. Crumbling soft dirt in my face. And then I’ve done it, I’m outside, blinking in the sunlight at the edge of the swimming pool, bushes with thick pink flowers hanging heavy over my head.

I don’t waste time; I head straight for the barbecue pit under the mango tree, just like my father described in his stories. The air is quiet and hot, filled with buzzing insects that circle curiously around my face. Part of me wants to freeze in the long grass, keep my head bowed low, the position my father taught us to keep us safe from enemies (not that you’ll ever meet any, he said, his clawed foot pushing my face even deeper into the dirt, crushing my whiskers. Our enemies are gone. Vanquished. There’s no one left now but
us). The thought of his claws against my face makes my heart pound even harder. It sounds like it’s saying go, go, go, so I keep moving, keep dragging myself forward. I go past it all, everything he described to us, every step of his journey: the empty concrete hole that was the swimming pool, the moss-covered fountains and angel statues. The swing set dotted with yellow butterfly eggs and misty with spider webs, the rotting wooden birdhouse and enormous rusting lion cage that still stinks faintly of rotten meat. I drag myself through the grass, past the dried-up pits of long-decayed mangos, the field surrounded by a half-collapsed fence. It’s just like my father’s stories, the ones he told us in the dark, the only light coming from his trembling eyes. The outhouse with the collapsed door, the acacia tree covered in fungus. And soon enough it’s waiting up ahead. The garage.

The doors are still open, leaning against the wall, dotted with dozens of holes as though they’ve been pecked by a thousand birds. I take a deep breath as I duck inside. Even after all this time—it’s still here. Just like he described it. The crusty barrels and stained metal buckets. The black plastic tarps spread over the floor, where the men would spread the leaves. The swirling stains on the cement floor, left behind by the chemicals. Even their sickly smell is still heavy in the air, making my eyes water. It feels strange to walk around, ducking under the metal tables and navigating among the crumpled yellow gloves, like I’m moving through a picture that’s come to life, an image that previously existed only in my head.

Everything he talked about is here. Except for one thing. No leaves. Not a trace. Not even empty black bags, crumpled like shed skin. I hop around and sniff everywhere as hard as I can, but my nose has gone numb; the only smell is the chemicals, thick and burning.
The fluttering in my chest has come back. My ribcage is vibrating, and all of a sudden I can’t help myself anymore, I can’t hold it back, I start jerking, and it takes all my strength not to reach for my ears, start scratching away furiously, tearing each and every single hair out until I’m left clean and empty and smooth.

**General. What happened to your face?**

It comes out of nowhere. A dry whisper, cracking like leaves. I turn around sharply, but all I see is trash, a metal hutch in the corner, dirty yellow gloves, piles of crumpled paper. Then the paper twitches, and that’s when I see the rabbit. He’s slumped on the floor, head leaning against a glass tube. His fur is white like mine, his eyes the same color as the Pastor’s, but instead of pools they’re more like holes in his sockets, as though his eyeballs were scraped out. As I crawl closer he begins bobbing his head from side to side in peculiarly slow circles, as though searching for something I can’t see. Over and over again, never stopping. It makes my stomach feel queasy just watching him, like I’m the one who’s getting dizzy instead of him.

His eyes widen when I sit next to him, and his head slows to a stop.

**General,** he says, voice cracking. **What did they do to you—**

**No,** I say. **I’m his son.**

He stares at me, then presses his mouth against the end of the glass tube and inhales deeply. The end of the tube is filled with pea-colored rocks, some the size of tiny pebbles, others big solid chunks.
I came here, I manage to say, because I was looking for leaves.

They’re all gone. They’ve been gone for ages. All that’s left are the rocks.

He nods in the direction of the glass tube. He’s still bobbing his head from side to side, eyeballs jittering in their sockets, as though frenetically scanning the floor, searching every inch of it.

I think there might be some tiny rocks under your feet, he says, where you’re standing. Would you mind bringing them here?

He wraps his lips around the glass tube and presses a paw down on a black stick on the tube’s side. There’s a clicking sound, and then he begins to inhale steadily. The inside of the glass becomes smoky and unclear, like it’s filling with the vapor that used to rise from the swimming pool on hot days.

Here, General, he says when he’s done, his voice tight from the breath he’s holding. You can go next. Just like we used to.

Despite the tightness in my stomach I take a step closer. It would be so easy. I can see myself already, slumped beside him, our mouths taking turns on the tube.

Come on, he says. You remember, don’t you? The Men would bring in the Women, make them put their mouths on the dogs, and we would sit here and watch. They brought us the leaves and that was good, but then they brought us the pipe and rocks, and that was better. They’d watch us and laugh the same way they laughed at the Women and the
dogs, but it didn’t matter. We didn’t care. We didn’t eat. We didn’t sleep. We didn’t need to. We didn’t need to do anything.

His tongue darts out, like he’s trying to lick the smoke as it drifts away.

*But then you took us to the warren. I wanted nothing to do with it. Dragging bags? Like we were dogs with sticks? Unnatural. Sick. Just not something we do. So I came back here. I’ve been here ever since. But you—you were so scared—*

The words fly out of me with spit: *My father wasn’t scared. Come here. Say that again, and I’ll fight you.*

*Don’t be ridiculous. We’re not young anymore.*

He exhales steadily, a thick cloud of smoke circling his head as though something inside the cage has caught fire. A sweet and musty smell fills the air. That’s when I see it, a creamy white liquid leaking between his legs. I’m about to open my mouth and ask if he’s all right when I realize that he’s ejaculated.

*Maybe you can come back,* I finally say, only because I can’t think of anything else.

*Maybe we can help you.*

*And your children, General? Who’s going to help them?*

I don’t speak. Instead, I take a step back, then another. He doesn’t say anything either, doesn’t even turn to look at me. The last I see of him is his head turning toward the glass pipe again, his lips wrapping around the end of it, and as I turn away I hear the clicking sound of the igniting flame. It sounds like a voice in my ears, and the question that it’s
asking sounds like when? When did it get too late? At what point was there no going back?

When I exit the garage doors I have to stop and rest. I’m shaking hard. I can’t control where my eyes are going anymore. Following every glint of sunlight that shines off the jagged glass running along the walls, every brown leaf fluttering down into the empty pool. I curl up into a tight ball, paws folded over my ears, pressing them against my face. If I’m careful, my claws won’t get snagged in the jagged holes, won’t touch the patches of raw muscle, brush against exposed bone where I’ve scratched away the skin. When I close my eyes, it’s like I’m sprawled at my father’s feet all over again. Resting before the Platform, everyone’s bodies warm and snuggled against me. The images flicker through my head, crowding into my skull, squeezing in behind my eyes. Everything’s clear, a coherent story I can understand, like something I once heard in my childhood that made perfect sense. In my mind’s eye, we’re in the burrow together. All of us, nothing but rabbits as far as the eye can see, jammed in shoulder to shoulder. Even though I can’t turn my head to look, I know that the exits behind us are blocked, filled with layers of crumbling black earth, dirt-encrusted roots, tiny pebbles, glittering rocks. I somehow know that even if I were to scratch and dig until my claws fell off and my mouth filled with dirt, there would be no other way. The only way out is forward, and together that’s what we’re all doing, slowly but surely: squeezing ahead, moving steadily towards something in the distance that we can’t see but that we’re eventually going to reach, whether we want to or not.

I can feel my heart beating in my chest, that insistent pounding. When I open my eyes, they’ll be there: the Children, faces crinkling as they smile, small hands reaching towards
us, fingers wiggling. ‘Hey, little guy,’ they’ll say. ‘How are you doing? You sweet little animal, darling little thing. Sweet little bunny.’
The Bird Thing

(1993)

Valle del Cauca

You are worried about the bird thing but you don’t want to think about that right now, smoking the first of your secret birthday cigarettes. You’re outside the house by the giant concrete sink, laundry covering the surface—today it’s the daughter’s underwear, the wife’s scratchy lace bras, the husband’s tennis shirts with holes in the underarm. Delicate things, white things, things that deserve to be washed carefully by hand as opposed to being thrown into the American-imported washing machine, which will ruthlessly transform anything into a wilted gray smock if you’re not careful about sorting through every single item and removing the ones with even a hint of darkness. The sun’s only just coming up; everyone in the house is still asleep, though the husband’s alarm will be going off soon so that he can escape the Monday morning traffic jams. He never needs breakfast prepared though; he’ll have a ham and cheese sandwich in the office, but as soon as you finish this cigarette you’ll have to head to the kitchen to begin making the coffee. Not just yet though. You still have some time.

You hold the cigarette between your thumb and index finger, like the men sitting on stools you used to see during your childhood. You inhale deeply, enjoy the brief sight of the flame glowing at the tip before tucking the stub under a triangle-shaped rock, where the stiff orange corpses of previous cigarettes are neatly lined up, buried away, hidden. You wash your hands with the thin sliver of blue soap that always leaves your skin
terribly dry, the areas between your fingers red and cracking, but there’s nothing quite like it for getting rid of the nicotine stink from your fingertips. This way, you can be sure that nobody will notice.

The last thing you need to do before heading inside is to check on the bird thing, which should take less than two minutes, assuming there aren’t any problems (which there very rarely are). Five quick strides toward the lime tree is all it takes. The banana you nailed to the trunk is still there, black and slimy and already attracting shiny green flies. The peel has been tugged down near the top and a large chunk of the banana is missing. You crane your neck back but all you can see are the rowboat-shaped-leaves and limes swaying like tiny green suns. You exhale slowly and take the single slice of orange out of your apron pocket (the rest of the orange sits in the bowl of fruit salad in the fridge, waiting patiently for the wife’s yogurt and granola). You leave it resting on top of the banana, so it now looks like the banana is wearing a tiny festive hat.

That should be enough for now—enough to keep it happy.

Men sitting on stools. Hairy men, dark men, men in sleeveless white shirts, legs sprawled lazily, as they watched you run past in your bare feet toward the river. Nobody ever wore shoes; the roads in town were only ever made of sand or mud; you never got blisters and never got sick and never stayed out past eight o’clock because that’s when they would ride by on their motorcycles and your mother would tell you in a sharp voice to come inside, stop wandering around the yard like a lost chicken just asking to get its head chopped off and turned into soup. Your father is going to buy you a pair of red running shoes for Christmas, assuming the crop of yucca is good.
You’re placing the glass of freshly squeezed orange juice on top of the daughter’s Little Mermaid placemat when you hear a clattering sound in the kitchen. *Make sure you swallow all the pulp, love,* you say, hurrying back as fast as you can, not waiting to make sure she takes her multivitamin.

The bird thing has just left. You can tell even before you open the door. The pot has boiled over; the stove top is covered with a strange white crust, the egg cracked open and cooked away into a frothy gray mist. You deal with that first, pouring the water into the sink and tossing what remains of the eggshell into the trash. You quickly clean the stove top with a damp rag. Put on a new pot to boil; place a fresh egg on the counter. You take the bread out of the fridge along with the parsley leaves you’ve let wilt and go sad (you’ll have to hide them in a soup instead of using them for the salad like the wife requested for this week’s menu). You’ve long since removed the daughter’s lunchbox; it now sits in the hallway beside her backpack and thermos—you’ll put in the tiny cup of Alpinito yogurt at the very last second, right before the bus arrives, to make sure it stays chilled long enough for her mid-morning snack.

After closing the fridge, you lean against the door for a moment and take a deep breath. The handles press into your stomach in a way that makes you feel slightly sick, but there’s no sign of a headache yet, your mind is still clear, vision unblury. And there’s no bird thing smell in the air either. No traces of sulfur. Just faint whiffs of orange peel and of scraps in the garbage from the wife’s fruit salad, bananas and apples and grapes.
When you finally bring out the toast and egg (soft-boiled but not watery), the daughter is slumped forward, her cheek resting on top of Sebastian the crab. The glass of orange juice is empty but the vitamin tablet is still there. *I’m starving,* she says as you place the plate beside her forehead. *I’ve been sitting here forever.*

You wipe your hands off on your apron, a few bread crumbs falling to the floor that you instantly know will be difficult to sweep up later; you’ll have to use the tiny hand-held broom instead of the big one. *Well,* you say, *why didn’t you come to the kitchen and get it yourself?*

She stares at you like you’ve said something incomprehensible—like you’re suddenly speaking a foreign language. And now it’s the nuns in primary school all over again, shortly after you muttered under your breath an expression you learned from your grandfather, and the nun who always smelled like dead flowers took the lobe of your ear between two icy cold fingers, twisted it sharply, and said, *Only Spanish here.*

(Somewhere deep within the garden—you can hear it—the bird thing is raising its scabby head and croaking out its bird-thing song.)

You pick up the daughter’s glass and study the streaky trail left behind by the pulp, a single seed on the bottom.

*Good job,* you say. *I’ll strain it better next time.*

The school bus honks and the daughter’s eyes widen.
Eat what you can, you say, rushing to the kitchen. When you return with the front door keys the daughter is gone, the toast missing a single bite, orange yolk hardening on the fork. You find her in the bedroom, tearing through the bookshelves, throwing stray papers and plastic ponies over her shoulder. My library book, I can’t find it, it’s due back today! You bring her the backpack so that she can check what you placed inside. No, not those, this one’s different, it has four children on the cover. Now I’m going to have to pay a fine. Sighing heavily, she follows you to the door.

You spot it before she does: a pile of stiff twigs scattered over the tiles. Dusty, thin twigs, the bark peeling away to reveal the pale flesh underneath, the kind of twigs dragged inside by something planning to build its nest—or already starting to. Darting forward, you throw yourself towards the door, dragging the daughter forward. Have a good day, you say, turning the key at the same time that you shove the twigs roughly out of the way with the side of your foot. She looks at you suspiciously, rubbing her arm, but then the school bus honks again. Thank you for breakfast, she says, rising on to her tiptoes and turning her cheek towards you for the usual kiss. It is only when she is clambering up the black rubber steps, the bus doors on the verge of wheezing shut, that you realize you have forgotten the yogurt.

That nun always smelled like dead flowers; the other one had terrible breath and never let you wear your tiger-tooth bracelet. But you could wear it on Saturdays, when you got to run to the riverside, slide down the bank, and go swimming or throw stones or try to catch tiny silver fish with your bare hands, then feed them leftovers from lunch. Except when the bodies were floating in the water. Rumor was that men always floated face up,
women face down. Sometimes there were vultures sitting on them and sometimes not. But if there were bodies, you would just go to the little stream instead and that was better. There the fish would eat rice straight from your hand, grains floating through the water like confetti thrown at a wedding.

The wife turns back and forth in front of the hallway mirror, yanking the black cardigan down over her belly (four months now and just starting to show), before slowly unbuttoning it. Leaning against the wall, the other sweaters draped over your arm, you ask about tonight’s dinner, if she wants you to include lentils or eggplant in the vegetarian lasagna. The wife smiles and touches your forearm with her hand, a kind touch, a light touch, her hand always so soft and white you can’t help but be reminded of the puffy bread rolls the husband sometimes brings home from the French bakery. *Cook it like last time*, she says. *It was delicious.* Her words produce a swelling inside your chest, a kind of rising heat, and you can’t help but smile and nod vigorously as she tells you she won’t be home for lunch today, she’ll be visiting cousins all morning—Roberto will be driving her, you remember him, the one with the overbite, just so you know he was asking about you the other day. You roll your eyes and run a finger across your throat, and she giggles like the daughter does when you find her during hide-and-seek. And then she has meetings with students all afternoon, but if you could have the table set for dinner by six, that would be lovely.

As she hands over the unbuttoned cardigan she pauses in a way that makes you instantly want another cigarette, a craving so fierce you press your fingers into your palms, as if to
prevent your hand from automatically reaching towards your mouth. Do you need, the wife says, some more headache medicine?

No, you say, folding the cardigan so that it won’t get wrinkled, the arms neatly aligned, then draping it smoothly over your arm. That won’t be necessary. Thank you, though.

It wouldn’t be a bother. I can ask Roberto to stop by the pharmacy.

That would be a waste of time. But thank you.

She falls silent, smoothing the bottom edge of her shirt as if to get rid of wrinkles, and you immediately find yourself tensing up: did you forget to do the ironing last week? Was that even possible? Could you honestly have taken the clothes off the laundry line, folded them up in the wicker basket, then retreated to the bedroom to rehang them in the closets, put them away in drawers, all without remembering to head to the ironing board first? If you actually did that, what on earth are you capable of doing next?

. . . next weekend, she’s saying, and you have to blink and point at your ear, smiling apologetically, saying, I didn’t catch that, sorry.

Your time off, she repeats. Would you like to do it sooner?

You look past her shoulders to the door. The driveway outside can only be seen through the crisscrossing bars, tiny diamond-shaped slices of the hedge and sky.

Sure, you say. Next weekend would be fine.

She smiles but her eyes still look slightly wide, as if startled. But then it’s okay, she’s reaching into her purse, she’s handing you money in case the water man comes early,
she’s reminding you to make sure the daughter doesn’t have any treats until she finishes her homework, and is there any chance you might have seen her blue-green scarf? *It’s in here,* you say, turning to the hallway closet.

It’s time to make the beds. The sheets and pillowcases are stripped on Saturdays; for now it’s enough to tuck the blankets into the corners, pulling them into a taut embrace with the mattress. You dust the fan with a single wet rag, punch the pillows and stuffed animals as hard as possible in order to fluff them up. Toy ponies are put in the blue plastic container, toy dinosaurs are lined up on the bedside table, books are returned to the shelves where they lean wearily against each other. Everything is put back into its proper place, everything has an order. You place a book that might be the missing library one on top of the daughter’s pillow, where she is sure to see it.

Lunch is simple: dried beef left over from dinner, chewy white rice, *arepa*, a fried egg. You eat at the white plastic table at the back of the house, among the orange barrels where the bags of lentils and pinto beans are stored, next to the peeling green cabinets filled with mosquito repellent and garden fertilizer. You listen to your favorite soap opera on the radio and use your fingers to push a little bit of everything onto your fork at once. You like it when the plate has plenty of options, lots of different bites you can choose from. The afternoon is for watering the plants in the garden with the long green hose, for taking a cup of coffee out to the bodyguard. You bring a cigarette with you and share it with him, passing it back and forth, and when he brazenly asks what you’re doing this weekend, if you have any plans, you tilt your head to the side so that your hair falls across your face and say, *Going to church, of course,* smiling broadly as you flick away
the ash. Then it’s time for Clorox bleach in the bathtub, for swiping cobwebs away from
the crucifixes. The toilet bowls need a generous squirt of bleach and a hearty scrubbing to
get rid of the shit smears. The cockroaches in the shower are killed with a broom, the
horseflies on the windowsill with a quick slap.

The afternoon is not, however, for finding half-eaten earthworms or cracked black beetle
shells scattered across the floor in the husband’s study. It is not for finding long white
scratches on the table left behind by dry talons or crooked claws. It is not for finding a
single white feather resting on the middle of the carpet, as light and silky as dandelion
seeds. The afternoon is for none of these things.

Everybody knew about the river, but nobody wanted to know. The time your mother took
you to the cemetery, hundreds of tombs stacked on top of each other like empty
cupboards waiting to be filled. She took you to the section of the anonymous and
unnamed, half-peeled bananas and orange segments resting on the tomb entrances. She
made the sign of the cross on your forehead and told you to always make time in your
prayers for the people suffering and in need. Not everybody has what we have. We’re
very fortunate. All things considered, things were much safer now: crucifixions and
hangings were rare, the bayonetting of infants too. The time she slapped you on the mouth
when you asked her about the group of young men on motorcycles, huddled together in
the plaza: why did they have such short haircuts, why did they have red bandanas
covering half their faces, who were they and what did they want? She slapped you in a
way that her nail cut open your lip. You wanted to ask her about the oil company
executives, the mining company investors, with their blond hair and European cars. Even
the way they whistled at you was different, their gazes at your legs long and slow, but
instead of telling your mother about them you bit your lip and didn’t say a word. The
time your father took you down to the river when there was no one in it and you helped
him catch turtles. You put a stick in the turtle’s mouth so that it wouldn’t bite your
fingers and your father cut the feet off first, pulling off all the meat while it was still
alive, saving the head for last. Without its shell the turtle reminded you of a newborn
baby bird, wrinkled and sad. Turtle was always best in your mother’s stew when it was
all mixed up with everything else, an indistinguishable mush, impossible to tell which
body part was which.

The daughter arrives home with one of her school friends, who raises her arms when she
sees you for a hug. Penelope, you say, so lovely to see you, and you turn your cheek to
receive her kiss. The daughter gives you a drawing she made in class today: two people
sitting at a table together. One wears an apron, hair black and frizzy, while the smaller
figure’s hair is brown, a faint scribbling of yellow crayon on top. A tray full of food is set
up before them: a steaming fried egg, a tall glass of orange juice, a brown scribble that
you guess must be toast.

That’s you, she says, and that’s me. I wrote you a note, too.

She taps the bottom of the page but you don’t bother trying to sound your way through
the squat row of handwriting. Instead you look at the two figures, sitting down together,
food to share before them.
Thank you, you say as she presses it into your hands, It’s beautiful. You’ll put it in your room later, in the pile with the others.

The daughter hasn’t had friends over that often since the wife’s pregnancy (just a phase, the wife said that one time you mentioned it to her. She’ll get over it. Remember her long sulk about Easter?). It feels like a good decision to bring them both treats, despite the wife’s instructions. You take Coca-Cola bottles out of the crate in the garage and pull Tocineta chips out of the plastic bag kept under your bed, where all the rest of the junk food is hidden. After a moment’s consideration you take out a few packets of Festival cookies too—vanilla sandwich ones, her favorite. You use the Winnie-the-Pooh plate for the cookies, the one you bought her as a present for her fifth birthday three years ago.

You carry the tray out to the swimming pool, where the daughter is splashing and playing Little Mermaid—look, see how deep I can dive, I’m being chased by a shark, come save me! Penelope is doing—you are not sure what. Some sort of float, her knees pulled into her chest, the bones in her spine sticking out. She bobs in the water face down. Hair drifting, not moving.

Very nice, you say. What wonderful swimming. The scent of rotten eggs—thick, sulfurous—is flooding your nostrils, a wave so powerful you can’t keep yourself from gagging, covering your mouth with your hands. The daughter screams. You turn towards her quickly, your mouth already starting to form the words, but before you can get them out something hard smacks against your foot. You look down; there are ice cubes scattered across the gritty patio tiles, pieces of dirt stuck all over them. The Winnie-the-
Pooh plate is cracked neatly across the bear’s face; the cookies are rolling like wheels until they hit the flowerpots and tumble over.

Penelope pulls her face out of the water with a deep gasp, water streaming down her face, blinking furiously. She and the daughter float there, staring at you, but you keep looking down at the plate as though searching for something important.

They said that without a body, the memories of the dead stay alive. They’re countless, nameless: hovering around the living like horseflies on cattle, flitting at people’s hair like birds. They said the bodies in the river were put there so they wouldn’t be recognized and that some had been cut open so that they wouldn’t float. They said that they were workers from the mines. They said it was the boy who sold lottery tickets and the woman who sold empanadas. A young man was found dead in the middle of town with pieces of his fingers and tongue cut off, like your father used to do with the turtles. They put his body in the truck, throwing it in towards the very back.

*You can run from them*, your mother said, *but you can’t hide.* Your fingers stung from the orange you had just peeled; the tall grass of the cemetery scratched your legs as you walked besides her. *You’ll think that you’ve gotten away,* she said, *but they’ll always come back.* The memories you think you’ve forgotten: if you’re not careful, they’ll track you down, swarm over you until you don’t know who you are anymore, where you end and they begin. That’s what a memory you try not have can do to you: swallow you up until there’s nothing left, until it’s like you’ve vanished into thin air, gone, disappeared; *you’ll be lucky,* your mother said, *to even keep your shoes.*
Years later, she said, if you’re not careful, they’ll come for you. Knocking on your door, 
ringing at the bell. ‘I’m here for you,’ they’ll say. ‘Time to get ready.’

The daughter and her friend want to help you put the cookies into the trash bag but you 
tell them to stand back, watch out for the glass shards. You set fractured pieces of 
Winnie-the-Pooh aside—you’ll piece it back together later, pay for repair glue with your 
own money the next time you go grocery shopping. You bring out fresh packets of 
cookies and chips and the daughter and her friend eat them while sitting at the pool’s 
edge, swirling their feet around in the water.

*Wait at least fifteen minutes before you swim again,* you say as you head to the door, the 
garbage bag slung over your shoulder. *Or else you’ll get cramps.*

The daughter smiles at you with a mouthful of mashed-up cookies.

You follow the rotten egg scent through the house. You scan the living room, the dining 
area. The chairs are still upright, no candles have been knocked over. There’s no trail of 
dirt on the rug or stray bits of leaves on the bookshelves.

You leave the garbage bag in the kitchen for now, take a cigarette out to the lime tree. 
Inhaling and exhaling, hand trembling as your raise it towards your mouth. The daughter 
could see you at any second, wandering over in her towel (*could we have some more 
chips, please? Come play Penguin with us!*). The husband could arrive home early with 
the tennis rackets in the back of the car, stare at you in brow-furrowed confusion. But you 
keep smoking anyway, keep your eyes focused on the small light hovering before your 
face as though the rest of world around you is pitch black and that’s the only thing you
can see. You lean against the lime tree, the bark scratchy through your dress fabric. The piece of orange is gone; the banana is still untouched. You crane your head back, staring up at the branches, but as usual there’s nothing to be seen.

It’s when you shove the cigarette stub under the rock that it hits you. Staring at the neat row of cigarettes, tucked away in their secret hiding place—it occurs to you that there are many ways that something can come to be buried.

You now know exactly where to look.

Through the kitchen. Past your bedroom door. To the very back of the pantry. There are stacks of red brick from the men who redid the roof, the lamp that no longer works, the gardener’s tools (lawnmower, rake, hoe). By the back wall is the big trash barrel.

You walk right up to it. You pull the lid off and push back the top layer of molding newspapers, wrinkled plastic bags, and dried-up orange peels. Spiders drop to the cement floor and scamper over your toes and up your legs; you kill them with a few brusque slaps.

The bird thing is hiding at the very bottom. It’s trembling. It smells absolutely terrible. It’s surrounded by leftovers from its meals. Pieces it didn’t have any use for. Bits it discarded.

You lean over the barrel edge. And just for a second, you can see everything.

You use the gardener’s rake to push it down. It makes a crackly sound like the dried cicada shells clinging to tree trunks, the ones the daughter likes to crush in her bare
hands, toss into the air like confetti. Like the snake skins you used to find discarded by the trees at the riverbank, crumbling under your bare feet. Brittle remains, discarded remains, vomited up and spat out and now bundled at the bottom of the trash. You push down its undigested leftovers. Grains of mushy rice get stuck to the rake and your mother’s turtle stew stains the side of the barrel, where it will gradually harden. You poke down the white dress with pink blossoms that you rented for your first communion, the copper smell of blood so similar to money. The words you used to know—sapos, snitches, vacuna, extortion tax. The motorcycles without registration plates, the red bandanas. The lined-up rows of the massacred, nameless dead: their shapeless brown robes and hairless, thin legs; the jagged machete cut running from eye to lip. The way the plastic accelerator of the European car pressed stickily against your knee, the executive’s wet fingers on your legs trembling: I’m sorry, so sorry, I didn’t mean to hurt you.

And then there’s the nurse who took care of you in the hospital. She offered to buy your baby for a couple in France who wanted one. A baby like yours, with hair like that? Who wouldn’t want it? You had to say no at the last minute when your mother said that she wouldn’t let you—couldn’t let you. Leave the baby with her instead. She’d take care of him while you moved to Cali and got a job, washing clothes and selling arepas in the street, maybe even working for a family if you were lucky. You could save up money that way, send it home to her, give him a good life. It’s a wonder, your mother said, you couldn’t get the father to help—with a baby so blond like this one (a dirty blond, true, but still blond), the father would have to be someone important. Someone high up, a foreigner even. God knows how or where you were even meeting somebody like that.

You just pressed your lips together and turned away, not answering.
There are some things that not even the bird thing gets to have. Some things don’t ever deserve to be told.

You make the lasagna with eggplant after all. You bring the husband’s and wife’s plates out first, then the daughter’s, setting them down as the phone rings. You hurry to answer it as fast as you can, sandals slapping against tiles. *Hello*, you hiss through the tiny holes in the receiver. *Yes, fine. Very busy. Did you get the money?*

He’s doing well, your mother is saying. He got to raise the flag up the pole on school last Tuesday. He misses you, of course. Wants to know when your next visit is. It’s been so long. Only holiday weekends; that’s barely enough, and you end up spending all your time in church anyway. Never a phone call, not even a photograph in the mail.

You twist the phone cord around your finger until the skin turns dark red, almost purple.

He should come join you in Cali when he’s old enough. Live with his aunt, his cousins. It’ll be so much easier for you to see him that way—

*No,* you say, cutting her off with an abruptness that startles even you. *That’s not a good idea.*

*But he’s so clever,* your mother says. *You should see him. He could get a scholarship when he’s old enough—* 

Back in the dining room, the tiny silver bell is ringing.

*I can’t talk anymore,* you say. *I’m with the family.*
You rush back as fast as you can. When you push open the swinging green door you’re greeted by the daughter pulling at your apron, wrapping her sticky arms around your neck, shouting *Happy Birthday!* There’s a cake on the table covered in candles; there’s a package beside it wrapped up in shiny red wrapping paper. It takes you a second to realize what’s going on—to remember. The wife is smiling and the husband has his elbows on the table, his hands folded in front of his mouth so that you can’t see. Your heart is pounding the way it does when you’ve finished smoking an entire cigarette. *Thank you,* you say, picking up the daughter’s empty plate, only a scrap of eggplant remaining. *Leave it,* the wife says, reaching out and touching your arm.

*Photo, photo,* the daughter says in sing-songy voice. *I want to be in the photo!* You stand behind the cake, not smiling while the daughter wraps her arms around your waist, while the wife presses the button on the camera. You open the packet (not tearing the paper, folding it carefully so that you can re-use it later), hold the black cardigan against your chest. If it doesn’t fit, the wife says, *I can exchange it.* You cut the cake evenly, your hand not trembling: the knife forms lines so straight it’d be as easy as anything to put the pieces back together again, making it whole. You pass them each a slice. You take your own back to the kitchen, the door swinging behind you.

When they’ve finished eating, the wife comes in to help you with the dishes. *It’s your birthday; go sit down!* You shake your head—you wash, she dries. As soon as she leaves, you take all the dishes she put away and return them to their correct places in the proper cabinets. You set the table for breakfast: bowls, spoons, juice glasses. You sweep the floor. You tuck the daughter into bed, recite the prayers with her, including the one you taught her about guardian angels, making sure to mention the people suffering and in
need. You make the sign of the cross on her forehead and she says, *Butterfly kiss.* You lean in close so that you can blink rapidly against her cheek, eyelashes fluttering on her skin.

As you pass the suede armchair, where the wife is sitting and watching the news, you stop and tell her that you made a mistake. Actually, you don’t need next weekend off after all.

*Are you sure?* Her eyes flicker from the screen to you. *Things will be getting much busier soon.* She touches her belly lightly, the bump more of a bulge now in her saggy white nightdress.

*Yes,* you say. *God willing.*

The wife tucks a strand of hair behind her ears: brown like the daughter’s, no gray at the roots. *Whatever you prefer. But remember that we need you here for the summer.*

*That’s fine,* you say. *I’m not going anywhere.*

Her eyes are shifting back to the screen when you ask if it would be possible for you to have a copy of the photograph taken tonight. *Of course,* she says, still smiling, though her eyes are fixed resolutely on the screen now. *I’ll have Roberto take them in by the end of the week.*

You nod, say goodnight. You take the beef out of the freezer and put it in the fridge so that it can defrost; tomorrow’s dinner will be goulash, Wednesday’s dinner, soufflé—one of the most difficult dishes to prepare; you already know the daughter will refuse to eat it
and you’ll have to made an extra side dish of soup or beans for her instead. Thursday, chicken curry—easy. Anything with chicken is easy. You wipe down the counters.

Last of all is locking up the front door—it feels strangely satisfying, the act of turning the key in the lock, like you’re scratching an itch that you’ve had for a long time. As you pull the key out, you find yourself thinking about it—how a photograph is a good idea. The boy will be happy to receive it. A photograph can be kept in a frame, on a bedside table. A photograph can be taken with him wherever he goes. Something better than abrupt phone calls or brief visits on holiday weekends, better than glimpses of a life he shouldn’t know you have. With enough time, and a little bit of luck, it might just work out—sometimes it’s for the best if certain things never end up knocking on the door.

You fold up the damp dishtowels. Back in your room, you slip off your sandals and turn them upside down so no roaches will sleep in them. You hang your dress in the closet. Before crawling into bed, you pick up the battery-powered alarm clock and make sure the switch is set to the correct position. Tomorrow, the apron will have to be washed. Tuesday is ironing day, always.
Once again, she is not following instructions. Instead she’s lying on her back on the orange-dirt basketball court, rocking her legs from side to side like windshield wipers, hands clamped in a prayer-fist on her dark blue shirt. Her mud-smeared socks are pulled up to her knees.

Eduardo stands nearby, biting his lip. It’s 9 a.m. and everything else is going exactly as it should. The children are filing into the building in vaguely straight lines: girls in pleated skirts, boys in trousers with white stripes running up the sides, chatter fading as they follow their teachers down the hallway. He hears the clucking of chickens from a nearby compound, the anxious whimpering of a three-legged dog crouched by a gap in the wire fence. Another Tuesday afternoon and everything is as it should be, except for her sprawled body on the ground, knees dipping back and forth.

Eduardo runs his hands through his hair. He has not worked here at the school that long. He is definitely still ‘one of the new ones,’ his education degree at the university a work in progress. Floating from classroom to classroom, standing watch during recess, helping out as needed. He has only just mastered the basics: reciting please keep your hands to yourself repeatedly without sounding robotic, turning his body sideways at the last minute when the youngest ones fling themselves at him for a hug, breaking up fights by
the garbage bins without getting or causing injuries. Instead of the calm military precision possessed by those who have worked here for years, he comes off as alarmingly manic, with a nervous energy that makes him particularly popular with the ten-year-old boys on the football field: eyes bulging, Adam’s apple throbbing like a frog’s throat, dark hair tousled wildly like that of a mad scientist who’s just been electrocuted.

Even now he can barely stay still: he’s drumming his fingers on his collarbones, tapping his foot, glancing anxiously at the director for support. But the director is stone-faced, standing watch as the last of the children enter. Before closing the scratched-up metal door behind him, the director sends him a glance that he is more than capable of reading by now, even with only two years of university and one semester of student teaching.

‘Deal with this,’ the glance says. ‘Now.’

Eduardo squats down.

‘Juliana-Melissa,’ he says, using her full name. ‘It is very important that you listen and be respectful. If you don’t stand up and go inside for class, then you won’t be able to participate in recess today. Again.’

Julisa closes her eyes. She shuffles her feet and begins to scoot along the ground sideways like a crab. He watches as she drags her torso along the dirt.

‘Don’t you want to go to class today? See all your friends? Learn interesting things?’

The words sound hollow, even to him. No, he imagines her replying curtly, pointing her sharp chin at him like a sword. No, I fucking don’t. Can he really blame her? It’s not like
he was ever that good of a student either. Fuck school! Good for Juliana-Melissa, taking a stand, showing some spirit! That’ll show them! Long live the rebellion against the Galactic Empire!

He sighs and clamps his fingers behind his head. Julisa is still dragging herself around in a circle, like a clock completing a rotation.

The playground is silent now, except for a teacher’s voice drifting from the open classroom windows. He looks back at the building, but the door is still closed. One of the windows on the far edge of the building is broken, the glass jagged like a tooth. The way he’s squatting, he feels like a bird about to lay an egg.

*Juliana-Melissa,* he could say, imitating the director’s stern tone. *Get inside now.* If she were to ask *why,* he could resort to the inevitable, irrefutable answer: *Because I said so.* The director’s infamous, well-worn catchphrase, echoing in the hallways, the classrooms, the office.

‘Well,’ he says instead. ‘I guess I’ll just have to leave you out here for the rest of the day then.’ He tries to make his voice sound as confident as possible, like a lead Storm Trooper giving orders. ‘How boring. I sure hope it doesn’t rain.’

Julisa doesn’t say anything. He turns his body sideways so that her knees don’t brush against him.

She’s never aggressively rude. That’s the problem! It would be so much easier if she was, in a way. She’s not one of the swearers—not like Douglas, who threw a chair at his head last week while screaming, ’You’re the worst staff ever,’ or Ramón, who will return
tomorrow from a week-long suspension after twisting his teacher’s nipples, or even Frank, who is apparently unable to get through a lesson without flicking water at people. She hasn’t ever approached him the way Eva and Victoria have, giggling behind their hands as they ask, ‘So does your penis ever get hard? Do you have hair down there?’ He hasn’t caught her smearing a shit-covered hand over the sign that says PLEASE REMEMBER TO FLUSH on the bathroom wall, or casting a sly glance across the room as her hand skitters forward, sneaking coins out of a classmate’s pocket.

Nothing like that. Just this lying here. The scrunched, shut eyelids. A painful reminder of the daily question, thudding in his gut: how is he supposed to do it? To be kind and understanding, in face of the annoyingly defiant?

‘You,’ he says suddenly, ’are not having a very good day.’

She’s come to a full stop now, letting her legs flop over to the side. She starts rolling her head back and forth on the dirt, like she’s massaging the back of her skull.

He fiddles with the buttons on his shirt, runs his fingers through his hair so that it’s wilder than ever. They’re the only two people in the courtyard now, but soon enough the candy vendors will arrive for the 3 p.m. rush, wooden trays hanging from their necks by thick leather straps, rows of lollipops and battered red packets of Marlboros and plastic packets of thick yellow chips so sharp-edged they’ll split open your gums. A cigarette, quite frankly, is suddenly seeming pretty good to him.

‘If you come inside,’ he says, trying to sound calm, scientist-style, like he’s giving directions in one of those apocalyptic American movies he loves to watch, or like a
gangster boss icily issuing ultimatums to his mortal enemies, ‘that would be a very—very—big favor to me. It’ll make me look like a good teacher in front of the director. Like I actually know what I’m doing. Could you do that for me, Julisa? Would you?’

No response. She’s still rolling her head back and forth, one ear touching the earth, then the other. If she starts puffing up her cheeks like a fish, that’s when he’ll know that he’s officially lost. Done for. Her rebellion complete; his negotiation process failed. It’s the one expression that’s 10 per cent effective at driving Julisa’s classroom teacher out of her mind, reducing her to a state of tight-lipped irritation that culminates with her arm jerking in the direction of the director’s office. Is that what he’ll have to end up doing? Heading back inside and staring at the floor of the office, sheepishly mumbling as the director coldly blinks at him: ‘Juliana-Melissa . . . she’s, um . . . she’s . . .’

*Wonderful*, he thinks. *Juliana-Melissa is wonderful.*

‘You know what?’ he says suddenly. ’Maybe you can help me with something.’

He glances at the door again. Then he scoots forward, leans towards her as close as he can without tumbling over, face first, into the ground.

‘Tell me,’ he says in the most dramatic whisper he can manage. ’You’ve seen them too. Right?’

Julisa doesn’t open her eyes. But she stops rocking her head back and forth, lying motionless on the ground.
'Well, have you?’ He makes his voice sound like it’s trembling. Even though she can’t see him, he darts his eyes around nervously, as though whatever it is he’s talking about, it’s everywhere. Surrounding them, inescapable, undeniable. He makes his arms tremble; he’s practically giving himself goose bumps. He wraps his arms around himself to keep from shivering.

‘You have to help me,’ he whispers. ’We’re going to have to find a way to escape.’

She opens her eyes.

‘We can’t just abandon the others, though.’ He wipes his forehead with the back of his hand, as though he’s dripping with sweat. ’Maybe we can take them with us.’

Julisa blinks.

‘I think,’ he says, fixing his face into a grim expression (Al Pacino confronting Fredo! Mad Max gazing at the desert horizon!), ‘that I need to ask you to stand guard for me. I’m going on a quest, and I need you to watch the playground while I’m gone. This school is in GREAT and TERRIBLE danger.’

‘From what?’ she says. That deep, raspy voice of hers never fails to take him slightly aback. The Pacific coast accent, the mumbling of vowels, her run-on sentences that smear into each other, so different from the musical lilts of his own cadence, Medellín born and bred. Like most of the children, she’s not from here, a recent arrival to the city who tumbled into the classroom ragged and thin and gray like the shredded plastic bags hanging from barbed wire. Different slang words, different songs, different football teams to root for. Bewildered expressions, slowly blinking eyes.
'Escape from what?' she says again, pushing herself up on her elbows. Her sudden attention feels like the thinnest of spider threads settling momentarily on him, capable of being blown away at any moment by any ill-chosen or misspoken word. The options flash across his mind in an urgent sequence: Ghosts! Demons! Devils! *La patasola*, hopping around on her single foot and drinking men’s blood! *La llorona*, wandering the streets and weeping copiously for her lost children! Scar-faced ghosts banging on doors, ready to sweep you away and make you disappear, never to be heard from again! What’s a scene from a film he can borrow? What’s a Hollywood moment worthy of her attention? He rubs his hands together frantically as though starting a fire.

Before he can answer, though, she says, 'Don’t worry.’

She scrambles to sit on her bottom. She is hunched over, her fists still clenched in her lap. She speaks in a hushed whisper that nevertheless sounds dramatically loud: ‘I can protect us.’

She’s opening her fist, fingers fluttering open. She’s extending her hand, she’s leaning forward, and without thinking Eduardo opens his palm and accepts what she drops into it.

It’s a rock—a plain one. No sharp or jagged edges. No glimmering shards of color, no distinguishing features to speak of.

‘This,’ she says, ’is the Guardian. He’ll keep us safe.’
He stares at it. He can hear the capital letters in her voice. Before he can ask the questions that are already forming on his lips (*what do you mean? What is this for?*) she’s dropping another object into his palm. This one’s a black elastic hairband, covered in faint silver speckles.

‘This,’ she says, ‘is the Gatekeeper. She’ll keep us strong.’

She’s sitting upright now. Straight and tall, terribly solemn, as serious as the director when he leads the singing of the national anthem. Eduardo suddenly feels like he could bow to her, lower his forehead to the ground to pay respects. It’s like watching Don Quixote defeat giants, as opposed to windmills.

‘Last of all—’ Julisa opens her clenched fist one more time.

It’s a stick. More of a twig, really. Any of the ordinary kind you can pull off an old tree, or find in a patch of dirt on the hillside. She holds it in her palms like she’s cradling it—if he didn’t know any better, he’d think she was about to start rocking it back and forth, lullaby-style.

‘This one’s the most important,’ she says. She hesitates for a second, but still drops the stick into his hand. Even after barely a second of holding it, it’s already smudged dirt across his fingers.

‘Who’s this, then,’ Eduardo says, holding it carefully alongside the other two objects.

Julisa raises her chin. ‘She’s my favorite.’
Eduardo wraps his fingers around it and holds it up like a wand, or maybe a sword—it could be anything, really, that you wanted it to be. ‘Yes,’ he says reverently. ‘I can see why.’

Julisa grins.

Behind them, the school doors swing open. Both their heads turn: the director is strolling towards them, dark-faced and thin-lipped. ‘Juliana-Melissa,’ the director is saying. ‘Get inside. Now.’

Eduardo scrambles to his feet, shoving his hands into his pockets: ’It’s fine,’ he says. ‘It’s under control—’ but the director is yanking Julisa up by the elbow, he’s pulling her roughly into the building. ’You are not,’ the director is saying, ‘following instructions right now!’

She’s taken to class, where she’ll stay during recess and copy out Psalms from the Bible. If she asks any questions, the director will answer, Because I said so. Eduardo is sent to help the third-graders with their reading. He sits in on the fifth-graders’ English conversation class, drills the second-graders in subtraction, plays football with the boys and turns the jump rope for the girls.

It’s only hours later, back home at his kitchen table, flipping the pages of his economic textbook while his mother cooks rice on the stove, that he puts his hands inside his pockets and realizes what he’s kept.
Julisa doesn’t show up the next day, or the one after. This in itself is not a cause for concern. It is normal for children in this neighborhood to attend school regularly for weeks, months, even years, and then abruptly never be seen again. Gangs move in with their extortion taxes, families move out with their cardboard boxes and flour sacks filled to the brim, and on and on it goes. New students arrive to replace the old, streaming in endlessly with their new accents: Northern Antioquia, Choco, the Pacific coast. This is just the way things are. What happens outside its brick walls is not the school’s business.

Eduardo knows this. And yet. He brings Julisa’s three items to work every day for a week. He scans the playground every morning for her small dark head, searches the hallways for a glimpse of her defiantly raised chin.

Other things happen too. Through a friend of a friend he learns the dates of the next protests and writes them down in his calendar. He joins a group that sends weekly letters to newspapers, letters that list members of army-endorsed death squads, first and last names. He impulsively writes an article for the university newspaper, something he’s never done before, an article that criticizes the State’s refusal to consider the ideological positions of the insurgents (every time he writes the phrase ‘the State,’ he can’t help but think of the director’s inflexible, grimly set face, the sharpness with which he yanked Julisa to her feet). He gives it to his editor friend Sergio: publish this if you dare. Sergio raises his eyebrows but says nothing, as though phrases like are you sure about this or so is this a risk you want to take are too painfully obvious to be said aloud.
And then Eduardo manages to get someone from Julisa’s class to tell him where she lives: a girl who claims she went there once with her evangelical church. It’s not an exact address (it never is). More like general directions.

‘I didn’t like it,’ the classmate says, blowing a bubble with her gum and immediately popping it. ‘It was weird there.’

‘ Weird how?’ he asks, but she gazes out over the dirt basketball court and doesn’t answer.

He walks there by himself one Saturday afternoon, leaving more than enough time to get home before dark. It’s farther than he expected—up a steep hillside, past withered groves of banana trees, telephone poles scarred by graffiti, signs in faded letters that say DUMPING IS PROHIBITED.

Julisa’s house ends up being over an hour from the school, the dirt road twisting away from the faded wooden fencepost as if frightened. The house huddles atop a muddy slope, a dusty plastic tarp yanked over the roof. There’s trash scattered up and down the hillside, flattened pieces of cardboard and overturned buckets, the plastic kind you’d buy in supermarkets. It’s hard not to feel like an astronaut on a strange planet, or Mad Max entering hostile territory. On the front porch a broomstick leans at an awkward angle against a refrigerator full of holes.

Eduardo stands there for a minute, holding his elbows. He takes a deep breath, but he’s only taken a few steps in the house’s direction when he stops again.

He’s just spotted the burrows.
The holes are dug all over the hillside. The children are coming out of them, one at a time. They push aside the flattened cardboard, the planks of wood, the black plastic bags, the small metal trash cans. Things he thought were garbage, discarded pieces of rubble. They crawl out of the shallow holes and stand before him, staring. Ten of them, a dozen. They don’t speak. They’re still in their school uniforms and they’re all a bit muddy—cakes of dirt on their skirt hems and trousers, shirts faded, cheeks smudged, hands dirty—but otherwise nothing is out of the ordinary. There is no screaming or running around, no pointing. No wiggling or pinching, no high-pitched shrieks of he hit me, it’s not fair, I hate you, when can we play football? If they were at recess, it’d be the most respectful behavior he’s ever seen.

The children just stand there, not speaking. Somehow he finds it within himself to jerk his head in the house’s direction. ‘Where are your parents?’ he says.

None of them answer. One of the girls turns and presses her face up against another girl’s shoulder.

‘Wait here,’ he says. He heads up the hillside and bangs loudly on the rickety door—it’s a wonder he doesn’t cause the entire house to come tumbling down. ’Hello?’

Nobody answers, but he still has the unmistakable feeling that somebody is on the other side, pressing their face against the wood, holding their breath. He glances over his shoulder—the children are all watching him. He knocks again, as hard as he can this time, then turns abruptly away as though seized by the uncontrollable need to stare out into the distance towards—what? The rest of the city spread out before him? The school with its tall brick buildings? His university library with its books and shelves?
By the time he’s walked down the hill back to where they are standing, some of the children are already beginning to turn away. ‘Julisa,’ he says. ‘Is she here?’ He reaches into his jacket and pulls out the items one at a time. Stone, hair tie, stick: the Gatekeeper, the Guardian, the one that was her favorite.

The girl with her face buried in her friend’s shoulder closes her eyes. But one of the boys says, ’Julisa’s gone.’

The girl whose shoulder is being leaned on says, ’I can keep those for her.’

Eduardo hands them over. The girl takes them from him with an alarming quickness, snatching them from his palm, clutching them to her chest. He opens his mouth to ask: is Julisa okay? Did she go, or was she taken? Is she safe; is she strong? In the back of his mind, an unspoken question flickers, one for himself: Do I really want to know? He abruptly shuts his mouth, the questions dying on his lips. He instantly knows he has made a terrible mistake.

The children haven’t noticed: they’re already turning away from him, crouching down into the ground. As he walks away they’re raising the cardboard and pulling it down over their heads.

He never mentions what he’s seen to anybody. He’s careful not to talk about it—not to bring it up in staff meetings, not to think about it while studying his economics textbook in the evenings, or when pitching stories to Sergio about the link between death squadrons and the government, or among the jostling shoulders of the crowded university protests.
And then there’s the night he’s yanked into a deserted alleyway by three men with close-cropped hair, their motorcycles humming in the distance. They pull machetes out of the waistbands of their trousers. *You’ve been publishing the wrong kind of articles*, they say, before bringing a blade down hard on his right hand.

If he tries hard enough, the memory might just start to fade. With enough time, and a little bit of luck, it might be like it never happened at all.
The Armadillo Man is watching her. She can tell by how quickly he lowers his face when she abruptly turns towards her bedroom window. He’s sitting in his usual spot, on the white plastic chair beneath the grapefruit tree, walking stick leaning against his knee, hands folded in his lap. She raises her arms and jumps up and down, letting the towel drop. The wind sways the grapefruits above his head; his eyes stay resolutely fixed to the ground. She spins around, does jumping jacks, turns and bends over so that her hands lay flat on the floor. She wiggles her rear end and begins writing the alphabet in the air with it, spelling one letter at a time in long, lazy arcs. She gives him a good show—the best she has to offer.

Later that morning they go for a walk. They take shortcuts by crossing through people’s yards, stepping over the collapsed portions of walls blown apart by grenades. They cut directly through abandoned houses, walking around shattered glass, splintered furniture, and piles of cigarette butts. There are never any light bulbs or electric cables, no taps in the sinks or handles on the toilets. She leaves the doors cracked open for stray cats.

In Hortensia’s old garden, they find the body of a drowned chicken in the fishpond. He surprises her by handing over his walking stick and getting down on his knees. He fishes the body out with his bare hands and tosses it into a nearby bush. When he stands up
again (slowly but still surely), the knees of his blue jeans have transformed into muddy brown eyes staring mournfully back at her.

‘What should we do with it?’ she says, circling the bush warily. The water drips from its feathers and runs down the leaves of the bush, forming tiny rivers in the dirt below.

‘Leave it,’ he says. ‘The other chickens will eat it.’

‘What!’

‘You haven’t seen them? Even the chicks will join in.’ He shakes his wrists up and down, splattering water on her shirt. ‘Pick the bones clean,’ he adds.

‘That’s disgusting!’

‘Why?’

‘Is that what you want to happen to you?’ Her voice keeps rising, getting more high-pitched.

‘What I want,’ he says, ‘is nobody’s business.’

She keeps looking at the bush. If it wasn’t for the chicken’s swollen claws and cloudy eyes, it could just as easily be sleeping.

‘Or if you’d like,’ he says, ‘we could dig a hole.’

‘That’s stupid.’ She’s already walking away. So he leaves it there, propped up on the shelf of branches, where, she hopes, the beetles and ants will get to it first.
She dreams about sitting in church. On the ceiling are dozens of arms and legs, layers deep, sticking out like prickles on a cactus. As she stands and walks down the aisle, they keep brushing lightly against her hair: the wrists and heels, elbows and toes. As she approaches the door she begins to stumble: looking down, she sees fingers growing out of the floor, springing up between the tiles like weeds. The air is filled with smoke and smells like rotten eggs. Something thick and squishy is lolling around in her mouth, but no matter how hard she pushes it against her teeth with her tongue, she can’t spit it out.

When she opens her eyes in the dark bedroom, her pillow is on the floor. For a second she thinks she can still smell rotten eggs, that the dream is a memory that never ended, an event that’s still taking place, but she’s able to take a deep breath and swallow hard before the pounding of her heart gets any worse. The sky outside her window is dark blue, and somewhere inside the room a cricket is singing. She picks up the pillow, flips it over to its cool side, and pulls her knees as close to her chin as possible.

When she’s not taking him on walks or completing basic household chores, the main part of Sofia’s job is accompanying the Armadillo Man on daily house calls. Three months ago, a few days after she and her aunt had returned from the morgue, he had knocked on their door and said, ‘You know, now that I’m a retired man, I’ve been thinking I could use some help.’ It only took the first few hours for her to realize that he didn’t actually need a caretaker, that he didn’t need any help, period—from her or anyone. But she’s never brought it up, neither to him nor to her aunt, so every evening the same ritual takes place: he gives her some crumpled brown bills in the kitchen, and she walks next door to press the money into her aunt’s hands.
That morning they go see Pastora. Her mustard-colored house looks bright against the rolling fields stretched behind it, the land brown from the government fumigations. Even the bananas in the front yard hang black and heavy, the large leaves wilted and discolored. In the kitchen Pastora bustles busily about, serving them overcooked rice mashed with white bread and sugar. Sofia manages a few bites before sculpting the mush into a smooth white mountain in the middle of her plate, making it look as though she’s eaten more than she really has. Pastora and the Armadillo Man talk for hours, with Pastora saying things like ‘the taxes the guerrillas charged were much less’ and ‘dressing dead civilians in rebel uniforms—shameless, utterly shameless.’ In his unmistakable Bogotá accent, with its calm, straightforward steadiness, the Armadillo Man mostly responds with things like ‘animals, animals,’ or ‘that’s how it goes—they’ll just keep going.’

Sofia drinks her coffee in silence. She flips her arms over every few minutes, studying the different patterns the scratchy tablecloth has pushed into her skin. Every once in a while she sneaks a glance at the Armadillo Man’s hands—even after three months as his caretaker and sixteen years as his next-door neighbor, it still feels like an act she needs to get away with. Something sneaky, undercover. The skin on his hands morphs into different colors: patches of red in some places, brownish yellow in others. There’s a bloated purple bump near his ring finger, engorged like a mini head. On his face the skin is white and flakey, like a tree trunk covered in lichens, with the patches in the middle parting in opposite directions, as if his face is trying to peel itself open.
‘Six months and nothing,’ Pastora says loudly. ‘Not a word about a ransom. Not for the husband, nor for the son.’ She thumps her hand against the table, rattling the cups.

‘Eugenia is going out of her mind.’

‘I guess she didn’t have a deal with the cartels after all,’ the Armadillo Man says.

‘Don’t you mean the guerrillas?’

‘Maybe,’ he says. ‘Or I could mean the army. Or the paramilitaries. Does it make a difference?’ He places his hands on the table, palms facing upward, as though offering her something invisible.

It still shocks her sometimes, looking at him that directly, in a room like Pastora’s kitchen where plenty of light trickles in through the high windows. She keeps forgetting that he’s not an old man. His eyes are watery but clearly belong to someone her uncle’s age (or how old her uncle would have been), and the morning light as it hits his face makes his gray eyebrows turn white. She slurps the last of her coffee and wonders (not for the first time) if there’s a scar somewhere, a pair of faded red blemishes or a single dark puckered hole, where the jungle parasite first entered his body. How would it have happened? It would have been five years ago: the Armadillo Man, who back then would have just been the Professor, a teacher originally from Bogotá, who’d been teaching at the town’s high school for years. Marching through the jungle, men with rifles and camouflage pants walking steadily beside him. Black rubber boots with yellow bottoms. A metal collar around his neck, attached to a chain. Once the Professor, now the Armadillo Man.
At what point had he realized what was happening to him? Did he figure it out for himself, or did the guards point it out? What part of his flesh had begun to rot away first?

‘It was the Necktie cut that they used,’ Pastora says, brushing her fingers lightly across her throat. ‘Heads off. Genitals in mouth.’

‘That’s not the Necktie,’ the Armadillo Man says. ‘That’s the Monkey. The Necktie is when they pull the tongue through the jaw. And not all of them had their genitals in their mouths, just one.’

‘You can’t pull out a tongue with a chainsaw,’ Pastora says.

The two of them suddenly look at Sofía, as if only just remembering her presence.

‘So nice to see there are still young people left in this town,’ Pastora says in a voice that sounds more angry than glad, and Sofía puts the coffee cup in her lap and uses her index finger to lick up the last grains of sugar.

Next is a winding road up the mountain to Ramiro. His house is the one with a corrugated tin roof and a giant plastic tub sitting on top to capture rainwater. When they reach the front yard there’s a goat tied to a stick bleating menacingly. It has the bushiest white eyebrows she’s ever seen. She stops in her tracks until the Armadillo Man says, ‘That’s enough, David.’ When Ramiro comes out of the house to greet them, she thinks, David?

Ramiro’s back garden is filled with dead cornstalks and yucca plants. The narrow trunks of two papaya trees reach skyward, their leaves hanging limp on top. They walk on the path through the cornstalks, following Ramiro until he leads them to a field of coca
bushes, the leaves browning and dry. Beside her, the Armadillo Man’s breath sounds a little ragged, but when she offers him her forearm he shakes his head.

‘See this one?’ Ramiro says, pausing and kneeling beside a bush. He uses his machete to point at the roots, where there are still some green leaves left. ‘Still alive and fighting.’ His grin is a shelf of fuzzy yellow teeth. ‘That’s a personal trick of mine—if you cut off the tops just after they’ve been sprayed, the roots don’t die. That way, the bush can regrow. How about that?’

‘Amazing,’ she says, scratching her arm. She doesn’t have the heart to tell him that Yaison, twenty minutes away, does the same thing. She glances at the Armadillo Man, who’s looking expressionlessly around the field, blinking slowly, sweat glistening in the cracks in his forehead. Ramiro pulls off the greenest leaves and sticks them behind the elastic band of his sweatpants.

On the walk back, Ramiro uses his machete again to point out several lines of holes in the dirt, several inches deep, surrounded by empty shell casings. ‘American helicopters!’ he says, sounding almost happy, as if flattered that they even bothered. At his house he takes them on a tour of his botanical garden: bromeliads and orchids, ficuses and ferns. The pots are lined against every wall space available, so she can’t walk anywhere without a branch brushing against her arm or face. *Ten years ago, she thinks, this house would have been perfect for playing Tarzan.* When she played with her uncle as a six-year-old girl, she would crawl around on her hands and knees, the jungle canopy overhead, monkeys whooping and jaguars growling in the distance. Her uncle always played the part of Cheetah the chimp, dragging his knuckles on the living room floor as she leapt from
couch to chair, beating her fists against her chest. She swallows and roughly pushes a bougainvillea vine away from her face.

At one point Ramiro takes her aside, pulls the leaf off a nearby plant, and tells her to rub it against the yellowing bruises on her upper arm, faint stains left over from the last time her aunt pinched her. ‘It’s also a cure for AIDS,’ he says, pressing a handful of leaves into her palm.

As soon as he’s out of earshot, she says in a low voice to the Armadillo Man, ‘I have AIDS?’

He covers his mouth with his hands as though cupping his laughter. A warm feeling spreads through her chest like spilt water, and she takes a deep breath.

Ramiro puts the coca leaves into a brown paper bag. ‘Five minutes without boiling over,’ he says, handing it to the Armadillo Man, who passes him some bills in return. ‘That’ll take care of any aches and pains!’ He winks at Sofía, who smiles stiffly back.

‘Bye, David,’ she says to the goat.

As they walk down the hill he says, ‘Oh my, my.’

‘Why oh my, my?’

‘Every human being has to make his own mistakes,’ he says. He suddenly sounds impatient, striking his walking stick forcefully against the ground, so she doesn’t speak again until they’re back in town.
Their last visit of the day is to the municipal building in the town center, where they’re greeted at the door by Márquez, the ex-sacristan. Márquez is from a Venezuelan border town. He speaks with a stutter and always stares directly at Sofía’s chest when saying hello. It makes her uncomfortable enough to not feel bad about being rude to him and abruptly charging into the building without offering him a cheek to kiss first.

For the past two months the mayor has let people use the first floor of the building as a church space, until the archbishop in Bogotá sends funds to clear away the last of the rubble and rebuild. ‘It’s going to happen soon,’ Márquez says, his voice cracking with a squeaky enthusiasm that Sofía finds profoundly irritating. ‘I really think he means it this time—I do!’ The Armadillo Man nods and flips through important-looking papers while she wanders around the room.

The rickety metal tables are covered with remains salvaged three months ago from the debris: fragments of Jesus and Virgin Mary statues, a dirty silver chalice. Splintered wooden boards are stacked against the walls. She looks at everything closely but doesn’t touch. Three months since they lined everybody up in the church plaza. Three months since she and her aunt visited the morgue. And this is still all that’s left. The longer she looks at everything, the harder her heart pounds, until she has to wrap her arms tightly around herself, as if afraid of losing her balance.

The next morning at breakfast her aunt says, ‘Be careful.’

‘What?’
‘You know.’ Her aunt stirs her coffee rapidly, the spoon clinking against the glass, the liquid transformed into a whirlpool. Sofia watches carefully to see if any liquid sloshes over the side, but it never does. ‘He’s a man.’

‘He’s the Armadillo Man.’

‘Still a man,’ her aunt says. ‘And don’t call him that. It’s disrespectful.’

‘But he came up with it himself. He says that being called “Professor” makes him feel old.’

‘Shouldn’t you be eating your breakfast instead of talking back?’

Sofia looks down at the rapidly cooling arepa on her plate. She slowly picks it up and stuffs it into her mouth whole, barely chewing, holding her breath to keep the nausea from rising. When she smiles at her aunt, all that shows is a mass of white corn mush.

‘Don’t be an idiot,’ her aunt says. ‘I know you’ve barely been eating. God knows he’s been a help—your uncle would have surely appreciated it.’ Sofia looks away. Her aunt’s eyes have filled with tears, but with a shaky breath she’s able to keep talking: ‘—but all I’m saying is pay attention to how he looks at you. And God help us if you end up catching what he has.’

She spits out the blob of unchewed food into her palm. When she swallows, a lump of warm saliva burrows down her throat, pushing down the sentence, *Scars aren’t catching.*
When she wakes that night, sweating and shaking, the disembodied arms and legs are still brushing against her forehead, as lightly as Ramiro’s leaves, flitting at her hair like birds. She gets out of bed and heads to the window. She can see over the shrapnel-pocked wall into his yard: the back porch and potted geraniums, the grapefruit tree and empty soap dishes filled with water for stray cats. The white plastic chair is sitting in the same spot, empty. The door is shut and no lights are on, so if she didn’t know any better, it would look like nobody was home. She stands as close to the window as possible, pressing her bare skin against the glass.

The bruises don’t fade, but the leaves cause a prickly red rash to appear. ‘Maybe I didn’t rub it in hard enough,’ she says in the kitchen the next morning as she shows him her arm. He doesn’t touch her as he looks, but all of a sudden she’s conscious of the sweat stains in her armpits, of how she’s holding her arm in the same position as Rose in the Titanic drawing scene. He drinks coffee at the table and listens to the radio as she washes the dishes. When she bends over to open the cupboard beneath the sink, she wonders how high her shirt rises on her back. She arches her spine slightly, feeling her hip bones push up against her jeans. It makes her stomach feel quivery, as if she’s drunk too much coffee. She almost starts swaying her butt, spelling out the letter A, but stops at the very last second, quickly reaching for the rags. When she stands up she tries to make out his reflection in the kitchen window, but in the glass he just looks like a ghostly blur.

That day they go somewhere new: a house with metal sheets for walls, nearly a fifty-minute walk down the main road. The inside of the house smells like a mixture of must and salt and has a dirt floor. The furniture is four plastic chairs spaced evenly around a
wooden table with a scratched surface. Each chair is occupied by a small child: three girls, and a boy with a shaved head. None of them can be more than ten years old. They swing their legs back and forth, staring at Sofía and Armadillo Man, as though they’ve been sitting there all morning just watching the door, awaiting their arrival. Their flip-flops are repaired with gray plastic threads she recognizes from sacks of flour.

He surprises her by insisting on doing the cooking himself, untying the knots of the plastic bags they’ve brought along. ‘Talk to the children,’ he says, slicing the plantains rapidly. As he drops the yellow circles into the spitting hot oil, she kneels next to a girl cradling a gnawed corncob in her arms like a baby.

‘What a pretty doll!’ she says, lightly touching the girl’s hair. Even from high up she can see the silver specks of lice eggs clinging to the roots.

The girl says, ‘It’s a piece of corn.’

Thankfully he cooks fast. She helps him spoon the food out evenly onto a stack of cracked plates that still have ancient grains of rice clung to them. When the Armadillo Man passes her a plate, she quickly shakes her head, pressing her lips together.

‘Don’t worry, it’s not for you,’ he says. ‘This way.’ He jerks his head towards the scratched-up wooden door behind her, hanging halfway off its hinges. While the children eat, she follows him into a dark bedroom, where the musty smell is so pungent she nearly stops breathing.
‘Lunch, Gregorio,’ the Armadillo Man says, and in the bed what she thought was a bunched-up pile of sheets begins to stir. It’s a man dressed only in shorts, propped up on a pillow, both arms ending in shiny pink stumps.

‘Here,’ the Armadillo Man says, patting the edge of the mattress.

She spoons the rice into Gregorio’s mouth while the Armadillo Man hovers nearby, chatting cheerfully about that morning’s news. The government is offering a cow and barbed wire to everyone who uproots their coca bushes and plants lulo trees instead, and the Soldier-for-a-Day program will soon be coming to town, so children can go and get camouflage makeup painted on their faces. Every once in a while he reaches out to brush off the grains of rice that have fallen on the sheet. Gregorio’s face, chest, arms, and legs are covered in raw red sores shaped like cockroaches, some of which are bleeding. She alternates between holding her breath and breathing through her front teeth, which makes a faint whistling sound she prays no one can hear.

‘Anything else, Gregorio?’ the Armadillo Man says when the plate is empty.

Gregorio opens and closes his mouth. ‘No,’ he finally whispers.

When they walk out the door (‘see you next week,’ he tells the children, who don’t look up from the last grains of rice they’re shoveling into their mouths), she can’t help herself. She takes a deep breath and rubs her hands up and down her arms, as if suddenly chilled despite the bright sunlight.

‘Do you want to know what happened?’ he says after a few minutes.
‘No.’ It’s true too. She couldn’t be less interested.

While they are walking along in silence she amuses herself by picturing the second half of Armadillo Man’s story. One image follows another in her head, almost comfortably, like images from a bedtime story, or a soap opera on TV. The Armadillo Man, escaping his kidnappers by throwing himself off a cliff. Crouching in a riverbank hole for days before deciding that his only way out of the jungle was following the river. Meeting illegal loggers who helped lead him back to town, how Dr. Ortiz barely managed to save the last of his skin from falling off his face. Her uncle had told her the story, waving his cigarette around as if painting pictures in the air with the smoke; he not only made it seem as if it had happened to him personally, but as if he’d enjoyed it.

‘That Professor,’ her uncle had said, flicking the ash of his Marlboro into the grass. ‘He’s seen it all. Lived through it too.’

She knows they’re getting close to town when they pass a row of recently abandoned houses, the ones with no roof tiles or windows, the street crisscrossed with mossy electric cables. On one of the house walls, someone’s spray-painted the initials of the local paramilitary group in black capital letters. On another wall, the letters are separated by two painted hands with claw-like fingernails, each cupping a skull. Underneath the hands it says, in death we are all equal.

That night in the dream she’s able to spit it out. She’s made it as far as the church door, her hand hovering over the wooden handle, when it falls from her mouth and hits the tiles with a squelch. The air is still smoky and sulfurous but she’s able to see what it is without
kneeling. A man’s finger, the dark knuckle hair flattened by her spit, nail bitten, a crescent of black dirt beneath the yellow nail, skin the color of egg white.

She stays in bed for a long time that morning, neither awake nor asleep. Her aunt enters the room without knocking. ‘Go away,’ she says without raising her head. ‘I think I have a worm.’

‘The things you come up with.’ Her aunt opens the curtains with a quick flick. ‘If you actually ate something besides coffee you’d feel fine.’

‘I mean it. My asshole is burning.’

‘My God, Sofia!’ Her aunt’s earrings, enormous silver hoops, swing back and forth as she shakes her head.

‘I can feel it down there. Poking around.’

‘Then I guess we’ll have to take you to Dr. Ortiz and have him take a look.’

‘Good luck with that.’ Ortiz was one of the lucky ones. Instead of getting him in the church, they’d left him on his doorstep, wrists tied behind his back with a shoelace and a slice in his torso from the base of the neck to the bellybutton.

The way her aunt’s face crumples, it makes her wonder for a second if she had really forgotten—or if she hadn’t wanted to remember.

‘Okay, okay,’ Sofia says. She uses her hand to steady herself against the mattress as she swings her feet onto the icy floor.
In the kitchen, she stares at her wavering reflection in the cup of coffee before slowly walking over to the sink and pouring it down the drain. Her tongue is fat and hot in her mouth, squished behind her teeth. Her aunt remains seated, calmly peeling an orange with her sharp fingernails.

When she picks up the bucket of cleaning supplies, her aunt says, without looking up, ‘Make sure you get rid of that ass-face before you head over there.’

‘This is my normal face,’ Sofía says. ‘Is my normal face an ass-face?’ She pulls the mop roughly away from its resting place against the wall.

‘Oh, Sofía,’ her aunt says, placing the last of the orange segments on the plate as Sofía heads toward the door. ‘Try asking yourself sometime—are you acting in a way that would make your uncle proud?’

The harder she presses her lips together, the less chance there will be of it all coming out. Spilling everywhere. Splattering.

Instead of following the usual route to the Armadillo Man’s door, she keeps walking down the mountainside until the grass becomes knee-high. When she comes to a wooden bench she sits down heavily, letting the bucket drop and roll across the dirt. Her uncle built the bench as a place to sit and sharpen his machete before heading into the forest below to clear away the underbrush. When she was little, she used to sit with him in the evenings as the sun set, and he’d point out the fireflies. There used to be hundreds of them before the pesticide sprayings, they would light up the dark silhouettes of the surrounding mountains. ‘Do you think they’re more like stars?’ he once said, gesturing
expansively at them, as if he could sweep them all up in the palm of his hand. ‘Or Christmas tree lights?’

‘They’re like the eyes of angels!’ she’d answered. ‘Or the lights of alien spacecrafts!’ Her uncle had stared at her for a moment, before beginning to reverently applaud, as if awed by the scope of her imagination.

If he were her to ask her now, she knows exactly what she’d say. They’re bugs, Uncle. It’s silly to pretend that they could be anything else.

When she sits here now, what she sees are the lines of people draping over the mountain as they walk the winding trails. Pulling wagons, pushing wheelbarrows. Mattresses balanced on heads, cows and pigs in tow. Horse carts moving at a fast clip, people clutching baskets with legs dangling over the rims, entire families crowded onto a single motorcycle. Heading out, moving forward.

She exhales. The smell of rotten eggs is back, filling the back of her throat. She turns her face away from the bench and vomits up a thin stream of brown liquid—it’s always brown first thing in the morning, but by evening it will be pale, transparent, the color of nothing. She wipes her mouth off with the back of her wrist. ‘There, there,’ she says. Wraps her arms around her ribcage, pulls herself close into a hug.

When she finally feels it, she doesn’t need to open her eyes to know what it is. Scratchy and rough, like the back of a new sponge. The Armadillo Man’s hand, resting on her forearm. She opens her eyes and looks at him. He looks right back, the peeling skin beneath his eyes trembling.
‘Let’s go,’ he says.

She’s never sat in his living room before. Mopped and dusted it, yes, pushing a broom beneath the couch and running a wet rag over the windowsills, wiping the dust from the fogged-up frames of his university diploma and teaching certificate from Bogotá. Until now, though, she’d never actually dared to lower herself into the leather armchair, the cushions sighing beneath her as they release high-pitched exhalts of air.

He brings her a mug of steaming hot water from the kitchen. Without his stick he walks stiffly, swinging his knee as though it is an axe chopping the air. When she brings the mug close to her face, she sees dark green coca leaves swirling at the bottom.

‘Have you had any lunch?’ he says, lowering himself into the plastic white chair. ‘If you’re not careful, the wind’s going to blow you away any day now.’

‘You sound like my aunt,’ she says, in a voice that’s meaner than she intended. The curtains are wide open; anybody walking by in the street could look through the window and see them, stop and stare. She has a crazy, shaky feeling inside her chest, as though she’s swallowed a tiny animal that’s now frantically dancing around. She checks the water in the mug to make sure her hand isn’t trembling.

He reaches for the brown paper bag sitting on the table, slowly turns it upside down, and pours out the remaining leaves. ‘You know,’ he says, picking up a leaf and twirling it around, ‘when I was in the jungle, I used to count these.’
‘The jungle?’ It takes her a second for to figure out what he’s referring to: the Armadillo Man, who back then was the Professor. A chain around his neck and rubber boots on his feet, a tiny speck in an ocean of green.

He holds the leaf between his index finger and thumb. ‘I’d start with the ones on the ground, the brown ones. Then I’d move on to the tree branches, the green ones. Last of all would be yellow—there were never that many yellow ones.’ He brings the leaf to his face and touches it to his lips, as if smoking it.

‘That sounds . . . awful,’ she says. She almost says boring, but manages not to.

‘Oh, you know,’ he says. ‘It could have been worse. They never blindfolded me.’ He lowers his hand back to the table. ‘You’d always hear things—stories and rumors from the guards. Apparently there was an American prisoner in another camp somewhere. He started talking to the trees as if they were people.’ He stares at the leaf for a moment, before slowly closing his fingers over it.

‘I’m glad you escaped,’ she says, saying the words carefully, as if they’re water she’s afraid of spilling.

He makes a fist, and she hears the leaf crunching.

‘You’re not going to believe this from an old man like me,’ he says, ‘but I’ve been very fortunate. And so have you.’
His face is close enough for her to touch, if that’s what she wanted. If she asked him about that night—the time he watched her through the window—what would he say? Did he even care? Remember, even?

‘I’m going to Cali,’ she says abruptly. ‘As soon as my aunt lets me.’

He looks at her.

‘I’ll work in a house there,’ she says. ‘I’ll be good at it—don’t you think?’ She can picture it too, like something that’s already happened. Her sandals in the hallway, propped up beside the door. A brand new washing machine and a shiny modern kitchen. Giant TV screens to dust, DVD films to organize, shelves of brand new American toys. She’ll do the dishes every evening, the ones stacked in the sink and crusted over with lentils and rice; she’ll scrub them clean with bright yellow gloves and sponges that are constantly replaced. She’ll sweep the floors, punch the pillows to fluff them up, take out the garbage and cook food from places like America or Italy, recipes she’s only ever seen on TV soap operas.

She can’t wait.

‘Sofía,’ the Armadillo Man says in a careful-sounding voice, as though afraid his words might break something, ‘you’re good at more than just that.’

‘Like what?’ She abruptly pulls her hands into her lap.

He whispers something, mouth barely moving, so she has to lean across the table in order to hear him.
‘Teach,’ he’s saying. ‘You could be a teacher.’

She stares at him like it’s the stupidest thing she’s heard in her life. ‘Professor—’ she says, and it’s only when she says the words out loud that she realizes it’s the first time she’s called him that, since he escaped. ‘—I can’t even read.’

He looks down at the leaf pieces in his hand, the shredded fragments. ‘I could teach you.’

She shakes her head.

‘I could marry a narco trafficker,’ she says. ‘Or an army general. Which do you think my aunt would prefer?’

His lips twitch strangely and it takes her a second to realize that he’s trembling. The cracks in his face look deeper and darker than ever. He leans forward and sprinkles the leaf pieces on top of her head.

‘Well,’ he says. ‘A crown for your wedding day. You say what you think at the moment you think it, don’t you?’

‘My aunt says it’s because I never helped out at the altar when I was young.’ She can feel the leaf pieces resting lightly on her hair, trembling like insects clinging to grass stalks.

‘You mean,’ he says, ‘you’re not young now?’

She slips her foot out of her sandal and places her bare foot on top of his leg, near his inner thigh. He stares at it.

‘You’re not old,’ she says. ‘Not really.’
He doesn’t answer.

She blows her nose on her shirt, a loud honking noise. ‘You’re the same age as my uncle,’ she says. ‘Do you remember my uncle?’

He looks at her. She starts coughing so hard it almost turns into a gag.

‘I keep thinking I can feel the pieces,’ she says when she is finally able to speak, ‘in my mouth.’

She presses her fingers against her lips.

‘Everyone was splattered,’ she says. ‘Everywhere.’

She wants to tell him that in the morgue three months ago, her first thought was At least chainsaws make burials easy. The laughter came out of her in a high-pitched burst, and both her aunt and the mortician turned slowly towards her, half bewildered, half appalled. Why couldn’t people just disappear? Vanish into thin air, leaving nothing behind but shoes in a hallway, shirts in a closet, a dusty framed photograph on a bedside table? Wasn’t it better to not have an explanation, a clear cohesive picture of what happened? Nothing like what the morgue had. Not at all.

He stands up abruptly, pushing the chair back behind him so hard it topples over. Her foot slides off his leg and smacks loudly against the tiled floor.

‘Do you know,’ he says, ‘the best way to cook a chicken?’

Her hands move down from her face and begin squeezing the T-shirt cloth in front of her chest, her fists tightening into balls.
‘The trick is,’ he says, ‘to cook it in the oven. No more than an hour and twenty minutes, exactly. It’s not as fast as frying, but worth it.’ He’s heading into the kitchen; he’s opening the pantry door. He takes out three onions, a carrot as long as a witch’s finger, garlic cloves with wispy skins, leafy stalks of celery. ‘You can cook it by itself, if you want,’ he says, opening a drawer and taking out a knife and a cutting board, ‘but you look like you need some vegetables. Vegetables and gravy.’

She’s still twisting the cloth of her T-shirt, as though wringing an animal’s neck. He opens a cupboard, reaches down into a cloth sack, pulls out a handful of small yellow potatoes. ‘Fresh herbs also makes a big difference. I bet that your aunt grows some in her garden, doesn’t she? Do you recognize these from Ramiro’s?’

He’s moved to the windowsill now, is pointing at a row of small black plastic pots. Her hands are still clenching her shirt but her knuckles are no longer white. She shakes her head, nose dripping all over her chin and chest, but she doesn’t make a move to wipe it off, and he doesn’t offer her a kitchen rag.

It takes hours but she waits for him. She lets him take his time and do it the way he wants to: properly and slowly. She doesn’t ask him questions like, ‘Are you done yet?’ or ‘Is it ready?’ Instead she’s patient, even as the house fills with a rich, salty smell and the sky outside the window darkens. She doesn’t move or stir from her chair while he wipes off the counters and sweeps the floor, stiffly yet steadily. He makes a salad in a wooden bowl with lettuce leaves and olives from a dusty jar. She doesn’t act annoyed or confused when he lays out a tablecloth, or when he warms the plates and cutlery in the oven just before
serving. He cuts off an enormous slab of meat, right from the center of the chicken, before passing her the plate.

‘Here,’ he says, watching her take the first bite. He was right about removing the aluminum foil for the last ten minutes. The chicken skin is evenly browned and perfectly crisp, the meat so moist it almost feels like liquid in her mouth. She takes one bite, then another. He sits there watching, his hands folded on the table, fingers interlinked. She only opens her mouth a crack at first; then slowly but surely her bites get bigger, lips opening wide. Grease drips down her chin and stains her shirt but she keeps raising and lowering her fork. Her mouth fills with juices; she can barely move her tongue. She swallows.

It’s even better than what he promised. Better than what she could have ever imagined.
Beyond the Cake

(2013)

Cauca—Valle del Cauca

When Mariela invited us, we all got to go. This was back when kids were expected to invite every single person in the class for their birthday parties. It added up to something like eleven or twelve parties a year for me. I never got to go to any summer ones because I always went to D.C. to visit relatives. Plenty of us had ranches of our own outside the city, of course, but nothing like that. Not like hers.

It was a pretty great party. Instead of a piñata there was candy thrown out of the window, which everyone screamed and dove for in the grass, and gift bags filled with whistles and sticker sheets, and a pony we could ride around the yard, led by a man in a black-and-white straw hat. I didn’t ride it because I was scared of the way its ribs curved out. We ate hot dogs with black char marks from the grill and chased around baby ducks and chicks that had been dyed pink and purple. There was a monkey that could kick a football, and fuzzy white rabbits with giant pink eyes, and a lion cage that we weren’t allowed to approach, no matter how much we begged the gardener for permission. We went swimming in a pool with blue tiles and dove for the little frogs clinging to the drain covers. And then Sebastian left a brown turd in the corner of the shallow end, and we all jumped out of the pool screaming like a shark was chasing us.
Then it was time for Mariela to open her presents, which I couldn’t bear to watch. My mother was the one who bought the presents for me to take to all those parties. She must have gotten pretty sick of it. For Mariela, she wrapped up an Eric doll. You know, Eric, the prince from *The Little Mermaid*. That was a damn ugly doll. His face was all puffy and out of proportion to the rest of his body, like he was recovering from the measles. I felt so humiliated at the prospect of giving such a thing to Mariela, whom I always thought was the most intelligent girl in kindergarten. It didn’t help that there were girls there like Penelope, who had long eyelashes and two ’p’s in her name, and her best friend, Stephanie Lansky, who had hair down to her waist. The thought of girls like Penelope and Stephanie staring at that dumb-looking doll made me sick to my stomach. So when the moment came that Mariela started unwrapping it, I had to leave the room and ask one of the maids to call my parents to come pick me up. I couldn’t bear the thought of watching it happen. I was a fairly anxious child, you know.

‘No kidding,’ he says. ‘And then what happened?’

‘Well, that was it. I didn’t even get a slice of cake.’

It had been a sponge one too—her favorite, the kind with strawberry jam in the middle. She’d seen it from a distance, set up behind the pile of presents.

They’ve been in the Popayan hotel room all day. ‘When the cleaning staff come,’ she tells him, ‘they’re going to think the room was attacked by an 80s’ rock band.’ She’s not exaggerating: blood stains on the sheets from her period, shit smears on the heavy wool comforter (now crammed in the corner by the dresser) thanks to a misguided attempt at
anal sex, crusty vomit on the carpet from where he’d leaned over the edge of the mattress and vomited up the *aguardiente* they’d stayed up all night drinking, up on the rooftop with the Australian tourists.

‘No way,’ he says. ‘Just blame it on Mouse Pilot.’ This is one of several imaginary alter egos he adopts around her: a dapper, World War II, Hans Solo-esque fighting ace. It consists of him sputtering his lips (in imitation of a biplane engine), swaying his head around in slow circles (in imitation of legendary maneuverers made by first-class, world-famous pilots), and bringing his still sputtering lips close to her body. There was maybe a specific reason why he chose to call this persona Mouse Pilot, as opposed to Fox or Deer or Rabbit, but it was so long ago she no longer remembers. This time around, he chooses to land his biplane-lips on her neck.

‘Not on the face!’ she says. Even after two years together, she is still ticklish to the point of peeing herself. She covers her mouth and tries not to laugh.

They eat the rest of the birthday cake he bought her yesterday, one piece at a time. The disappearing slices transform the cake into a tiny Pac Man, opening his mouth wider and wider. The cake is chocolate with vanilla frosting just the way she likes it, a thin coating rather than a thick slather. She eats the chocolate sprinkles first, picking them off one at a time, while he crams the entire piece into his mouth. He scrapes hardened crumbs off the cardboard with his index finger and lets her slurp down the remaining mush of frosting and cake.

‘I feel sick,’ he says.
‘Like vomiting sick?’

He shakes his head and pulls his knees into his chest, curling up beside her like a prawn.

‘More like sick in the head.’ He buries his face into the crook of her arm.

‘Mouse Pilot,’ she says. ‘What have we done to ourselves?’

They take a shower together in a pitiful attempt to eliminate their headaches. He stands under the trickle of lukewarm bordering on ice-cold water with his eyes closed, while she presses herself against the tiled wall with her arms crossed over her chest, covered in goose bumps.

‘Ugh, freezing,’ she says.

He leans in to kiss her and knocks over the tiny bottles of shampoo and conditioner.

‘Eduardo,’ she says. ‘Be careful.’

She ends up shaving her legs with his razor in the sink. ‘Me too?’ he says, climbing out of the shower and standing beside her, still naked and dripping wet. ‘Please?’

He points at his face with his right hand. Water trickles off the stumps where his fingers should be: second, third, and pinkie.

She shaves him carefully, running the blade down his neck and cheeks, the same way she’s done it countless times before. There’s many things he can do just fine with his left hand (play basketball with his Contemporary Latin American Economics students, slice tomatoes for pasta night), but for whatever reason, shaving is not one of them (volleyball, turning certain doorknobs, and playing the piano are others).
Back in bed, wrapped in towels, he works on his paper for the upcoming conference, while she watches a tennis match on TV. His left hand picks at the keyboard, thudding out one word at a time. ‘I should have finished this days ago,’ he says, face creased in misery. ‘What was I thinking?’

‘Can you get an extension?’

He sighs deeply. The way his hair is drying right now, standing up in fluffy patches, he looks like a balding mad scientist that’s just been electrocuted.

‘Well,’ she says. ‘Let me know if I can help.’

‘No one can help me.’ He pauses, as though contemplating his next statement deeply. ‘I,’ he says very seriously, as though addressing the head of his department, ‘am totally fucked.’

She pushes the empty aguardiente bottle off the mattress with her feet (did they really sleep with it in bed all night, like the saddest stuffed animal ever?). It lands on the carpeted floor with a thud.

Despite the very best part of herself, the part that allows her to be the calmest and most considerate of girlfriends, a lovingly present and forgiving partner, it’s times like these when the thoughts come, sneaking across her mind. Army-style, crawling doggedly along on their bellies. Thoughts like: *We’ve been planning this trip for months. Why didn’t you just finish it before we left D.C.?* Or: *You always do this. You always leave things till the absolute last minute.*
‘Betsy?’

She turns her head. His eyes are wide and worried, his Adam’s apple trembling as though there’s something alive hiding in his throat, a tiny animal tucked away and quivering in fear. ‘Can you write for me?’

She types on the laptop, taking dictation as he wanders around the room, arms crossed behind his head, talking slowly, stating one painstakingly formed sentence after another.

Paper Title: The Possibility of Peacetime Economics in Colombia. Abstract: How the potential end of the decades-long conflict and transition into economic stability is a model for other countries to follow, for years to come.

‘Um,’ she says, fingers skittering over the keyboard. ‘A bit long.’

‘Write it down,’ he says. ‘We’ll fix it later.’ He’s using his teacher voice with her, the one he uses with his undergrads, mastered long ago during his days as an elementary school teacher, high up in the Medellín hills.

‘Whatever you say, profe,’ she says, hitting enter on the keyboard, and on the far side of the room he grins.

On the television, the tennis match ends and turns into the news: it’s a story about the peace negotiations in Havana. Senators in white shirts walk over to a table of seated men wearing camouflage pants and black berets. Everyone’s shaking hands and smiling.

‘All right,’ he says the next morning at breakfast. ‘Next stop, Cali. What’s the plan?’
The hotel they’re staying at is the classic kind, old and fancy, one of those colonial houses that was once a convent or a seminary; she can’t remember what this one was—there’s a bronze plaque on the wall somewhere that explains it. The courtyard has giant, lumpy cobblestones that make her feet feel like they’re getting massaged every time she walks across them in flip-flops. Popayán has been blessedly quiet, perfect for getting a good night’s sleep and thus worth every penny of the nightly fee (‘practically East Coast prices,’ he’d moaned in English at the front desk that first night, yet still handed over his credit card). In the center of the courtyard is a fountain with a statue, some saint or famous monk, presiding worriedly over the mossy water and slimy-looking goldfish. The only other guests sit at the far end of the courtyard, a German couple with enormous backpacks resting near their ankles like loyal dogs, both wearing beige zip-off pants.

‘I already told you,’ she says, ripping a croissant in half. ‘Remember?’

She shows him the pictures on her phone again. They’re from the blog of a Norwegian photographer, who in addition to shooting abandoned houses in Detroit and Chicago has documented a series of abandoned drug cartel houses—crumbling mansions in Tijuana, empty Mexico City apartments filled with automatic weapons and junk food, Escobar’s infamous ranch on the outskirts of Medellín, with its abandoned giraffes and hippos. And this one.

‘Can you believe I went here as a little kid?’ she says, scrolling rapidly through the photos. The stone walls with jagged glass, the ridiculously huge automatic gate, the skinny eucalyptus trees extending their thin branches on the other side of the wall like nervous hands. ‘Isn’t that crazy?’
‘Why crazy?’ he says, using his teeth to tear open a packet of salt, which he then sprinkles over his chunks of pineapple. ‘You didn’t know what kind of place it was.’

‘Well, of course not. None of us did.’ There are no photos of the house’s interior, but there’s one of a dirty patio patterned with dark circles of pavement, evidence of long-gone orange flowerpots, which hid the tiles from years of sun. She recognizes the monkey bars and slides, remembers the yellow butterfly eggs dotting the handlebars. She shows him the rusted drainpipe where they would have waited for the candy to be thrown from the window, taps her fingernails against the abandoned swimming pool, now an empty concrete hole. She holds the phone so close to his face that it almost touches his nose, but he doesn’t flinch. ‘So that’s where Sebastian pooped,’ he says calmly, mouth full of bread. ‘And where Mariela had her cake.’

‘That’s right.’ She looks down at the fruit salad. A wave of nausea has just washed over her—is it possible that she could still be hungover?

‘That’s where I want go,’ she says. ‘I want to see it.’

A sparrow lands on a nearby cobblestone and immediately flies away, as Eduardo sighs heavily through his nose. ‘Lover,’ he says. ‘You haven’t been here since you were nine. And you want to see that?’

‘Eight.’ She was actually ten—ten years old, fifth grade, standing in line with her parents at the American Airlines counter. The contents of their entire house had already been shipped ahead in the belly of an enormous steel shipping container, their new address in D.C. scrawled out in black permanent marker across the cardboard boxes. In college, she
sometimes told people that she’d left when she was even younger—five years old, four, sometimes even three. *Yeah, I was really young when we moved to the States. That’s why my Spanish isn’t so good anymore, haha. I know, what a shame, right?*

She never wonders what it would have been like if she’d stayed. What would be the point?

‘Well,’ he says. ‘You’re lucky it’s your birthday.’

She stabs a piece of melon with her fork. ‘Still?’

‘You didn’t know? With me, holidays last at least a week. Even Christmas.’

‘Lucky me.’

His hands rest calmly on the table: the left is wide and strong, the palm capable of wrapping around a basketball and shooting a three-pointer with his fingertips. On his right hand, his missing three fingers are bulbous and red, like thick tree stumps, the only things left standing in an apocalyptic wasteland. The morning light as it hits his face turns his gray eyebrows white. Another Army-style thought abruptly enters her mind, marching across in heavy boots: *Who is this old man having breakfast with me? How on earth did I get here?* She chases the thought away by filling her mouth with the last of the pineapple.

Chasing away unwanted thoughts is one of her best skills, along with staring down people in bars who make racist comments, or ask if Eduardo is her father. In a bar in Columbia Heights, a man once half teasingly asked her, *So, does your dad always buy you that many tequila shots?* She’d just smiled at him, her lips still stinging from salt and lime, and said, *Only when he wants to fuck me from behind.*
‘Okay,’ she says, pushing her chair back. ‘I’ll look up directions for how to get there.’

As they walk past the German couple, he tells them in English, ‘Welcome to Colombia!’ They look up quickly, flashing brief smiles that are half surprise, half alarm, as though taken aback by his twitchy expression.

Packing up, she realizes she has some kind of yeast infection. Bacterial, vaginal. Maybe an allergic reaction to the shitty cheap tampons. She tries to hide it but of course it’s impossible. ‘What’s that smell?’ he says, raising his head from in between her reluctantly open legs. (‘No baby, not right now, I’m really not in the mood, you know?’) Mad Max (his favorite film ever) blares away on the TV as he reaches for the laptop and tells her to Google fishy-smelling vagina. ‘Okay, so these are the antibiotics you need to take. Are you writing this down?’ He makes her check three different websites, eyes flickering only occasionally to the screen to watch trucks turn over and explode in the Australian desert. ‘Be sure to write this down. We’ll take you to the pharmacy; there’s one at the bus station, I remember seeing it. And look, it says no dairy for the next couple of days.’

He lowers his face back towards her crotch and kisses it, her tampon string tickling his nose. ‘Amazing,’ he says, inhaling deeply. ‘How did you know that fish is my favorite?’

She covers her face with her hands but can’t help it; she’s smiling.

Later he roams around the room as she’s trying to get dressed, whipping his towel, pretending to kill imaginary enemies, Street Fighter style. He’s deep in what she likes to call his ‘Mad Max persona,’ smiling with a crazed glint in his eye, prowling around the
bed. ‘Bam!’ he says, snapping the towel sharply by her hip as she struggles to hook on her bra. ‘Got the bastard. Take that.’

With the next flick, he accidentally hits her full-force on the vagina, a direct bull’s eye. She immediately collapses on the bed and bursts into tears.

‘Oh my God,’ he says immediately, dropping the towel and kneeling. ‘Lover. I’m so sorry.’ He wraps his arms around her and holds her tight. Even though to be perfectly honest it didn’t hurt that much and the stinging sensation is already starting to fade, she still keeps crying hysterically, as though something inside her has suddenly burst, cracked wide open.

‘Fuck,’ she says. ‘I don’t want any drama. I just want to be on vacation. Is that too much to ask for?’

‘No drama,’ he says. ‘Just vacation.’

She wipes her nose with her bare arm. ‘Now we’re going to miss the bus.’

He raises his chin defiantly: not as if he’s challenging her but the notion of time itself. ‘No, lover,’ he says. ‘We’re not.’

By some miracle she manages to finish getting dressed while he crams the rest of their clothes into the backpack, smashing down his pages of field notes and interview transcripts with peasant farmers, people whose entire families were slaughtered by paramilitaries as suspected Communists. The two of them are the last passengers to board, him banging on the closed doors and shouting at the driver (‘open up, parbero!’),
but they make it just in time: her clutching the white paper bag of antibiotics, him with a plastic bag draped around the crook of each elbow, filled with burning hot pandebonos and napkins already stained with grease.

‘What did I tell you?’ he says, heading down the aisle. Another couple is sitting in their assigned seats, eating plantain chips and scattering crumbs everywhere, so they take the last two empty seats at the back. A rumble begins beneath their feet and the bus lurches forward like an animal finally being released from a chain. Once they’re on the highway, the wind whipping through the windows makes their hair fly back, like they’re models standing in front of a gigantic fan.

He is careful with her during the journey, tentative and considerate, saying things like, ‘Would you like a sip of water?’ while she responds with, ‘Oh, yes please. Thank you very much.’ She puts in her earplugs so she can nap and he buys, through the window, a packet of sugar-covered nuts (her favorite) from a street-vendor. She wakes up during a traffic jam, and he passes the time by asking her question after question about the books she’ll be teaching her fourth-graders this year. ‘And then what happens?’ he says over and over, until she’s basically summarized the entirety of the Narnia series, from the pond-hopping bits in *The Magician’s Nephew* to Aslan’s final onion-world monologue in *The Last Battle*.

When they’re an hour away from Cali, she’s already asked him to explain yet again how everyone in *The Godfather* trilogy is related to each other (one of his favorite topics), or to tell her for the umpteenth time his first thought when he met her, at a mutual friend’s house party two years ago (‘I thought, *who is this beautiful Colombian girl, and how do I*
get her away from the guacamole dip and talking to me instead?’). They’d talked together all night, sharing anecdotes, scooping tortilla chips out of the bowl until only tiny broken shards were left. She told him about how back in Cali, her father had received kidnapping threats while serving on the school board, and Eduardo nodded and said, ‘Most likely from the police.’ ‘Yes!’ she said, so excited that she spilled wine over her arm. ‘That’s exactly right!’ He seemed so serious and intense, staring at her unblinkingly with his bushy mad professor eyebrows, and yet when they walked back to her apartment together, he linked his fingers with hers at the traffic light (his left hand, of course, never his right). Tugging at her insistently like a little kid who needed help crossing the street. She couldn’t help but laugh at the time, but there was something sad about it too.

That’s what being with Eduardo seems to bring out in her, more than anything else. Laughter and an ache.

‘Lover,’ she says. ‘Tell me a story. The one about the protest?’ This one is from when he was a university student, the time he got arrested because he mistook a policeman’s van for a rubbish truck and jumped into it to escape the tear gas. There’s another story she likes, where his brother pooped out a tapeworm and blocked the toilet in their one-bedroom house, and their mother had to fish it out of the pipe with a clothes hanger (this anecdote is inevitably one that always makes her squirm with both delight and horror, as he luridly describes the floppy way the tapeworm dangled, exactly like wet spaghetti). Or the story in which his mother gave him condoms before he flew to D.C., telling him, 

If you’re moving to America, it’s better to be sinful and practical than holy and diseased.
Instead of retelling any of these, though, Eduardo shakes his head. ‘No stories,’ he says. ‘Not right now.’ His lips pull thinly inward in what might be a smile but might be something else.

She looks down at the dirty bus floor. ‘I’m sorry,’ she says, though she isn’t exactly sure what she’s apologizing for. He squeezes her arm, but it still feels like she’s done something wrong.

(He never asks him about the time he took his university girlfriend to a polo match, and the girlfriend’s father told him, I won’t have any daughter of mine sitting with a renowned Communist. Or about the morning his editor friend Sergio was found tied to a post, a bullet hole behind his ear, fingers severed, and one eyeball carved out. Or about the night with the men in the alleyway, and the motorcycles, and the machete blades. There are certain stories Eduardo will never tell more than once.)

‘Do you ever think about it?’ she says suddenly. ‘About what it would have been like if you’d stayed?’

He’s craning his head, still looking out the window, as though there’s something behind his shoulder he needs to see before it fades out of sight.

‘No,’ he says. ‘I don’t.’

In Cali they stay at a student hostel in San Antonio, a hip young neighborhood popular with tourists and backpackers. It’s highly rated on TripAdvisor, which emphasizes its ‘quiet and peaceful atmosphere,’ perfect for ‘a great night’s sleep.’ The reception area is
decorated with football memorabilia, scarves and shirts and framed photographs of Colombia’s national team. ‘Excellent decorations,’ he says to the young man at the front desk, and they beam manically at each other, as though exchanging a vital secret.

As they hand over their passports, the loudspeakers begin playing a samba song at top volume. ‘No!’ he shouts, almost making her drop her passport. ‘The music is too loud for la señorita! She won’t be able to sleep!’ She frowns at him, embarrassed that he’s making such a fuss on her behalf, but later, as they walk up the freezing cold stairwell, the samba abruptly stops and is replaced by a lower-volume song, a salsa cover of ‘Smooth Criminal.’

‘Thank you,’ she says, rubbing his back.

While he takes a shower she opens his laptop. The Word document for his paper is still open, filled with notes. A section in the middle of the page catches her eye:

‘apicar para tamal’—to cut up the body of the living victim into small pieces, bit by bit
‘cocachiquiar’—to make hundreds of small body punctures from which the victim slowly bleeds to death
8-year-old schoolgirls raped en masse
Unborn infants removed by Caesarian section; replaced with roosters
Ears cut off
Scalps removed
Include statistics for forced disappearances?

She reads it one more time. She bites her lip. Then she clicks the little yellow button to minimize it and logs into his gmail account. She searches for the name of his ex-
girlfriend, a Spanish architect who broke up with him in a tent on the Parque Tayrona beach, but thankfully the last email is from eight months ago, a cordial update she’s already read. *Things are going well, thanks. So nice to hear from you.* She opens Facebook and types out a name in the search box, then immediately deletes it. She types it out again more slowly, as though that will somehow make it feel less like an irresistible compulsion: *Stephanie Lansky.* As usual, none of the faces that appear look even remotely familiar, and there are no mutual friends in common. It’s the same for *Mariela Montoya,* who has never been mentioned in any of the articles she’s read about the house, not even in passing reference. If you didn’t know any better, you’d think Mariela and Stephanie had never existed at all—that they’d simply vanished into thin air. Her fingers hover over the keyboard, but that’s as far as she gets—what was La Flaca’s real name?

Instead of checking LinkedIn or Instagram, she deletes her browsing history and then heads downstairs. She sits on the couch and looks at her phone, reading the Cali WikiTravels page and Lonely Planet message board forums, scrolling, scrolling. She tries to find more high-quality photos of the house on Google images but the Norwegian blog is still the best source. She clicks on the photo of the ashy hole in the ground, what must have once been the barbecue pit, surrounded by the hunched-over grapefruit and droopy-leafed papaya trees. She copy-pastes a chunk of text into Google Translate and is able to decipher that the Norwegian blogger suggests that renting a motorcycle rickshaw for the day is the best way to get there, as opposed to taking a cab.

When he finally comes downstairs her eyes feel cloudy, as though they’re still blinking away pop-up ads. She tells him that according to WikiTravels, the foreigners who teach at the international private schools in Cali tend to live in this neighborhood, the kind of
people who would have taught her in kindergarten: Canadian hippies, recent American college graduates on the lookout for a cushy job abroad. There are also a lot of hipsters, DJs, university students, and punk rockers. Maybe the local bands could even include some of her former classmates, transformed from happy-go-lucky third-graders into bespectacled hipster musicians.

‘Do you think there’s a chance we’ll run into someone you know?’ he says.

She shakes her head, just a little too quickly. ‘No,’ she says. ‘That’s not possible.’

They go for a walk. They wait for ages to cross the highway, women on motor scooters threading through traffic in semi-transparent blouses and super-short shorts, helmeted soldiers staring down from the overpasses. They weave their way through a construction site, the road blasted apart in thick gray chunks, and she tells him that they’re building a special lane for the buses that will speed by the jammed-up regular lanes, just like the ones they have in Europe. ‘I swear to God,’ she says as they pass a grove of trees with white X’s spray-painted on their trunks, ‘they started building that damn lane the year we left, and it’s still not finished.’

‘Nice,’ he says. ‘What else looks different?’

‘How would I know?’ she says, in a voice that is maybe a little too loud. He frowns, so she makes an effort, says lightly, ‘I guess there’s more malls.’

They climb up the hill, passing a gray stone church and plaza filled with families pushing strollers, cut through the park with its uneven cobblestone path, crushing tiny white flowers beneath their shoes. He borrows her phone and takes carefully framed photos of
the surrounding mountains, the twinkling lights of the tin-roofed neighborhoods, the giant crosses on the summit lit up like air-traffic control signals for UFOs. When she teases him about being a technology addict he looks genuinely wounded. ‘They’re memories,’ he says solemnly, in his professor’s voice that she imagines he uses in lecture halls. ‘For our children.’

‘Our what?’ she says, instantly hating the way her heart flutters. If she was watching from a distance, she’d want to punch herself in the face.

They sit on a bench by the artesanía marketplace and watch the vendors sell their little chiva magnets, the flag-colored T-shirts, the fuzzy tapestries of rural village scenes. He uses her bottle of water to take a painkiller; the ache in his stumps is bothering him again. She tells him that they’re vaguely near the Baptist church that her family used to attend—she’d slump down in the seat and amuse herself by staring out the window and pretending to be Macaulay Culkin in that one scene in *Home Alone*, sliding along the telephone wires, hanging onto a clothes hanger.

‘I used to do something similar on the bus,’ he says, ‘except I’d just imagine myself running really fast, smashing through anything that got in my way—dogs, telephone poles, parked cars.’ He plants his lips on her chin and sputters gently, Mouse Pilot style.

A little kid is staring at them, mouth half open, while his mother examines a row of dangling earrings. It takes all her energy to restrain herself from frowning back at him, scrunching up her face into a rude monster expression, maybe even saying loudly, ‘Didn’t your mother teach you it’s not polite to stare?’ Somehow he’s sensed it, that inexplicable air around her than screams ‘foreigner,’ even though she didn’t become a
U.S. citizen until she was eighteen years old. What if she were to pull out the battered red Colombian passport in her purse and flap it in his face like a crazed butterfly?

‘Maybe we should travel in the U.S. next summer,’ she says to Eduardo. ‘What do you think?’

He pauses from nuzzling her neck.

‘We could rent a car and do American stuff. See the fireworks in Philadelphia. Go to Gettysburg for July Fourth.’

‘Gettysburg?’

She tries to explain it as the dim streetlights around them slowly flicker on. The re-enactors dressed up in their blue and gray uniforms, the slow march across the field, the cannonballs, and the tents and umbrellas the website recommends you bring to protect yourself from the sun.

He straightens up, frowning. ‘What makes you think I would want to see that?’

‘Because it’s historic. It was the most important battle in the history of the United States.’

He shakes his head, picking at the splintered wood on the bench. ‘I’ve seen enough battles.’

They start walking back before the sky becomes completely dark. Across the street from the hostel is a parked car with the doors wide open, blasting Pitbull at top volume. A group of young men (boys, really) are standing around talking, sitting on the edges of tires, smoking cigarettes, dented cans of Poker beer scattered on the surrounding
sidewalk. They’re baby-faced, smooth-skinned, only a few years older than her fourth-graders back in D.C. Yellow-and-black soccer team shirts, caps on backwards, shaved heads with black ink tattoos on their necks and wrists. The volume of the music is turned up so loud her eardrums are already aching. As they pass the car Eduardo speeds up, quickening his pace, but she stops and turns towards them.

‘Excuse me,’ she says in Spanish. ‘Would you mind turning the music down? The guests staying here aren’t going to be able to sleep.’

They stare at her. She can sense Eduardo standing slightly behind her, torso close, arm hairs brushing urgently against her elbow as though sending her a secret message.

‘Whas yo’ problem,’ one of the guys says in English, in an exaggerated American accent. The others laugh.

‘Wow, so polite,’ she says as Eduardo begins tugging at her wrist, softly at first, then harder. ‘Is that what your parents taught you? To be polite like that?’

They stare back at her, the bass still thrumming away. She can feel it deep in her belly, like a pulse. ‘Fuck America!’ the same guy says, and they all laugh again.

She can still feel their eyes on her as she turns and walks toward the hostel steps. Eduardo follows behind, calling out over his shoulder towards the car: ‘Sorry, so sorry!’ As she reaches the hostel door she hears the group burst into laughter, calling out and whooping, stray phrases following her inside. By the time she bursts into their room her lips are trembling, but she still hasn’t cried.
‘Thanks so much for that,’ she says as he sits on the edge of the mattress. ‘I mean, wow. You were really there for me when I needed you. God, I felt so supported.’

He’s resting his arms in his lap. Pressing his wrists together.

‘Yeah, really supportive.’ She opens her purse and shakes it up and down, scattering her makeup, her hand sanitizer, the silvery packets of antibiotics.

‘Give me my phone,’ she says. ‘I’m going to call the police.’

He’s rocking back and forth. ‘Please don’t do that.’

‘If you don’t give me my phone, I’m going to go downstairs and ask the front desk to do it.’

‘Lover,’ he says. ‘Please don’t create trouble.’

She heads downstairs and waits at the desk while the expressionless teenage boy on duty rings the police station three times. Every once in a while she wipes her shaky palms off on her jeans.

‘I left them a message,’ the boy says, hanging up. ‘They should be here soon.’

She sits on the couch for thirty minutes, staring at the shelves of abandoned books and magazines on the opposite wall. Nobody comes.

When she finally heads back upstairs he’s working again, left hand tapping at the keyboard, papers scattered around him. The sight of him typing away fills her with the
angriest feeling she’s had all night, as though a cloud of red has just descended over her eyes.

‘You,’ she says, ‘are a coward.’

He looks up from the screen.

‘I needed you. I needed you to be there for me and you weren’t.’

He shuts the computer and scoots over to her.

‘Why didn’t you stand up for me? Why didn’t you say anything?’

‘Betsy,’ he says, and there’s something steely in his voice now, a tone she hasn’t heard before and doesn’t recognize. ‘You don’t understand what it’s like here. Things are much better now—safer—but people are still used to solving their problems differently. They solve them with weapons. You think I want to risk that?’

‘I know all that.’ She can hear her voice getting more high-pitched and shrill; she sounds as if she’s on the verge of shrieking. She hears the way she sounds to him too: the typical voice of a naïve and deluded American demanding her so-called rights as a citizen, as irritating and ridiculous as a pair of beige zip-off pants, but she doesn’t even care at this point. ‘You’re talking like I don’t understand how things are—like I live in some dumb, pretend fantasy world. You’re making it sound like I’m the one who’s done something wrong, when you’re the one who’s being passive.’

He’s waving both hands in the air now, gesturing emptily. The stumps of his missing fingers look redder than ever. ‘You think I like this?’ On the street, the music has been
turned up even louder and the flimsy windows of their hotel room are shuddering from Sean Paul’s thunderous raps. ‘You think I don’t want it to be quiet, like it is in the States? You think I don’t want the laws here to work?’

‘They were laughing at me,’ she says. ‘All of them. And you didn’t say anything. You didn’t even try.’ Her hands are trembling. He stares at her. She heads to the bed and roughly snatches up the pillows, not leaving any for him, yanks the comforter up and gathers it in her pillow-filled arms. The laptop falls with a clatter onto the floor, but he doesn’t make a move to catch it.

She heads to the bathroom, doesn’t look back as she closes the door. She dozes on the floor, curled up on the tiles, waking up every hour or so. At 4 a.m. a neighbor starts playing Christian sermons on the radio and pouring buckets of water into the street. She cries for a bit, then wipes her nose off on the pillowcase. Runs her fingers through her hair and looks at the strands she’s gathered in her palm, as though wondering what to do with them. In the end she rubs them into a giant knot between her thumb and index finger and throws it into the toilet, flushing it away.

When she opens the door she heads straight for the bed, leaving the comforter and pillows behind in the bathroom. He’s lying on his back like a corpse, staring up at the ceiling. She slides her icy cold feet up his legs. Tucks the back of her skull beneath his chin, as smoothly and easily as a key inserting itself into a lock.

‘Do you want me to get a pillow?’ she whispers.
His chin scrapes against her hair as he shakes his head. Or maybe he’s just shifting his position, making room for her on the mattress. Not answering.

As the room slowly fills with light from the rising sun, she tells him the rest of it, the part she left out. How the very best thing about Mariela’s birthday cake, what everyone most looked forward to (even more than the candy), was the rumor that there was a coin hidden deep inside, buried under the frosting. A silver 200-peso piece, or even the 500-peso piece with its shiny golden tree. They all whispered about it together, nudging each other by the swimming pool, murmuring under the mango tree. It was a custom that they’d only ever heard about at Mariela’s party, never at any of their own. They all wanted to be the one to find it: pick their slice apart with their plastic forks and spoons, search through the mess of crumbs, prove that it was really there and not just a rumor, not just a lie. She never found it, though. She never even got a chance to try.

So today’s the day she’d like to do it. Her birthday outing. They have one full day left in Cali before their flight back to D.C., so today is basically their only chance. Despite what the Norwegian blogger recommends, she thinks that taking a cab will be easiest. She can cover most of the cost herself by going to the ATM and withdrawing more pesos with her Bank of America card. The drive shouldn’t take more than two hours; she’ll take some Dramamine to make sure she doesn’t get carsick on that endlessly winding road; he should remember to bring his painkillers in case his stumps start bothering him in the heat. It will be an amazing trip, the opportunity of a lifetime. Seeing a place like that in person, with that kind of history. Seeing it with their own eyes.
‘That’s good,’ he says. ‘I’m glad, lover, that we’ll get to do something that’s so important to you.’

He’s still staring at the ceiling. She waits with bated breath.

‘I’m the worst person,’ he says. ‘In the world.’

‘No.’

‘Yes. I didn’t protect you. I can’t protect anybody.’ He closes his eyes.

‘Mouse Pilot,’ she says. ‘That’s not true.’

‘It is,’ he says. ‘And don’t call me that anymore. I’m not Mouse Pilot. I’m nothing.’

He shuts his eyes even tighter, as if that will prevent the thoughts from rushing in. The wave of feelings that she can’t keep him safe from.

‘Eduardo,’ she says. ‘You’re not the worst person in the world. I saw somebody way worse under a bridge in D.C. He was picking his nose and smearing his boogers against the wall, and when I walked by he cat-called me and said, “Hey beautiful flower, why don’t you give me a smile?”’

He’s silent for a beat. ‘He does sound worse,’ he admits. ‘Who else?’

She thinks about it. ‘In third grade,’ she says, ‘my friends and I were mean to this girl in our class.’ She hesitates. ‘Mariela.’

‘The birthday girl?’
She nods, even though his eyes are still closed. ‘I think we were maybe a little afraid of
her. She was really smart, even if she was a bit intense. We started teasing her—we got
everybody in the grade to start calling her Fatty.’ She doesn’t say anything for a moment,
then says the next part in a rush, as though she can’t help it: ‘She wanted to be our friend,
and we wouldn’t let her.’

He opens his eyes. ‘Lover,’ he says. ‘That doesn’t make you the worst.’

She looks down at his chest, at that space of skin she’s come to know so well over the
years, every patch of hair, every blemish and freckle. ‘It was a wrong thing to do,’ she
says. ‘And we shouldn’t have done it.’

He tucks his hand down the skirt she still hasn’t changed out of, pressing his stump
against her crotch. She hasn’t changed her tampon in hours; she could be leaking blood
all over him. *Disgusting,* he could say. *That’s gross.* He could push her away, frown at
her: *I can’t believe that you did that. That you’re like that.* But he doesn’t move away,
and neither does she. Instead he says, ‘Tell me someone else. One more.’

This time she’s ready. ‘Anybody who didn’t support the peace negotiations.’

When he laughs his mouth fills with her hair. ‘Can’t beat that,’ he says.

She wraps her arms around him and squeezes as hard as she can.

‘Just pretend,’ she says, ‘that it’s all going to be fine. What’s the harm in pretending?’

He wraps his other arm around her and hugs her back, so forcefully that she momentarily
loses her breath.
‘None,’ he says. ‘No harm at all.’

‘I’ll call the cab,’ she says. ‘We’ll leave as soon as you finish.’

‘Yes,’ he says. ‘When I finish.’

I went on vacation with my family once in Abejoral, where my mother’s sister’s family lived. Tierra Caliente, the land with all the hot springs and not-quite-extinct volcanoes, and the only peak in the country to have snow on it year-round. We had to make part of the journey on mules. And when we arrived at her house, there was no electricity, and the only light we had came in through tiny windows. If you wanted to, you could stay shut in there for days and never see the light.

One day the whole family went down to the river to swim. My brother impressed everyone by catching a fish with one hand. He was always very agile like that.

What were you like?

Very reserved. Believe it or not, as a child I was very reserved. Then when it was time to walk back to the ranch, it started to get dark and we got lost. ‘Uy,’ my aunt and uncle said. It was a witch who made us lose our way, the one who roams the woods crying, holding her still bleeding stomach from where the paramilitaries cut out her baby. For whatever reason, in those parts it was typical to always blame getting lost on that one witch. But if you didn’t acknowledge that she was there—or worse, if you ignored her cries, pretending that she didn’t exist—then that was just asking for trouble. It was better to know about her and accept her than to not.
So I remember walking through the jungle on a tiny path in the pitch black. I couldn’t see what was in front of me and I couldn’t see where I was coming from. When I closed my eyes there was hardly any difference from when I had them open. Every time I brushed against a tree branch, a bush, or a vine, it felt like the hand of the witch or even the trees themselves, reaching out to grab me and pull me towards them, hold me tight. It was the scariest thing that had ever happened to me up till then. I was convinced that I was going to get lost and disappear into the blackness, and that no one would ever find me; no one would even remember my name. The only way I could keep myself going was to pretend I was a knight. Thwack! I cut the branches back with my sword. Bam! I drove the witches away with my shield. One step at a time, I kept moving forward.

And then finally we made it back to the house. As soon as we got inside, the first thing we did was light a candle. I remember that the flame was orange. Flickering. It made it seem as though the air in the house was moving. Of everything that day, it was the strangest thing I’d seen. I’d never thought of air like that before—as something that was around you all the time, without you ever feeling it or noticing that it was there. I’m so glad that I saw it—that I took the time to look and see.

“That’s a good story,” she says.

“I know.” He leans in to give her a wet kiss just above the collarbone.

“I’m glad you guys found your way back.’

“I know,” he repeats. ‘Isn’t it crazy to think that it could have been different?” He laughs so hard she can see the yellowish stains on the backs of his teeth.
He types for the rest of the day, barely stopping until evening, only pausing to drink papaya juice out of a giant Styrofoam cup, to eat French fries and fried chicken out of a greasy white paper sack that she brings from the food stand across the street. Sometimes he squeezes his stump and winces, but whenever she asks if he needs a painkiller he always shakes his head quickly. Maybe they’ll still be able make it out to the ranch in time and see it again. Maybe they won’t. But the moment he finishes his paper, he reads it out loud to her: every undeniable statistic, every irrefutable graph. He quotes testimonies, lists percentages, stabs his finger in the air when he wants to indicate parentheses. It’s the best story he’s told her yet, the one she’s been waiting to hear for years without even knowing it, filled with so much truth and fantasy it’s hard to know which is better. His paper patiently explains (with precise terms and specific examples) how in present-day Colombia, the decades-long conflict has finally been successfully resolved. Land reform has been carried out in a fair and effective manner, hostages have been released, refugees resettled. Genuinely alternative leftist political parties have been established; union leaders, journalists, and priests can freely express left-wing dissent. Corruption has been eliminated, the War on Drugs considered ineffectual and brought to an end, the wealth of oligarchies and monopolies redistributed. Paramilitaries disarmed and disbanded. Guerrilla fighters reintegrated and forgiven. If a party was held tomorrow, everybody in the entire country would be invited, not a single person made to wait on the other side of a locked door.

Betsy will be there, of course: offering her cheek to everybody who wants to kiss it, never turning away without a greeting. Hi Stephanie—Flaca—Mariela. It’s so good to see you; it’s been so long. How are you doing; how have you been?
He looks up from the laptop. ‘What do you think?’ he says.

‘Perfect,’ she says. ‘Don’t change a word.’
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